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London : R.B. Seeley and W. Burnside. 1836
History
xl, 370 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : map ; 23 cm.;
Sabin No.: 81283.
Fiche: 1,147-1,151

Turner, O. (Orsamus).
Pioneer history of the Holland purchase of western New York embracing some account of the ancient remains ... and a history of pioneer settlement under the auspices of the Holland Company.
Buffalo, N.Y. : Jewett, Thomas. 1849
History
666 p., [20] leaves of plates : ill., maps ; 28 cm.;
Sabin No.: 97491.
Fiche: 1,152-1,159

Schultz, Christian, ca. 1770-ca. 1814.
Travels on an inland voyage through the states of New-York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee performed in the years 1807 and 1808 : including a tour of nearly six thousand miles.
New York : Printed by Isaac Riley. 1810
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 78003.
Fiche: 1,160-1,165

An Abstract of the evidence delivered before a select committee of the House of Commons in the years 1790 and 1791 on the part of the petitioners for the abolition of the slave trade.
[Newcastle, England] : Printed at the expence of the Society in Newcastle for Promoting the Abolition of the Slave-trade. 1791
Slavery
Fiche: 1,166-1,167

Fuller, Margaret, 1810-1850.
Art, literature, and the drama by Margaret Fuller Ossoli : edited by her brother, Arthur B. Fuller.
Boston : Brown, Taggard & Chase. 1860
Literature and Fine Arts
449 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 57816.
Fiche: 1,168-1,172

Springer, John S.
Forest life and forest trees comprising winter camp-life among the loggers, and wild-wood adventure : with descriptions of lumbering operations on the various rivers of Maine and New Brunswick.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1851
Science and Technology
Fiche: 1,173-1,175
Simms, William Gilmore, 1806-1870.
Mellichampe a legend of the Santee.
New York : Redfield. 1854
Literature and Fine Arts
New and rev. ed.; 431 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 81238.
Fiche: 1,176-1,180

Turell, Ebenezer, 1702-1778.
Boston : Printed and sold by Rogers and Fowle and by V. Edwards. 1749
History
Fiche: 1,181-1,183

Sprague, Charles, 1791-1875.
The poetical and prose writings of Charles Sprague.
Boston : Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1850
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 1,184-1,186

The judgement of whole kingdoms and nations concerning the rights, power, and prerogative of kings, and the rights, privileges & properties of the people.
Newport, Rhode Island : Reprinted and sold by Solomon Southwick. 1774
Political Science, Government and Law
12th ed., corr.; 156 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 97544.
Fiche: 1,187-1,188

Heckendorn, John.
Miners & business men's directory for the year commencing January 1st, 1856, embracing a general directory of the citizens of Tuolummne, and portions of Calaveras, Stanislaus and San Joaquin counties : together with the mining laws of each district, a description of the different camps, and other interesting statistical matter.
Columbia [Calif.]: Printed at the Clipper Office. 1856
Economics and Commerce
104 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 97445.
Fiche: 1,189-1,190

Squier, E. G. (Ephraim George), 1821-1888.
Lecture on the condition and true interests of the laboring class of America by E.G. Squier.
Albany : Published at the offices of the New York State Mechanic, and Cultivator. 1843
Economics and Commerce
16 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 89974.
Fiche: 1,191

Turnbull, Robert J. (Robert James), 1775-1833.
Speech of R.J. Turnbull, Esq. at the celebration of the State Rights and Free Trade Party of Charleston on the fourth of July, 1831.
Columbia, S.C. : Printed at the Times and Gazette Office. 1831
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 7468.
Fiche: 1,192

Sprague, J. T. (John Titcomb), 1810-1878.
The origin, progress, and conclusion of the Florida War to which is appended a record of officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates of the U.S. Army, Navy, and Marine Corps, who were killed in battle or died of disease.
New York : D. Appleton. 1848
History
Fiche: 1,193-1,199

Twiss, Travers, Sir, 1809-1897.
The Oregon question examined, in respect to facts and the law of nations by Travers Twiss.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman. 1846
Political Science, Government and Law
Fiche: 1,200-1,204

Spurrier, John.
The practical farmer being a new and compendious system of husbandry, adapted to the different soils and climates of America : containing the mechanical, chemical and philosophical elements of agriculture : with many other useful and interesting subjects.
Wilmington [Del.] : Printed by Brynberg and Andrews. 1793
Science and Technology
x, 360, xv p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 89930.
Fiche: 1,205-1,209

Skillman, John B.
New York : Ludwig & Tolefree. 1830
Political Science, Government and Law
151 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 81589.
Fiche: 1,210-1,211

Putnam, George Palmer, 1814-1872.
The world's progress a dictionary of dates, with tabular views of general history.
New-York : G.P. Putnam. 1850
General Reference and Bibliographies
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**Fessenden, Thomas Green, 1771-1837.**  
The New England farmer containing essays, original and selected, relating to agriculture and domestic economy, with engravings and the prices of country produce.  
Boston : T.W. Shepard. 1823  
Science and Technology  
vii, 416 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 52676.  
Fiche: 1,220-1,224

**Parish, Elijah, 1762-1825.**  
A new system of modern geography, or, A general description of all the considerable countries in the world compiled from the latest European and American geographies, voyages and travels.  
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Geography, Travel, and Exploration  
Fiche: 1,225-1,229

**Vincent, N.**  
L'Amériquain aux Anglois, ou, Observations d'un membre des Etats Unis de l'Amérique à divers ministres d'Angleterre traduit par M. D.B***.  
Philadelphia : [s.n.]. 1781  
Political Science, Government and Law  
108 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 1288.  
Fiche: 1,230-1,231

**Otis, Harrison Gray, 1765-1848.**  
Mr. Otis's speech in Congress, on the sedition law with remarks by the "Examiner" on this important subject.  
Boston : Printed by Hews & Goss. [1818?]  
Political Science, Government and Law  
35 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 57860.  
Fiche: 1,235

**Gómez Palacio, Francisco, 1824-1886.**  
Claims of Mexican citizens against the United States for Indian depredations being the opinion of the Mexican Commissioner in the Joint Claims Commission, under the convention of July 4, 1868, between Mexico and the United States.  
Washington, D.C. : Printed by Judd & Detweiler. 1871  
Political Science, Government and Law  
162 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 58272.  
Fiche: 1,239-1,243

**Paine, Thomas, 1737-1809.**  
Large additions to Common sense, addressed to the inhabitants of America, on the following interesting subjects I. The American patriot's prayer : II. American independency defended.  
Philadelphia : Printed, and sold by R. Bell. 1776  
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p. 81-147 ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 58212.  
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**Tyler, Royall, 1757-1826.**  
The contrast a comedy, in five acts.  
Philadelphia : From the press of Prichard & Hall. 1790  
Literature and Fine Arts  
viii, [16], 79 p. ; [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 97617.  
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New York (State). Commissioners of Emigration.
Annual reports of the Commissioners of Emigration of the state of New York from the organization of the Commission, May 5, 1847, to 1860, inclusive : together with tables and reports, and other official documents. New York : [s.n.], 1861 Political Science, Government and Law viii, 428, iii, 63 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 53610.
Fiche: 1,245-1,250

Pim, Bedford, 1826-1886.
Fiche: 1,251-1,256

Paine, Thomas, 1737-1809.
Fiche: 1,257

Paine, Thomas, 1737-1809.
Fiche: 1,258

Pitt, William, Earl of Chatham, 1708-1778.
Fiche: 1,259-1,283

Paine, Thomas, 1737-1809.
The political and miscellaneous works of Thomas Paine. London : Printed and published by R. Carlile. 1819 Political Science, Government and Law 2 v. ; port.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 58233.
Fiche: 1,284-1,297

The American wanderer, through various parts of Europe in a series of letters to a lady (interspersed with a variety of interesting anecdotes). London : Printed for J. Robson. 1783 Geography, Travel, and Exploration xvi, 422 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 1258.
Fiche: 1,298-1,302

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
Fiche: 1,303-1,306

Tyranny unmasked an answer to a late pamphlet, entitled Taxation no tyranny. London : Printed for the author, and sold by W. Flexney. 1775 History 90 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 97635.
Fiche: 1,307-1,308

Otis, Harrison Gray, 1765-1848.
Mr. Otis's speech, to the citizens of Boston on the evening preceding the late election, of member to Congress. Boston : J.H. Eastburn. 1830 History 27 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 57860.
Fiche: 1,309

Simms, William Gilmore, 1806-1870.
Fiche: 1,310-1,312

Spring, Gardiner, 1785-1873.
Fiche: 1,313-1,315

Springwater, Dr.
The cold-water-man, or, A pocket companion for the temperate by Dr. Springwater, of North America. Albany : Printed by Packard and Van Benthuyesen. 1832 Social Sciences 216 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 89906.
Fiche: 1,316-1,318

Sommerville, William, 1800-1878.
Fiche: 1,319-1,321
Bellamy, Joseph, 1719-1790.
Theron, Paulinus, and Aspasio, or, Letters and
dialogues, upon the nature of love to God, faith in
Christ, assurance of a title to eternal life containing
some remarks on the sentiments of the Revd.
Messesir Hervey and Marshal, on these subjects.
Boston : Printed and sold by S. Kneeland. 1759
Religion and Philosophy
v. 227 p. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 4494.
Fiche: 1,322-1,324

Rufiana, or, The poetical sinnings of William
Rufus.
New-York : G. and C. Carvill. 1826
Literature and Fine Arts
144 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 73926.
Fiche: 1,325-1,326

Sprague, Horace, 1798-1860.
Gloversville, or, The model village a poem, with
an appendix containing a succinct history of the same :
also, biographical sketches of prominent persons
and notices of influential families whose history is
connected with its foundation and progress.
Gloversville, N.Y. : Printed by W. H. Case. 1859
History
131 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 89674.
Fiche: 1,327-1,328

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
Footfalls on the boundary of another world with
narrative illustrations.
Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott. 1860
Religion and Philosophy
528 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 58024.
Fiche: 1,329-1,334

Amherst, Jeffery Amherst, Baron, 1717-1797.
Commissary Wilson's orderly book expedition of
the British and provincial army, under Maj. Gen.
Jeffrey Amherst, against Ticonderoga and Crown
Point, 1759.
Albany, N.Y. : J. Munsell. 1857
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cm.; Sabin No.: 1311.
Fiche: 1,335-1,337

Pringle, John, Sir, 1707-1782.
The life of General James Wolfe, the conqueror of
Canada, or, The elogium of that renowned hero
attempted according to the rules of eloquence : with
a monumental inscription, Latin and English, to
perpetuate his memory.
London : Printed for G. Kearsly. 1760
History
24 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 58057.
Fiche: 1,338

Otis, Harrison Gray, MRS., 1796-1873.
The Barclays of Boston by Mrs. Harrison Gray
Otis.
Boston : Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1854
Literature and Fine Arts
419 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 57861.
Fiche: 1,339-1,343

New Haven Colony Historical Society.
Papers of the New Haven Colony Historical
New Haven : The Society. 1865
History
1 v. (various pagings) : ill., facsimis., ports.; 24 cm.;
Sabin No.: 52988.
Fiche: 1,344-1,348

Stanley, Henry Edward John Stanley, Baron,
1827-1903.
The first voyage round the world, by Magellan
translated from the accounts of Pigafetta and other
contemporary writers ; accompanied by original
documents ; with notes and an introduction by Lord
Stanley of Alderly.
London : The Hakluyt Society. 1874
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
lx, 257, xx p., [8] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill.,
2 maps ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 62806.
Fiche: 1,349-1,353

Osgood, Samuel, 1812-1880.
The hearth-stone thoughts upon home-life in our
cities.
New-York : D. Appleton. 1854
Social Sciences
4th ed.; 290 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 57791.
Fiche: 1,357-1,360

Park, Roswell, 1807-1869.
Jerusalem, and other poems, juvenile and
miscellaneous including "Life and death," "Here and
thereafter," and "The mission of the gospel" : with a
brief memoir of Mrs. Mary Brewster Park.
New York : T.N. Stanford. 1857
Literature and Fine Arts
309, xv p., [1] leaf of plates : port. ; 19 cm.; Sabin
No.: 58633.
Fiche: 1,361-1,364

Bigelow, Jacob, 1786-1879.
Modern inquiries classical, professional, and
miscellaneous.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1867
Literature and Fine Arts
[2d ed.]; xi, 379 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 5300.
Fiche: 1,365-1,369
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<td>Report of commissioners appointed to investigate charges made against the directors of the Delaware and Raritan canal, and Camden and Amboy railroad and transportation companies made to the legislature, February 8, 1850.</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Sons of New Hampshire. Festival of the Sons of New Hampshire with the speeches of Messrs. Webster, Woodbury, Wilder, Bigelow, Parker, Dearborn, Hubbard, Goodrich Hale, Plummer, Wilson, Chamberlain, and others, together with the names of those present, and letters from distinguished individuals.</td>
<td>Boston : J. French. 1850 History 181 p.: port.: 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 52826.</td>
<td>Fiche: 1,402-1,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finley, Isaac J. Pioneer record and reminiscences of the early settlers and settlement of Ross County, Ohio by Isaac J. Finley and Rufus Putnam.</td>
<td>Cincinnati : Printed for the authors by R. Clarke. 1781 History 148 p.: 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 66838.</td>
<td>Fiche: 1,410-1,411</td>
</tr>
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Papers concerning the attack on Hatfield and Deerfield by a party of Indians from Canada, September nineteenth, 1677.
New York : [s.n.]. 1859
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82 p. : map ; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 58449.
Fiche: 1,412-1,413

Chatto, William Andrew, 1799-1864.
A paper -- of tobacco treating of the rise, progress, and advantages of smoking : with anecdotes of distinguished smokers, mems. on pipes and tobacco-boxes, and a critical essay on snuff.
London : Chapman and Hall. 1839
History
iv, 165 p. : ill. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 58443.
Fiche: 1,414-1,416

Norton, Humphrey, fl. 1655-1659.
New England's ensigne it being the account of cruelty, the professors pride, and the articles of their faith ...: this being an account of the sufferings sustained by us in New-England (with the Dutch) the most part of it in these two last years, 1657, 1658.
London : Printed by T.L. for G. Calvert. 1659
Religion and Philosophy
120 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 52756.
Fiche: 1,417-1,418

Memorial of the agents of the New England Mississippi Land Company to Congress with a vindication of their title at law annexed.
[Washington, D.C.? : s.n.]. [1814]
Political Science, Government and Law
7, 104 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 52708.
Fiche: 1,419-1,420

Bishop, George, d. 1668.
New-England judged by the Spirit of the Lord in two parts.
London : Printed and sold by T. Sowle. 1703
Religion and Philosophy
2 pts. in 1 ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 5631.
Fiche: 1,421-1,428

Spring, Samuel, 1746-1819.
Moral disquisitions and strictures on the Rev. David Tappan's Letters to Philalethes.
Newburyport [Mass.] : Printed and sold by John Mycall. 1789
Religion and Philosophy
252 p. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 89797.
Fiche: 1,429-1,431

Wood, John, ca. 1775-1822.
The history of the administration of John Adams, Esq., late president of the United States by John Wood.
New-York : [Barlas and Ward]. 1802
Political Science, Government and Law
506 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 105044.
Fiche: 1,432-1,437

American mechanics' magazine containing useful original matter, on subjects connected with manufactures, the arts and sciences, as well as selections from the most approved domestic and foreign journals.
New York : J.V. Seaman [etc.]. 1825-1826
Science and Technology
2 v. : ill. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 1141.
Fiche: 1,438-1,446

Ashe, Thomas, 1770-1835.
Travels in America, performed in 1806, for the purpose of exploring the rivers Alleghany, Monongahela, Ohio, and Mississippi, and ascertaining the produce and condition of their banks and vicinity by Thomas Ashe.
ix, [11]-366 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 2180.
Fiche: 1,447-1,451

Ruttenber, Edward Manning, 1825-1907.
History of the Indian tribes of Hudson's River their origin, manners and customs, tribal and sub-tribal organizations, wars, treaties, etc., etc.
Albany, N.Y. : J. Munsell. 1872
History
Fiche: 1,447-1,451

Alman, John, 1737-1805.
A review of the reign of George the Second in which a new light is thrown on the transactions, and the effects of ministerial influence are traced and laid open.
London : Printed for J. Wilkie. 1762
History
259 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 70256.
Fiche: 1,452-1,454

Three years in the Pacific containing notices of Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, Peru, &c. in 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834.
London : R. Bentley. 1835
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 74196.
Fiche: 1,455-1,464

Rice, George Edward, 1822-1861.
Nugamenta a book of verses.
Boston : J.E. Tilton. 1860
Literature and Fine Arts
146 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 70830.
Fiche: 1,465-1,466

Stockton, Thomas Hewlings, 1806-1868.
Floating flowers from a hidden brook.
Philadelphia : Printed by W.S. Young. 1844
Literature and Fine Arts
168 p. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 74634.
Fiche: 1,467-1,468
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Packard, Hezekiah, 1761-1849.
Federal republicanism displayed in two discourses, preached on the day of the state fast at Chelmsford, and on the day of the national fast at Concord, in April, 1799.
Boston: Printed by J. Russell. 1799
Political Science, Government and Law
35 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 58117.
Fiche: 1,469

Articles of association and agreement, constituting the New-England Mississippi Land Company as amended March 12, 1798, February 19, 1802, and June 15, 1814.
[Boston?: s.n.], 1814
History
11 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 52708.
Fiche: 1,470

Reynolds, J. (Joseph), d. 1872.
Peter Gott, the Cape Ann fisherman by J. Reynolds.
Portland [Me.]: F. Blake. 1856
Literature and Fine Arts
280 p.; [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 70437.
Fiche: 1,471-1,474

The Rural magazine, or, Vermont repository.
Rutland, Vt.: Printed by J. Kirkaldie for S. Williams, & Co. 1795-1796
History
2 v.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 74173.
Fiche: 1,475-1,489

Bates, Elisha, 1779 or 1801-1861.
An examination of certain proceedings and principles of the Society of Friends, called Quakers by Elisha Bates.
St. Clairsville, [O.]: Printed for the author by Horton J. Howard. 1837
Fiche: 1,487-1,494

Rush, Richard, 1780-1859.
Memoranda of a residence at the court of London by Richard Rush.
Philadelphia : Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1833
Political Science, Government and Law
xix, 460 p.; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 74264.
Fiche: 1,502-1,507

Rhode Island.
The public laws of the state of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations as revised by a committee, and finally enacted by the honorable General Assembly, at their session in January, 1798.
Providence: Printed by Carter and Wilkinson. 1798
Political Science, Government and Law
652 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 70626.
Fiche: 1,508-1,515

Ryerson, John, 1800-1878.
Hudson's Bay, or, A missionary tour in the territory of the Hon. Hudson's Bay Company by the Rev. John Ryerson.
Toronto : G.R. Sanderson. 1855
Religion and Philosophy
xxiv, 190 p.; [10] leaves of plates : ill. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 74586.
Fiche: 1,516-1,518

Rules and regulations for the sword exercise of the cavalry from the copy printed by His Britannic Majesty's command for the War-Office, London, 1805.
Philadelphia: Printed and sold by J. Humphreys. 1808
History
104 p.; [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 74083.
Fiche: 1,519-1,520

Pierpont, John, 1785-1866.
Who goeth a warfare at his own charges? a discourse delivered before the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company of Massachusetts on the celebration of their 190th anniversary, Boston, June 2, 1828.
Boston: Bowles and Dearborn. 1828
History
28 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 62772.
Fiche: 1,521

Rules and articles for the better government of the troops raised, or to be raised and kept in pay by and at the joint expense of the twelve United English Colonies of North-America.
[Watertown]: Philadelphia printed, Watertown reprinted and sold by B. Edes. 1775
History
16 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 74055.
Fiche: 1,522
Rush, Benjamin, 1746-1813.
Medical inquiries and observations by Benjamin Rush.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Prichard & Hall. 1789
Science and Technology
206, 39 p. : 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 74226.
Fiche: 1,523-1,525

Ward, Maria.
Les harems du nouveau monde vie des femmes chez les Mormons.
Paris : M. Lévy frères. 1856
Religion and Philosophy
xii, 310 p. : 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 70332.
Fiche: 1,526-1,529

Rhys, Horton (Charles Horton).
A theatrical trip for a wager! through Canada and the United States.
London : Published for the author by C. Dudley. 1861
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 1,530-1,531

Reynolds, Samuel, Capt.
A history of the city of Williamsburgh containing a succinct account of its early settlement, rapid growth and prosperous condition.
Williamsburgh [N.Y.] : J.C. Gandar. 1852
History
137, iv p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 70442.
Fiche: 1,532-1,533

Godfrey, John A.
Rhymed tactics by "Gov."
New York : D. van Nostrand. 1862
History
Fiche: 1,534-1,535

Rhode Island.
A supplement to the digest of the laws -- 1798 public laws of the state of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations passed since the session of the Hon. General Assembly in January, A.D. 1798.
Providence : Printed by Jones & Wheeler. 1810
Political Science, Government and Law
144 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 70626.
Fiche: 1,536-1,537

The revolution life of Hannah Weston, with a brief record of her ancestry : also a condensed history of the first settlement of Jonesborough, Machias and other neighboring towns.
Machias, Me : C.O. Furbush. 1857
History
163 p. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 70343.
Fiche: 1,538-1,539

New Plymouth Colony. General Court.
Records of the Colony of New Plymouth in New England edited by Nathaniel B. Shurtleff and David Pulsifer.
Boston : The Legislature. 1855-1861
History
12 v. ; 31 cm.; Sabin No.: 53388.
Fiche: 1,540-1,583

Sabin, Joseph, 1821-1881.
Bibliotheca Americana et selectissima catalogue of an extraordinary collection of books relating to America ... which will be sold at auction by Bangs, Brother & Co.
New York : Baker & Godwin, Printers. [1857]
General Reference and Bibliographies
152 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 74675.
Fiche: 1,584-1,585

Wandering sketches of people and things in South America, Polynesia, California, and other places visited, during a cruise on board of the U.S. ships Levant, Portsmouth, and Savannah by Wm. Maxwell Wood.
Philadelphia : Carey and Hart. 1849
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
386 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 105083.
Fiche: 1,586-1,590

Rice, Clinton.
Manual of the U.S. Bankruptcy Act, 1867 with the rules, orders and forms of proceedings thereunder, conveniently annotated, classified and arranged.
Political Science, Government and Law
442 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 70820.
Fiche: 1,591-1,595

Crothers, Samuel, 1783-1856.
The gospel of the typical servitude the substance of a sermon preached in Greenfield, Jan. 1, 1834.
Hamilton, O. : Printed by Gardner & Gibbon. 1835
22 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 74816.
Fiche: 1,594-1,594a

Rupp, I. Daniel (Israel Daniel), 1803-1878.
A collection of upwards of thirty thousand names of German, Swiss, Dutch, French, and other immigrants in Pennsylvania from 1727 to 1776 with a statement of the names of ships, whence they sailed, and the date of their arrival in Philadelphia ... together with necessary historical and other notes.
Philadelphia : Ig. Kohler. 1876
Political Science, Government and Law
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<td>Hirzel, Hans Caspar, 1725-1803.</td>
<td>The rural Socrates, or, An account of a celebrated philosophical farmer, lately living in Switzerland and known by the name of Kliyogg. Hallowell [Maine]: Printed by P. Edes. 1800 Science and Technology xii, 203, xiii p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 74176.</td>
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Smith, William, 1743-1821.
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   Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Starnes, Ebenezer, 1810-1868.
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Bartlett, Elisha, 1804-1855.
   A brief sketch of the life, character, and writings of William Charles Wells, M.D., F.R.S. an address delivered before the Louisville medical society, December 7th, 1849.
   Louisville, Ky. : Prentice and Weissinger. 1849
   32 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 3727.
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Smith, W. L. G. (William L. G.), 1814-1878.
   Life at the South, or, "Uncle Tom's cabin" as it is being narratives, scenes and incidents in the real "Life of the lowly".
   Buffalo : G.H. Derby. 1852
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   Fiche: 1,912-1,917

Sleigh, Burrows Wilcock, 1821-1869.
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   xvi, 408 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 82126.
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SLEEPER, John Sherburne, 1794-1878.
   Jack in the forecastle, or, Incidents in the early life of Hawser Martingale by the author of "Tales of the ocean," "Salt-water bubbles," etc.
   Boston : Crosby and Nichols. 1865
   Geography, Travel, and Exploration
   Fiche: 1,923-1,928

Smith, Goldwin, 1823-1910.
   Lectures on the study of history delivered in Oxford. 1859-61.
   New York : Harper & Bros. 1866
   Social Sciences
   269 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 82681.
   Fiche: 1,929-1,932

Tyson, Job R. (Job Roberts), 1803-1858.
   Discourse on the surviving remnant of the Indian race in the United States delivered on the 24th October, 1836, before the Societ for Commemorating the Landing of William Penn.
   Philadelphia : Printed by A. Waldie. 1836
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   39 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 97645.
   Fiche: 1,933

Russell, William P.
   Solid reasons for continuance of war with means suggested to carry it on without additional taxes, and to diminish the rates of mercantile insurance.
   London : G. Sidney, Printer. 1807
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   46 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 74295.
   Fiche: 1,934

Smith, Adam, 1723-1790.
   The theory of moral sentiments by Adam Smith.
   London : Printed for A. Millar. 1761
   Religion and Philosophy
   2nd ed.; 436 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 82314.
   Fiche: 1,935-1,939

Squier, E. G. (Ephraim George), 1821-1888.
   Peru incidents of travel and exploration in the land of the Incas.
   New York : Harper & Bros. 1877
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Pleas, Elwood.
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Innes, William.
A letter to the members of Parliament who have presented petitions to the honourable House of Commons for the abolition of the slave trade by a West-India Merchant.
London : Sold by J. Sewell. 1792
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Massachusetts (Colony). Provincial Congress.
Rules and regulations for the Massachusetts Army.
Salem [Mass.] : Printed by S. and E. Hall. 1775
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Sleeper, John Sherburne, 1794-1878.
Mark Rowland a tale of the sea.
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Smith, Hugh, 1736?-1789.
Letters to married women, on nursing and the management of children by the late Hugh Smith, M.D.
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Smith, Humphry, d. 1663.
A collection of the several writings and faithful testimonies of that suffering servant of God and patient follower of the Lamb, Humphry Smith who dyed a prisoner for the testimony of Jesus, in Wincheste common-goal the 4th day of the 3d month, in the year 1663.
London : Printed and sold by A. Sowle. 1683
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513 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 68524.
Fiche: 4,989-4,994

Stedman, A. J.
Murder and mystery history of the life and death
of John W. Stephens, state senator of North Carolina,
from Caswell County.
Greensboro, N.C.: "Patriot" Print. 1870
Political Science, Government and Law
40 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 91055.
Fiche: 4,995

Priestley, Joseph, 1733-1804.
Two sermons viz. I. The present state of Europe
compared with antient prophecies: preached on the
fast-day in 1794: with a preface, containing the
reasons for the author's leaving England: II. The use
of Christianity, especially in difficult times: being
the author's farewell discourse to his congregation at
Hackney.
Philadelphia: Printed by Thomas Dobson. 1794
Religion and Philosophy
106, [14] p.; 21 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 65513.
Fiche: 4,996-4,997

Wilkinson, William, 1760-1852.
The federal calculator and American ready
reckoner containing, federal arithmetic, the value of
any number of yards, pounds, &c. from 1 to 1000 and
from 1 mill to 1 dollar, tables of interest, value of
cents in the currencies of the different states, value of
gold as now established by law in the United States,
&c.
Providence, R.I.: Printed by Carter and Wilkinson.
1795
Economics and Commerce
64 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 104037.
Fiche: 4,998

Wigglesworth, Edward, 1732-1794.
The authority of tradition considered at the lecture
founded by the Hon. Judge Dudley, in Harvard
College, November 5, 1777.
Boston, New-England: Printed by Thomas & John
Fleet. 1778
Religion and Philosophy
39, [1] p.; 19 cm. (4to); Sabin No.: 103908.
Fiche: 4,999

Wigglesworth, Edward, ca. 1693-1765.
A seasonable caveat against believing every spirit,
with some directions for trying the spirits, whether
they are of God given in two public lectures in the
hall of Harvard-College at Cambridge, N.E. April 22
and 29, 1735.
Boston: Printed for D. Henchman. 1735
Religion and Philosophy
[4], 33, [1] p.; 18 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 103903.
Fiche: 5,000

Whitney, Josiah, 1731-1824.
The essential requisites to form the good ruler's
classic, illustrated and urged a sermon, preached in
the audience of His Excellency Samuel Huntington,
Esq., L.L.D. governor, and commander in chief: His
Honor Oliver Wolcott, Esq. lieutenant-governor, and
the honourable the counsellors and House of
Representatives of the state of Connecticut, at
Hartford, on the day of the anniversary election, May
8th, 1788.
Hartford: Printed by Elisha Babcock. [1788]
Religion and Philosophy
40 p.; 21 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 103760.
Fiche: 5,001

Priestley, Joseph, 1733-1804.
A description of a new chart of history containing
a view of the principal revolutions of empire, that
have taken place in the world.
London: Printed for J. Johnson. 1770
History
32, 68 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 101276.
Fiche: 5,002-5,003

Wilde, Richard Henry, 1789-1847.
Speech of Mr. Wilde, of Georgia, on the bill for
removing the Indians from the east to the west side of
the Mississippi delivered in the House of
Representatives, on the 20th May, 1830.
Washington [D.C.]: Printed by Gales & Seaton. 1830
History
[3], 4-66 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 103974.
Fiche: 5,004

Supplement to "Six months in a convent" confirming
the narrative of Rebecca Theresa Reed, by the
testimony of more than one hundred witnesses, ...
containing a minute account of the elopement of Miss
Harrison, ... and an exposition of the system of
cloister education.
Boston: Russell, Odiorne, & Co. 1835
Religion and Philosophy
264 p.; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 68579.
Fiche: 5,005-5,007

Warburton, William, bp. of Gloucester, 1698-
1779.
A sermon preached before the Incorporated
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts at their anniversary meeting in the parish
church of St. Mary-le Bow, on Friday, February 21,
1766.
London: Printed by E. Owen and T. Harrison. 1766
Religion and Philosophy
32, 68 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 101276.
Fiche: 5,008-5,009

War with America the crisis of the dispute with the
United States ... in a series of three letters, addressed
to His Royal Highness the Prince Regent.
London: Printed by R. Taylor for T. Hamilton [etc.].
1811
History
72 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 101267.
Fiche: 5,010
Wilkes, John, 1727-1797.
Observations on the papers relative to the rupture with Spain laid before both Houses of Parliament, on Friday the twenty-ninth day of January, 1762, by his Majesty's command.
London : Printed for W. Nicoll. 1762
Political Science, Government and Law
52 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 104005.
Fiche: 5,011

Whitney, Parkhurst.
Trial of Parkhurst [sic] Whitney, Timothy Shaw, Noah Beach, William Miller, and Samuel M. Chubbuck for a conspiracy : the abduction, false imprisonment, and assault and battery, of William Morgan : had at a special circuit court, held at Lockport, Niagara County, Feb. 1831, The Hon. Samuel Nelson, one of the Justices of the Supreme Court, presiding, embracing the testimony, arguments of counsel, judge's charge, &c.
Lockport [N.Y.]: Published at the Balance office. [1831]
Political Science, Government and Law
63 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 103765.
Fiche: 5,012

Reese, David Meredith, 1800-1861.
A plain and practical treatise on the epidemic cholera, as it prevailed in the city of New York, in the summer of 1832 including its nature, causes, treatment and prevention, designed for popular instruction : to which is added, by way of appendix, A brief essay on the medical use of ardent spirits : being an attempt to show that alcohol is as unnecessary and mischievous in sickness as in health.
New York : Conner & Cooke. 1833
Science and Technology
Fiche: 5,013-5,014

Washburn, Emory, 1800-1877.
Topographical and historical sketches of the town of Leicester in the commonwealth of Massachusetts furnished for the Worcester magazine and historical journal by Emory Washburn.
Worcester [Mass.]: Printed by Rogers & Griffin for the publishers of the magazine and journal. 1826
History
66 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 101520.
Fiche: 5,015

Reed, Henry, of Cincinnati.
For the people the public debt, what to do with it : an examination of the financial problems of the day, and a distinct showing of their true solution.
Cincinnati : R. Clarke & co. [1868]
Economics and Commerce
71 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 68549.
Fiche: 5,016

Wilkeson, Samuel.
A concise history of the commencement, progress and present condition of the American colonies in Liberia by Samuel Wilkeson.
Washington : Printed at the Madisonian office. 1839
History
88 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 104011.
Fiche: 5,017-5,018

Robinson, William Davis, b. 1774.
Memoir addressed to persons of the Jewish religion in Europe on the subject of emigration to, and settlement in, one of the most eligible parts of the United States of North America.
London : Printed by H. Hay. 1819
Social Sciences
40 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 72201.
Fiche: 5,019

Warren, Henry, 1635-1702.
An address delivered at Roxbury, before the Roxbury Auxiliary Society for the Suppression of Intemperance, October 25, 1821 by Henry Warren.
Boston : Russell and Gardner, printers. 1821
Social Sciences
[3], 4-25 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 101467.
Fiche: 5,020

A Review of the Lady Superior's reply to "Six months in a convent" being a vindication of Miss Reed.
Boston : W. Peirce and Webster & Southard. 1835
Religion and Philosophy
51 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 68580.
Fiche: 5,021

Reese, Thomas, 1742-1796.
An essay on the influence of religion in civil society by the Rev. Thomas Reese.
Charleston : Printed by Markland & M'Iver. 1788
Religion and Philosophy
87 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 68663.
Fiche: 5,022-5,023

Considerations on the expediency of a Spanish war containing reflections on the late demands of Spain and on the negotiations of Mons. Bussy.
London : Printed for R. Griffiths. 1761
Political Science, Government and Law
44 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 104002.
Fiche: 5,024

Wigglesworth, Edward, ca. 1693-1765.
Some distinguishing characters of the extraordinary and ordinary ministers of the church of Christ briefly considered, in two discourses delivered at the publick lectures, in Harvard-College, November 12th and 19th. 1754 : after the Reverend Mr. Whitefield's preaching at Cambridge. Boston : Printed and sold by Thomas Fleet. 1754
Religion and Philosophy
34, [2] p. ; 21 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 103905.
Fiche: 5,025
Macgowan, John, 1726-1780.
Priestcraft defended a sermon occasioned by the expulsion of six young gentlemen from the University of Oxford, for praying, reading, & expounding the Scriptures : humbly dedicated to Mr. V--e-C--r, and the H--ds of H--s.
Baltimore : Printed by Philip Edwards. 1792
Religion and Philosophy
11th ed.; iii, [1], 5-23, [1] p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 65499.
Fiche: 5,026

War without disguise, or, The frauds of neutral commerce a justification of belligerent captures :
with observations on the Answer to War in disguise, and Mr. Madison's examination, showing that the true interests of America require the rigid application of the British rule of '56.
America : [s.n.]. 1807
Political Science, Government and Law
iv, 87 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 101270.
Fiche: 5,027-5,028

Sampson, Ezra, 1749-1823.
Who shall be governor, Strong or Sullivan?, or, The sham-patriot unmasked being an exposition of the fatally successful arts of demagogues, to exalt themselves, by flattering and swindling the people.
[Boston : s.n.]. 1806
Political Science, Government and Law
30 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 103846.
Fiche: 5,029

Reese, David Meredith, 1800-1861.
Observations on the epidemic of 1819, as it prevailed in a part of the city of Baltimore comprising an accurate history of its origin, progress and effects ... to which are affixed, by way of appendix, some remarks on the medical treatment of the disease.
Baltimore [Md.]: The author, ([Baltimore]: John D. Toy). 1819
Science and Technology
114 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 68658.
Fiche: 5,030-5,031

Reeves, John, 1752?-1829.
Two tracts, shewing that Americans, born before the independence, are, by the law of England, not aliens first, a discussion, &c. : second, a reply, &c.
London : Printed for Reed and Hunter ... and J. Hatchard, Piccadilly; by T. Davis. 1814
Political Science, Government and Law
vi, [2], 65, [3], 34 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 103846.
Fiche: 5,027-5,028

Whitney, Josiah, 1731-1824.
National defence a discourse, preached before the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company, June 1, 1829, being the 191st anniversary.
Cambridge [Mass.]: Printed by E.W. Metcalf. 1829
Political Science, Government and Law
[3], 4-36 p. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 103727.
Fiche: 5,038

Reed, William B. (William Bradford), 1806-1876.
Address delivered before the Philomathean society of the University of Pennsylvania, Thursday, November 1st, A.D. 1838 by William B. Reed.
Philadelphia : T.B. Peterson & Bros. [1874]
History
524 p. ; front. (port.) ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 68640.
Fiche: 5,039-5,044

Reid, Mayne, 1818-1883.
Odd people being a popular description of singular races of man.
Boston : Ticknor and Fields. 1861
Social Sciences
Fiche: 5,046-5,051
### Reeves, John, 1752?-1829.

- History of the government of the island of Newfoundland with an appendix: containing the acts of Parliament made respecting the trade and fishery.
  - London: Printed for J. Sewell [etc.], 1793
- Political Science, Government and Law
- 4 p.l., 167 p., 2 l., cxvi p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 68671.
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### Reichel, William Cornelius, 1824-1876.

- Historical sketch of Nazareth Hall from 1755 to 1869 with an account of the reunions of former pupils and of the inauguration of a monument at Nazareth on the 11th of June, 1868, erected in memory of alumni who fell in the late rebellion.
  - Philadelphia: Printed for the Reunion society of Nazareth hall, 1869
- History
- 1 v. (various pagings): ill.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 68987.
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### Reese, David Meredith, 1800-1861.

- Letters to the Hon. William Jay being a reply to his "Inquiry into the American Colonization and American Anti-Slavery Societies".
  - New-York: Leavitt, Lord & Co., 1835
- Slavery
- xii, 120 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 68657.
  - Fiche: 5,060-5,061

### Prichard, James Cowles, 1786-1848.

- Researches into the physical history of man by James Cowles Prichard.
  - London: Printed for J. and A. Arch., 1813
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- iv, 558 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 68406.
  - Fiche: 5,062-5,065

### Rogers, Thomas J., 1781-1832.

- A new American biographical dictionary, or, Remembrance of the departed heroes, sages, and statesmen, of America confined exclusively to those who have signalized themselves in either capacity, in the revolutionary war.
  - Easton, Penn.: T.J. Rogers, 1824
- History
- 3rd ed., with important alterations and additions.; viii, [1], 9-504 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 72736.
  - Fiche: 5,085-5,090

### Pretyman, George, 1750-1827.

- A sermon preached before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at their anniversary meeting in the parish church of St. Mary-le-Bow, on Friday, February 17, 1792.
  - London: Printed by S. Brooke, 1792
- Religion and Philosophy
- 94 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 96143.
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- Records of the Bubbleton Parish, or, Papers from the experience of an American minister with illustrations by Billings.
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- Religion and Philosophy
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### Talvj, 1797-1870.

- The exiles a tale.
  - New York: G.P. Putnam, 1853
- Literature and Fine Arts
- viii, 400 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 72189.
  - Fiche: 5,097-5,101

### Smith, Nicholas, 1836-1911.

- Our nation's flag in history and incident by Nicholas Smith.
  - Milwaukee: The Young churchman, 1903
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  - Fiche: 5,102-5,104

### Assault and battery report of the trials of the causes of Elisha Jenkins vs. Solomon Van Rensselaer, Solomon Van Rensselaer vs. John Tayler, the same vs. Charles D. Cooper, and the same vs. Francis Bloodgood, before arbitrators at Albany, August 16th, 17th, and 18th, 1808.
  - [Albany, N.Y.]: Croswell & Frary, 1808
- Political Science, Government and Law
- 80 p.; map; cm.; Sabin No.: 98547.
  - Fiche: 5,105-5,106
Green, Jacob, 1722-1790.
A vision of hell and a discovery of some of the consultations and devices there, in 1767.
Hartford [Conn.] : Printed for Orrin Newton, by B. & J. Russell Jr. 1813
Religion and Philosophy
22 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 98573.
Fiche: 5,107

Stearns, Charles.
The Black man of the South, and the rebels, or, The characteristics of the former, and the recent outrages of the latter by Charles Stearns.
New York : For sale by American News Co. 1872
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Fiche: 5,108-5,114

Tooke, John Horne, 1736-1812.
Facts addressed to the landholders, stockholders, merchants, farmers, manufacturers, tradesmen, proprietors of every description, and generally to all the subjects of Great Britain and Ireland.
London : Printed for J. Johnson and J. Almon. [1780]
Political Science, Government and Law
117 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 96174.
Fiche: 5,115-5,116

Tone, William Theobald Wolfe, 1791-1828.
Essay on the necessity of improving our national forces by William Theobald Wolfe Tone.
Political Science, Government and Law
112 p., [1] folded chart ; cm.; Sabin No.: 96159.
Fiche: 5,117-5,118

Walter, Nehemiah, 1663-1750.
Discourses on the whole LVth chapter of Isaiah preparatory to communion at the Lord's-table : to which is added, the author's last sermon.
New-York : Printed by D. Fowle for D. Henchman. 1755
Religion and Philosophy
xxvi, 512 p. ; ports. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 96171.
Fiche: 5,119-5,124

Waln, Robert, 1794-1825.
The Hermit in America on a visit to Philadelphia containing some account of the human leeches, belles, beaux, coquettes, dandies, cotillion parties, supper parties tea parties, &c. &c. of that famous city, and the poets and painters of America.
Philadelphia : M. Thomas. 1819
Social Sciences
Fiche: 5,125-5,127

Walsh, Robert, 1784-1859.
An appeal from the judgments of Great Britain respecting the United States of America. Part first, Containing an historical outline of their merits and wrongs as colonies, and strictures upon the calumnies of the British writers by Robert Walsh.
Political Science, Government and Law
Ivi, 512 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 101158.
Fiche: 5,128-5,134

Waddel, Moses, 1770-1840.
Memoirs of the life of Miss Caroline Elizabeth Smelt who died on the 21st September, 1817, in the city of Augusta, Georgia, in the 17th year of her age, compiled from authentic papers.
New-York : Printed by Daniel Fanshaw. 1818
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175 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 100882.
Fiche: 5,135-5,137

Van Zandt, Nicholas Biddle.
A full description of the soil, water, timber, and prairies of each lot, or quarter section of the military lands between the Mississippi and Illinois rivers by Nicholas Biddle Van Zandt.
Washington City : Printed by P. Force. 1818
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
iv, 127 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 98590.
Fiche: 5,138-5,139

Walker, Robert J. (Robert John), 1801-1869.
Letter of Mr. Walker, of Mississippi, relative to the annexation of Texas in reply to the call of the people of Carroll County, Ky., to communicate his views on that subject.
Saint Louis : Missourian Office. 1844
Political Science, Government and Law
50 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 101067.
Fiche: 5,140

Wadsworth, Benjamin, 1750-1826.
Female charity an acceptable offering a sermon delivered in the brick meeting house in Danvers, at the request of the Charitable Female Cent Society in Danvers and Middleton for promoting Christian knowledge, Nov. 7, 1816.
Andover [Mass.] : Printed by Flagg and Gould. 1817
Religion and Philosophy
32 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 100920.
Fiche: 5,141

Whitney, George, 1804-1842.
Some account of the early history and present state of the town of Quincy, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts by George Whitney.
[Boston] : Christian Register Office, S.B. Manning, Printer. [1827?]
History
64 p. ; ill. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 103759.
Fiche: 5,142
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<td>Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill. 1775</td>
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<td>Cambridge : Folsom, Wells, and Thurston. 1838</td>
<td>24 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 101387.</td>
<td>Fiche: 5,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard, Emma, 1787-1870.</td>
<td>Advancement of female education, or, A series of addresses in favor of establishing at Athens, in Greece, a female seminary especially designed to instruct female teachers by Emma Willard ; published by the ladies of the &quot;Troy Society&quot; for the benefit of the proposed institution.</td>
<td>Troy : Ladies of the Troy Society, (Troy : Printed by Norman Tuttle). 1833</td>
<td>48 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 104043.</td>
<td>Fiche: 5,145</td>
</tr>
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<td>Varlo, Charles, ca. 1725-ca. 1795.</td>
<td>A new system of husbandry from many years experience, with tables shewing the expence and profit of each crop.</td>
<td>Philadelphia : The Author. 1785</td>
<td>2 v.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 98636.</td>
<td>Fiche: 5,157-5,165</td>
</tr>
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<td>Walpole, Robert, Earl of Orford, 1676-1745.</td>
<td>Some considerations concerning the publick funds, the publick revenues, and the annual supplies, granted by Parliament occasion'd by a late pamphlet, intitled, An enquiry into the conduct of our domestick affairs, from the year 1721, to Christmas 1733.</td>
<td>London : Printed for J. Roberts. 1735</td>
<td>110 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 101148.</td>
<td>Fiche: 5,168-5,169</td>
</tr>
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<td>Wallace, Robert, 1697-1771.</td>
<td>A view of the internal policy of Great Britain in two parts : Part I. Of the alterations in the Constitution, from the reign of Henry the Seventh to the end of George the Second ... : Part II. Of the various stages of political society, and the principles upon which they move, drawn from history, and nature : with an application to the interest of Great Britain.</td>
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Smith, Philip H. (Philip Henry), b. 1842.
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Pawling, N.Y.: The author. 1884

Smith, Philip H. (Philip Henry), b. 1842.
General history of Duchess [sic] County from 1609 to 1876 inclusive.
Pawling, N.Y.: The author, (Amenia N.Y.: DeLacey & Walsh, printers). 1877

Priest, William.
Travels in the United States of America, commencing in the year 1793, and ending in 1797 with the author's journals of his two voyages across the Atlantic.
London: Printed for J. Johnson, ([London]: H. Bryer, printer), 1802

Van Heuvel, Jacob Adrien, 1787-1874.
El Dorado, being a narrative of the circumstances which gave rise to reports, in the sixteenth century, of the existence of a rich and splendid city in South America to which that name was given, and which led to many enterprises in search of it: including a defence of Sir Walter Raleigh, in regard to the relations made by him respecting it, and a nation of female warriors, in the vicinity of the Amazon, in the narrative of his expedition to the Oronoke in 1595.
New-York: J. Winchester. c 1844

Sanborn, Edwin D. (Edwin David), 1808-1885.
History of New Hampshire, from its first discovery to the year 1830 with dissertations upon the rise of opinions and institutions ... to the year 1874.
Manchester, N.H.: J.B. Clarke. 1875

Walker, Hovenden, Sir, 1656?-1728.
A journal, or, Full account of the late expedition to Canada with an appendix containing commissions, orders, instructions, letters, memorials, court-martial, councils of war, &c. relating thereto.
London: D. Browne. 1720

Vargas Ponce, José, 1760-1821.
A voyage of discovery to the Strait of Magellan with an account of the manners and customs of the inhabitants, and of the natural productions of Patagonia.
London: Printed for Sir Richard Phillips. [1820?]

Pulteney, William, Earl of Bath, 1684-1764.
Reflections on the domestic policy proper to be observed on the conclusion of a peace.
London: Printed for A. Millar. 1763

Reid, Mayne, 1818-1883.
The quadroon, or, A lover's adventures in Louisiana.
London: G.W. Hyde. 1856
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<td>An exposé on the dissensions of Spanish America</td>
<td>Walton, William</td>
<td>1784-1857</td>
<td>Intended as a means to induce the mediatory interference of Great Britain, in</td>
<td>London : Printed for the author.</td>
<td>1814</td>
<td>101220</td>
<td>5,223-5,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to put an end to a destructive civil war and to establish permanent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to quiet and prosperity, on a basis consistent with the dignity of Spain, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permanent quiet and prosperity, on a basis consistent with the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the interests of the world.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dignity of Spain, and the interests of the world.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>London : Printed. 1814</td>
<td>Political Science, Government</td>
<td>viii, 480, 1x p.</td>
<td>100841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and Law</td>
<td>; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 101220.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walpole, F. (Frederick)</td>
<td>1822-1876</td>
<td>Four years in the Pacific in Her majesty's ship &quot;Collingwood.&quot; from 1844 to</td>
<td>London : R. Bentley. 1849</td>
<td>2 v. : ill. ;</td>
<td>5,229-5,238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1848.</td>
<td></td>
<td>22 cm.; Sabin No.: 101142.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Walsh, Robert</td>
<td>1784-1859</td>
<td>A letter on the genius and dispositions of the French government including a</td>
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Washington City, [D.C.]: B. Homans, Printer. 1837
Science and Technology
frontis.; some folded) ; ill. ; 25 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 79468.
Fiche: 6,787-6,788

Massachusetts collection of martial musick
containing a plain, easy and concise introduction to
the grounds of martial musick ... designed principally
for the benefit of the Militia of the United States.
Literature and Fine Arts
2nd ed., corr., improved, and enl.; 71 p. : music ; 14 x
23 cm.; Sabin No.: 72049.
Fiche: 6,790

Spoffard, Thomas.
The New-York and farmer's almanack, for the
year of Our Lord and Saviour 1830 by Thomas
Spoffard.
New-York : D. Felt. [1830?]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
35 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 54730.
Fiche: 6,791

Songs for the people.
Philadelphia : G.B. Zieber. 1848
Literature and Fine Arts
v. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 22417.
Fiche: 6,792-6,797

Watson, Elkanah, 1758-1842.
Men and times of the revolution, or, Memoirs of
Elkanah Watson including journals of travels in
Europe and America, from 1777 to 1842, with his
correspondence with public men and reminiscences
and incidents of the revolution.
New-York : Dana and Co. 1856
History
xvi, 460 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 102133.
Fiche: 6,792-6,797

Ringgold, George Hay, 1815-1865.
Fountain rock, Amy Wier, & other metrical
pastimes by George Hay Ringgold.
New York : W.A. Townsend & co. 1860
Literature and Fine Arts
240 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 71427.
Fiche: 6,798-6,800

Ring, John, 1752-1821.
A book of rhymes, sacred and passionate by John
Ring.
Clinton [Mass.]: Printed by Ballard & Bynner. 1853
Literature and Fine Arts
94 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 71423.
Fiche: 6,801-6,802
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Peirce, Thomas, 1786-1850.
The muse of Hesperia a poetic reverie.
Cincinnati : Published by the Philomathic Society,
Looker & Reynolds, printers. 1823
Literature and Fine Arts
vi, [3], 10-52 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 62740.
Fiche: 6,803

Pierpont, Francis Harrison, 1814-1899.
Letter of Governor Peirpoint [sic] to His
Excellency the President and the honorable Congress
of the United States on the subject of abuse of
military power in the command of General Butler in
Virginia and North Carolina.
Political Science, Government and Law
60 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 62754.
Fiche: 6,804

Corporation for the Promoting and Propagating
the Gospel of Jesus Christ in New England
(London).
A further account of the progress of the gospel
amongst the Indians in New-England, and of the
means used effectually to advance the same set forth
in certaine letters sent from thence declaring a
purpose of printing the scriptures in the Indian tongue
into which they are already translated: with which
letters are likewise sent an epitome of some
exhortations delivered by the Indians at a fast, as a
testimonies of their obedience to the gospell: as also
some helps directing the Indians how to improve
natural reason unto the knowledge of the true God.
London: Printed by M. Simmons for the Corporation
of New-England. 1659
Religion and Philosophy
5 p.l., [1], 35 p., 1 l.; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 22149.
Fiche: 6,805

Curtis, George Ticknor, 1812-1894.
An oration delivered on the fourth of July, 1862
before the municipal authorities of the city of Boston.
Boston: J.E. Farwell, printers to the city. 1862
Political Science, Government and Law
Fiche: 6,806

Ripley, Ezra, 1751-1841.
A history of the fight at Concord, on the 19th of
April, 1775 with a particular account of the military
operations and interesting events of that ever
memorable day: showing that then and there the first
regular and forcible resistance was made to the
British soldiery, and the first British blood was shed
by armed Americans, and the Revolutionary War
thus commenced.
Concord [Mass.]: Allen & Atwill. 1827
History
vi, [1], 8-60 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 71508.
Fiche: 6,807

Dallas, George, Sir, 1758-1833.
A biographical memoir of the late Sir Peter
Parker, baronet captain of His Majesty's ship
Menelaus, of 38 guns, killed in action while storming
the American camp at Bellair, near Baltimore, on the
thirty-first of August, 1814.
London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1815
History
111 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 18315.
Fiche: 6,808-6,809

Spooner, Lysander, 1808-1887.
A new system of paper currency by Lysander Spooner.
Boston: Printed by Stacy & Richardson. 1861
Economics and Commerce
vi, [2], 9-58, [2], 64 p.: facsims.; 23 cm.; Sabin
No.: 89613.
Fiche: 6,810-6,811

Spooner, Lysander, 1808-1887.
A defence for fugitive slaves against the acts of
Congress of February 12, 1793 and September 18,
1850.
Boston: Bela Marsh. 1850
Slavery
4, 72 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 89607.
Fiche: 6,812

Rice, N. L. (Nathan Lewis), 1807-1877.
Lectures on slavery delivered in the North
Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Chicago: Daily Democrat Print. 1860
Slavery
82 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 70850.
Fiche: 6,813-6,814

Quaesitor.
A warning voice, or, What is the object of this
war? being a few brief and desultory observations on
some things that concern us all.
Boston: [s.n.]. 1861
Political Science, Government and Law
56 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 66903.
Fiche: 6,815

White, Philip S., d. 1868.
Vindication of the Order of the Sons of
Temperance embracing a brief history of
intemperance in our country.
New York: Oliver and Bro. 1848
Social Sciences
48 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 103443.
Fiche: 6,816

Robinson, Henry, 1605?-1664?
Englands safety, in trades increase most humbly
presented to the high court of Parliament.
London: Printed by E.P. for Nicholas Bourne. 1641
Economics and Commerce
6, 62, [1] p.; cm. (4to); Sabin No.: 72083.
Fiche: 6,817
Tyson, Job R. (Job Roberts), 1803-1858.
Annual discourse delivered before the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, October 24, 1831 by Job R. Tyson.
Philadelphia : E.L. Carey & A.S. Hart. 1831
History
52 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 97642.
Fiche: 6,818

Cusick, David, d. ca. 1840.
David Cusick's sketches of ancient history of the Six nations comprising first - a tale of the foundation of the Great Island (now North America) ... : Second - a real account of the early settlers ... : Third - origin of the kingdom of the Five nations, which was called a Long House.
Lockport, N.Y. : Turner & McCollum. 1848
History
Fiche: 6,819

Roberts, W. Milnor (William Milnor), 1810-1881.
Special report of a reconnoissance [sic] of the route for the Northern Pacific Railroad between Lake Superior and Puget Sound via the Columbia River, made in 1869 by W. Milnor Roberts ; under the direction of Messrs. Jay Cooke & Co., bankers.
Economics and Commerce
Fiche: 6,820

Cary, Thomas G. (Thomas Greaves), 1791-1859.
The Americans defended by an American being a letter to one of his countrymen in Europe in answer to inquiries concerning the late imputations of dishonour upon the United States.
London : J. Chapman. 1844
Social Sciences
37 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 1267.
Fiche: 6,821

Gregg, O. Ormsby.
Pittsburgh, her advantageous position and great resources as a manufacturing and commercial city embraced in a notice of sale real estate.
[Philadelphia] : Sold by Johnston & Stockton. 1845
Economics and Commerce
40 p., [1] leaf of plates : 1 map (metal cut) ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 63130.
Fiche: 6,822

Putnam, George, 1807-1878.
An address delivered before the city government, and citizens of Roxbury on occasion of the death of Abraham Lincoln ... April 19, 1865 by George Putnam.
Roxbury : L.B. & O.E. Weston, printers. 1865
History
14 p., 1 l. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 66777.
Fiche: 6,823

Spring, Gardiner, 1785-1873.
The supremacy of God over the nations a discourse, preached May 14, 1841, a day set apart for public fasting, humiliation, and prayer, on account of the death of the president of the United States.
New-York : D. Fanshaw. 1841
History
47 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 89781.
Fiche: 6,824

Tucker, Josiah, 1712-1799.
 Thoughts on war, political, commercial, religious, and satyrical by Josiah Tucker, William Law, and Jonathan Swift.
London : Printed by Darton and Harvey. 1793
Political Science, Government and Law
[2]. 54 p. ; 19 cm. (12mo); Sabin No.: 97363.
Fiche: 6,825

Sprague, William Buell, 1795-1876.
An oration commemorative of the late General Lafayette pronounced before the military and civic societies of the city of Albany.
History
[5]-34 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 89742.
Fiche: 6,826

Spring, Lindley.
"Peace! Peace!!" "But there is no peace" [Lindley Spring].
[New York? : s.n.]. [1862?]
Political Science, Government and Law
Fiche: 6,827

Spratt, L. W.
The foreign slave trade the source of political power, of material progress, of social integrity, and of social emancipation to the South.
Charleston : Press of Walker, Evans. 1858
Slavery
31 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 89748.
Fiche: 6,828

Putnam, George, 1807-1878.
An address delivered before the city government, and citizens of Roxbury on occasion of the death of Abraham Lincoln ... April 19, 1865 by George Putnam.
Roxbury : L.B. & O.E. Weston, printers. 1865
History
14 p., 1 l. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 66777.
Fiche: 6,829

Pitt, William, Earl of Chatham, 1708-1778.
An authentic copy of Lord Ch----m's speech, in the Ho-se of L--ds in Eng--nd, in the d----e on the present state of the nation, November 22, 1770.
[London : s.n.]. [1770]
Political Science, Government and Law
30 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 63065.
Fiche: 6,830
Adams, John, 1735-1826.
Défense des constitutions américaines, ou, De la nécessité d'une balance dans les pouvoirs d'un gouvernement libre par M. John Adams.
A Paris : Chez Buisson. 1792
Political Science, Government and Law
2 v. ; 20 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 237.
Fiche: 6,831-6,843

History of Congress exhibiting a classification of the proceedings of the Senate, and the House of Representatives, from March 4, 1789 to March 3, 1793 ; embracing the first term of the administration of General Washington.
Philadelphia : Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1843
Political Science, Government and Law
vi, 736 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 511.
Fiche: 6,844-6,851

Stoddard, Richard Henry, 1825-1903.
The life, travels and books of Alexander von Humboldt with an introduction by Bayard Taylor.
New York : Rudd & Carleton. 1859
History
Fiche: 6,852-6,857

New-York ; & London : Wiley and Putnam. 1841
History
xxiv, 324 p. : front., plates ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 92150.
Fiche: 6,858-6,862

Hill, Richard, Sir, 1732-1808.
An address to persons of fashion, containing some particulars relating to balls and a few occasional hits concerning play-houses, card-tables, &c. : in which is introduced the character of Lucinda, a lady of the very best fashion, and of the most extraordinary piety.
Boston : Printed by W. M'Alpine. 1767
Religion and Philosophy
vi, [7]-56 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 411.
Fiche: 6,863

Shreve, Henry Miller, 1785-1851.
Memorial of Henry M. Shreve, in relation to the removal of snags, sawyers, &c. from the great Western rivers, by the use of his patented steam snag boat.
[U.S. : s.n.]. [184-?] Economics and Commerce
13 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 80745.
Fiche: 6,864

California Petroleum Company.
A description of the recently discovered petroleum region in California with a report on the same.
New York : Francis & Loutrel. 1864
Science and Technology
Fiche: 6,865

Representative and leading men of the Pacific being original sketches of the lives and characters of the principal men of the Pacific states and territories ... to which are added their speeches, addresses, orations, eulogies, lectures and poems ... including the happiest forensic efforts of Baker, Randolph, McDougall, T. Starr King, and other popular orators.
San Francisco : Bacon and Company. 1870-1875
History
2 v. (1097 p.) : ports. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 80755.
Fiche: 6,866-6,879

Sigourney, L. H. (Lydia Howard), 1791-1865.
Illustrated poems by Mrs. L.H. Sigourney ; with designs by Felix. O.C. Darley.
Philadelphia : Carey & Hart. 1849
Literature and Fine Arts
408 p., [14] leaves of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 80923.
Fiche: 6,880-6,885

Silliman, Benjamin, 1779-1864.
Elements of chemistry in the order of the lectures given in Yale College.
New Haven : H. Howe. 1830-1831
Science and Technology
2 v. : ill. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 81048.
Fiche: 6,886-6,900

Wilson, Thomas, 1655?-1725.
A brief journal of the life, travels and labours of love, in the work of the ministry, of that eminent and faithful servant of Jesus Christ, Thomas Wilson.
Dublin : Printed by and for S. Fuller. 1728
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xlvii, 98 p. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 104689.
Fiche: 6,901-6,902

Wimpffen, Alexandre-Stanislas, baron de.
A voyage to Saint Domingo, in the years 1788, 1789, and 1790 by Francis Alexander Stanislaus, Baron de Wimpffen ; translated from the original manuscript which has never been published, by J. Wright.
London : Printed for T. Cadell, Jr. and W. Davies [etc.]. 1817 [i.e. 1797]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
xviii, 371 p. ; fold. map ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 104712.
Fiche: 6,903-6,907
Delano, Judah.
  The Washington directory showing the name, occupation, and residence, of each head of a family and person in business: the names of the members of Congress, and where they board: together with other useful information.
  Washington: Printed by W. Duncan. 1822

Willis, Thomas.
  The doctrine and principles of the people called Quakers, explained and vindicated in a reply to Hibbard's "Address to the Quakers, including the pamphlet entitled Errors of the Quakers, &c": in which, his gross misrepresentations and calumnies are exposed and refuted.
  New-York: Printed and sold by Samuel Wood. 1812

Winthrop, John. 1714-1779.
  Two lectures on comets read in the Chapel of Harvard-College in Cambridge, New England, in April 1759, on occasion of the comet which appeared in that month: with an appendix concerning the revolutions of that comet, and of some others.
  Boston: Printed and sold by Green & Russell. 1759

Williston, Seth, 1770-1851.
  An address to parents, upon the importance of religiously educating their children by Seth Williston.
  Suffield [Ct.]: Printed by Edward Gray. 1799

William, John, 1727-1798.
  Farther observations on the discovery of America, by Prince Madog ab Owen Gwynedd, about the year 1170 containing the account given by General Bowles, the Creek or Cherokee Indian, lately in London, and by several others, of a Welsh tribe or tribes of Indians, now living in the western parts of North America.
  London: Printed by J. Brown, at the Printing-Office ... and sold by White and Sons [etc.]. 1792

MacCormack, Samuel.
  A view of the state of parties in the United States of America being an attempt to account for the present ascendency of the French, or Democratic party, in that country.
  Edinburgh: J. Ballantyne and co.; [etc.]. 1812

Winn, T. S.
  Emancipation, or, Practical advice to British slave-holders with suggestions for the general improvement of West India affairs.

Wisner, Benjamin Blydenburg, 1794-1835.
  The history of the Old South Church in Boston in four sermons, delivered May 9, & 16, 1830, being the first and second Sabbaths after the completion of a century from the first occupancy of the present meeting house.
  Boston: Crocker & Brewster. 1830
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Webb, Elizabeth.
Philadelphia : Gedruckt bey Carl Cist. 1783
Religion and Philosophy
iv, [1], 6-55, [1], 22 p. ; 16 cm. (8vo and 12mo);
Sabin No.: 102211.
Fiche: 7,003

Webster, Pelatiah, 1726-1795.
A plea for the poor soldiers, or, An essay to demonstrate that the soldiers and other public creditors, who really and actually supported the burden of the late war, have not been paid! ought to be paid! can be paid! and must be paid! by a citizen of Philadelphia.
New-Haven : Re-printed by A. Morse. 1790
Political Science, Government and Law
33 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 102412.
Fiche: 7,014

Letter to a certain eminent British sailor, occasion’d by his Specimen of naked truth from a zealous assertor of his merit, and sincere well-wisher to his person.
London : M. Moore. 1746
Political Science, Government and Law
32 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 99249.
Fiche: 7,005

Winslow, Miron, 1789-1864.
A sermon delivered at the Old South Church, Boston, June 7, 1819 on the evening previous to the sailing of the Rev. Miron Winslow, Levi Spaulding, and Henry Woodward, & Dr. John Scudder as missionaries to Ceylon.
Andover [Mass.] : Flagg and Gould, printers. 1819
Religion and Philosophy
22 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 104810.
Fiche: 7,006

Swift, Job, 1743-1804.
Discourses on religious subjects by Job Swift ; to which are prefixed sketches of his life and character, and a sermon preached at West-Rutland, on the occasion of his death, by Lemuel Haynes.
Middlebury, Vt. : Printed by Huntington and Fitch. 1805
Religion and Philosophy
300 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 94066.
Fiche: 7,007-7,010

Swigert, Jacob, 1793-1869.
The Kentucky justice comprising the office and authority of justices of the peace, constables, jailers, coroners and escheators, in the state of Kentucky, whether arising under the common or the statute law of this state, or the laws of the United States : to which is added, an appendix, containing all the most approved forms in conveyancing : such as deeds of bargain and sale, leases, mortgages, bills of sale, powers of attorney, wills, &c.
Frankfort : Printed by A. Kendall. 1823
Political Science, Government and Law
8, 267 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 94080.
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Knapp, Samuel L. (Samuel Lorenzo), 1783-1838.
Letters of Shahcoolen, a Hindu philosopher residing in Philadelphia, to his friend El Hassan, an inhabitant of Delhi.
Boston : Printed by Russell and Cutler. 1802
Social Sciences
152 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 79687.
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Reid, Mayne, 1818-1883.
The wild huntress by Mayne Reid.
London : R. Bentley. 1861
Literature and Fine Arts
3 v. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 69083.
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Whipple, Joseph, 1737-1816.
A geographical view of the district of Maine with particular reference to its internal resources : including the history of Acadia, Penobscot River and Bay : with statistical tables.
Bangor [Me.] : Printed by Peter Edes. 1816
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Montreal : Printed by W. Gray. 1815
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Bidwell, Barnabas, 1763-1833.
The Susquehannah title stated and examined in a series of numbers, first published in the Western star, and now re-published, in this form, for the benefit of the public in general, and all persons concerned in particular.
Catskill [N.Y.]: Printed by Mackay Croswell. 1796
History
115 p.; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 93937.
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Potts, William D.
Freemen's guide to the polls and a solemn appeal to American patriots.
New York: The Author. 1864
Political Science, Government and Law
125 (i.e. 120) p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 64687.
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Roquefeuil, Camille de.
Voyage around the world, between the years 1816-1819 by Camille de Roquefeuil.
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Burke, Edmund, 1729-1797. Thoughts on the cause of the present discontents. London : Printed for J. Doddsley. 1770 History 61 p.; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 9303. Fiche: 8,953

A Little looking-glass for the times, or, A brief remembrancer for Pennsylvania containing some serious hints, affectionately addressed to people of every rank and station in the province, with an appendix by way of supplication to Almighty God. Wilmington [Del.]: Printed and sold by J. Adams. 1764 Literature and Fine Arts 20 p.; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 9743. Fiche: 8,954

Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780. Three years travels through the interior parts of North-America, for more than five thousand miles ... together with a concise history of the genius, manners, and customs of the Indians ... and an appendix, describing the uncultivated parts of America that are the most proper for forming settlements. Philadelphia : Printed by J. Crukshank. 1789 Geography, Travel, and Exploration xvi, 282 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 11185. Fiche: 8,955-8,958

Browne, D. J. (Daniel Jay), b. 1804. The sylva Americana, or, A description of the forest trees indigenous to the United States practically and botanically considered, illustrated by more than one hundred engravings. Boston : W. Hyde. 1832 Science and Technology 408 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 8649. Fiche: 8,959-8,963

California state almanac and annual register for 1855 containing a complete list of the post offices in the state ... official returns of the state elections of 1853 and 1854. Sacramento: Printed at the "Democratic State Journal" office. 1855 Political Science, Government and Law 48 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 9979. Fiche: 8,964


Burnett, Henry Lawrence, 1838-1906. Reply of the judge advocate, H.L. Burnett to the pleas of the counsel for the accused ... in the case of the United States vs. Charles Walsh. Cincinnati : Moore Wilstach & Baldwin, Printers. 1865 History 44 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 9381. Fiche: 8,966


Ramos Arizpe, Miguel, 1775-1843.
Idea general sobre la conducta política de D. Miguel Ramos de Arizpe, natural de la provincia de Coahuila como diputado que ha sido por esta provinciala en las Cortes generales y extraordinarias, y en las ordinarias de la monarquía, española desde el año de 1810 hasta el de 1821.
[Mexico : s.n.], [1822]
Political Science, Government and Law
59 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 67669.
Fiche: 8,980

Fraser, Donald, 1755?-1820.
The recantation being an anticipated valedictory address of Thomas Paine, to the French Directory.
New-York: Printed for the author. 1797
Political Science, Government and Law
15 p.; 21 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 68341.
Fiche: 8,981

Reed, Joseph, 1741-1785.
Remarks on Governor Johnstone's speech in Parliament with a collection of all the letters and authentic papers, relative to his proposition to engage the interest of one of the delegates of the State of Pennsylvania, in the Congress of the States of America, to promote the views of the British commissioners.
Philadelphia: Printed by F. Bailey. 1779
Political Science, Government and Law
61 p.; 25-30 cm.; Sabin No.: 68570.
Fiche: 8,982

Tucker, Josiah, 1712-1799.
The case of going to war, for the sake of procuring, enlarging, or securing of trade considered in a new light, being a fragment of a greater work.
London: Printed for R. and J. Dodsley ... [etc.]. 1763
Religion and Philosophy
59 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 11310.
Fiche: 8,983

Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618.
The life and death of Mahomet the conquest of Spaine together with the rysing and ruine of the Sarazen Empire.
London: Printed by R.H. for Daniel Frere. 1637
History
274 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 17599.
Fiche: 8,984-8,987

Reid, Mayne, 1818-1883.
The headless horseman a strange tale of Texas.
London: R. Bentley. 1866
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 8,988-8,993

Smith, J. Jay (John Jay), 1798-1881.
Celebrated trials of all countries and remarkable cases of criminal jurisprudence.
Philadelphia: E.L. Carey and A. Hart. 1839
Political Science, Government and Law
596 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 11649.
Fiche: 8,994-9,000

Ramírez, José Fernando, 1804-1871.
Memorias, negociaciones y documentos, para servir a la historia de las diferencias que han suscitado entre Mexico y los Estados-Unidos los tenedores del antiguo privilegio, concedido para la comunicacion de los mares Atlantico y Pacifico, por el istmo de Tehuantepec / por José F. Ramírez.
Mexico: Imprenta de Ignacio Cumplido. 1853
Economics and Commerce
xiii, 944, xv p.; 31 cm.; Sabin No.: 67644.
Fiche: 9,001-9,011

Burnet, William, 1688-1729.
An essay on scripture-prophecy wherein it is endeavored to explain the three periods contain'd in the XII chapter of the Prophet Daniel, with some arguments to make it probable, that the first of the periods did expire in the year 1715.
(New York?). 1724
Religion and Philosophy
167 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 9377.
Fiche: 9,012-9,013

Brès, Guy de, 1522-1567.
The rise, spring and foundation of the Anabaptists, or, Re-baptized of our time written in French by Guy de Brez, 1565 ... ; and translated for the use of his countrymen, by J.S.
Cambridge [Mass.] : Printed and to be sold by M. Johnson. 1668
Religion and Philosophy
58 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 7785.
Fiche: 9,014

Jenkin, Griffin.
A brief vindication of the purchassors [sic] against the proprior[s] [sic], in a Christian manner.
New-York: Printed by J. Zenger. [1746]
Political Science, Government and Law
xi, 37 p.; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 7919.
Fiche: 9,015

Bunn, Matthew, b. 1772?.
A short narrative of the life and sufferings of Matthew Bunn after his arrival at the British garrison at Detroit, at which place he arrived the 30th of April, 1792, from his Indian captivity.
[United States : s.n.], Printed in the year. 1797
History
36 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 9185.
Fiche: 9,016
Cartier, Jacques, 1491-1557.
A shorte and briefe narration of the two nauigations and discoueries to the northeast partes called Newe Fraunce first translated out of French into Italian, by that famous learned man Gio: Bapt: Ramutius; and now turned into English by John Florio.
Imprinted at London: by H. Bynneman. 1580
History
78 p.; 18 cm. (4to); Sabin No.: 11144.
Fiche: 9,017-9,018

Bray, Thomas, 1658-1730.
Bibliotheca parochialis, or, A scheme of such theological heads both general and particular, as are more peculiarly requisite to be well studied by every pastor of a parish, together with a catalogue of books which may be read upon each of those points. Part I by Thomas Bray.
London: Printed by E.H. for R. Clavel. 1697
Religion and Philosophy
130 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 7474.
Fiche: 9,019-9,020

Byfield, Nathanael, 1653-1713.
An account of the late revolution in New-England together with the declaration of the gentlemen, merchants, and inhabitants of Boston, and the country adjacent, April 18, 1689.
London: Printed for R. Chiswell. 1689
History
20 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 9708.
Fiche: 9,021

Butler, John.
The political fugitive being a brief disquisition into the modern system of British politics, and the unparalleled rigor of political persecution.
New-York: Printed by T. Greenleaf, for the author. 1794
Political Science, Government and Law
115 p.; 22 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 9650.
Fiche: 9,022-9,023

The Battle of Brooklyn a farce of two acts.
New-York: Printed for J. Rivington. 1776
Literature and Fine Arts
27 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 8282.
Fiche: 9,024

Rathbun, Valentine, b. 1724.
Some brief hints of a religious scheme taught and propagated by a number of Europeans, living in a place called Nisqueunia, in the state of New-York.
Boston: Re-printed and sold by B. Edes & Sons. 1782
Literature and Fine Arts
24 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 67956.
Fiche: 9,025

Gurney, Joseph John, 1788-1847.
Memoirs of Joseph John Gurney with selections from his journal and correspondence.
Philadelphia: Book Association of Friends. 1854
History
4th ed.; 2 v. in 1: port.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 7361.
Fiche: 9,026-9,038

Chesheyre, Henry T. Newton.
Canada in 1864 a hand-book for settlers.
London: S. Low, Son, and Marston. 1864
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
viii, 165 p.; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 12552.
Fiche: 9,039-9,040

Burdett, Charles, b. 1815.
Margaret Moncrieffe the first love of Aaron Burr: a romance of the revolution.
New York: Derby & Jackson. 1860
History
437 p.; (fold. facsim.) ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 9214.
Fiche: 9,041-9,045

Champlain, Samuel de, 1567-1635.
Voyages et descouuertes faites en la Nouuelle France, depuis l'année 1615. iusques à la fin de l'année 1618 par le sieur de Champlain, Capitaine ordinaire pour le roy en la mer du Ponant.
A Paris: chez Claude Collet, au Palais, en la galerie des Prisonniers. 1627
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Seconde edition.; [8], 158 leaves, [2] folded leaves of plates: ill.; 18 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 11838.
Fiche: 9,046-9,049

Carver, Jonathan, 1710-1780.
Travels through the interior parts of North-America in the years 1766, 1767, and 1768 by J. Carver.
London: Printed for the author, and sold by J. Walter [etc.]. 1778
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 9,050-9,056

Chevalier, Michel, 1806-1879.
lettres sur l'Amérique du Nord par Michel Chevalier.
Paris: C. Gosselin. 1837
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2. éd.; 2 v.: map ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 12585.
Fiche: 9,057-9,068

Raleigh, Walter, Sir, 1552?-1618.
The prince, or, Maxims of state written by Sir Walter Ravvley.
London: [s.n.]. 1642
Social Sciences
[6], 46 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 67599.
Fiche: 9,069
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<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fiche No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Case of the importation of bar-iron, from our own colonies of North America humbly recommended to the consideration of the present Parliament, by the iron manufacturers of Great Britain.</td>
<td></td>
<td>London : Printed for T. Trye. 1756</td>
<td>Political Science, Government and Law</td>
<td>225-9,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Address to the Rev. Dr. Alison, the Rev. Mr. Ewing, and others, trustees of the Corporation for the Relief of Presbyterian Ministers, their Widows and Children being a vindication of the Quakers from the aspersions of the said trustees in their letter published in the London chronicle. no. 1223.</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Philadelphia] : Printed [by W. Dunlap]. 1765</td>
<td>Religion and Philosophy</td>
<td>226-9,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason for a war against Spain in a letter from a merchant of London trading to America.</td>
<td></td>
<td>London : Printed for J. Wilford. 1738</td>
<td>Political Science, Government and Law</td>
<td>226-9,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L'Amérique telle qu'elle est voyage anecdotique de Marcel Bonneau dans le nord et le sud des Etats-Unis, excursion au Canada / par Oscar Comettant.</td>
<td>Comettant, Oscar, 1819-1898.</td>
<td>Paris : A. Faure. 1864</td>
<td>Geography, Travel, and Exploration</td>
<td>227-9,073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyage pittoresque et anecdotique dans le nord et le sud des Etats-Unis d'Amérique par Oscar Comettant.</td>
<td>Comettant, Oscar, 1819-1898.</td>
<td>Paris : A. Laplace. 1866</td>
<td>Geography, Travel, and Exploration</td>
<td>229-9,081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two years on the farm of Uncle Sam with sketches of his location, nephews, and prospects.</td>
<td>Casey, Charles.</td>
<td>London : R. Bentley. 1852</td>
<td>Geography, Travel, and Exploration</td>
<td>230-9,088-9,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The history of Louisville from its earliest settlement till the year 1852.</td>
<td>Casseday, Benjamin.</td>
<td>Louisville, Ky. : Hull and Bro. 1852</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>231-9,092-9,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One hundredth anniversary of the national independence, July 4, 1876 its celebration by the city of Dover, N.H., the public proceedings, and oration.</td>
<td>Quint, Alonzo Hall.</td>
<td>Dover, N.H. : Morning Star Steam Job Printing House. 1876</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>233-9,103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rayner, Kenneth, 1808-1884.
An address delivered before the North Carolina State Agricultural Society by Kenneth Rayner. Raleigh : Steam Power Press of the "Southern Weekly Post". 1854
Science and Technology
40 p.; 21 cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 68120.
Fiche: 9,105

Chandler, Joseph R. (Joseph Ripley), 1792-1880.
Address of the Hon. Joseph R. Chandler at the celebration of the landing of the pilgrims of Maryland, at the site of St. Mary's City, May 15th, 1855.
Baltimore : Hedian & O'Brien. [1855]
History
40 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 11864.
Fiche: 9,106

Putnam, Israel, 1718-1790.
Memoirs of the life, adventures, and military exploits of Israel Putnam senior major-general in the Revolutionary Army of the United States, and next in rank to George Washington.
Ithaca : Mack & Andrus. 1834
History
119 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 66807.
Fiche: 9,107-9,108

Chauncy, Charles, 1705-1787.
A letter to a friend giving a concise, but just, account, according to the advices hitherto received, of the Ohio-defeat, and pointing out also the many good ends, this inglorious event is naturally adapted to promote.
Boston : Printed and sold by Edes and Gill. 1755
History
15 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 12320.
Fiche: 9,109

Randolph, Edmund, 1753-1813.
Political truth, or, Animadversions on the past and present state of public affairs with an inquiry into the truth of the charges preferred against Mr. Randolph.
Philadelphia : Printed by S.H. Smith. 1796
Political Science, Government and Law
44 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 63818.
Fiche: 9,110

The Poor soldier an American tale, founded on a recent fact.
London : Printed for J. Walter. 1789
Literature and Fine Arts
viii, 43 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 64088.
Fiche: 9,111

Tait, John, 1748-1817.
Poetical legends, containing the American captive, and the Fatal feud to which is added, the Fall of faction, a poetical vision.
London : J. Donaldson. 1776
History
48 p.; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 63647.
Fiche: 9,112

A million of facts, connected with the studies, pursuits, and interests of mankind serving as a common-place book of useful reference on all subjects of research and curiosity.
New York : Collins, Keese. 1839
General Reference and Bibliographies
Fiche: 9,113-9,116

Pickell, John, 1802?-1865.
A new chapter in the early life of Washington, in connection with the narrative history of the Potomac Company by John Pickell.
New York : D. Appleton. 1856
History
178 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 62616.
Fiche: 9,117-9,118

Parrish, John, 1729-1807.
Remarks on the slavery of the black people addressed to the citizens of the United States, particularly to those who are in legislative or executive stations in the general or state governments: and also to such individuals as hold them in bondage.
Philadelphia : Printed for the author, by Kimber, Conrad. 1806
Slavery
66 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 58844.
Fiche: 9,119

Parsons, Horatio A. (Horatio Adams), 1797-1873.
The book of Niagara Falls by Horatio A. Parsons.
Buffalo : Steele & Peck ; New-York : Wiley & Putnam. 1838
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 9,120-9,121

Perkins, John, 1698-1807.
Thoughts on agency wherein, the article of motive (as necessitating human action) is particularly examined.
New-Haven : Printed by B. Mecom. 1765
Religion and Philosophy
27 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 60958.
Fiche: 9,122

Porter, Ebenezer, 1772-1834.
Great effects result from little causes a sermon, delivered Sept. 13, 1815, at the anniversary of the Moral Society in Andover.
Andover : Printed by Flagg and Gould. 1815
Religion and Philosophy
23 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 64234.
Fiche: 9,123
Payne, John Howard, 1791-1852.
Lispings of the muse a selection from juvenile poems, chiefly written at and before the age of sixteen.
[London : Printed by R. and A. Taylor]. 1815
Literature and Fine Arts
viii, 30 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 59287.
Fiche: 9,124

United States. Circuit Court (3rd Circuit).
The charge of Judge Paterson to the jury, in the case of Vanhorne's [sic] lessee against Dorrance tried at a Circuit Court for the United States, held at Philadelphia. April term 1795, wherein the controverted title to the Wyoming lands, between the claimants under Pennsylvania and Connecticut, received a decision.
Philadelphia: Printed by S.H. Smith. 1796
History
41 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 59056.
Fiche: 9,125

Pickett, Albert James, 1810-1858.
Eight days in New Orleans in February, 1847 by Albert J. Pickett.
[S.l. : s.n.]. [1847]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
40 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 62667.
Fiche: 9,126

Popkin, John Snelling, 1771-1852.
Two sermons, on quitting the old, and entering the new meeting-house in the First Parish in Newbury by John Snelling Popkin.
Newburyport [Mass.]: Printed for A. March, bookseller, by W. & F. Gilman, Printers. 1806
Religion and Philosophy
71 p.; 20-25 cm.; Sabin No.: 64138.
Fiche: 9,127

Morse, Jedidiah, 1761-1826.
Tableau de la situation actuelle des Etats-Unis d'Amérique d'après Jedidiah Morse et les meilleurs auteurs américains, par C. Pictet.
A Paris : Chez Du Pont. 1795
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v.; maps; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 62679.
Fiche: 9,128-9,136

Phillips, Wendell, 1811-1884.
Review of Webster's speech on slavery by Wendell Phillips.
Boston : American Anti-Slavery Society. 1850
Slavery
44 p.; 20-25 cm.; Sabin No.: 62525.
Fiche: 9,139

Potter, C. E. (Chandler Eastman), 1807-1868.
An address, delivered before the Amoskeag Veterans, of Manchester, N.H., February twenty-second, 1855 by C.E. Potter ; together with the proceedings of the association on that occasion, and the constitution and by-laws of the same.
History
62 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 64619.
Fiche: 9,140

Porter, Charles Summerfield, 1804-1870.
The paramount claims of the gospel a semi-centennial discourse, delivered October 1, 1851, commemorative of the organization of the Third Church, Plymouth, Mass.
Boston : T.R. Marvin. 1851
Religion and Philosophy
47 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 64209.
Fiche: 9,141

Porter, Ebenezer, 1772-1834.
The magnitude of the preacher's work a sermon, delivered March 15, 1815, at the ordination of the Rev. Israel W. Putnam, as pastor of the North Church in Portsmouth.
Andover [Mass.]: Printed by Flagg and Gould. 1815
Religion and Philosophy
32 p.; 20-25 cm.; Sabin No.: 64230.
Fiche: 9,142

Porter, John K. (John Kilham), 1819-1892.
An address delivered before the Young Men's Association of the city of Albany, on the twenty-second day of February, 1850 by John K. Porter.
Albany : Weed, Parsons. 1850
History
27 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 64280.
Fiche: 9,143

Carruthers, James.
Retrospect of thirty-six years' residence in Canada West being a Christian journal and narrative.
Hamilton : Printed for the author, by T.L. M'Intosh. 1861
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
253 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 11081.
Fiche: 9,144-9,146

Cahoone, Sarah S.
Visit to grand-papa, or, A week at Newport.
New-York : Taylor and Dodd. 1840
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 9,147-9,149
Cairnes, John Elliott, 1823-1875.
The slave power its character, career, and probable designs: being an attempt to explain the real issues involved in the American contest.
New York: Carleton. 1862
Slavery
2nd ed.; 171 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 9856.
Fiche: 9,150-9,151

Burrington, George, ca. 1680-1759.
Seasonable considerations on the expediency of a war with France, arising from a faithful review of the state of both kingdoms to which are added a postscript, on the list of the French army, a short comparison, between the British and French dominions, and a state of the French revenues, and forces in the year, 1701.
London: Printed for F. Cogan. 1743
Political Science, Government and Law
60 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 9450.
Fiche: 9,152

Carroll, John, 1735-1815.
An address to the Roman Catholics of the United States of America by a Catholic clergyman.
Annapolis: Printed by F. Green. 1784
Religion and Philosophy
116 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 11072.
Fiche: 9,153-9,154

Cary, Samuel, 1785-1815.
An address, to the members of the Merrimack Humane Society, at their annual meeting in Newburyport, Sept. 2, 1806 by Samuel Cary.
Newburyport [Mass.]: Edmund M. Blunt, printer. 1806
Religion and Philosophy
2nd ed.; 42 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 11204.
Fiche: 9,155

Pugh, Jordan A.
Political conservatism address delivered at the sixth anniversary celebration of the Miami Chapter of the Alpha Delta Phi Society, August 10th, 1841.
Oxford [Ohio]: Published by order of the chapter. 1841
Political Science, Government and Law
18 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 66615.
Fiche: 9,156

Putnam, George, 1807-1878.
An oration delivered at Cambridge, before the Phi Beta Kappa Society in Harvard University, August 29, 1844 by George Putnam.
Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1844
Religion and Philosophy
36 p.; 20-25 cm.; Sabin No.: 66784.
Fiche: 9,157

Butterfield, Carlos.
The national debt and the "Monroe doctrine" how to extinguish the one and establish the other: a practical plan to secure the peace and prosperity of the Spanish-American states, and greatly to augment the commerce and wealth of the United States.
[New York: s.n.]. [1866]
Political Science, Government and Law
31 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 9667.
Fiche: 9,158

Unitarianism in Brooklyn a sermon preached by A.P. Putnam, in the church of the Saviour, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Brooklyn: Rome Bros., Printers. 1869
Religion and Philosophy
58 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 66766.
Fiche: 9,159

Society of Friends.
A brief statement of the rise and progress of the testimony of the religious Society of Friends, against slavery and the slave trade.
Philadelphia: Printed by J. and W. Kite. 1843
Slavery
59 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 7905.
Fiche: 9,160

Pulszky, Ferencz Aurelius, 1814-1897.
White, red, black sketches of American society in the United States during the visit of their guests.
New York: Redfield. 1853
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 66639.
Fiche: 9,161-9,168

Calhoun, John C. (John Caldwell), 1782-1850.
Speeches of John C. Calhoun delivered in the Congress of the United States from 1811 to the present time.
New-York: Harper & Bros. 1843
Political Science, Government and Law
554 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 9934.
Fiche: 9,169-9,175

Bullard, Edward F. (Edward Fitch), b. 1821.
The nation's trial the proclamation, dormant powers of the government, the Constitution a charter of freedom, and not "a covenant with Hell".
New York: C.B. Richardson; Albany: W.C. Little. 1863
Political Science, Government and Law
62 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 9113.
Fiche: 9,176

Cabet, Etienne, 1788-1856.
Progrès de la colonie icarienne établie à Nauvoo ... M. Cabet Julien.
Paris: Chez L'auteur. 1854
History
31 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 9786.
Fiche: 9,177
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<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Fiche Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burr, Aaron, 1716-1757.</td>
<td>The supreme deity of Our Lord Jesus Christ, maintained in a letter to the dedicator of Mr. Emlyn's &quot;inquiry into the scripture-account of Jesus Christ&quot;.</td>
<td>Boston : Re-printed by E.E. Powars. 1791</td>
<td>Religion and Philosophy</td>
<td>61 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 9422.</td>
<td>Fiche: 9,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnap, George Washington, 1802-1859.</td>
<td>Church and state, or, The privileges and duties of an American citizen a discourse, delivered in the First Independent Church, on Thanksgiving day, December 12, 1844.</td>
<td>Baltimore : Printed by J.D. Toy. 1844</td>
<td>Religion and Philosophy</td>
<td>24 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 9364.</td>
<td>Fiche: 9,188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler, Benjamin F. (Benjamin Franklin), 1795-1858.</td>
<td>Representative democracy in the United States an address delivered before the Senate of Union College, on the 26th July, 1841.</td>
<td>Albany : Printed by C. Van Benthuyesen. 1841</td>
<td>Political Science, Government and Law</td>
<td>43 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 9611.</td>
<td>Fiche: 9,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke, Samuel.</td>
<td>Slavery, and the slaveholder's religion as opposed to Christianity.</td>
<td>Cincinnati : The author. 1846</td>
<td>Slavery</td>
<td>72 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 8245.</td>
<td>Fiche: 9,191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Emigrant's manual Australia, New Zealand, America, and South Africa.
Edinburgh : W. and R. Chambers. 1851
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
1 v. (various pagings) : 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 9494.
Fiche: 9,197-9,202

Pruyn, Anna Fenn Parker.
Memorials of Mrs. John V.L. Pruyn.
Albany : [s.n.], (Albany : Privately printed by J. Munsell). 1859
History
Fiche: 9,203

Cartwright, John, 1740-1824.
A letter to the Earl of Abingdon discussing a position relative to a fundamental right of the constitution, contained in his Lordship's Thoughts on the letter of Edmund Burke.
London : J. Almon. 1778
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The Great Lakes, or, Inland seas of America embracing a full description of lakes Superior, Huron, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario : rivers St. Mary, St. Clair, Detroit, Niagara, and St. Lawrence, Lake Winnipeg, etc. : together with the commerce of the lakes and trips through the lakes : giving a description of cities, towns, etc., forming altogether a complete guide for the pleasure traveller and emigrant.
New York : C. Scribner. 1863
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 10,019-10,021

Cushing, Abel, 1785-1866.
Historical letters on the first charter of Massachusetts government by Abel Cushing.
Boston : J.N. Bang, Printer. 1839
History
204 p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B473; Sabin No.: 18079.
Fiche: 10,022-10,024

The Spirit of the Farmers' museum, and Lay preacher's gazette being a judicious selection of the fugitive and valuable productions, which have occasionally appeared in that paper.
Walpole, N.H. : Printed, for Thomas & Thomas, by D. & T. Carlisle. 1801
Literature and Fine Arts
318 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B474; Sabin No.: 19587.
Fiche: 10,025-10,028

United States. Congress. (37th, 1st session : 1861).
Addresses on the death of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas delivered in the Senate and House of Representatives on Tuesday, July 9, 1861.
Washington : G.P.O. 1861
Religion and Philosophy
92 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B475; Sabin No.: 20696.
Fiche: 10,029-10,030

Crookshanks, John, 1708-1795.
The reply of John Crookshanks, Esq. to a pamphlet lately set forth by Admiral Knowles.
[London : s.n.]. [1759]
History
46 p.; Category: CTRG93-B493; Sabin No.: 17611.
Fiche: 10,037

Doane, George Washington, 1799-1859.
Protest and appeal of George Washington Doane, Bishop of New Jersey as aggrieved, by ... William Meade ... George Burgess ... and ... Charles Pettit McIlvaine : and his reply to the false, calumnious, and malignant representations of William Halstead, Caleb Perkins, Peter V. Coppuck, and Bennington Gill.
Philadelphia : King & Baird. 1852
Religion and Philosophy
52 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B494; Sabin No.: 20391.
Fiche: 10,038

Dickinson, John, 1732-1808.
Letters from a farmer in Pennsylvania to the inhabitants of the British colonies.
Philadelphia : Printed by D. Hall and W. Sellers. 1768
History
71 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B495; Sabin No.: 20044.
Fiche: 10,039
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The Defence of Richmond against the federal army under General McClellan by a Prussian officer in the Confederate service ; translated from the Koelnische Zeitung.
New-York : G.F. Nesbitt, Printers and Stationers. 1863
History
16 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B496; Sabin No.: 19241.
Fiche: 10,040

Dana, James, 1735-1812.
A sermon, preached before the General Assembly of the state of Connecticut, at Hartford on the day of the anniversary election, May 13, 1779.
Hartford : Printed by Hudson and Goodwin. 1779
Religion and Philosophy
46, [1]p. ; 19 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG93-B498; Sabin No.: 18417.
Fiche: 10,041

Derby, John Barton, 1792-1867.
Scenes in a mad-house by John B. Derby.
Boston : S.N. Dickinson. 1838
History
24 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B497; Sabin No.: 19667.
Fiche: 10,042

Delano, Amasa, 1763-1823.
A narrative of voyages and travels, in the northern and southern hemispheres comprising three voyages round the world, together with a voyage of survey and discovery, in the Pacific Ocean and oriental islands.
Boston : Printed by E.G. House, for the author. 1817
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
598 p., [3] leaves of plates (1 folded) : map, ports. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B424; Sabin No.: 19349.
Fiche: 10,043-10,049

Dix, John Ross, 1800?-1865.
Amusing and thrilling adventures of a California artist while daguerreotyping a continent, amid burning deserts, savages and perpetual snows : and a poetical companion to the pantoscope of California, Nebraska & Kansas, Salt Lake & the Mormons, from 1500 daguerreotypes by J. Wesley Jones, detailing the startling adventures of an overland journey of 8,000 miles.
Boston : The Author. 1854
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
87 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B423; Sabin No.: 20342.
Fiche: 10,050-10,051

Dixon, James, 1788-1871.
Methodism in America with a personal narrative of the author, during a tour through a part of the United States and Canada.
London : Printed for the author, sold by J. Mason ... and by James Peart. 1849
Religion and Philosophy
xi, 498 p. : map.; Category: CTRG93-B425; Sabin No.: 20369.
Fiche: 10,052-10,057

De Veaux, S. (Samuel), 1789-1852.
The falls of Niagara, or, Tourist's guide to this wonder of nature including notices of the whirlpool, islands, &c. and a complete guide thro' the Canadas.
Buffalo : W.B. Hayden, (Buffalo : Thomas & Co.). 1839
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 10,058-10,059

Dickinson, Rodolphus, 1787-1863.
A geographical and statistical view of Massachusetts proper by Rodolphus Dickinson.
Greenfield : Printed by Denio and Phelps. 1813
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
80 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B427; Sabin No.: 20073.
Fiche: 10,060

Dilworth, W. H.
The history of the present war between France and Great-Britain, to the conclusion of the year 1759 written by W.H. Dilworth.
London : Printed for H. Woodgate and S. Brooks. 1760
History
166 p.; Category: CTRG93-B428; Sabin No.: 20185.
Fiche: 10,061-10,062

Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851.
The oak openings, or, The bee-hunter by the author of "The pioneers," "Last of the Mohicans," "Pathfinder," "Deerslayer," etc., etc.
New York : Burgess, Stringer. 1848
Literature and Fine Arts
2 v. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B429; Sabin No.: 16849.
Fiche: 10,063-10,068

Dix, John Ross, 1800?-1865.
Transatlantic tracings and popular pictures from American subjects by the author of "Pen and ink sketches," &c. &c.
London : W. Tweedie. [1853]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 10,069-10,072
Dewey, Orville, 1794-1882.
An address, delivered before the American Peace Society, Boston, May, 1848 by Orville Dewey.
Boston : American Peace Society. 1848
History
24 p.; Category: CTRG93-B431; Sabin No.: 19862.
Fiche: 10,073

Diman, J. Lewis (Jeremiah Lewis), 1831-1881.
The nation and the constitution an oration delivered before the city authorities and citizens of Providence, July 4, 1866.
Providence : Providence Press Co., Printers to the city. 1866
Political Science, Government and Law
23 p.; Category: CTRG93-B432; Sabin No.: 20188.
Fiche: 10,074

Dewey, Orville, 1794-1882.
A sermon, preached in the Second Unitarian Church, in Mercer Street on the moral importance of cities, and the moral means for their reformation, particularly on a ministry for the poor in cities.
New York : D. Felt. 1836
Religion and Philosophy
23 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B433; Sabin No.: 19862.
Fiche: 10,075

Plymouth Company.
A defence of the Remarks of the Plymouth Company, on the plan and extracts of deeds published by the Proprietors (as they term themselves) of the Township of Brunswick being a reply to their answer to said Remarks, lately published, according to their vote of March 28, 1753.
Boston : [s.n.]. 1753
Political Science, Government and Law
50 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B435; Sabin No.: 19252.
Fiche: 10,077

Dick Shift, or, The state triumvirate a political tale in imitation of Swift.
Sandy-Hill [N.Y.] : Printed at the office of the Times. 1819
Literature and Fine Arts
2nd ed.; 24 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B436; Sabin No.: 19995.
Fiche: 10,078

A Dialogue on the penitentiary system.
Boston : Printed by Phelps. 1820
Social Sciences
24 p.; Category: CTRG93-B437; Sabin No.: 19943.
Fiche: 10,079

Comisiones Unidas de Relaciones y Guerra.
Dictamen de las Comisiones Unidas de Relaciones y Guerra, del Senado, sobre dictar medidas para asegurar la integridad del territorio de la república atacada por el decreto de agregacion de Tejas a los Estados-Unidos del norte.
Mexico : Impr. del Aguila. 1845
History
8 p.; 16 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B438; Sabin No.: 20113.
Fiche: 10,080

Curtis, George Ticknor, 1812-1894.
The true uses of American Revolutionary history an oration delivered before the authorities of the city of Boston, on Monday, the fifth of July, 1841, being the day set apart for the celebration of the sixty-fifth anniversary of American independence.
Boston : J.H. Eastburn, City printer. 1841
History
33 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B439; Sabin No.: 18048.
Fiche: 10,081

Doane, George Washington, 1799-1859.
The path of the just a sermon in commemoration of the Right Reverend William White DD, senior bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Burlington [N.J.] : J. L. Powell, Missionary Press. 1836
Religion and Philosophy
44 p.; Category: CTRG93-B440; Sabin No.: 20391.
Fiche: 10,082

Roberts, Robert Ellis, 1809-1888.
Sketches of the city of Detroit state of Michigan, past and present, 1855.
Detroit : R.F. Johnstone, Printers. 1855
History
63 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B441; Sabin No.: 19792.
Fiche: 10,083

Dow, Lorenzo, 1777-1834.
A cry from the wilderness! a voice from the East, a reply from the West, trouble in the North, exemplifying in the South intended as a timely and solemn warning to the people of the United States.
United States : Printed for the purchaser and the public. 1830
Religion and Philosophy
2nd ed., rev. and enl.; 71 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B442; Sabin No.: 17742.
Fiche: 10,084
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Doane, George Washington, 1799-1859.
New York : Stanford and Swords. 1852
Religion and Philosophy
136 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B443; Sabin No.: 20394.
Fiche: 10,085-10,086

Dexter, Samuel, 1700-1755.
Our fathers God, the hope of posterity some serious thoughts on the foundation, rise and growth of the settlements in New England with a view to the edification of the present, and the instruction and administion of future generations : a discourse delivered at Dedham, on the day of publick thanksgiving, Nov. 23, 1738, upon the conclusion of the first century, since a church of Christ was gathered in that place.
Boston : Reprinted by Thomas Fleet. 1796
History
2nd ed.; ii, 51 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B444; Sabin No.: 19899.
Fiche: 10,087

De Peyster, J. Watts (John Watts), 1821-1907.
Secession in Switzerland and in the United States compared being the annual address, delivered Oct. 20th, 1863, before the Vermont State Historical Society, in ... Montpelier.
Catskill : J. Joesbury, Printer. 1863
History
72 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B445; Sabin No.: 19637.
Fiche: 10,088

Dana, James, 1735-1812.
The African slave trade a discourse delivered in the city of New-Haven, September 9, 1790, before the Connecticut' Society for the Promotion of Freedom.
New-Haven : Printed by T. and S. Green. 1791
Slavery
33 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B446; Sabin No.: 18413.
Fiche: 10,089

Dickinson, Moses, 1695-1778.
An answer to a letter, from an aged layman, to the clergy of the colony of Connecticut in which the rights of the consociated churches are maintained, the consociation that appeared against the ordination of Mr. Dana at Wallingford vindicated, and the ministers like minded defended, against the insinuations, and reflections contained in that letter.
New-Haven : Printed by James Parker. [1761]
Religion and Philosophy
30 p. ; 21 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG93-B447; Sabin No.: 20063.
Fiche: 10,090

Dickinson, Jonathan, 1688-1747.
The true Scripture-doctrine concerning some important points of Christian faith particularly eternal election, original sin, grace in conversion, justification by faith, and the saints' perseverance : represented and apply'd in five discourses.
Boston : Printed by D. Fowle, for S. Kneeland & T. Green. 1741
Religion and Philosophy
xiii, 253 p. ; 16 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B449; Sabin No.: 20062.
Fiche: 10,095-10,098

Dietrich, Ludwig.
Erlebnisse auf meiner Wanderung durch Nordamerika und Westindien von Ludwig Dietrich.
Grimma ; Leipzig : Druck und Verlag des Verlags-Comptoirs. 1851
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
vi, 147 p.; 16 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B450; Sabin No.: 20130.
Fiche: 10,099-10,100

The Conspiracy to defeat the liberation of Gov. Dorr, or, The Hunkers and Algerines identified, and their policy unveiled to which is added, a report of the case ex parte Dorr, comprising motion to Supreme Court of the United States, petition of sundry citizens of Rhode Island, affidavits showing the treatment of Gov. Dorr by the inspectors of the prison, argument of counsel, and the decision of the court.
New-York : J. Windt. 1845
Political Science, Government and Law
47 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B451; Sabin No.: 20647.
Fiche: 10,101

Domenech, Emmanuel, 1825 or 6-1886.
La vérité sur le Livre des sauvages par Em. Domenech.
Paris : E. Dentu. 1861
Literature and Fine Arts
54 p., [10] p. of plates : facsims. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B452; Sabin No.: 20551.
Fiche: 10,102
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<td>Cropper, James, 1773-1840</td>
<td>Relief for West-Indian distress shewing the inefficiency of protecting duties on East-India sugar, and pointing out other modes of certain relief.</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>36 p. ; 22 cm.</td>
<td>History</td>
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<td>Dodsley, Robert, 1703-1764</td>
<td>The chronicles of the kings of England by Nathan Ben Saddi, a priest of the Jews.</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>58 p.; Category: CTRG93-B454; Sabin No.: 20517</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cresson, Joshua, 1744-1793</td>
<td>Meditations written during the prevalence of the yellow fever, in the city of Philadelphia, in the year 1793 which proved fatal to upwards of 4000 of its inhabitants.</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>23 p. ; 18 cm.</td>
<td>Science and Technology</td>
<td>17484</td>
<td>10,105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler, Ebenezer</td>
<td>The right of the sword a Thanksgiving discourse, at the Union Church, Worcester, Mass., November 21, 1861.</td>
<td>Worcester</td>
<td>24 p.; Category: CTRG93-B456; Sabin No.: 18166</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropper, James, 1773-1840</td>
<td>The support of slavery investigated by James Cropper.</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>27 p.; Category: CTRG93-B457; Sabin No.: 17623</td>
<td>Slavery</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,107</td>
</tr>
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<td>Demby, J. Wm.</td>
<td>The war in Arkansas, or, A treatise on the great rebellion of 1861 its progress, and ultimate results upon the destinies of the state.</td>
<td>Little Rock, Ark.</td>
<td>64 p.; Category: CTRG93-B459; Sabin No.: 19465</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Diary four months' prison life of the First Maryland regiment, at Lynchburg and Richmond.</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>24 p.; 11 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B460; Sabin No.: 19956</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,112</td>
</tr>
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<td>Croswell, Joseph</td>
<td>Sketches of the life, and extracts from the journals and other writings, of the late Joseph Croswell who, for more than forty years, was an itinerant preacher in the New England states.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>96 p.; Category: CTRG93-B461; Sabin No.: 17681</td>
<td>Religion and Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
<td>10,113-10,114</td>
</tr>
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<td>Mitchell, S. Augustus (Samuel Augustus), 1792-1868.</td>
<td>Description of Oregon and California embracing an account of the gold regions: to which is added an appendix, containing descriptions of various kinds of gold, and methods of testing its genuineness.</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>76 p.; [1] folded leaf of plates ; ill., map.; Category: CTRG93-B463; Sabin No.: 19712</td>
<td>Geography, Travel, and Exploration</td>
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Dixon, George, d. 1800?.
Remarks on the voyages of John Meares, Esq. in a letter to that gentleman.
London: Printed for the author and sold by John Stockdale ... and George Goulding. 1790
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
37 p.; Category: CTRG93-B527; Sabin No.: 20361.
Fiche: 10,118

Copley, Josiah.
Kansas and the country beyond on the line of the Union Pacific railway. Eastern division, from the Missouri to the Pacific Ocean : partly from personal observation, and partly from information drawn from authentic sources.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott. 1867
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
96 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : map ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B528; Sabin No.: 16696.
Fiche: 10,119-10,120

Dexter, Timothy, 1747-1806.
A pickle for the knowing ones, or, Plain truths in a homespun dress by Timothy Dexter.
Salem [Mass.] : Printed for the author. 1802
Literature and Fine Arts
24 p.; Category: CTRG93-B529; Sabin No.: 19906.
Fiche: 10,121

Townsend, John.
The doom of slavery in the Union its safety out of it.
Charleston, S.C. : Printed by Evans & Cogswell. 1860
Slavery
2nd ed.; 39 p. : 22 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B530; Sabin No.: 20615.
Fiche: 10,122

Dodge, Mary Abigail, 1833-1896.
Summer rest by Gail Hamilton.
Boston : Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Literature and Fine Arts
356 p.; Category: CTRG93-B531; Sabin No.: 20506.
Fiche: 10,123-10,126

Dodge, Mary Abigail, 1833-1896.
A new atmosphere by Gail Hamilton.
Boston : Ticknor and Fields. 1865
Literature and Fine Arts
310 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B532; Sabin No.: 20506.
Fiche: 10,127-10,130

Crosby, Fanny, 1820-1915.
Monterey, and other poems by Frances Jane Crosby, a pupil at the New York Institution for the Blind.
New York : R. Craighead. 1851
Literature and Fine Arts
x, 203 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B533; Sabin No.: 17633.
Fiche: 10,131-10,133

Roberts, George, fl. 1726.
The four years voyages of Capt. George Roberts being a series of uncommon events, which befell him in a voyage to the islands of the Canaries, Cape de Verde, and Barbadoes, from whence he was bound to the coast of Guiney.
London: Printed for A. Bettesworth [etc.]. 1726
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 10,134-10,139

Rincón, Manuel E., 1784-1849.
El general Manuel Rincón justificado a los ojos de los mexicanos imparciales de las imputaciones calumniosas y gratuitas que el escelentísimo señor general don Manuel Gómez Pedraza le hace en su manifiesto publicado en Nueva-Orleans el 17 de marzo de 1831.
México : Alejandro Valdés. 1831
History
89, 108 p. ; 10,128 folded leaf of plates ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B535; Sabin No.: 71417.
Fiche: 10,140-10,142

Denison, Charles Wheeler, 1809-1881.
The American village and other poems.
Boston : H. B. Skinner. 1845
Literature and Fine Arts
143 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B536; Sabin No.: 19560.
Fiche: 10,143-10,144

Crow, William.
The banks of the Hudson a poem, descriptive of rural scenery, manners & customs in the United States of America.
Leith : Printed by and for W. Reid. 1821
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
iv, 120 p. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B537; Sabin No.: 19947.
Fiche: 10,145-10,146

Crow, William.
The banks of the Hudson a poem, descriptive of rural scenery, manners & customs in the United States of America.
Leith : Printed by and for W. Reid. 1821
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
iv, 120 p. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B537; Sabin No.: 19947.
Fiche: 10,145-10,146

Fox, George, 1624-1691.
Hidden things brought to light, or, The discord of the grand Quakers among themselves discovered in some letters, papers, and passages written to and from George Fox, James Nayler, and John Perrott : wherein may be seen the cause and ground of their differences and falling out and what manner of spirit moved and acted each of them.
London: Printed for Francis Smith. 1678
Religion and Philosophy
44, [1] p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B539; Sabin No.: 70894.
Fiche: 10,149
Cornwallis, Frederick, 1713-1783.
A sermon preached before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at their anniversary meeting in the parish church at St. Mary-Le-Bow, on Friday February 20, 1756.
London : Printed by Edward Owen ... and sold by A. Millar. 1756
Religion and Philosophy
71 p.; Category: CTRG93-B540; Sabin No.: 16817.
Fiche: 10,150

Robbins, Chandler, 1810-1882.
Memoir of Hon. William Appleton prepared agreeably to a resolution of the Massachusetts Historical Society.
Boston : Printed by J. Wilson and Son. 1863
History
64 p., [1] leaf of plates : port. ; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B541; Sabin No.: 69535.
Fiche: 10,151

O’Byren, D. (Dennis), 1755-1832.
Remarks upon the report of a peace in consequence of Mr. Secretary Townshend’s letter to the Lord Mayor of London, bank directors, &c.
London : Printed for J. Stockdale. 1782
History
38 p.; Category: CTRG93-B542; Sabin No.: 69535.
Fiche: 10,152

Robbins, Ammi Ruhamah, 1740-1813.
The empires and dominions of this world, made subservient to the kingdom of Christ, who ruleth over all a sermon, delivered in presence of His Excellency Samuel Huntington, Esq. L.L.D. governor, and the Honorable the General Assembly of the state of Connecticut, convened at Hartford, on the day of the anniversary election, May 14th, 1789.
Hartford : Printed by Hudson and Goodwin. 1789
Religion and Philosophy
39 p. ; 20 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG93-B543; Sabin No.: 71779.
Fiche: 10,153

Ripley, Dorothy, b. 1767.
An account of Rose Butler aged nineteen years, whose execution I attended in the potter's field ... for setting fire to her mistress' dwelling house.
New-York : Printed by J.C. Totten. 1819
Political Science, Government and Law
35 p.; Category: CTRG93-B466; Sabin No.: 71496.
Fiche: 10,156

Richards, G. W. (George Washington), 1820-1871.
A brief history of the rebellion, and a life of Gen. McClellan containing some facts never before published.
Philadelphia : J. Magee. 1862
History
Fiche: 10,157

Lloyd, Rees, 1759-1838.
The Richmond alarm a plain and familiar discourse : written in the form of a dialogue between a father and his son, in three parts ... written at the request of a number of pious persons.
Pittsburgh [Pa.] : Printed for R. Lloyd by Robert Ferguson & Co. 1815
Literature and Fine Arts
2nd ed. corr. ... from London, 2nd ed. in the year 1774.; 168 p.; Category: CTRG93-B499; Sabin No.: 71195.
Fiche: 10,158-10,159

Rigg, Edward.
The new American Latin grammar, or, A complete introduction to the Latin tongue formed from the most approved writings in this kind by the late presidents Burr, Finley, and others.
New York : Printed for E. Duyckinck. 1807
Literature and Fine Arts
140 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B500; Sabin No.: 71320.
Fiche: 10,160-10,161

The Rights of a government to the services of its citizens or subjects, who have emigrated beyond its territorial jurisdiction examined with particular respect to recent claims and usages of the British government.
Boston : Printed for the author. 1808
Political Science, Government and Law
31 p.; Category: CTRG93-B512; Sabin No.: 71365.
Fiche: 10,162
Cranz, David, 1723-1777.
The ancient and modern history of the Brethren, or, A succinct narrative of the Protestant Church of the United Brethren, or, Unitas Fratrum, in the remoter ages, and particularly in the present century written in German by David Cranz ; now translated into English, with emendations, and published, with some additional notes, by Benjamin La Trobe. London : Printed by W. and A. Strahan. 1780
Religion and Philosophy
621, [91] p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B501; Sabin No.: 17411.
Fiche: 10,163-10,170

Reybaud, Louis, 1799-1879.
La polynésie et les Iles Marquises voyages et marine accompagnées d'un voyage en Abyssinie et d'un coup-d'oeil sur la canalisatian de l'Isthme de Panama / par Louis Reybaud. Paris : Libr. de Guillaumin. 1843
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 10,171-10,176

Douglass, Frederick, 1817?-1895.
My bondage and my freedom by Frederick Douglass ; with an introduction by James M'Cune Smith. New York : Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1855
Slavery
Fiche: 10,177-10,182

A Reply to a pamphlet, entitled, Observations arising from the declaration of war against Spain, &c. wherein is shewn, the absurdity and wickedness of that writer's considerations on the management of the war : as also, the folly of that question, viz. why this declaration of war was not made sooner?.
London : Printed for J. Roberts. 1739
History
32 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG93-B509; Sabin No.: 69686.
Fiche: 10,186

A Review of some of the arguments which are commonly advanced against parliamentary interference in behalf of the Negro slaves with a statement of opinions which have been expressed on that subject by many of our most distinguished statesmen, including Earl Grey ... [et al.].
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Foxcroft, Thomas, 1697-1769.
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Foss, Daniel.
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61 p. ; 20 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG94-B3136; Sabin No.: 27608.
Fiche: 13,278

Morris, Robert, 1810-1892.
The banks of New-York, their dealers, the clearing house, and the panic of 1857 with a financial chart.
New York : D. Appleton. 1858
Economics and Commerce
399 p., [30] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill. ; 20 cm.;
Category: CTRG94-B3137; Sabin No.: 27289.
Fiche: 13,279-13,284

Gillett, E. H. (Ezra Hall), 1823-1875.
History of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America by E.H. Gillett.
Philadelphia : Presbyterian Publication Committee. c 1864
Religion and Philosophy
2 v. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3138; Sabin No.: 27404.
Fiche: 13,285-13,298

Grasse, François Joseph Paul de Grasse, comte de, 1722-1788.
Mémoire du comte de Grasse, sur le combat naval du 12 avril 1782 avec les plans des positions principales des armées respectives.
[S.l. : s.n.]. [1782?]
History
Fiche: 13,299-13,300

Green, Ashbel, 1762-1848.
A discourse, delivered at the opening, for public worship, of the Presbyterian Church, in the Northern Liberties of Philadelphia April 7th, A.D. 1805.
Philadelphia : Printed by Thomas and William Bradford. 1805
Religion and Philosophy
21 p.; Category: CTRG94-B3292; Sabin No.: 28505.
Fiche: 13,301

The Washington and Jacksonian class book, for schools recommended by the late Rev. Thomas Pitt Irving, Principal of the Hagers-Town Academy.
[Hagerstown?] : Wm. D. Bell, Printer. 1824
Political Science, Government and Law
Fiche: 13,302-13,304

The Mite of praise George Washington, the illustrious owner of Mount Vernon, was born in Virginia, (and as it is said) on the 11th day of February, A.D. 1732, old stile : he died on the 14th of December, A.D. 1799, new stile ... and for him a nation weeps.
Dover (Delaware) : Printed by W. Black, Proprietor. 1800
Political Science, Government and Law
11 p. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B508; Sabin No.: 101855.
Fiche: 13,305

Gage, Thomas, 1721-1787.
The letters of the two commanders in chief, Generals Gage and Washington, and Major Generals Burgoyne and Lee with the manifesto of General Washington to the inhabitants of Canada.
New-York : Printed by James Rivington. 1775
History
8 p. ; 20 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG94-B509; Sabin No.: 101687.
Fiche: 13,306

Washington, George, 1732-1799.
The last official address, of His Excellency General Washington, to the legislatures of the United States to which is annexed, A collection of papers relative to half-pay, and commutation of half-pay, granted by Congress to the officers of the army.
Hartford : Printed by Hudson and Goodwin. 1783
Political Science, Government and Law
48 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B510; Sabin No.: 101533.
Fiche: 13,307

Washington, George, 1732-1799.
Washington's political legacies to which is annexed an appendix, containing an account of his illness, death, and the national tributes of respect paid to his memory, with a biographical outline of his life and character.
Boston : Printed for John Russell and John West. 1800
Political Science, Government and Law
208, xiv p. ; 21 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG94-B511; Sabin No.: 101750.
Fiche: 13,308-13,310
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Freeman, Theresa J.
Silver Lake, or, The belle of Bayou Luie a tale of the South.
Saint Louis : P.M. Pinckard. 1867
Literature and Fine Arts
344 p.; Category: CTRG94-B512; Sabin No.: 25778.
Fiche: 13,311-13,314

Davis, L. D. (Lucius Daniel), 1826-1900.
Life in the itinerancy in its relations to the circuit and station, and to the minister's home and family.
New York : Auburn : Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1856
Literature and Fine Arts
335 p.; Category: CTRG94-B513; Sabin No.: 18861.
Fiche: 13,315-13,318

French, L. Virginia (Lucy Virginia), 1825-1881.
Kernwood, or, After many days a historical romance founded on the events of the late war, from the manuscript of a Confederate spy.
Louisville, Ky. : The Author. 1887
Literature and Fine Arts
390 p.; Category: CTRG94-B514; Sabin No.: 25877.
Fiche: 13,319-13,323

Frost, John, 1800-1859.
Border wars of the West comprising the frontier wars of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee and Wisconsin, and embracing individual adventures among the Indians, and exploits of Boone, Kenton ... and other border heroes of the West.
Auburn [N.Y.]: Derby and Miller. 1853
History
608 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B515; Sabin No.: 25877.
Fiche: 13,324-13,330

United States.
The argument at Geneva a complete collection of the forensic discussions on the part of the United States and of Great Britain, before the tribunal of arbitration under the Treaty of Washington: as published by authority of the government.
New York : D. Appleton. 1873
Political Science, Government and Law
xvi, 653 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3184; Sabin No.: 26942.
Fiche: 13,331-13,338

Gifford, C. H.
History of the wars occasioned by the French Revolution from the commencement of hostilities in 1792, to the end of the year 1816: embracing a complete history of the Revolution, with biographical sketches of most of the public characters of Europe: comprising also ..., the history of the wars in Spain and Portugal, the American war, the campaigns of the Duke of Wellington, Bonaparte, &c. and ..., the glorious Battle of Waterloo.
London : W. Lewis. 1817
History
2 v. (x, 1728, 12 p.); ports., 5 maps; 28 x 22 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3185; Sabin No.: 27334.
Fiche: 13,339-13,359

Gray, James, 1770-1824.
Present duty a discourse, delivered on the 31st of December, 1808: which was observed, by concert, as a day of public thanksgiving and prayer in several of the churches in the city of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia: Printed by Jane Aitken. 1809
Religion and Philosophy
36 p.; Category: CTRG94-B3186; Sabin No.: 28396.
Fiche: 13,360

Walton, William, 1740-1824.
A narrative of the captivity and sufferings of Benjamin Gilbert and his family who were surprised by the Indians, and taken from their farms, on the frontiers of Pennsylvania, in the spring, 1780.
Philadelphia: Printed and sold by Joseph Crukshank. 1784
History
96 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3285; Sabin No.: 27348.
Fiche: 13,361-13,362

First Church of Christ (Granville, Mass.).
The Granville jubilee celebrated at Granville, Mass., August 27 and 28, 1845.
Springfield [Mass.]: Printed by H.S. Taylor. 1845
History
139 p.; [1] leaf of plates; port.; Category: CTRG94-B3286; Sabin No.: 28327.
Fiche: 13,363-13,364

Giraud, J. P. (Jacob Post), 1811-1870.
The birds of Long Island by J.P. Giraud, Jr.
London : Wiley & Putnam. 1844
Science and Technology
xxi, 397 p.; ill.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3287; Sabin No.: 27498.
Fiche: 13,365-13,369

Gibbes, Robert Wilson, 1809-1866.
Documentary history of the American Revolution consisting of letters and papers relating to the contest for liberty, chiefly in South Carolina, from originals in the possession of the editor, and other sources.
New-York: D. Appleton. 1853-1857
History
3 v.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3288; Sabin No.: 27277.
Fiche: 13,370-13,381

Goddard, Samuel Aspinwall, 1796-1886.
Letters on the American rebellion by Samuel A. Goddard.
London: Simpkin, Marshall; Boston, U.S.: Nichols and Noyes. 1870
History
xxi, 583 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3290; Sabin No.: 27638.
Fiche: 13,382-13,388
Giles, Chauncey, 1813-1893.
The problem of American nationality, and the evils which hinder its solution a discourse delivered on the day of the national fast, April 30, 1863. Cincinnati : [s.n.]. 1863
Slavery
24 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3293; Sabin No.: 27367.
Fiche: 13,389

Gibbons, Thomas, 1720-1785.
Sympathy with our suffering brethren, and an improvement of their distresses shewn to be our duty in two discourses, occasioned by the cruel oppressions of the Protestants in France, and enlarged with a recent and particular account of the state of the persecution in that kingdom : to which are prefixed, some serious reflexions on the present situation of these nations, and our American colonies. London : Printed for J. Buckland [etc.]. 1755
Religion and Philosophy
xiv, 80 p.; Category: CTRG94-B3334; Sabin No.: 27292.
Fiche: 13,390-13,391

Gray, Robert, 1761-1822.
A discourse delivered in Dover, November 15th, 1798, a day observed as an anniversary Thanksgiving by Robert Gray.
Dover [N.H.] : Printed by Samuel Bragg, jun. for the subscribers. [1798]
Religion and Philosophy
14 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3335; Sabin No.: 28403.
Fiche: 13,392

Sharp, Granville, 1735-1813.
A general plan for laying out towns and townships, on the new-acquired lands in the East Indies, America, or elsewhere in order to promote cultivation and raise the value of all the adjoining land.
[Great Britain : s.n.], 1794
Science and Technology
Fiche: 13,393

Gerstäcker, Friedrich, 1816-1872.
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
3. Aufl.; 631 p.; Category: CTRG94-B3337; Sabin No.: 27185.
Fiche: 13,394-13,400

Reed, Anna C.
Vie de George Washington traduit de l'anglais, et dédiée à la jeunesse américaine, par A.N. Girault. Philadelphia : J. Dobson [etc.]. 1834
Political Science, Government and Law
321 p. ; ill. ; 15 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3339; Sabin No.: 27502.
Fiche: 13,401-13,404

Giles, William Branch, 1762-1830.
Mr. Clay's speech upon the tariff, or The "American system," so called, or the Anglican system, in fact introduced here, and perverted in its most material bearing upon society, by the omission of a system of corn laws, for the protection of agriculture : Mr. Giles' speech upon the resolutions of inquiry in the House of Delegates of Virginia, in reply to Mr. Clay's speech : also, his speech in reply to Gen. Taylor's : accompanied with sundry other interesting subjects and original documents. Richmond : Printed by T.W. White. 1827
Political Science, Government and Law
189 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3342; Sabin No.: 27375.
Fiche: 13,405-13,407

The genius of Erin, Columbia's freedom, Flights of fancy, Lucinda .. being, part I. of a series of poems. Charleston : D.J. Dowling, Printer. 1836
Literature and Fine Arts
190 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3353; Sabin No.: 26949.
Fiche: 13,408-13,410

Gleig, G. R. (George Robert), 1796-1888.
A narrative of the campaigns of the British army, at Washington, Baltimore, and New Orleans, under Generals Ross, Pakenham, & Lambert, in the years 1814 and 1815 with some account of the countries visited. Philadelphia : M. Carey & Sons. 1821
History
431 p.; Category: CTRG94-B3356; Sabin No.: 27569.
Fiche: 13,411-13,415

Grimké, Angelina Emily, 1805-1879.
Letters to Catherine E. Beecher, in reply to An essay on slavery and abolitionism, addressed to A.E. Grimke revised by the author. Boston : Printed by I. Knapp. 1838
Slavery
130 p. ; 19 cm. (12mo); Category: CTRG94-B3422; Sabin No.: 28854.
Fiche: 13,416-13,417

Grube, August Wilhelm, 1816-1884.
Abraham Lincoln eine biographische Skizze. Stuttgart : J.F. Steinkopf. 1878
Political Science, Government and Law
2. verm. Aufl.; 128 p.; port. ; 16 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3423; Sabin No.: 28999.
Fiche: 13,418-13,419

Griffin, Edward Dorr, 1770-1837.
Religion and Philosophy
24 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3424; Sabin No.: 28818.
Fiche: 13,420
Goodrich, Elizur, 1734-1797.
A sermon delivered at the ordination of the Reverend Matthew Noyes, A.M. to the pastoral charge of the Church of Christ, in Northford, August 18, 1790 by Elizur Goodrich. New-Haven : Printed by A. Morse. 1790
Religion and Philosophy
31 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3425; Sabin No.: 27884.
Fiche: 13,421

A glance at the times including an appeal for the Greeks, &c. in a poetical epistle addressed to De Witt Clinton. Philadelphia : Published by R.H. Small. 1827
Literature and Fine Arts
52 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3426; Sabin No.: 27533.
Fiche: 13,422

Godman, John D. (John Davidson), 1794-1830.
Science and Technology
3 v. : ill. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B3427; Sabin No.: 27663.
Fiche: 13,423-13,436

Goens, Rijklof Michaël van, 1748-1810.
Politiek vertoog over het waar sistema van de stad van Amsterdam met relatie tot de algemeene belangens der republiek, zoo als het zelve uit’s lands histo[r]ien?] ken worden opgemaakt. [Utrecht? : s.n.]. [1781]
Political Science, Government and Law
151, [1] p.; Category: CTRG94-B3428; Sabin No.: 27683.
Fiche: 13,437-13,438

Gerstner, Franz Anton, Ritter von, 1793-1840.
Science and Technology
2 v. : ill., map.; Category: CTRG94-B3429; Sabin No.: 27197.
Fiche: 13,439-13,448

Goodell, William, 1792-1878.
Slavery and anti-slavery a history of the great struggle in both hemispheres : with a view of the slavery question in the United States. New-York : W. Harned. 1852
Slavery
x, 604 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4225; Sabin No.: 27849.
Fiche: 13,449-13,455

Grison, Wilhelm, b. 1805.
Social Sciences
xii, 480 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4226; Sabin No.: 28880.
Fiche: 13,456-13,461

Goodell, William, 1792-1878.
The American slave code in theory and practice its distinctive features shown by its statutes, judicial decisions, and illustrative facts. New York : American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. 1853
Slavery
431 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4227; Sabin No.: 27846.
Fiche: 13,462-13,466

Grey, Zachary, 1688-1766.
An impartial examination of the third volume of Mr. Daniel Neal's History of the Puritans in which the reflections of that author, upon the blessed martyr King Charles the First, are proved to be groundless : his misrepresentation of the conduct of the prelates of those times fully detected. London : Printed by J. Bettenham, and sold by A. Bettesworth and C. Hitch. 1737
History
404, 143 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4228; Sabin No.: 28792.
Fiche: 13,467-13,472

Lockwood, John, 1825 or 6-1901.
Our campaign around Gettysburg being a memorial of what was endured, suffered, and accomplished by the Twenty-third Regiment (N.Y.S.N.G.) and other regiments associated with them, in their Pennsylvania and Maryland campaign, during the second rebel invasion of the loyal states in June-July, 1863. Brooklyn : A.H. Rome & Bros. 1864
History
168 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4229; Sabin No.: 27241.
Fiche: 13,473-13,474

Frost, John, 1800-1859.
History of the state of California from the period of the conquest by Spain, to her occupation by the United States of America: containing an account of the discovery of the immense gold mines and placers... also, advice to emigrants on the best routes, and the preparations necessary to get there: to which is added a brief account of the formation of the government and constitution of the said state. Auburn : Derby & Miller. 1853
History
508 p., [16] leaves of plates ; ill. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4347; Sabin No.: 26033.
Fiche: 13,475-13,480
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<td><strong>A pictorial history of the United States with notices of other portions of America.</strong></td>
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<td>- Rev. and improved ed.; 360 p. : ill., maps ; 19 cm.</td>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>Fiche: 13,481-13,484</strong></td>
<td></td>
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<td><strong>Fiche: 13,485-13,486</strong></td>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>Godwin, William, 1756-1836.</strong></td>
<td>Godwin, William, 1756-1836.</td>
<td>Lives of the necromancers, or, An account of the most eminent persons in successive ages, who have claimed for themselves, or to whom has been imputed by others, the exercise of magical power by William Godwin. London : F.J. Mason. 1834</td>
<td>Science and Technology</td>
<td>13,487-13,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lives of the necromancers, or, An account of the most eminent persons in successive ages, who have claimed for themselves, or to whom has been imputed by others, the exercise of magical power by William Godwin.</strong></td>
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<td>xx. 465 p. ; 22 cm.</td>
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</tr>
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<td><strong>Fiche: 13,487-13,492</strong></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td><strong>The Southern platform, or, Manual of Southern sentiment on the subject of slavery by Daniel R. Goodloe.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>79 p. ; 23 cm.</td>
<td>Category: CTRG94-B4359; Sabin No.: 27864.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td><strong>Fiche: 13,493</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td><strong>Gonzales Carranza, Domingo.</strong></td>
<td>Gonzales Carranza, Domingo.</td>
<td>A geographical description of the coasts, harbours, and sea ports of the Spanish West-Indies particularly of Porto Bello, Cartagena, and the island of Cuba : with observations of the currents, and the variations of the compass in the Bay of Mexico, and the North Sea of America. London : Printed for the editor Caleb Smith. 1740</td>
<td>Geography, Travel, and Exploration</td>
<td>13,494-13,495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fiche: 13,494-13,495</strong></td>
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<td>Almon, John, 1737-1805.</td>
<td>A letter to the Right Honourable George Grenville, occasioned by his publication of the speech he made in the House of Commons on the motion for expelling Mr. Wilkes Friday, February 3, 1769 to which is added, a letter on the public conduct of Mr. Wilkes, first published November 1, 1768 : with an appendix. London : Printed for Issac Fell. 1769</td>
<td>Political Science, Government and Law</td>
<td>13,498-13,499</td>
</tr>
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<td><strong>A letter to the Right Honourable George Grenville, occasioned by his publication of the speech he made in the House of Commons on the motion for expelling Mr. Wilkes Friday, February 3, 1769 to which is added, a letter on the public conduct of Mr. Wilkes, first published November 1, 1768 : with an appendix.</strong></td>
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Girardot, Auguste Théodore, baron de, 1815-1883.
L’Ordre américain de Cincinnatus en France
réglements et correspondances de Washington.
Nantes : Impr. de Mme. veuve c. Mellinet. [18--?] 
Political Science, Government and Law 
50 p.; Category: CTRG94-B4380; Sabin No.: 27496. 
Fiche: 13,507

Genung, Abram P.
The frauds of the New York city government 
exposed sketches of the members of the ring and their 
confederates : with a list of checks, copied from the 
books in the office of the comptroller, representing 
millions of dollars, paid out on fraudulent claims. 
New York : The Author. 1871 
Political Science, Government and Law 
52 p.; Category: CTRG94-B4383; Sabin No.: 26965. 
Fiche: 13,508

Gerstäcker, Friedrich, 1816-1872.
Californische Skizzen von Friedrich Gerstäcker. 
Leipzig : Arnoldische Buchh. 1856 
Geography, Travel, and Exploration 
379 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4435; Sabin 
No.: 27172. 
Fiche: 13,509-13,513

Grimes, Green, b. 1809.
The lily of the west on human nature, education, 
the mind, insanity, with ten letters as a sequel to the 
alphabet. The conquest of man. Early days, A 
farewell to my native home, The song of the 
chieftain’s daughter, Tree of liberty, and The beauties 
of nature and art. 
Nashville, Tenn. : [s.n.]. 1846 
Literature and Fine Arts 
96 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4436; Sabin 
No.: 28849. 
Fiche: 13,514-13,515

Strictures on a sermon by Edward D. Griffin, 
president of Williams College, published in the 
National Preacher, for Feb. 1832 the design of which 
are to exhibit and defend what is miscalled "New 
Divinity". 
New York : J. Leavitt ; Auburn : H. Ivison. 1832 
Religion and Philosophy 
39 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4437; Sabin 
No.: 28818. 
Fiche: 13,516

Grimké, Sarah Moore, 1792-1873.
Letters on the equality of the sexes, and the 
condition of woman addressed to Mary S. Parker, 
president of the Boston Female Anti-Slavery Society. 
Boston : I. Knapp. 1838 
Social Sciences 
128 p. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4442; Sabin 
No.: 28856. 
Fiche: 13,522-13,523

Gosse, Philip Henry, 1810-1888.
The Canadian naturalist a series of conversations 
on the natural history of Lower Canada. 
London : J. Van Voorst. 1840 
Science and Technology 
xii, 372 p. ; ill. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4443; Sabin 
No.: 28061. 
Fiche: 13,524-13,528

Goss, C. C.
Statistical history of the first century of American 
Methodism with a summary of the origin and present 
operations of other denominations. 
New York : Carlton & Porter. 1866 
Religion and Philosophy 
188 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4444; Sabin 
No.: 28054. 
Fiche: 13,529-13,531
Grund, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1804-1863.
Die Americaner in ihren moralischen, politischen und gesellschaftlichen Verhältnissen.
Stuttgart : Tübingen : I.S. Cotta'schen Buchh. 1837
Social Sciences
444 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4445; Sabin No.: 29003.
Fiche: 13,532-13,536

Griffith, Thomas Waters, 1767-1838.
Annals of Baltimore by Thomas W. Griffith.
Baltimore : Printed by W. Wooddy. 1833
History
293 p.; ill.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4625; Sabin No.: 28827.
Fiche: 13,537-13,540

Goodman, William.
The social history of Great Britain during the reigns of the Stuarts beginning with the seventeenth century, being the period of settling the United States.
New York : W.H. Graham. 1845-1847
Social Sciences
3rd ed.; 2 v.; ill.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4626; Sabin No.: 27867.
Fiche: 13,541-13,548

The sacred poets of England and America, from the earliest to the present time edited by Rufus W. Griswold.
New-York : D. Appleton. 1850
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 13,549-13,555

Goodrich, Frank B. (Frank Boott), 1826-1894.
Man upon the sea, or, A history of maritime adventure, exploration and discovery, from the earliest ages to the present time edited by Rufus W. Griswold.
New-York : D. Appleton. 1850
History
Fiche: 13,556-13,562

Goodrich, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1790-1862.
The family tourist a visit to the principal cities of the western continent : embracing an account of their situation, origin, plan, extent, their inhabitants, manners, customs, and amusements ... together with sketches of historical events.
Hartford : Case, Tiffany and Burnham. 1848
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
640 p.; ill.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4629; Sabin No.: 27869.
Fiche: 13,563-13,569

Goodrich, Charles A. (Charles Augustus), 1790-1862.
The life of George Washington illustrated by tales, sketches and anecdotes : adapted to the use of schools.
New York : Collins and Hannay. c 1832
Political Science, Government and Law
174 p.; ill.; 15 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4768; Sabin No.: 101844.
Fiche: 13,570-13,571

Darlington, William, 1782-1863.
Florula Cestrica an essay towards a catalogue of the phaenogamous plants, native and naturalized, growing in the vicinity of the Borough of West-Chester, in Chester County, Pennsylvania ... : to which is subjoined an appendix of the useful cultivated plants of the same district.
West-Chester, Penn. : Printed for the author, by Simeon Siegfried. 1826
Science and Technology
Fiche: 13,572-13,573

Fulton, Justin D. (Justin Dewey), 1828-1901.
Memoir of Timothy Gilbert by Justin D. Fulton.
Boston : Lee and Shepard. 1866
Slavery
255 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4770; Sabin No.: 26194.
Fiche: 13,574-13,576

Frothingham, Richard, 1812-1880.
Life and times of Joseph Warren by Richard Frothingham.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1865
Political Science, Government and Law
ix, 420 p.; [7] leaves of plates (3 folded) : ill., 3 maps ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG94-B4772; Sabin No.: 26083.
Fiche: 13,577-13,583

Frothingham, Richard, 1812-1880.
History of the siege of Boston, and of the battles of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill also, an account of the Bunker Hill monument : with illustrative documents.
Boston : C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1849
History
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New York : S.T. Munson. 1861
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Haywood, John, 1762-1826.
A manual of the laws of North Carolina arranged under distinct heads in alphabetical order, with references from one head to another when a subject is mentioned in any other part of the book than under the distinct head to which it belongs.
Raleigh: Printed and sold by J. Gales, and may be had of the printers and booksellers in all the towns in the state. 1814
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Hawkins, Ernest, 1802-1868.
Historical notices of the missions of the Church of England in the North American colonies previous to the independence of the United States: chiefly from the ms. documents of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.
London: B. Fellowes. 1845
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The Life of Washington.
Batavia: W.A. Seaver. 1840
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The Reviewer reviewed republished from the Knickerbocker.
[U.S.: s.n.]. [1836?]
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Description of Peale's portrait of Washington.
[U.S.? : s.n.]. [182-?]
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Sparks, Jared, 1789-1866.
Washington's papers an edition of these papers is preparing for publication under the following title: the works of George Washington, with notes and historical illustrations, by Jared Sparks: the character and value of these papers, and the plan proposed for publishing them, may be understood from the following letters to the Hon. Joseph Story.
London: Harjette and Savill, Printers. [1827]
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Washington, George, 1732-1799.
Soldier and sage memorials of George Washington and Benjamin Franklin.
Philadelphia: McCalla & Stavely. 1876
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Washington, George, 1732-1799.
Senate of the United States, July 18, 1798 gentlemen of the Senate, believing that the letter received this morning from General Washington will give high satisfaction to the Senate, I transmit them a copy of it, and congratulate them and the public on this great event the general's acceptance of his appointment, as lieutenant [sic] general and commander in chief of the Army: John Adams, United States, July 17th 1798.
[Philadelphia, Pa.: Printed by John Fenno]. [1798]
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Washington garland two songs on the death and character of Gen. G. Washington: to which is added, the death of Wolfe.
Philadelphia: [s.n.]. 1811
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Hartley, Thomas, 1708-1784.
A discourse on mistakes concerning religion, enthusiasm, experiences, &c. by Thomas Hartley.
[Germantown]: London printed, Germantown reprinted by Christopher Sower. [1760?]
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Hardie, James, 1758-1826.
An account of the yellow fever, which occurred in the city of New-York, in the year 1822 to which is prefixed a brief sketch of the different pestilential diseases, with which this city was afflicted, in the years 1798, 1799, 1803 & 1805.
New-York: Printed by S. Marks. 1822
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The gem of the western world, for all seasons edited by Mary E. Hewitt.
New York: Cornish, Lamport. [1850?]
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Harvard University. Library.
   A catalogue of the library of Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts. First supplement. Cambridge : C. Folsom, Printer to the university. 1834
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Browne, Martha Griffith, d. 1906.
   Autobiography of a female slave.
New York : Redfield. 1857
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Hanbury, Benjamin, 1778-1864.
   Historical memorials relating to the Independents, or Congregationalists from their rise to the restoration of the monarchy A.D. MDCLX.
London : Congregational Union of England and Wales. 1839-1844
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Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866.
   Contributions to the ecclesiastical history of the United States of America by Francis L. Hawks.
Religion and Philosophy
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Hazelius, Ernest L. (Ernest Lewis), 1777-1853.
   History of the American Lutheran church from its commencement in the year of our Lord 1685 to the year 1842.
Zanesville, O[hio] : Printed by E. C. Church. 1846
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Hayden, Horace H., 1769-1844.
   Geological essays, or, An enquiry into some of the geological phenomena to be found in various parts of America, and elsewhere by Horace H. Hayden.
Baltimore : Printed by J. Robinson, for the author. 1820
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Hayden, Gilbert, bp., 1821-1880.
   Sermons, speeches and letters on slavery and its war from the passage of the Fugitive Slave Bill to the election of President Grant.
Boston : Lee and Shepard. 1869
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Hay, William.
   A history of temperance in Saratoga County, N.Y. containing biographical sketches of Billy J. Clark, M.D., Rev. Lebbeus Armstrong, Mr. James Mott, Gardner Stow, Esq. and Hon. Esek Cowen : the first four having survived the last, and all other original members of the Union Temperate Society of Moreau and Northumberland, which association was organized in April, A.D. 1808.
Saratoga Springs : Steam Printing Presses of G.M. Davison. 1855
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Hayward, John, 1781-1862.
   The New England gazetteer containing descriptions of all the states, counties and towns in New England : also descriptions of the principal mountains, rivers, lakes, capes, bays, harbors, islands, and fashionable resorts within that territory : alphabetically arranged.
Concord, N.H. : I.S. Boyd & W. White ; Boston : J. Hayward. 1839
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Hawley, W. F. (William Fitz), 1804-1855.
   The unknown, or, Lay's of the forest By W.F. Hawley.
Montreal : J.A. Hoisington. 1831
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Hayes, John L. (John Lord), 1812-1887.
   Vindication of the rights and titles, political and territorial, of Alexander, Earl of Stirling & Dovan, and lord proprietor of Canada and Nova Scotia by John L. Hayes.
Washington : Gideon & Co., Printers. 1853
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Hayes, John L. (John Lord), 1812-1887.
Trial of Lord Stirling being part II of the vindication of the rights and titles, political and territorial of Alexander, Earl of Stirling and Dovam, hereditary lieutenant general and lord proprietor of Canada and Nova Scotia.
Washington : Gideon & Co., Printers. 1853
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Hays, Mary, 1759 or 60-1843.
Female biography, or, Memoirs of illustrious and celebrated women, of all ages and countries alphabetically arranged.
London : Printed for R. Phillips. 1803
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Head, Francis Bond, Sir, 1793-1875.
Rough notes taken during some rapid journeys across the Pampas and among the Andes by F.B. Head.
Boston : Wells and Lilly. 1827
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Hazard, Willis P. (Willis Pope), 1825-1894.
The American guide book being a hand-book for tourists and travellers through every part of the United States : embracing full tables of routes and distances ... the whole preceded with short directions to travellers.
Philadelphia : G.S. Appleton ; New York : D. Appleton. 1846
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Dabney, Robert Lewis, 1820-1898.
Life and campaigns of Lieut.-Gen. Thomas J. Jackson, (Stonewall Jackson) by Prof. R.L. Dabney.
New-York : Blelock & co. ; Richmond, Va. ; and Philadelphia, Pa. : National publishing company. 1866
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864.
Life of Franklin Pierce by Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Boston : Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1852
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Head, Francis Bond, Sir, 1793-1875.
The emigrant by Sir Francis B. Head.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1855, c1834
Science and Technology
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Haywood, Edward Graham.
Speech delivered by Ed. Graham Haywood, Esq., of Wake County on the 6th and 7th December, 1858, in the House of Commons of North-Carolina, on his eligibility to a seat in that body.
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864.
Passages from the American note-books of Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Boston : Ticknor and Fields. 1868
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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United States commercial & statistical register.
Philadelphia : Printed by W.F. Geddes. 1839-1842
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Hayes, J. D. (Josiah Dixon), 1825-1888.
"The Niagara Ship Canal" and "Reciprocity" papers written for the "Buffalo Commercial Advertiser".
Buffalo : Printing House of Matthews & Warren. 1865
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Hawley, Fletcher J.
Tribute to the memory of the Rev. Flavel S. Mines ... of the Rev. Edmund Richards ... and of the Rev. John Wade.
[St. Croix] : Printed at Mrs. Hatchett's Office. 1853
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Hays, George P. (George Pierce), b. 1838.
The introduction of religion into politics right and needed a sermon preached in the High St. Baptist Church, on Thanksgiving morning, November 24, 1864.
Baltimore : Printed by Sherwood. [1864?]
Religion and Philosophy
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Haynes, Sylvanus, 1768-1826.
A sermon, delivered before His Excellency the governor, His Honor the lieut. governor, the Honorable Council, and House of Representatives of Vermont at Montpelier, October 13, 1809, being the day of general election.
Randolph, Vt. : Printed by S. Wright, State printer. 1809
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Haven, C. C. (Charles Chauncy).
Washington and his army during their march through and return to New Jersey, in December 1776, and January, 1777 read before the Literary and Philosophical Society of New Jersey.
Trenton [N.J.] : C. Scott. 1856
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Hayne, Robert Young, 1791-1839.
Speeches of the Hon. Robert Y. Hayne, and the Hon. Daniel Webster delivered in the Senate of the United States, Jan. 21 and 26, 1830, with a sketch of the preceding debate on the resolution of Mr. Foot, respecting the sale, &c, of public lands.
Boston : Carter and Hendee. 1830
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Hawkesworth, John, 1715?-1773.
A new voyage, round the world, in the years 1768, 1769, 1770, and 1771 undertaken by order of His present Majesty, performed by, Captain James Cook, in the ship Endeavour : drawn up from his own journal, and from the papers of Joseph Banks, Esq. ... and published by the special direction of the Right Honourable the Lords of the Admiralty.
New-York : Printed by J. Rivington. 1774
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Headley, P. C. (Phineas Camp), 1819-1903.
Massachusetts in the rebellion a record of the historical position of the commonwealth, and the services of the leading statesmen, the military, the colleges, and the people, in the Civil War of 1861-65.
Boston : Walker, Fuller. 1866
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Headley, Joel Tyler, 1813-1897.
Grant and Sherman their campaigns and generals.
New York : E.B. Treat. 1865
History
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Headley, P. C. (Phineas Camp), 1819-1903.
The hero boy, or, The life and deeds of Lieut-Gen. Grant by P.C. Headley.
New York : W.H. Appleton. 1864
History
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Headley, Joel Tyler, 1813-1897.
The second war with England by J.T. Headley.
New York : C. Scribner. 1853
History
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Henry, James, b. 1809.
Sketches of Moravian life and character comprising a general view of the history, life, character, and religious and eduational institutions of Unitas Fratrum.
Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott. 1859
Religion and Philosophy
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Headley, Joel Tyler, 1813-1897.
Washington and his generals by J.T. Headley.
New York : Baker and Scribner. 1847
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Hélyot, Pierre, 1660-1716.
Dictionnaire des ordres religieux, ou, Histoire des ordres monastiques, religieux et militaires, et des congrégations séculières de l'un et de l'autre sexe, qui ont été établies jusqu'à présent ... par le r. p. Hélyot ; mise par ordre alphabétique, corrigée et augmentée d'une introduction ... et l'histoire des sociétés religieuses établies depuis que cet auteur a publié son ouvrage par Marie-Léandre Badiche ; publié par m. l'abbé Migne.
Paris : Chez l'éditeur. 1847-1859
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Headley, Joel Tyler, 1813-1897.
New York : E.B. Treat. 1868
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Henry, Guy Vernor, 1839-1899.
Military record of civilian appointments in the United States Army by Guy V. Henry.
New York : Carleton ; London : S. Low, Son. 1869-1873
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Headley, P. C. (Phineas Camp), 1819-1903.
Life and military career of Major-General William Tecumseh Sherman by P.C. Headley.
New York : W.H. Appleton. 1865
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Henry, George.
The emigrant's guide, or, Canada as it is comprising details relating to the domestic policy, commerce, and agriculture of the Upper and Lower provinces.
Quebec : W. Gray. [ca. 1832]
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Synod of Philadelphia (1717-1757).
An extract of the minutes of the Commission of the synod, relating to the affair of the Reverend Mr. Samuel Hemphil.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by Andrew Bradford. 1735
Religion and Philosophy
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Headley, Joel Tyler, 1813-1897.
Farragut, and our naval commanders by J.T. Headley ; comprising the early life and public services of the prominent naval commanders who, with Grant and Sherman and their generals, brought to a triumphant close the great rebellion of 1861-1865.
New York : E.B. Treat. 1867
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Headley, Joel Tyler, 1813-1897.
The Great Rebellion a history of the Civil War in the United States.
Hartford, Conn. : Hurlbut, Williams. 1863-1866
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Hawks, Francis L. (Francis Lister), 1798-1866.
History of North Carolina with maps and illustrations.
Fayetteville, N.C. : E.J. Hale & Son. 1859
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Haynes, Lemuel, 1753-1833.
Universal salvation, a very ancient doctrine with some account of the life and character of its author : a sermon delivered at Rutland, West-Parish, in the year 1805.
Boston : Printed by David Carlisle. 1807
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Henry, James.
An address upon education and common schools delivered at Cooperstown, Otsego County, Sept. 21, and repeated by request, at Johnstown, Fulton County, Oct. 17, 1843.
Albany : C. Van Benthuyzen. 1843
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Henry, Symmes C. (Symmes Cleves), 1797-1857.
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Revolutionary history of North Carolina in three lectures.
Raleigh : W.D. Cooke ; New York : G.P. Putnam. 1853
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Manners, Mrs., 1822-1892.
Cousin Alice a memoir of Alice B. Haven.
New York : D. Appleton. 1865
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Henry, Samuel, fl. 1814.
A new and complete American medical family herbal wherein, is displayed the true properties and medical virtues of the plants indigenous to the United States of America : together with Lewis' secret remedy, newly discovered, which has been found infallible in the cure of that dreadful disease hydrophobia.
New-York : Samuel Henry. 1814
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Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent.
Nieuwe ontdekkings van een groot land, gelegen in America, tusschen nieuw Mexico en de Ys-Zee behelzende de gelegenheid der zelve nieuwe ontdekte Landen, de Rivieren en groote Meeren, en voor al de groote Rivier Meschasipi genaamd ... / door Lodewyk Hennepin, missionaris recollect en notaris apostoliek ; benevens een Aanhangsel, behelzende een Reize door een gedeelte van de Spaansche West-Indiën, en een verhaal van d'expeditie der Franschen op Cartagena door L. de C.
Tot Amsterdam : By Andries van Dumme. 1702
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Hanson, Elizabeth, 1684-1737.
God's mercy surmounting man's cruelty exemplified in the captivity and redemption of Elizabeth Hanson, wife of John Hanson, of Knoxmarsh at Keacpeachy, in Dover township, who was taken captive with her children, and maid-servant, by the Indians in New-England, in the year 1724 : in which are inserted, sundry remarkable preservations, deliverances, and marks of the care and kindness of Providence over her and her children, worthy to be remembered.
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Poets and poetry of Vermont edited by Abby Maria Hemenway.
Rutland : G.A. Tuttle. 1858
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Henderson, George, fl. 1809.
An account of the British settlement of Honduras being a view of its commercial and agricultural resources, soil, climate, natural history, &c. : to which are added, sketches of the manners and customs of the Mosquito Indians, preceded by the journal of a voyage to the Mosquito shore.
London : C. and R. Baldwin. 1809
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864.
Liberty tree with the last words of Grandfather's chair.
Boston : E.P. Peabody. 1841
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Hawkins, John, Sir, 1532-1595.
A true declaration of the troublesome voyadge of M. John Hawkins to the parties of Guaynua and the West Indies in the years of our Lord 1567 and 1568.
[London] : Imprinted at London ... by Thomas Purfoote for Lucas Harrison. 1569
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Hening, William Waller, 1768-1828.

The new Virginia justice comprising the office and authority of a justice of the peace, in the Commonwealth of Virginia: together with a variety of useful precedents adapted to the laws now in force: to which is added, an appendix containing all the most approved forms of conveyancing, commonly used in this country, such as deeds, of bargain and sale, of lease and release, of trust, mortgages, &c.

Richmond: Printed by T. Nicolson. 1795
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Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent.

Beschreibung der Landschaft Louisiana welch auf Befehl des Königs in Frankreich neulich gegen Sudwesten Neu-Frankreichs in America.

Nürnberg: In Verlag Andréa Otto. 1689
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Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent.

A new discovery of a vast country in America, extending above four thousand miles, between New France and New Mexico with a description of the great lakes, cataracts, rivers, plants, and animals: also, the manners, customs, and languages, of the several native Indians, and the advantage of commerce with those different nations ... both parts illustrated with maps, and figures, and dedicated to his Majesty K. William.

London: Printed for M. Bentley [etc.]. 1698
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864.

Famous old people being the second epoch of Grandfather's chair.

Boston: E.P. Peabody. 1841
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The Negroes in Negroland, the Negroes in America and Negroes generally also, the several races of white men considered as the involuntary and predestined suppliants of the black races: a compilation.

New York: G.W. Carleton. 1868
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O'Heguerty, Pierre-André, 1700-1763.

Essai sur les intérêts du commerce maritime par M. D***.

La Haye: [s.n.]. 1754
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A help to a national reformation containing an abstract of the penal-laws against prophaneness and vice, a form of the warrants issued out upon offenders against the said laws ... a specimen of an agreement for the forming of a society for reformation of manners ... and Her Majesty's proclamation for preventing and punishing immorality and prophaneness, and the late act of Parliament against prophanes swearing and cursing.

London: Printed and sold by J. Downing. 1706
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Hennepin, Louis, 17th cent.

Nouvelle decouverte d'un tres grand pays situe dans l'Amérique entre le Nouveau Mexique, et la Mer Glaciale, avec les cartes, & les figures necessaires, & de plus l'histoire naturelle & morale, & les avantages, qu'on en peut tirer par l'etablissem. des colon: le tout dedie a Sa Majesté britannique, Guillaume III / par Louis Hennepin.
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Herbert, Henry William, 1807-1858.

American game in its seasons by Henry William Herbert ... illustrated from nature and on wood, by the author.

New York: C. Scribner. 1853
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Johnson, James, 1705-1774.
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Hulett, T. G.
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Johnstone, James Johnstone, chevalier de, 1719-1800.
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Sherburne, John Henry, 1794-1850?
The life and character of John Paul Jones a captain in the United States Navy, during the Revolutionary War.
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A memoir of Mrs. Henrietta Shuck, the first American female missionary to China by J.B. Jeter.
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Johnstone, Charles, 1719?-1800?.
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Jones, J. H. (Joseph Huntington), 1797-1868.
Outline of a work of grace in the Presbyterian congregation at New Brunswick, N.J., during the year 1837 by Joseph H. Jones, pastor of the Sixth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia.
Philadelphia : H. Perkins ; Boston : Perkins & Marvin. 1839
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Huntington, Elisha, 1796-1865.
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Jones, John Paul, 1747-1792.
Memoirs of Rear-Admiral Paul Jones, chevalier of the Military Order of Merit, and the Russian Order of St. Anne, &c., &c. now first compiled from his original journals and correspondence, including an account of his services under Prince Potemkin, prepared for publication by himself.
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Judah, Samuel B. H. (Samuel Benjamin Herlert), ca. 1799-1876.  
Odofriede, the outcast a dramatic poem.  
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Judd, Sylvester, 1789-1860.  
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Jordan, Richard, 1756-1826.  
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Jones, John Gale, 1769-1838.  
An oration, delivered on Tuesday, November 29, 1796, at the Great Room, in Brewer Street, on the resignation of General Washington including a short review of his life, character and conduct.  
London : Printed for T.C. Jones ... and J.S. Jordan. [1796]  
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Jones, John Paul, 1747-1792.  
Life and correspondence of John Paul Jones including his narrative of the Campaign of the Liman / from original letters and manuscripts in the possession of Miss Janette Taylor.  
New York : Stereotyped by A. Chandler. 1830  
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Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826.  
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Smith, Richard Penn, 1799-1854.  
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Hazel, Harry, 1814-1889.  
Virginia Graham, the spy of the Grand Army by Harry Hazel.  
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Johnson, Mrs. (Susannah Willard), 1730-1810.  
The captive American, or, A narrative of the sufferings of Mrs. Johnson, during four years captivity with the Indians and French written by herself.  
Newcastle : Printed and sold by M. Angus. [1797?]  
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Johnson, Rosa Vertuer.  
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Economics and Commerce
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Convention of Delegates from the Thirteen Original United States (1852: Philadelphia, Pa.).
Journal of the proceedings of a convention composed of delegates from the thirteen original United States... for the purpose of considering the propriety of erecting one or more monuments in Independence Square, Philadelphia in commemoration of the Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1776.
Philadelphia: Crissy & Markley, Printers. 1853
Political Science, Government and Law
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Fiche: 17,492

The life and adventures of Paul Jones.
New York: W.H. Graham. 1846
History
64 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3597; Sabin No.: 36549.
Fiche: 17,493

A bill for the relief of the heirs of John Paul Jones as introduced in the House of Representatives, by Hon. Wm. B. Maclay, from the Committee on Naval Affairs.
New-York: C.C. Childs, Printer. 1846
Political Science, Government and Law
48 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3598; Sabin No.: 36561.
Fiche: 17,494

Josephus, Junior, b. 1828?
The annals of Harper's Ferry, from the establishment of the national armory in 1794, to the present time, 1869 with anecdotes of Harpers-Ferrians.
Hagerstown, Md.: Dechert, Printers. 1869
History
Category: CTRG95-B3599; Sabin No.: 36667.
Fiche: 17,495

Joutel, Henri, 1640?-1735.
Mr. Joutel's journal of his voyage to Mexico his travels eight hundred leagues through forty nations of Indians in Louisiana to Canada, his account of the great river Missasipi [sic]: to which is added a map of that country, with a description of the great waterfalls in the river Misouris [sic].
London: Printed for Bernard Lintot. 1719
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 17,496-17,498

Johnson, Mrs. (Susannah Willard), 1730-1810.
A narrative of the captivity of Mrs. Johnson containing an account of her sufferings, during four years with the Indians and French.
Printed at Walpole, New Hampshire, by David Carlisle. 1796
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144 p.; 18 cm. (12mo); Category: CTRG95-B3635; Sabin No.: 36324.
Fiche: 17,499-17,500

Johnstone, James Johnstone, chevalier de, 1719-1800.
Memoirs of the rebellion in 1745 and 1746 by the Chevalier de Johnstone.
London: Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1820
History
xlv, 348 p., [3] leaves of plates; ill. ;c22 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3637; Sabin No.: 36394.
Fiche: 17,501-17,505

Towers, Joseph, 1737-1799.
A letter to Dr. Samuel Johnson, occasioned by his late political publications with an appendix containing some observations on a pamphlet lately published by Dr. Shebbeare.
London: Printed for J. Towers. 1775
Political Science, Government and Law
78 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3636; Sabin No.: 36305.
Fiche: 17,506-17,507

Johnson, William, D.D.
Deus nobiscum a narrative of a great deliverance at sea, with the name of the master, ship and those that suffered.
London: Printed for G. Keith ... and F. Blyth. 1769
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6th ed., corr.; viii, 46 p.; 18 cm. (12mo); Category: CTRG95-B3638; Sabin No.: 36336.
Fiche: 17,508
Johnson, William, 1771-1834.
Sketches of the life and correspondence of Nathanael Greene, major general of the armies of the United States in the war of the Revolution compiled chiefly from original materials by William Johnson. Charleston : Printed for the author, by A.E. Miller. 1822

History
2 v.; ill., map; 27 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3639; Sabin No.: 36344.
Fiche: 17,509-17,520

Jenkins, John S. (John Stillwell), 1818-1852.
The life of Gen. Andrew Jackson seventh president of the United States : with an appendix, containing the most important of his state papers. Auburn, N.Y.: J.C. Derby. 1847

History
Fiche: 17,521-17,524

Mâemoires de Paul Jones où il expose ses principaux services et rappelle ce qui lui est arrivé de plus remarquable pendant le cours de la révolution américaune, particulièrement en Europe / écrits par lui-même en anglais, et traduits sous ses yeux par le citoyen André. A Paris, : Chez Louis, libraire ..., An VI. 1798
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xix, 244 p., [1] leaf of plates: port.; 15 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3641; Sabin No.: 36559.
Fiche: 17,525-17,528

Taxation, tyranny addressed to Samuel Johnson, L.L.D. London : Printed for J. Bew. 1775

Political Science, Government and Law
80 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3642; Sabin No.: 36308.
Fiche: 17,529-17,530

Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826.
Republican notes on religion and, An act establishing religious freedom, passed in the assembly of Virginia, in the year 1786. Danbury : Printed by Thomas Rowe. 1803

Political Science, Government and Law
11 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3643; Sabin No.: 35914.
Fiche: 17,531

Irving, Washington, 1783-1859.

History
5 v.; ill., maps; 30 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3566; Sabin No.: 35189.
Fiche: 17,532-17,571

An appeal to the public, in behalf of George Johnstone, Esq., governor of West-Florida in answer to the North Briton extraordinary, and in consequence of other matters not taken notice of in that extraordinary publication. London : Printed for C. Moran. 1763

Political Science, Government and Law
44 p.; 21 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3670; Sabin No.: 36397.
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Political Science, Government and Law
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Judah, Samuel B. H. (Samuel Benjamin Herlert), ca. 1799-1876.

Literature and Fine Arts
60 p.; 15 cm. (12mo); Category: CTRG95-B3672; Sabin No.: 36829.
Fiche: 17,574

Johnson, Samuel.
A discourse preached on the day of the national funeral of President Lincoln, Wednesday, April 19, 1865 by Samuel Johnson. [Salem, Mass.? : s.n.]. [1865?]

Religion and Philosophy
10 leaves; 26 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3673; Sabin No.: 36314.
Fiche: 17,575

Ivimey, Joseph, 1773-1834.
The utter extinction of slavery an object of Scripture prophecy a lecture ... delivered at the annual meeting of the Chelmsford Ladies' Anti-Slavery Association, in the Friends' Meeting House, on Tuesday, the 17th of April, 1832. London : Sold by G. Wightman ...[etc.]. 1832
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Papers relative to the late negotiation with Spain and the taking of Falkland's Island from the English. London : Printed for J. Almon. 1777

Political Science, Government and Law
34, 48 p.; 27 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3675; Sabin No.: 36300.
Fiche: 17,578
Johnston, James H. (James Harvey), d. 1876.
A ministry of forty years in Indiana a historical discourse, presenting facts respecting the progress of Presbyterianism in the state, during that period.
Indianapolis : Holloway, Douglass, Printers. 1865
Religion and Philosophy
30 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3676; Sabin No.: 36372.
Fiche: 17,579

Johnson, T. W.
A brief history of the rise and progress of the temperance reform with historical facts ... also, A condensed history of the causes and events of the Irish Rebellion of '98.
Glens Falls : M. & T.J. Strong. 1845
Social Sciences
56 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3677; Sabin No.: 36331.
Fiche: 17,580

Jones, Thomas H.
The experience of Thomas Jones, who was a slave for forty-three years written by a friend, as given to him by Brother Jones.
Boston : Printed by D. Laing, Jr. 1850
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47 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3678; Sabin No.: 36611.
Fiche: 17,581

Jones, John Pringle, 1812-1874.
An eulogium upon Antony Laussat, Esquire late one of the vice-provosts of the Law Academy of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia : Printed by J. and W. Kite. 1834
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3679; Sabin No.: 36571.
Fiche: 17,582

Jones, Isaac, 1775-1850.
The mandate of God, for Israel's advancement a sermon, delivered in Trinity Church, Milton, and St. Michael, Litchfield, Nov. 5, 1845 : being one hundred years since the formation of the Episcopal Church in the town of Litchfield, Conn.
Litchfield [Conn.]: Printed at the Enquirer Office. 1846
Religion and Philosophy
62 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3680; Sabin No.: 36514.
Fiche: 17,583

Journal of a tour, of a detachment of cadets, from the A.L.S. & M. Academy, Middletown, to the city of Washington, in December, 1826.
Middletown, Conn. : W.D. Starr. 1827
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
100 p.; [1] leaf of plates ; ill. ; 21 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3681; Sabin No.: 36694.
Fiche: 17,584-17,585

Jordan, Gibbes Walker, 1757-1823.
An examination of the principles of the slave registry bill and of the means of emancipation, proposed by the authors of the bill.
London : Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies. 1816
Slavery
147 p.; 23 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3682; Sabin No.: 36647.
Fiche: 17,586-17,587

Johnson, Overton.
Route across the Rocky Mountains, with a description of Oregon and California their geographical features, their resources, soil, climate, productions, &c., &c.
Lafayette, Ind. : J.B. Semans, Printer. 1846
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
152 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3683; Sabin No.: 36260.
Fiche: 17,588-17,589

Judah, Samuel B. H. (Samuel Benjamin Herlert), ca. 1799-1876.
Gotham and the Gothamites a medley.
New-York : Published for the author, and sold by S. King. 1823
Literature and Fine Arts
lvi, 93 p.; 15 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3684; Sabin No.: 36827.
Fiche: 17,590-17,591

Johnson, Samuel, 1696-1772.
Ethices elementa, or, The first principles of moral philosophy and especially that part of it which is called ethics : in a chain of necessary consequences from certain facts.
Boston : Printed and sold by Rogers and Fowle. 1746
Religion and Philosophy
70 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3685; Sabin No.: 36294.
Fiche: 17,592

Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826.
Notes on the establishment [sic] of a money unit, and of a coinage for the United States.
[Paris : s.n.]. [1785?]
Economics and Commerce
14 p.; 20 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3686; Sabin No.: 35910.
Fiche: 17,593

Johnson, William, D.D.
Deus nobiscum a sermon preached upon a great deliverance at sea : with the narrative of the dangers and deliverances ; with the name of the master and those that suffered ; together with the name of the ship and owners.
London : Printed for John Crook. 1664
Religion and Philosophy
2nd ed., corr. and enl.; 156 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3687; Sabin No.: 36335.
Fiche: 17,594-17,595
Monthly journal of agriculture.
[New York : Greeley & McElrath, ]. 1845-1848
Economics and Commerce
3 v. : ill. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG95-S15; Sabin No.: 36699.
Fiche: 17,596-17,602

Jewitt, John Rodgers, 1783-1821.
A journal, kept at Nootka Sound, by John R. Jewitt one of the surviving crew of the ship Boston, of Boston. John Salter, commander, who was massacred on 22d of March 1803 : interspersed with some account of the natives, their manners and customs.
Boston : Printed for the author. 1807
History
48 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3688; Sabin No.: 36122.
Fiche: 17,603

Johnson, L. (Lemuel), d. 1885.
An elementary arithmetic designed for beginners embracing the first principles of the science.
Raleigh, N.C. : Branson & Farrar. 1864
Science and Technology
154 p. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3689; Sabin No.: 36248.
Fiche: 17,604-17,605

Jewitt y Mendivil José María, 1789-1853.
Tejas y los Estados-Unidos de América, en sus relaciones con la República Mexicana escrito por el General José María Tornel.
México : Impreso por I. Cumplido. 1837
Political Science, Government and Law
98 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3694; Sabin No.: 36659.
Fiche: 17,610-17,611

Kansas Territory. Governor (1857 : Walker).
Lecompton : Union Office. 1857
Political Science, Government and Law
24 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3695; Sabin No.: 37043.
Fiche: 17,612

Johnson, James.
Oration, delivered by James Johnson, of Baltimore, Md. on the centennial anniversary of George Washington's birth.
Baltimore, Md. : Printed by R.J. Matchett. 1835
Political Science, Government and Law
11 p. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3691; Sabin No.: 36229.
Fiche: 17,607

Jay, John C. (John Clarkson), 1808-1891.
Catalogue of recent shells, in the cabinet of John C. Jay.
New-York : Printed by D. Fanshaw. 1835
Science and Technology
55 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3692; Sabin No.: 35850.
Fiche: 17,608

Examination of the Charleston memorial.
[U.S. : s.n.]. [1827?]
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3693; Sabin No.: 35938.
Fiche: 17,609

Letter of the secretary of the Navy, communicating the proceedings of a court-martial on Commodore Thomas Ap Catesby Jones, and certain correspondence between the secretary of the Navy and Commodore Jones.
[Washington : s.n.]. 1851
Political Science, Government and Law
400 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3699; Sabin No.: 36613.
Fiche: 17,621-17,625
Georgia.
A digest of the laws of the state of Georgia containing all statutes and the substance of all resolutions of a general and public nature, and now in force, which have been passed in this state, previous to the session of the General Assembly of December, 1820.
Fiche: 17,626-17,633

Trotter, Isabella (Strange), 1816-1878.
First impressions of the New world on two travellers from the Old, in the autumn of 1858.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts. 1859 xi, 308 p. : front. (fold. map) ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 9173.
Fiche: 17,632-17,635

Kalm, Pehr, 1716-1779.
Reis door Noord Amerika gedaan door den Heer Pieter Kalm.
Utrecht : By J. van Schoonhoven : G. van den Brink Janz. 1772 Geography, Travel, and Exploration 2 v. ; ill., map.; Category: CTRG95-B3701; Sabin No.: 36988.
Fiche: 17,634-17,639

Thurlow, Edward Thurlow, Baron, 1731-1806.
A refutation of the Letter to an Honble. brigadier-general, commander of His Majesty's forces in Canada by an officer.
London : Printed for R. Stevens. 1760 History ii, 52 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3702; Sabin No.: 36904.
Fiche: 17,640

State of facts shewing the right of certain companies to the lands lately purchased by them from the state of Georgia.
United States : [s.n.]. 1795 Political Science, Government and Law 64 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3703; Sabin No.: 27112.
Fiche: 17,641

Palmer, William Jackson, 1836-1909.
Report of surveys across the continent, in 1867-'68 on the thirty-fifth and thirty-second parallels, for a route extending the Kansas Pacific Railway to the Pacific Ocean at San Francisco and San Diego.
Philadelphia : W.B. Selheimer, Printer. 1869 Geography, Travel, and Exploration 250 p., [23] leaves of plates (2 folded) : ill. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3718; Sabin No.: 37058.
Fiche: 17,642-17,645

Recueil de divers voyages faits en Afrique et en l'Amerique, qui n'ont point esté encore publiez contenant l'origine, les moeurs, les coutumes & le commerce des habitans de ces deux parties du monde : avec des traitz curieux touchant la Haute Ethyopie, le débordement du Nil, la mer Rouge, & le Prête-Jean : le tout enrichi de figures, & de cartes geographiques, qui servent à l'intelligence des choses contenues en ce volume.
Paris : Chez Louis Billaine. 1674 Geography, Travel, and Exploration [16], 262, 35, 23, 49 p., [16] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 2 maps ; 24 cm. (4to); Category: CTRG95-B3719; Sabin No.: 36944.
Fiche: 17,646-17,651

Junius, 18th cent.
The political contest containing, a series of letters between Junius and Sir William Draper: also the whole of Junius's letters, to His Grace the D**** of G******, brought into one point of view.
Fiche: 17,652-17,653

The justice and necessity of taxing the American colonies, demonstrated together with a vindication of the authority of Parliament.
London : Printed for J. Almon. 1766 Political Science, Government and Law 36 p. ; 21 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3721; Sabin No.: 36947.
Fiche: 17,654

Junius, 18th cent.
Junius.
London : Printed by T. Bensley for Vernor and Hood. 1797 Political Science, Government and Law 2 v. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3722; Sabin No.: 36907.
Fiche: 17,655-17,664

Julius, Julia Matilda.
Hoboken and other poems.
New York : The Author. 1866 Literature and Fine Arts 112 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3723; Sabin No.: 36888.
Fiche: 17,665-17,666

A letter to an honourable brigadier general, commander in chief of His Majesty's forces in Canada.
London : Printed for J. Burd. 1760 History 31, [1] p. ; 20 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3724; Sabin No.: 36903.
Fiche: 17,667
Hazel, Harry, 1814-1889. 
The flying artillerist, or, The child of the battle-field a tale of Mexican treachery. 
Philadelphia : T.B. Peterson & Bros. [18--?] 
Literature and Fine Arts 
90 p. : ill.; Category: CTRG95-B3725; Sabin No.: 36516. 
Fiche: 17,668-17,669

Goodell, William, 1792-1878. 
The Kansas struggle, of 1856, in Congress, and in the Presidential campaign with suggestions for the future. 
New-York : American Abolition Society. 1857 
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80 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3726; Sabin No.: 37061. 
Fiche: 17,670

Julius, N. H. (Nicolaus Heinrich), 1783-1862. 
Du système pénitentiaire américain en 1836 par le Docteur Julius ; suivi de quelques observations par M. Victor Foucher. 
Rennes : Blin ; Paris : Joubert ; Pougins ; Geneve : Cherbulier ; Bruxelles : Tarlier. 1837 
Social Sciences 
85, [1] p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3727; Sabin No.: 36892. 
Fiche: 17,671-17,672

Kansas. 
Public documents of the state of Kansas for the year 1862. 
Lawrence, Kan. : "State Journal" Steam Power Press Print. 1862 
Political Science, Government and Law 
79 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3728; Sabin No.: 37078. 
Fiche: 17,673

Subduing freedom in Kansas report of the congressional committee, presented in the House of Representatives on Tuesday, July 1, 1856. 
New York : Greeley & McElrath. [1856] 
History 
31 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3729; Sabin No.: 37092. 
Fiche: 17,674

Simpson, George, Sir, 1786 or 7-1860. 
California, its history, population, climate, soil, productions, and harbors, from Sir George Simpson's "Overland journey round the world" an account of the revolution in California, and conquest of the country by the United States, 1846-7. 
Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James. 1848 
Geography. Travel, and Exploration 
105 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3893; Sabin No.: 33595. 
Fiche: 17,675-17,676

Keene, Edmund, 1714-1781. 
A sermon preached before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at their anniversary meeting in the parish church of St. Mary-le-Bow, on Friday February 18, 1757. 
London : Printed by E. Owen and T. Harrison ...: and sold by A. Millar. 1757 
Religion and Philosophy 
83 p. ; 22 cm. (8vo); Category: CTRG95-B3894; Sabin No.: 37154. 
Fiche: 17,677-17,678

Keith, William, Sir, 1680-1749. 
Collection of papers and other tracts, written occasionally on various subjects to which is prefixed, by way of preface, an essay on the nature of a publick spirit. 
London : Printed by and for J. Mechell. 1740 
Political Science, Government and Law 
xxiv, 228 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3895; Sabin No.: 37238. 
Fiche: 17,679-17,681

Population of the United States in 1860 compiled from the original returns of the eighth census, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, by Joseph C.G. Kennedy. 
Washington : G.P.O. 1864 
Economics and Commerce 
cvi, 694 p. ; 31 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3896; Sabin No.: 37427. 
Fiche: 17,682-17,690

Kelso, Isaac. 
The stars and bars, or, The reign of terror in Missouri by Isaac Kelso. 
Boston : A. Williams. 1863 
Literature and Fine Arts 
324 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3897; Sabin No.: 37327. 
Fiche: 17,691-17,694

Kemble, Fanny, 1809-1893. 
Journal of a residence on a Georgian plantation in 1838-1839 by Frances Anne Kemble. 
London : Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts & Green. 1863 
Slavery 
434 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3898; Sabin No.: 37329. 
Fiche: 17,695-17,699
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<tr>
<td>Keith, George, 1639?-1716.</td>
<td>A serious appeal to all the more sober, impartial &amp; judicious people in New-England to whose hands this may come whether Cotton Mather in his late address, &amp;c. hath not extremely failed in proving the people call'd Quakers guilty of manifold heresies, blasphemies and strong delusions ... : together with a vindication of our Christian faith in those things sincerely believed by us, especially respecting the fundamental doctrines and principles of Christian religion.</td>
<td>[Philadelphia] : Printed and sold by William Bradford at Philadelphia in Pennsylvania. 1692</td>
<td>Religion and Philosophy</td>
<td>67 p. : 19 cm. (4to); Category: CTRG95-B3899; Sabin No.: 37215.</td>
<td>Fiche: 17,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention of Delegates from Kansas Aid Societies (1856 : Cleveland, Ohio).</td>
<td>Kansas aid societies report of the proceedings of a convention of delegates from Kansas aid societies.</td>
<td>[Cleveland? : s.n.]. [1856?] Slavery 21 p. : 24 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3902; Sabin No.: 37049.</td>
<td>Fiche: 17,703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kedar, Obed.</td>
<td>A vision the cause and progress of the present war, and its final termination.</td>
<td>Columbus, Ohio : [s.n.]. 1862 Literature and Fine Arts 13 p.; Category: CTRG95-B3903; Sabin No.: 37142.</td>
<td>Fiche: 17,704</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall, James, 1769-1859.</td>
<td>Sermon delivered February 14, 1836, occasioned by the loss of the brig Regulator, of Boston, in Plymouth harbor, on the 5th of the same month by Kendall, James.</td>
<td>Plymouth : Printed at the Memorial Office. 1836 Religion and Philosophy 16 p. : 25 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3905; Sabin No.: 37366.</td>
<td>Fiche: 17,706</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan de la Concepción, 1724-1787.</td>
<td>Historia general de Philipinas conquistas espirituales y temporales de estos españoles dominios, establecimientos progresos, y decadencias ... / por el P. Fr. Juan de la Concepcion.</td>
<td>Manila : Por A. de la Rosa y Balagtas. 1788-1792 History 14 v. : maps ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3906; Sabin No.: 36799.</td>
<td>Fiche: 17,707-17,787</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapp, Friedrich, 1824-1884.</td>
<td>The life of Frederick William von Steuben major general in the Revolutionary Army.</td>
<td>New York : Mason Bros. 1859 History 2nd ed.: 735 p. : port. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3749; Sabin No.: 37098.</td>
<td>Fiche: 17,793-17,800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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Keach, Benjamin, 1640-1704.

War with the devil, or, The young mans conflict with the powers of darkness in a dialogue: discovering the corruption and vanity of youth, the horrible nature of sin ... to which is added, an appendix containing a dialogue between an old apostate and a young professor, worthy the perusal of all, but chiefly intended for the instruction of the younger sort.
London : Printed for Benjamin Harris, and are to be sold at his shop. 1676
Religion and Philosophy
206 [i.e. 197] p.; ill.; Category: CTRG95-B3750; Sabin No.: 37125.
Fiche: 17,801-17,803

Humboldt, Alexander von, 1769-1859.

A geognostical essay on the superposition of rocks, in both hemispheres by Alexandre de Humboldt ; translated from the original French.
London : Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green. 1823
Science and Technology
viii, 482 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG95-B3751; Sabin No.: 33712.
Fiche: 17,804-17,809
Memorial of the senators and representatives, and the constitution of the state of Kansas also, the majority and minority reports of the committee on territories on the said constitution.
Washington : C. Wendell, Printer. 1856
Political Science, Government and Law
At head of title: House of Representatives U.S.; Category: CTRG95-B3752; Sabin No.: 37038.
Fiche: 17,810

Hazel, Harry, 1814-1889.

Yankee Jack, or, The perils of a privateersman by Harry Hazel.
New York : H. Long & Bro. c 1852
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A sermon, delivered at the ordination of the Rev. Cornelius Adams over the church and people in Scotland Society, Windham, December 5, 1805. Windham [Conn.] : Printed by John Byrne. 1806
Religion and Philosophy
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Cummins, Maria S. (Maria Susanna), 1827-1866.
The lamplighter.
Leipzig : B. Tauchnitz. 1854
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Lee, Arthur, 1740-1792.
An appeal to the justice and interests of the people of Great Britain in the present dispute with America.
New-York : Printed by James Rivington. 1775
Political Science, Government and Law
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Lee, William, d. 1840.
Les Etats-Unis et l'Angleterre par William Lee ; traduit sur le manuscrit de l'auteur.
Bordeaux : P. Coudert. 1814
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Lee, Lee, William, d. 1806-1895.
Ten years in Oregon by D. Lee and J.H. Frost.
New-York : J. Collard, Printer. 1844
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Lee, Samuel, 1625-1691.
Chara tes pisteos = The joy of faith, or, A treatise opening the true nature of faith, its lowest stature and distinction from assurance, with a scripture method to obtain both, by the influence and aid of divine grace with a preliminary tract evidencing the being and actings of faith, the deity of Christ, and the divinity of the sacred Scriptures.
Boston : Printed by Samuel Green. 1687
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Lee, Henry Thomas, 1840-1912.
Address commemorative of the services of the alumni and former students of Lafayette College in the War for the Union delivered by Henry T. Lee ; together with the roll of honor, and obituaries of the dead.
Easton, Pa. : Board of Trustees. 1867
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Lee, Henry, 1756-1818.
A funeral oration, in honour of the memory of George Washington, late general of the armies of the U. States prepared and delivered at the request of Congress, at the German Lutheran Church, Philadelphia, on Thursday, the 26th of December.
Brooklyn : Printed by Thomas Kirk. 1800
Political Science, Government and Law
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Lee, Henry, 1756-1818.
A funeral oration on the death of George Washington late president & commander in chief of the armies of the United States of America, who departed this life at Mount Vernon in Virginia, on the 14th of Dec. 1799, in the 68th year of his age : delivered at the request of Congress. London : Sold by Button ... [and 2 others] ; Bristol : Brown, James, & Cottle. 1800
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Lee, Eliza Buckminster, 1794-1864.
Boston : W. Crosby & H.P. Nichols. 1849
Religion and Philosophy
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Lee, Richard Henry, 1732-1794.
An additional number of letters prom [sic] the Federal Farmer to the Republican leading to a fair examination of the system of government proposed by the late convention, to several essential and necessary alterations in it : and calculated to illustrate and support the principles and positions laid down in the preceding letters.
[New York : Printed by Thomas Greenleaf]. 1788
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Remarks made by the pastor in "The Congregational Church at Dartmouth College," on the Sunday (March 9, 1862) after the President's emancipation message.
[U.S. : s.n.]. [1862?]
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Laboulaye, Edouard, 1811-1883.
Pourquoi le Nord ne peut accepter la séparation par Edouard Laboulaye.
New-York : Impr. du Messager franco-américain. 1863
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Leboucher, Odet-Julien, 1744-1826.
Histoire de la derniere guerre entre la Grande-Bretagne, et les Etats-Unis de l'Amérique, la France, l'Espagne et la Hollande, depuis son commencement en 1775, jusqu'a sa fin en 1783.
Paris : Brocas. 1787
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Konsag, Ferdinand, 1703-1759.
Carta del P. Fernando Consag de la Compañía de Jesús visitador de las missiones de Californias, à los padres superiores de esta provincia de Nueva España.
[S.l. : s.n.]. [1748?]
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La Pérouse, Jean-François de Galaup, comte de, 1741-1788.
A voyage round the world, performed in the years 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, by M. de la Peyrouse abridged from the original French journal of M. de la Peyrouse, which was lately published by M. Milet-Mureau, in obedience to an order from the French government. To which are added, A voyage from Manilla to California, by Don Antonio Maurelle, and an abstract of the voyage and discoveries of the late Capt. G. Vancouver.
Boston : Printed for Joseph Bumstead, sold by him ... [and 5 others]. 1801
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Lee, Nelson, b. 1807.
Three years among the Camanches the narrative of Nelson Lee, the Texan ranger, containing a detailed account of his captivity among the Indians, his singular escape through the instrumentality of his watch, and fully illustrating Indian life as it is on the war path and in the camp.
Albany : B. Taylor. 1859
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Lee, Chauncey, 1763-1842.
The American accoumtant being a plain, practical and systematic compendium of federal arithmetic, in three parts : designed for the use of schools, and specially calculated for the commercial meridian of the United States of America.
Lansingburgh [N.Y.]: : Printed by William W. Wands. 1797
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Lee, Hannah Farnham Sawyer, 1780-1865.
Rosanna, or, Scenes in Boston a story.
Cambridge : J. Owen. 1839
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Ladies' Society for the Promotion of Education at the West.
First annual report of the Ladies' Society for the Promotion of Education at the West presented by the Board of Managers, at the annual meeting in Boston, February 4th, 1847.
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Lee, Elisha, 1757-1835.
An oration delivered at Lenox, the 4th July, 1793, the anniversary of American independence by Elisha Lee.
Stockbridge [Mass.] : Printed by Loring Andrews. 1793
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Whiting, Henry, 1788-1851.
Ontwa, the son of the forest a poem.
New York : Wiley and Halsted. 1822
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Lee, Hannah Farnham Sawyer, 1780-1865.
The log cabin, or, The world before you by the author of "Three experiments," "Old painters," and "Huguenots in France and America."
Philadelphia : G.S. Appleton. 1844
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Lee, Eliza Buckminster, 1794-1864.
Sketches of a New-England village, in the last century.
Boston : J. Munroe. 1838
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Lee, Henry, 1756-1818.
Memoirs of the war in the southern department of the United States by Henry Lee.
Washington [D.C.]: Printed by P. Force. 1827
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Lee, Henry, 1756-1818.
Memoirs of the war in the southern department of the United States by Henry Lee.
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Lee, Day Kellogg, 1816-1869.
Merrimack, or, Life at the loom a tale.
New York : Redfield. 1854
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Léry, Jean de, 1534-1611.
Histoire d'un voyage fait en la terre du Bresil, autrement dite Amerique contenant la navigation, & choses remarquables veues sur mer par l'auteur / le tout recueilli sur les lieux par Jean de Lery.
[Geneva] : Pour les heritiers d'Eustache Vignon. 1594
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Lescarbot, Marc.
Relation derniere dece qui s'est passe au voyage du sieur de Poutrincourt en la Nouvelle-France depuis 20. mois endca par Marc Lescarbot.
Paris : Chez Jean Millot. 1612
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Lee, Day Kellogg, 1816-1869.
The master builder, or, Life at a trade by Day Kellogg Lee.
New York : Redfield. 1852
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Lee, Day Kellogg, 1816-1869.
Summerfield, or, Life on a farm by Day Kellogg Lee.
Auburn : Derby and Miller. 1852
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
Relation de ce qui s'est passe en la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1637 envoyee au r. pere provincial de la Compagnie de Jesus en la province de France / par Paul Le Jeune.
Rouen : Chez Jean le Boulenger. 1638
Religion and Philosophy
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Leggett, William, 1801-1839.
Tales and sketches by a country schoolmaster.
New-York : Printed by J. & J. Harper. 1829
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
Relation de ce qui s'est passe en la Nouvelle France en l'annee 1635 envoyee au r. pere provincial de la Compagnie de Jesus en la province de France / par Paul Le Jeune.
Paris : Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, impr. ordinaire du roy. 1636
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
Relation de ce qui s'est pass'e de plus remarquable aux missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, es annies 1660 & 1661 envoyee au r.p. provincial de la province de France.
Paris : Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, impr. ordinaire du roy & de la reine. 1662
Religion and Philosophy
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Le Mercier, François, 1604-1690.
Relation de ce qui s’est passé de plus remarquable aux missions des peres de la Compagnie de Jesus, en la Nouvelle France, aux années mil six cens soixante-sept & mil six cens soixante-huit envoyée au r.p. Estienne Dechamps, provincial de la province de France.
Paris : Chez Sebastien Mabre-Cramoisy, impr. du roy. 1669
Religion and Philosophy
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Le Mercier, François, 1604-1690.
Relation de ce qui s’est passé en la Nouvelle France, ès années 1664 & 1665 envoyée au r.p. provincial de la province de France.
Religion and Philosophy
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Léry, Jean de, 1534-1611.
Historia navigationis in Brasilium quae et America dicitur qva describitur autors navigatio, quaæque in mari vidit memoriae prodenda : Villagagnonis in America gesta : Brasiliensium victus & mores, à nostris admodum alieni, cum eorum linguae dialogo : animalia etiam, arbores, atque herbae, reliquœ singularia & nobis penitus incognita / a Ioanne Lerio Bvrgvndo Gallicâe scripta ; nunc ver`o primum Latinitate donata, & variis figuris illustrata.
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
Relation de ce qui s'est passé en la Nouvelle France en l'année 1638 envoyée au r. pere provincial de la Compagnie de Jesus en la province de France / par le p. Pavl le Ievne de la mesme Compagnie, superieur de la residence de Kâebec.
Paris : Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, Impr. ordinaire du Roy. 1638
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Lemtrie, Charles.
The American crisis considered by Charles Lemtrie.
London : Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts. 1861
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Lee, Chauncey, 1763-1842.
Sermons on the distinguishing doctrines and duties of experimental religion, and especially designed for revivals by Chauncey Lee.
Middletown, Conn. : E. & H. Clark. 1824
Religion and Philosophy
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New Jersey.
The grants, concessions, and original constitutions of the province of New-Jersey the acts passed during the proprietary governments, and other material transactions before the surrender thereof to Queen Anne.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Bradford, Printer to the King's Most Excellent Majesty for the province of New-Jersey, [1758]
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
Relation de ce qui s’est passé en la Nouvelle France en l’année 1636 envoyée au r. père provincial de la Compagnie de Jésus en la province de France / par le p. Paul le Jeune de la même Compagnie, supérieur de la résidence de Kébec.
Paris : Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, Impr. ordinaire du Roy. 1637
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
Relation de ce qui s’est passé en la Nouvelle France, en l’année 1634 envoyée au r. père provincial de la Compagnie de Jésus en la province de France / par le p. Paul le Jeune de la même Compagnie, supérieur de la résidence de Kébec.
Paris : Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, Impr. ordinaire du Roy. 1635
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Leslie, Charles, of Jamaica.
A new and exact account of Jamaica wherein the antient [sic] and present state of that colony, its importance to Great Britain, laws, trade, manners and religion, together with the most remarkable and curious animals, plants, trees, &c. are described : with a particular account of the sacrifices, libations, &c. at this day in use among the Negroes.
Edinburgh : Printed by R. Fleming and sold by the booksellers in town. 1740
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Leonhart, R. (Rudolph).
Nord und Süd im Kreig und Frieden, oder, Scenen aus der jüngsten Rebellion von R. Leonhart.
Pittsburgh, Pa. : Im Selbstverlag der Verfasser. [186-?]
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Le Sage, Alain René, 1668-1747.
Les aventures de Monsieur Robert Chevalier, dit De Beauchaine capitaine de filibustiers dans la Nouvelle-France / redigées par M. Le Sage.
Amsterdam : Aux depens de la compagnie. 1733
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Lescarbot, Marc.
[Augsburg] : Gedruckt zu Augspurg bey Chrysostomo Dabertzhofer. [1613]
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Legaré, J. M. (James Matthews), 1823-1859.
Orta-undis and other poems.
Boston : W.D. Ticknor. 1848
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Leo, Africanus, ca. 1492-ca. 1550.
A geographical historie of Africa written in Arabicke and Italian by Iohn Leo, a More ... ; before which ... is prefixed a generall description of Africa, and also a particular treatise of all the maine lands and isles vndescribed by John Leo ; and after the same is annexed a relation of the great princes, and the manifold religions in that part of the world, translated and collected by John Pory.
Londini : Impensis Georg. Bishop. 1600
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León y Gama, Antonio de, 1735-1802.
Descripción histórica y cronológica de las dos piedras que con ocasión del nuevo empedrado que se está formando en la plaza principal de México, se hallaron en ella el año de 1790 : explícase el sistema de los calendarios de los Indios ... noticia ... sobre la mitología de los Mexicanos, sobre su astronomía, y sobre los ritos y ceremonias ... en tiempo de su gentilidad ... / por Don Antonio de Leon y Gama ; Dala a luz con notas, biografía de su autor y aumentada con la segunda parte que estaba inédita ... Carlos Maria de Bustamante.
México : Impr. del ciudadano A. Valdés. 1832
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Le Sage, Alain René, 1668-1747.
The bachelor of Salamanca translated from the French of M. Le Sage by James Townsend.
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Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
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Le Page du Pratz, d. 1775.
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Le Mercier, François, 1604-1690.
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Leib, Charles.
Nine months in the quartermaster's department, or, The chances for making a million by Charles Leib. Cincinnati : Moore, Wilstach, Keys. 1862
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Lesley, J. P. (J. Peter), 1819-1903.
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Ledesma, Bartolomé de, d. 1604.
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Leonard, George, 1801-1831.
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An oration occasioned by the death of Gen.
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Extracts from the proceedings of the High Court of
Vice-Admiralty in Charlestown, South-Carolina,
upon six several informations, adjudged by the
Honourable Egerton Leigh, Esq, sole judge of that
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explanatory remarks, &c. and copies of two
extraordinary oaths : to which are subjoined,
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Charlestown [S.C.]: Printed by David Bruce. 1769
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United States.
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Lagaré, Hugh Swinton, 1797-1843.
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Maillard, N. Doran (Nicholas Doran).
The history of the Republic of Texas from the
discovery of the country to the present time, and the
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An oration on the three hundred and eighteenth
anniversary of the discovery of America delivered
before the Tammany Society, or Columbian Order, in
the county of Rensselaer, and state of New-York :
with a traditional account of the life of Tammany, an
Indian chief.
Troy, N.Y. : Printed by Oliver Lyon. 1809
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Marshall, George, 1794-1855.
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McDuffie, George, 1790-1851.
Speech of Mr. McDuffie, on the proposition to
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Dennis, Littleton Purnell, 1786-1834.
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Mandeville, Augustus H.
A faithful and authentic narrative of the abduction, captivity, sufferings, and heart rending misfortunes of Payneta Mandeville, wife of Augustus H. Mandeville, of Baltimore, Marlyand, who was abducted by the Spanish bandits of New Granada with an account of the dreadful scenes through which she passed, during a captivity of thirteen months, among several bands of mountain robbers.
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McDouggall, J. A. (James Alexander), 1817-1867.
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McCoskry, Samuel Allen, 1804-1886.
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Hoyt, E. (Epaphras), 1765-1850.
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McKeen, Silas, 1791-1877.
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Baptistes, or, A conference about the subject and manner of baptism moderately, but successfully managed, between a minister who maintain'd infant-baptism, and a gentleman who scrupled it : now published, at the desire and for the service of some serious Christians, who have apprehended the explanation and the establishment of the truth in this matter, to be of some consequence to the interests of Christianity.
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An historical account of the naval power of France from its first foundation to the present time : with a state of the English fisheries at Newfoundland for 150 years past ... to which is added, a narrative of the proceedings of the French at Newfoundland, from the reign of King Charles the First to the reign of Queen Anne ... most humbly submitted to the consideration of the Parliament and people of Great Britain. London : Sold by T. Payne, and W. Owen. 1762
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Mathews, Cornelius, 1817-1889.
Big Abel and the Little Manhattan by Cornelius Mathews.
New York : Wiley and Putnam. 1845
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Mathews, Cornelius, 1817-1889.
New-York : B.G. Trevett ; Boston : G.O. Bartlett. 1840
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Elements of geology, for the use of schools by Wm. W. Mather.
[Norwich, Conn.] : W. Lester, Jr. (Norwich : Printed by J. Dunham). 1833
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Worcester, Francis, 1698-1783.
A bridle for sinners, and a spur for saints, or, Some cogent arguments fetch'd from Scripture and remarkable events, both of judgment and mercy, to curb in the wicked from their career in sin, and quicken the godly in their Christian course by Francis Worcester.
Boston, in America : Printed by E. Russell ; Bridgewater ; Sold also by Silvanus Lazell. 1782
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
The comfortable chambers, opened and visited upon the departure of that aged and faithful servant of God, Mr. Peter Thatcher [i.e., Thacher], the never to be forgotten pastor of Milton, who made his flight thither, on December 17, 1727. Boston : Re-printed by Thomas Fleet. 1796
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Corderius americanus a discourse on the good education of children, &c. &c. delivered at the funeral of Ezekiel Cheever, principal of the Latin School in Boston, who died, August, 1708, in the ninety-fourth year of his age, with an elegy and an epitaph. Boston : Printed by Dutton & Wentworth. 1828
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Mathews, J. M. (James McFarlane), 1785-1870.
Fifty years in New-York a semi-centennial discourse preached in the South Dutch Church.
New-York : Printed by D. Fanshaw. 1858
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Coelestinus a conversation in heaven, quickened and assisted, with discoveries of things in the heavenly world: and some relations of the views and joys that have been granted unto several persons in the confines of it: introduced by Agathangelus, or, An essay on the ministry of the holy angels and recommended unto the people of God, by the very Reverend, Dr. Increase Mather.
Boston: Printed by S. Kneeland, for Nath. Belknap. 1723
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The match-girl, or, Life scenes as they are.
Philadelphia: W. W. Smith. 1855
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The converted sinner the nature of a conversion to real and vital piety: and the manner in which it is to be pray’d & striv’n for: a sermon preached in Boston, May 31, 1724, in the hearing and at the desire of certain pirates, a little before their execution: to which there is added, a more private conference of a minister with them.
Boston: Printed for Nathaniel Balknap. 1724
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Edulcorator a brief essay on the waters of Marah sweetened: with a remarkable relation of the deorable [sic] occasion afforded for it, in the premaeture death of Captain Josiah Winslow, who (with severall of his company) sacrificed his life, in the service of his country, engaging an army of Indians, May 1, 1724.
Boston: Printed by B. Green. 1725
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Mathews, Cornelius, 1817-1889.
Poems on man, in his various aspects under the American republic by Cornelius Mathews.
New-York: Wiley and Putnam. 1843
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Behemoth a legend of the mound-builders.
New York: J. & H.G. Langley; Boston: Weeks, Jordan. 1839
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Mathews, Cornelius, 1817-1889.
The various writings of Cornelius Mathews.
New York: Harper & Bros. 1863 [i.e. 1843]
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
A faithful man, described and rewarded some observable & serviceable passages in the life and death of Mr. Michael Wigglesworth, late pastor of Maldon [i.e., Malden], who rested from his labours, on the Lords-Day, June 10th, 1705, in the seventy fourth year of his age: and memorials of piety, left behind him among his written experiences: with a funeral-sermon preached (for him) at Maldon, June 24, 1705.
Boston: Printed by B. Green, for Benj. Eliot. 1705
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Free-grace, maintained & improved, or, The general offer of the Gospel managed with considerations of the great things done by special grace, in the election and redemption and vocation of those who embrace that offer: and the illustrious doctrines of divine predestination and humane impotency, rescued from the abuses, which they too frequently meet withal, and rendered (as they are) highly useful to the designs of practical piety: in two brief discourses, published at the desire of some, who have been greatly apprehensive of growing occasions for such treatises.
Boston: Printed by B. Green. 1706
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Coheleth a soul upon recollection, coming into incontestible sentiments of religion, such as all the sons of wisdom, will and must forever justify.

Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, for S. Gerrish. 1720
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Duodecennium luctuosum the history of a long war with Indian salvages [sic], and their directors and abettors, from the year, 1702, to the year, 1714 : comprised in a short essay, to declare the voice of the glorious God, in the various occurrences of that war, which have been thought matters of more special observation : a recapitulation made in the audience, of his Excellency the governour, and the General Assembly of the Massachusetts province, at Boston, 30. d. VII. m. 1714.

Boston : Printed by B. Green for Samuel Gerrish. 1714
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Marryat, Frederick, 1792-1848.
A diary in America with remarks on its institutions.
Philadelphia : Carey & Hart. 1839
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Maseres, Francis, 1731-1824.
The Canadian freeholder a dialogue shewing the sentiments of the bulk of the freeholders of Canada concerning the late Quebec-Act, with some remarks on the Boston-Charter Act, and an attempt to shew the great expediency of immediately repealing both those acts of Parliament, as a ground for a reconciliation with the United Colonies in America.

London, Sold by B. White. 1776
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
The faith of the fathers, or, The articles of the true religion all of them exhibited in the express words of the Old Testament : partly, to confirm those who do possess that religion of God, and His Messiah : but chiefly, to engage the Jewish nation, unto the religion of their patriarchs : and, bring down the hearts of the fathers into the children, and the disobedient unto the wisdom of the just; and so, to make ready a people prepared for the Lord.

Boston in New-England : Printed by B. Green, and J. Allen. 1699
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Ecclesiastes the life of the reverend & excellent Jonathan Mitchel, a pastor of the church, and a glory of the colledge in Cambridge, New-England.
Massachusetts : Printed by B. Green and J. Allen. 1697
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Durable riches two brief discourses, occasioned by the impoverishing blast of heaven, which the undertakings of men, both by sea and land, have met withal : the one, handling, The true cause of losing : the other, giving, The true way of thriving.

Boston : Printed by John Allen, for Vavasour Harris. 1695
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Early piety, exemplified in the life and death of Mr. Nathanael Mather, who ... changed earth for heaven, Oct. 17, 1688 whereto are added some discourses on the true nature, the great reward, and the best season of such a walk with God as he left a pattern of.

London : Printed by J. Astwood for John Dunton. 1689
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
An epistle to the Christian Indians = Wussukwhonk en Indiansut giving them a short account, of what the English desire them to know and to do, in order to their happiness.

Boston : Printed by Bartholomew Green, and John Allen. 1700
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
A collection, of some of the many offensive matters, contained in a pamphlet, entituled, The order of the Gospel revived. Printed at Boston : Sold by T. Green. 1701
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Corderius Americanus an essay upon the good education of children and what may hopefully be attempted, for the hope of the flock : in a funeral sermon upon Mr. Ezekiel Cheever, the ancient and honourable master of the Free-School in Boston ... : with an elegy and an epitaph upon him. Boston : Printed by John Allen, for Nicholas Boone. 1708
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
An elegy on the much-to-be-deplored death of that never-to-be-forgotten person, the Reverend Nathanael Collins who after he had been many years a faithful pastor to the church at Middletown of Connecticut in New-England, about the forty third year of his age expired; on 28th. 10. moneth 1684. Boston in New-England : Printed by Richard Pierce for Obadiah Gill, anno Christi. 1685
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Massie, J. (Joseph), d. 1784.
Calculations and observations relating to an additional duty upon sugar. [London? : s.n.]. [1759?]
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Kilty, William, 1757-1821.
A report of all such English statutes as existed at the time of the first emigration of the people of Maryland and which by experience have been found applicable to their local and other circumstances ; and of such others as have since been made in England or Great-Britain, and have been introduced, used and practised, by the courts of law or equity : and also all such parts of the same as may be proper to be introduced and incorporated into the body of the statute law of the state. Annapolis : Printed by Jehu Chandler. 1811
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Maryland.
A compleat collection of the laws of Maryland with an index, and marginal notes, directing to the several laws, and the chief matters contained in them : collected and printed by authority. Annapolis : Printed by William Parks. 1727
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Matthew, Patrick.
Emigration fields North America, the Cape, Australia, and New Zealand : describing these countries, and giving a comparative view of the advantages they present to British settlers. Edinburgh : A. and C. Black, [etc.]. 1839
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Mathison, Gilbert Farquhar.
Narrative of a visit to Brazil, Chile, Peru, and the Sandwich Islands, during the years 1821 and 1822 with miscellaneous remarks on the past and present state, and political prospects of those countries. London : Printed for C. Knight. 1825
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Mathison, Gilbert Farquhar.
Notices respecting Jamaica, in 1808--1809--1810 by Gilbert Mathison.
London : Printed for J. Stockdale. 1811
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Matters of fact relative to late occurrences among professional Quakers.
Philadelphia : [s.n.]. 1827
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On the establishment of an universal system of meteorological observations, by sea and land.
Washington : C. Alexander, Printer. 1851
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Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879.
Tah-gah-jute, or, Logan and Cresap an historical essay.
Albany : J. Munsell. 1867
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Maury, Matthew Fontaine, 1806-1873.
Explanations and sailing directions to accompany the wind and current charts approved by Commodore Charles Morris, chief of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography, and published by authority of Hon. J.C. Dobbin, Secretary of the Navy.
Philadelphia : E.C. and J. Biddle. 1854
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Mead, Charles, fl. 1819-1828.
Mississippian scenery a poem, descriptive of the interior of North America.
New-York : Printed by C.S. Van Winkle. 1820
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Maxcy, Jonathan, 1768-1820.
The literary remains of the Rev. Jonathan Maxcy ... with a memoir of his life, by Romeo Elton.
New York : A.V. Blake. 1844
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Memoria sobre la utilidad é influjo de minería en el reino necesidad de su fomento y arbitrios de verificarlo.
México : Impr. en la oficina de Don Juan Bautista de Arizpe. 1819
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Melvin, James, b. 1754?.
A journal of the expedition to Quebec, in the year 1775 under the command of Colonel Benedict Arnold by James Melvin, a private in Captain Dearborn's company.
New York : [s.n.]. 1857
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Mawe, John, 1764-1829.

Travels in the interior of Brazil particularly in the gold and diamond districts of that country, by authority of the Prince Regent of Portugal: including a voyage to the Rio de la Plata, and an historical sketch of the revolution of Buenos Ayres.
Philadelphia: M. Carey; Boston: Wells and Lilly. 1816
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Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.

A poem dedicated to the memory of the reverend and excellent Mr. Uriah Oakes the late pastor to Christ's flock and praesident of Harvard-Colledge in Cambridge, who was gathered to his people on 25d 5mo 1681, in the fiftieth year of his age.
Boston in New-England: Printed for J. Ratcliff. 1682
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Republican Party (Md.), State Central Committee.

Address of the Union State Central Committee, of Maryland [by Brantz Mayer ... [et. al.]].
Baltimore, Md.: J.W. Woods, Printer. [1861?]
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Mayer, Brantz, 1809-1879.

Tah-gah-jute, or, Logan and Captain Michael Cresap a discourse delivered in Baltimore, before the Maryland Historical Society on its sixth anniversary, 9 May, 1851.
Baltimore, Md.: Printed for the Maryland Historical Society by J. Murphy & Co. [1851?]
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May, Samuel J. (Samuel Joseph), 1797-1871.

Letters to Rev. Joel Hawes, D.D. in review of his Tribute to the memory of the Pilgrims.
Hartford, Conn.: Printed by Philemon Canfield. [1831]
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May, Henry, 1816-1866.

Speech of Hon. Henry May, of Maryland, against the war and arming negroes, and for peace and recognition in the House of Representatives, February 2, 1863 / [by Henry May]. [S.l. : s.n.]. [1863?]
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The American female poets with biographical and critical notices.
Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston. 1848
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May, George T.

A suggestion toward a navy by Geo. T. May.
New York: Beadle and Co. 1862
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Mauduit, Israel, 1708-1787.

Considerations on the present German war [Israel Mauduit].
London: Printed for John Wilkie, at the Bible, in St. Paul's church-yard. 1760
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Mauduit, Israel, 1708-1787.

A short view of the history of the colony of Massachusetts Bay with respect to their original charter and constitution / [Israel Mauduit].
London: Printed for J. Wilkie, ..., at the Bible, in St. Paul's Church-yard. 1769
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Mauduit, Israel, 1708-1787.

An apology for the life and actions of General Wolfe against the misrepresentations in a pamphlet, called, A counter address to the public : with some other remarks on that performance / [Israel Mauduit].
London: [s.n.]. 1765
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Mauduit, Israel, 1708-1787.
Some thoughts on the method of improving and securing the advantages which accrue to Great-Britain from the northern colonies [Israel Mauduit].
London : Printed for J. Wilkie, in St. Paul's Church-yard. 1765
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Mauduit, Israel, 1708-1787.
A short view of the history of the New England colonies with respect to their charters and constitution.
London : Printed for J. Wilkie ... in St. Paul's Church-yard. 1776
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Mawson, Matthias, 1683-1770.
A sermon preached before the Incorporated Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts at their anniversary meeting in the parish-church of St. Mary-le-Bow, on Friday, February 18, 1742-3.
London : Printed for S. Draper, and sold by J. Roberts. 1743
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May, Henry, 1816-1866.
Speeches of the Hon. Henry May, of Maryland delivered in the House of Representatives, at the third session of the Thirty-seventh Congress / [Henry May].
Baltimore : Printed by Kelly, Hedian & Piet. 1863
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Maxcy, Jonathan, 1768-1820.
Providence : Printed by J. Carter. [1800]
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Maturin, Edward, 1812-1881.
Montezuma, the last of the Aztecs a romance.
New-York : Paine & Burgess. 1845
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Wied, Maximilian, Prinz von, 1782-1867.
Travels in Brazil, in the years 1815, 1816, 1817.
London : Printed for H. Colburn. 1820
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Maxcy, Jonathan, 1768-1820.
An address, delivered to the graduates of Rhode-Island College at the anniversary commencement, in the Baptist meeting-house in Providence, September 5, A.D. 1798.
Providence : Printed by Carter and Wilkinson. [1798]
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Memoirs of Matthias the prophet with a full exposure of his atrocious impositions, and of the degrading delusions of his followers.
New York : Office of the Sun. 1835
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Maximilianus, Transylvanus.
Maximiliani Transyluani Caesaris a secretis epistola, de admirabili & nouissima Hispanoråu in Orientem navigatone, qua uaurie, & nulli prius accessae regiones inuete sunt, cum ipsis etiam Moluccis insulis beatissimis, optimo aromatåu genere refertis inauditi quoque incolar mores exponuntur, ac multa quæ Herodotus, Plinus, Solinus atque alii tradiderunt, fabulo saesse arguunt : contra, nonnulla ibidåe uera, uix tamen credibilia explicant : quibuscum historiis insularibus ambitus describit alterius hemisphaerii, unde ad nos tande spanien redierunt in columes.
[Romae : In aedibus F. Minitti Calvi]. [1524]
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Maule, Thomas, 1645-1724.
Nevv-England pesecutors [sic] mauled vvith their own vveapons giving some account of the bloody laws made at Boston against the Kings subjects that dissented from their way of worship : together with a brief account of the imprisonment and tryal of Thomas Maule of Salem, for publishing a book entituled Truth held forth and maintained, &c. [New York : William Bradford, ]). 1697
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Il viaggio fatto da gli Spagniuoli atorno a'l mondo.
[Venice : L. Giunta]. [1536]
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Wied, Maximilian, Prinz von, 1782-1867.
Voyage dans l'intérieur de l'Amérique du Nord exécuté pendant les années 1832, 1833 et 1834 / par le prince Maximilien de Wied-Neuwied ; ouvrage accompagné d'un atlas de 80 planches environ, format demi-colombier, dessinées sur les lieux par M. Charles Bodmer ; gravées par les plus habiles artistes de Paris et de Londres.
Paris : A. Bertrand. 1840-1843
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Matthews, John, R.N.
A voyage to the River Sierra-Leone on the coast of Africa : containing an account of the trade and productions of the country, and of the civil and religious customs and manners of the people : in a series of letters to a friend in England.
London : Printed for B. White and Son ... and J. Sewell. 1788
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Maxwell, Maria.
Ernest Grey, or, The sins of society a story of New York life.
New York : T.W. Strong. 1855
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Maverick, Augustus.
Henry J. Raymond and the New York press, for thirty years progress of American journalism from 1840 to 1870.
Hartford, Conn. : A.S. Hale. 1870
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Viaggi dalla China alla costa nord-ovest d'America fatti negli anni 1788 e 1789 dal capitano G. Meares. Napoli : Presso Giuseppe Polcarpo Merande ... Luigi Cottellini. 1796
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Mellen, G. W. F. (George Washington Frost).
An argument on the unconstitutionality of slavery embracing an abstract of the proceedings of the national and state conventions on this subject.
Boston : Saxton & Peirce. 1841
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Maxwell, Archibald Montgomery.
A run through the United States during the autumn of 1840.
London : H. Colburn. 1841
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Maxcy, Milton, 1782-1817.
An oration, delivered in the Dutch church in Schenectady, at the request of the Philomathean Society, on the 4th of July, 1803 by Milton Maxcy.
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Middleton, Erasmus, 1739-1805.
Biographia evangelica, or, An historical account of the lives and deaths of the most eminent and evangelical authors or preachers, both British and foreign, in the several denominations of protestants, from the beginning of the Reformation, to the present time wherein are collected, from authentic historians, their most remarkable actions, sufferings, and writings : exhibiting the unity of their faith and experience in their several ages, countries, and professions : and illustrating the power of divine grace in their holy living and dying.
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London : Printed for Richard Chiswell ... according to the original copy printed in New-England. 1676
History
51, [8] p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2097; Sabin No.: 46641.
Fiche: 22,917

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
The first principles of New-England concerning the subject of baptisme & communion of churches : collected partly out of the printed books, but chiefly out of the original manuscripts of the first and chiefe fathers in the New-English churches : with the judgment of sundry learned divines of the congregational way in England, concerning the said questions : published for the benefit of those who are of the rising generation in New-England.
Cambridge, Mass. : Printed by Samuel Green. 1675
Religion and Philosophy
40, 7 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2098; Sabin No.: 46661.
Fiche: 22,918

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
A discourse concerning the subject of baptisme wherein the present controversies that are agitated in the New English churches are from Scripture and reason modestly enquired into.
Cambridge, Mass. : Printed by Samuel Green. 1675
Religion and Philosophy
76 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2099; Sabin No.: 46661.
Fiche: 22,919

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
A sermon shewing that the present dispensations of providence declare that wonderful revolutions in the world are near at hand with an appendix, shewing some scripture ground to hope, that within a few years, glorious prophecies and promises will be fulfilled.
Edinburgh : Printed by the heirs and successors of Andrew Anderson, Printer to the Queen's most excellent majesty, anno Dom. 1710
Religion and Philosophy
32 p. ; 21 cm. (4to); Category: CTRG97-B2069; Sabin No.: 46737.
Fiche: 22,920
Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
A sermon wherein is shewed that the Church of God is sometimes a subject of great persecution preached on a publick fast at Boston in New England, occasioned by the tidings of a great persecution raised against the Protestants in France.
Boston in New-England : Printed for Samuel Sewall, in the year. 1682
Religion and Philosophy
[6], 24 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2070; Sabin No.: 46739.
Fiche: 22,921

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
A sermon wherein is shewed, I. That the ministers of the Gospel need, and ought to desire the prayers of the Lord's people for them. II. That the people of God ought to pray for his ministers preached at Roxbury, October 29. 1718, when Mr. Thomas Walter was ordained a pastor in that churc.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, for J. Edwards. 1718
Religion and Philosophy
[2], ii, 35 p.; 16 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2071; Sabin No.: 46738.
Fiche: 22,922

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
Several reasons proving that inoculating or transplanting the small pox, is a lawful practice, and that it has been blessed by God for the saving of many a life by Increase Mather.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland for J. Edwards. 1721
Science and Technology
Fiche: 22,923

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
The times of men are in the hand of God, or, A sermon occasioned by that awfull providence which hapned in Boston in New England the 4th day of the 3d moneth [sic] 1675 (when part of a vessel was blown up in the harbour, and nine men hurt, and three mortally wounded) : wherein is shewed how we should sanctifie the dreadfull name of God under such awfull dispensations.
Boston : Printed by John Foster. 1675
Religion and Philosophy
21 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2073; Sabin No.: 46753.
Fiche: 22,924

Mather, Richard, 1596-1669.
The summe of certain sermons upon Genes. 15.6 wherein not only the doctrine of justification by faith is asserted and cleared, and sundry arguments for justification before faith, discussed and answered, but also the nature and meanes of faith, with the imputation of our sins to Christ, and of Christs righteousness to us are briefly explained and confirmed.
Religion and Philosophy
[12], 47 p.; 19cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2163; Sabin No.: 46783.
Fiche: 22,925

Mather, Samuel, 1706-1785.
Of the pastoral care a sermon preached to the reverend ministers of the province of the Massachusetts-Bay in New-England, at their annual convention in Boston, on May 27, 1762 : and now published at their request.
Boston, New-England : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet. 1762
Religion and Philosophy
31, [1] p.; 23 cm. (26 cm. in envelope); Category: CTRG97-B2162; Sabin No.: 46800.
Fiche: 22,926

Mather, Nathanael, 1631-1697.
Twenty-three select sermons preached at the merchants-lecture, at Pinners-Hall, and Lime-street : wherein several cases of conscience, and other weighty matters, are propounded, and handled.
London : Printed for N. Hiller. 1701
Religion and Philosophy
[8], 480 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2092; Sabin No.: 46773.
Fiche: 22,927-22,932

Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.
Tela praevisa a short essay, on troubles to be look'd for : a wise expectation of, and preparation for, troublesome changes, recommended unto the strangers and pilgrims in this present evil world.
Boston in New England : Printed by B. Green for Thomas Hancock and sold at his shop. 1724
Religion and Philosophy
22 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2088; Sabin No.: 46537.
Fiche: 22,933

Mather, Samuel, 1706-1785.
The walk of the upright, with its comfort a funeral discourse after the decease of the Reverend Mr. William Welsted [sic], who died April 29th, and Mr. Ellis Gray, who died on January 7th preceeding it : colleague pastors of a church in Boston : preached to their people in the New Brick Meeting-House, on May 6, 1753.
Boston : Printed for M. Dennis. 1753
Religion and Philosophy
34 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2085; Sabin No.: 46806.
Fiche: 22,934
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Mather, Moses, 1719-1806.
A brief view of the manner in which the controversy about terms of communion in the visible church, has been conducted, in the present day by Moses Mather.
New-Haven : Printed by T. Green and S. Green. 1772
Religion and Philosophy
20 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2094; Sabin No.: 46767.
Fiche: 22,935

Mather, Richard, 1596-1669.
[Boston? : s.n.]. [1866?]
Religion and Philosophy
8 p.; 26 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2155; Sabin No.: 46784.
Fiche: 22,936

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
The mystery of Israel's salvation, explained and applied, or, A discourse concerning the general conversion of the Israelitish nation wherein is shewed, 1. that the Twelve Tribes shall be saved. 2. when this is to be expected. 3. why this must be. 4. what kind of salvation the Tribes of Israel shall partake of (viz.) a glorious, wonderful, spiritual, temporal salvation : being the substance of several sermons preached.
[London] : Printed [for John Allen], in the year. 1669
Religion and Philosophy
[46], 181, [10] p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2156; Sabin No.: 46785.
Fiche: 22,937-22,939

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
The history of King Philip's War by Increase Mather; also, A history of the same war, by the Rev. Cotton Mather; to which are added an introduction and notes, by Samuel G. Drake.
Boston : Printed for the editor. 1862
History
231 p., [3] leaves of plates (1 folded) : ill. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2157; Sabin No.: 46776.
Fiche: 22,940-22,943

Mather, Richard, 1596-1669.
A modest & brotherly ansvver to Mr. Charles Herle his book, against the independency of churches wherein his foure arguments for the government of synods over particular congregations, are friendly examined, and clearly answered : together, with Christian and loving animadversions upon sundry other observable passages in the said booke : all tending to declare the true use of synods, and the power of congregational churches in the points of electing and ordaining their owne officers, and censuring their offenders [sic].
London : Printed for Henry Overton. 1644
Religion and Philosophy
[4], 58 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2158; Sabin No.: 46781.
Fiche: 22,944

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
A testimony against several prophane and superstitious customs, now practised by some in New-England the evil whereof is evinced from the Holy Scriptures, and from the writings both of ancient and modern divines.
London : [s.n.]. 1687
Religion and Philosophy
[6], 41 [i.e., 31] p.; Category: CTRG97-B2159; Sabin No.: 46752.
Fiche: 22,945

Vigilius, or, The awakener making a brief essay, to rebuke first the natural sleep which too often proves a dead fly, in the devotions of them that indulge it : and then the moral sleep, wherein the souls of men frequently omit the duties, and forfeit the comforts, of religion in earnest.
Boston : Printed by J. Franklin. 1719
Religion and Philosophy
[2], 14 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2160; Sabin No.: 46580.
Fiche: 22,946

Church-government and church-covenant discussed in an answer of the elders of the severall churches in New England to two and thirty questions, sent over to them by divers ministers in England, to declare their judgments therein.: together with an Apologie of the said elders in New-England for church-covenant, sent over in answer to Master Bernard in the yeare 1639: as also in an answer to nine positions about church-government: and now published for the satisfaction of all who desire resolution in those points.
Religion and Philosophy
[4], 84, [2], 78 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2161; Sabin No.: 46776.
Fiche: 22,947-22,948

Mather, Increase, 1639-1723.
Some remarks, on a pretended answer, to a discourse concerning the common-prayer worship with an exhortation to the churches in New-England to hold fast the profession of their faith without wavering.
Religion and Philosophy
[2], 36, [2], 10 p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2072; Sabin No.: 46747.
Fiche: 22,949
Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.

Things to be look'd for discourses on the glorious characters, with conjectures on the speedy approaches of that state, which is reserved for the church of God in the latter dayes : together with an inculcation of several duties, which the undoubted characters and approaches of that state, invite us unto : delivered unto the artillery company of the Massachusetts colony, New England, at their election of officers, for the year 1691.
Cambridge [Mass.] : Printed by Samuel Green, & Barth. Green, for Nicholas Buttolph ..., in Boston. 1691
Religion and Philosophy
83 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2073; Sabin No.: 46548.
Fiche: 22,950

Mather, Cotton, 1663-1728.

The wonderful works of God commemorated praises bespoke for the God in heaven in a thanksgiving sermon, delivered on Decemb. 19. 1689 : containing just reflections upon the excellent things done by the great God, more generally in creation and redemption, and in the government of the world, but more particularly in the remarkable revolutions of providence which are every where the matter of present observation : with a postscript giving an account of some very stupendous accidents, which have lately happened in France.
Printed at Boston : by S. Green & sold by Joseph Browning ... and Benj. Harris. 1690
Religion and Philosophy
[8], 62 [i.e., 64], [7], 26 [i.e., 36], 5, [8] p.; 14 cm.;
Category: CTRG97-B2074; Sabin No.: 46602.
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Miller, Samuel, 1769-1850.

Letters to Presbyterians, on the present crisis in the Presbyterian Church in the United States by Samuel Miller.
Philadelphia : A. Finley. 1833
Religion and Philosophy
vi, 314 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2075; Sabin No.: 49053.
Fiche: 22,952-22,955

Miller, Jonathan, 1761-1831.

The Holy Scriptures the only instruction to the Christian preacher concio ad clerum : a sermon, delivered in the chapel of Yale-College, and addressed to the reverend clergy, on commencement evening, September 9, 1812.
New-Haven [Conn.] : Printed for Howe & DeForest, ([NewHaven, Conn.] : J. Barber). 1812
Religion and Philosophy
23 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2076; Sabin No.: 49032.
Fiche: 22,956

Miller, Morris S. (Morris Smith), 1779-1824.

Utica [N.Y.]: Printed by Merrell & Camp. 1815
Political Science, Government and Law
36 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2077; Sabin No.: 49040.
Fiche: 22,957

Miller, William, 1782-1849.

Evidence from scripture and history of the second coming of Christ, about the year 1843 exhibited in a course of lectures.
Troy, N.Y.: Elias Gates. 1838
Religion and Philosophy
280 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2107; Sabin No.: 49075.
Fiche: 22,958-22,961

Miller, Marmaduke, 1827-1889.

Slavery and the American War a lecture.
Manchester [England]: Union and Emancipation Society. [1862?]
Slavery
46 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2108; Sabin No.: 49039.
Fiche: 22,962

Milne, A. D. (Andrew D.).

Uncle Sam's farm fence by A.D. Milne ; with illustrations by N. Orr.
New York : C. Shepard. 1854
Social Sciences
Fiche: 22,963-22,966

Millet, Joshua.

A history of the Baptists in Maine together with brief notices of societies and institutions : and a dictionary of the labors of each minister.
Portland [Me.] : Printed by C. Day. 1845
Religion and Philosophy
472 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2110; Sabin No.: 49082.
Fiche: 22,967-22,972

Miltimore, James, 1755-1836.

A sermon, preached in Cape-Elisabeth, July 15, 1801 at the ordination of the Rev'd. William Gregg, to the pastoral office in that town.
Portland [Me.] : E.A. Jenks. 1801
Religion and Philosophy
31 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2111; Sabin No.: 49137.
Fiche: 22,973
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Miltimore, James, 1755-1836.
An oration in commemoration of the independence of federate America delivered in Stratham, July 4th, 1806.
Exeter [N.H.] : Printed by Ranlet & Norris. 1806
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2116; Sabin No.: 49137.
Fiche: 22,974

Millikin, Thomas.
Address delivered before the graduates of the Erodelphian Society of Miami University, August 10, 1841 by Thomas Millikin.
Rossville [Ohio] : J.M. Christy, Printer. 1841
Social Sciences
21 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2177; Sabin No.: 49090.
Fiche: 22,975

Milliroux, J. Félix.
Aperdcus sur les institutions et les moeurs des Américains par J.-F. Milliroux.
Paris : E. Dentu. 1862
Political Science, Government and Law
vii, 172 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2178; Sabin No.: 49094.
Fiche: 22,976-22,978

A narrative of the negotiations occasioned by the dispute between England and Spain, in the year 1790.
[London? : s.n.]. [1791?]
Political Science, Government and Law
vii, 307 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2212; Sabin No.: 51818.
Fiche: 22,979-22,982

Motives for a subscription towards the relief of the sufferers at Montreal in Canada, by a dreadful fire on the 18th of May 1765 in which 108 houses (containing 215 families, chiefly Canadians,) were destroyed, and the greatest part of their inhabitants exposed to all the miseries attending such misfortunes.
Montreal : [s.n.]. 1765
History
2nd ed.; 47 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2210; Sabin No.: 50245.
Fiche: 22,983

Minnesota. Secretary of State.
Minnesota as a home for immigrants being the first and second prize essays awarded by the Board of Examiners appointed pursuant to an act of the Legislature of the state of Minnesota, approved March 4, 1864.
St. Paul : [s.n.]. 1865
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
80 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2179; Sabin No.: 49268.
Fiche: 22,984

Les véritables motifs de messievr's et dames de la Société de Nostre Dame de Monreal pour la conversion des sauuages de la nouuelle France.
[Paris? : s.n.]. 1643
Religion and Philosophy
127 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2213; Sabin No.: 50292.
Fiche: 22,985-22,986

Moody, James, 1744-1809.
Lieut. James Moody's narrative of his exertions and sufferings in the cause of government, since the year 1776 authenticated by proper certificates.
London : Printed ... by Richardson and Urquhart, [etc.]. 1783
History
Fiche: 22,987

Minnesota Historical Society.
Annals of the Minnesota Historical Society for the year A.D., 1850-1 comprising an address by the president, the annual report of the secretary, two papers by Rev. S.R. Riggs, one on the "Destiny of the Indian tribes," the other on the "Dakota language," and lastly "A memoir of the history and physical geography of Minnesota, &c., &c., &c.
St. Paul : D.A. Robertson, Printer. 1851
History
184 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2180; Sabin No.: 49274.
Fiche: 22,988-22,990

Minnesota Historical Society.
Annals of the Minnesota Historical Society, 1852 containing the annual address, by J.H. Simpson ... and other papers.
St. Paul : Owens & Moore, Printers. [1852?]
History
64 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2181; Sabin No.: 49274.
Fiche: 22,991

Minnesota Historical Society.
Annals of the Minnesota Historical Society, for eighteen hundred and fifty-three.
St. Paul : Owens & Moore, Printers. 1853
History
72 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2182; Sabin No.: 49274.
Fiche: 22,992

Minnesota. Legislative Assembly.
Journal of the council, during the first session of the Legislative Assembly of the territory of Minnesota begun and held at St. Paul, on Monday, September third, one thousand eight hundred and forty-nine.
Saint Paul : M'Lean & Owens, Territorial Printers. 1850
Political Science, Government and Law
255 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2183; Sabin No.: 49257.
Fiche: 22,993-22,995
Debates and proceedings of the Constitutional Convention for the Territory of Minnesota, to form a state constitution preparatory to its admission into the union as a state.
Saint Paul : G.W. Moore, Printer. 1858
Political Science, Government and Law
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Fiche: 22,996-23,003

Lives of Jonathan Edwards and David Brainerd.
New York : Harper and Bros. 1847
Religion and Philosophy
x, 37 [i.e. 373] p., [1] leaf of plates : port. : 16 cm.;
Category: CTRG97-B2186; Sabin No.: 49054.
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Mitchell, Donald Grant, 1822-1908.
Seven stories, with basement and attic by the Author of "My farm of Edgewood.".
New-York : C. Scribner. 1864
Literature and Fine Arts
viii, 314 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2187; Sabin No.: 49680.
Fiche: 23,009-23,012

The missionary memorial a literary and religious sovenir.
New York : E. Walker. 1846
Religion and Philosophy
Fiche: 23,013-23,017

The misanthrope of the mountain a poem.
New Haven, Published for the Author, by A.H. Maltby. 1833
Literature and Fine Arts
48 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2170; Sabin No.: 49432.
Fiche: 23,018

Naumann, Jakob.
Leipzig : J.C. Hinrichs'schen Buchh. 1850
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
vi, 390 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2176; Sabin No.: 52062.
Fiche: 23,019-23,023

Mittelberger, Gottlieb.
Gottlieb Mittelbergers Reise nach Pennsylvanien im Jahr 1750 und Rückreise nach Teutschland im Jahr 1754.
Stuttgart : Gedruck bey Gottlieb Friderich Jenisch. 1756
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
[8], 120 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2175; Sabin No.: 49761.
Fiche: 23,024-23,025

Mitchell, Jonathan, 1624-1668.
Nehemiah on the wall in troublesome times, or, A serious and seasonable improvement of that great example of magistratical piety and prudence, self-denial and tenderness, fearlessness and fidelity, unto instruction and encouragement of present and succeeding rulers in our Israel as it was delivered in a sermon preached at Boston in N.E. May 15, 1667, being the day of election there.
Cambridge : Printed by S.G. and M.J. 1671
Religion and Philosophy
34 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2166; Sabin No.: 49662.
Fiche: 23,026

Mitchell, John, 1711-1768.
The present state of Great Britain and North America with regard to agriculture, population, trade, and manufactures, impartially considered / [by John Mitchell].
London : Printed for T. Becket and P.A. de Hondt. 1767
Political Science, Government and Law
xvi, 363 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2169; Sabin No.: 49696.
Fiche: 23,027-23,031

Neal, Daniel, 1678-1743.
The history of the Puritans or Protestant Non-conformists with an account of their principles, their attempts for a further reformation in the church, their sufferings, and the lives and characters of their principal divines.
London : Printed for R. Hett. 1732-1738
History
4 v. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2172; Sabin No.: 52142.
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American Baptist Missionary Union.
New York : Sheldon ; Boston : Gould & Lincoln. 1865
Religion and Philosophy
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Lights and shadows of American life edited by Mary Russell Mitford.
London : H. Colburn and R. Bentley. 1832
Literature and Fine Arts
3 v.; Category: CTRG97-B2167; Sabin No.: 49751.
Fiche: 23,070-23,081

Modern women and what is said of them a reprint of a series of articles in the Saturday Review.
New York : J.S. Redfield. 1870
Social Sciences
404 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2173; Sabin No.: 49818.
Fiche: 23,082-23,086

Möllhausen, Balduin, 1825-1905.
Reisen in die Felsengebirge Nord-Amerikas bis zum Hoch-Plateau von Neu-Mexico, unternommen als Mitglied der im Auftrage der Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten ausgesandten Colorado-Expedition von Balduin Möllhausen ; mit 12 vom Verfasser nach der Natur aufgenommenen Landschaften und Abbildungen von Indianerstämmen, Thier- und Pflanzen-Bildern in Farbendruck... ; eingeführt durch zwei Briefe Alexander von Humboldt's in Facsimile.
Leipzig : O. Purfürst. [1860?]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v. : col. ill., map. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2174; Sabin No.: 49913.
Fiche: 23,087-23,097

Möllhausen, Balduin, 1825-1905.
Palmblätter und Schneeflocken Erzählungen aus dem fernen Westen / von Balduin Möllhausen.
Leipzig : H. Costenoble. 1863
Literature and Fine Arts
2 v. ; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2165; Sabin No.: 49916.
Fiche: 23,098-23,103

A modern view of the thirteen United States of America comprehending New Hampshire, Massachusetts’s Bay, Rhode Island & Providence plantation, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.
London : Printed for David Walker. [1784]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
100 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2168; Sabin No.: 49819.
Fiche: 23,104-23,105

Minor, Lucian, 1802-1858.
Reasons for abolishing the liquor traffic addressed to the people of Virginia.
Richmond : H.K. Ellyson. 1853
Social Sciences
23 p. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2043; Sabin No.: 49315.
Fiche: 23,106

The Asylum, or, Alonzo and Melissa an American tale, founded on fact.
Literature and Fine Arts
2 v. : ill. ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2188; Sabin No.: 49688.
Fiche: 23,107-23,114

Missive daer in kortelijck ende grondigh wert veerthoont, hoe veel de Vereenighde Nederlanden gelegehen is aen de Oost ende West-Indische navigatie : mitsgaders 't profijt, dat men van de Oost-Indische Compagnie, gheudeerende den tijdt van vierentwintich jaren herwaerdts, daer wt heest ghetrokken ... / geschreven aen een seker vrient ende lief-hebber van de wel stant des vader-landts, en tot ghemeenen dienst der inghesetene van dien. Arnhem [i.e. Arnhem] : By Jan Iansz, Boeck-verkooper, anno. 1621
Economics and Commerce
[18] leaves ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2189; Sabin No.: 49557.
Fiche: 23,115

Ten years in the United States being an Englishman’s view of men and things in the North and South.
London : Smith, Elder. 1862
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
xii, 332 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2190; Sabin No.: 49671.
Fiche: 23,116-23,119

Miscellanies viz. I. The timepiece, or, An honest servant's advice to his master : II. Verses on the month of May : III. An affectionate father's dying advice.
Philadelphia : Printed for the Author, by John McCulloch. 1790
Literature and Fine Arts
24 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2191; Sabin No.: 49449.
Fiche: 23,120

Minshull, John.
A comedy, entitled The sprightly widow with the frolics of youth, or, A speedy way of uniting the sexes by honorable marriage by John Minshull.
New-York : Printed for the Author. 1803
Literature and Fine Arts
64 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2192; Sabin No.: 49328.
Fiche: 23,121

Mississippi.
Constitution of the State of Mississippi as amended, with the ordinances and resolutions adopted by the Constitutional Convention, August, 1865.
Jackson : E.M. Yerger, State Printer. 1865
Political Science, Government and Law
56 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2193; Sabin No.: 49496.
Fiche: 23,122
The installation of Reverend Edward Mitchell, as colleague with Rev. John Murray, over the First Universal Society in Boston, September 12, 1810.
Boston : Printed by Munroe and Francis. 1810
Religion and Philosophy
19 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2194; Sabin No.: 49681.
Fiche: 23,123

Director.
A journey on the Mississippi River being a lecture delivered before the Lyceum of the Zane Street Public School of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia : Crissy & Markley, Printers. 1847
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
24 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2195; Sabin No.: 49551.
Fiche: 23,124

White, Joseph M., 1781-1839.
Exposition, historical and legal, of the title of Colin Mitchell and others to lands in Florida now depending in the Supreme Court of the United States.
Washington : Gales and Seaton. 1834
Political Science, Government and Law
36 p., [1] folded leaf of plates ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2196; Sabin No.: 49669.
Fiche: 23,125

Minutes of the trial and examination of certain persons, in the province of New-York charged with being engaged in a conspiracy against the authority of the Congress, and the liberties of America.
London : Printed for J. Bew. 1776
Political Science, Government and Law
45 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2197; Sabin No.: 49386.
Fiche: 23,126

Mitchell, Elisha, 1793-1857.
Remarks on Bishop Ravenscroft's answer to the statements contained in Professor Mitchell's printed letter, of the 12th of February last [E. Mitchell].
Raleigh [N.C.] : Printed by J. Gales & Sons, State Printers. 1825
Religion and Philosophy
48 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2214; Sabin No.: 49684.
Fiche: 23,127

Miscellaneous poems.
[Ipswich, Mass. : s.n.]. 1828
Literature and Fine Arts
108 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2215; Sabin No.: 49444.
Fiche: 23,128-23,129

Wellwisher to the trade and navigation of Great-Britain.
The miserable case of the British sugar planters wherein is contained, some remarks on the poverty, distress, and other difficulties, which they labour under, the advantages of a direct exportation from the sugar islands to foreign markets, and the consequences of losing or preserving our sugar colonies are considered : and some comparisons are made between the French and the English in regard to the sugar trade : with a proposal for relief.
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Fiche: 24,024

New Jersey. Governor (1720-1728 : Burnet).
An ordinance for regulating and establishing the fees to be hereafter taken by the officers of the Court of Chancery of the province of New-Jersey by His Excellency William Burnet, Esq., capt general and governour in chief in and over the provinces of New-Jersey, New-York, and of all the territories and tracts of land depending thereon in America, and vice-admiral of the same, in Council, this first day of May, in the tenth year of His Majesty's reign, annoq. Domini 1724.
Fiche: 24,025

New Jersey.
An ordinance for regulating courts of judicature [i.e., judicature] in the province of New-Jersey.
New-York : Printed and sold by William Bradford. 1724
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A geological and agricultural survey of the district adjoining the Erie Canal, in the state of New-York taken under the direction of the Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer.
Albany : Printed by Packard & Van Benthuysen. 1824
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An examination into the expediency of establishing a board of agriculture in the State of New York.
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Committee on Canals.
Report of the Committee on Canals, March 14, 1820.
Albany : Printed by J. Buel, Printer to the State. 1820
Economics and Commerce Category: CTRG97-B2760; Sabin No.: 53566.
Fiche: 24,031

New York Chamber of Commerce.
Proceedings of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New-York, on the continued piracies of vessels fitted out in Great Britain upon American commerce.
New-York : J.W. Amerman, Printer. 1863
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Collections on the history of Albany from its discovery to the present time : with notices of its public institutions, and biographical sketches of citizens deceased.
Albany, N.Y. : J. Munsell. 1865-71
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Chauncy, Charles, 1705-1787.
A letter from a gentleman in Boston, to Mr. George Wishart, one of the ministers of Edinburgh, concerning the state of religion in New-England.
Edinburgh. 1742 24 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 24036.
Fiche: 24,036-24,037

New Jersey. Surveyor General.
General instructions by the Surveyor General, to the deputy surveyors of the eastern division of New-Jersey.
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City celebration of the anniversary of the national independence, Lafayette Square, New Orleans, La., July 4th, 1864.
New Orleans : Printed at the Era Steam Book and Job Office. 1864
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New Orleans (La.), Board of Aldermen.
Report upon the wealth, internal resources, and commercial prosperity of the city of New Orleans.
New Orleans : Printed at the Bulletin Book and Job Office. 1855
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New Mexico, Arizona and Colorado Missionary Association.
First annual report of the New Mexico, Arizona and Colorado Missionary Association with constitution and list of officers and members.
[U.S.] : The Society. 1869
Religion and Philosophy
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New York Chamber of Commerce.
Charter, by-laws, and organization of the Chamber of Commerce of the state of New York instituted April 5, 1768, incorporated March 13, 1770, re-incorporated April 13, 1784.
New York : Printed by J.M. Elliot. 1844
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New York (State).
The constitution of the state of New-York.
Fish-kill [N.Y.] : Printed by S. Loudon. 1777
Political Science, Government and Law
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The new "reign of terror" in the slaveholding states, for 1859-60.
New York : American Anti-Slavery Society. 1860
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Norman, Benjamin Moore, 1809-1860.
Norman's New Orleans and environs containing a brief historical sketch of the territory and state of Louisiana, and the city of New Orleans.
New Orleans : B.M. Norman. 1845
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Cavan, Richard Lambart, Earl of, 1722?-1778.
A new system of military discipline, founded upon principle by a general officer.
Philadelphia : Printed and sold by R. Aitken, printer and bookseller. 1776
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Martin, Alexander, 1740-1807.
A new scene interesting to the citizens of the United States of America additional to the historical play of Columbus.
[Philadelphia] : Printed by Benj. Franklin Bache. 1798
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Munk, Jens, 1579-1628.
Prentet i Kiobenhaffn : Hoss H. Waldkirch. 1624
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New York Association for Colored Volunteers.
First organization of colored troops in the state of New York, to aid in suppressing the slaveholders' rebellion statements concerning the origin, difficulties and success of the movement, including official documents, military testimonials, proceedings of the "Union League Club," etc.
New York : Baker & Godwin, Printers. 1864
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Conclin, George.

Conclin's New river guide, or, A gazetteer of all the towns on the Western waters containing sketches of the cities, towns, and countries bordering on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and their principal tributaries : together with their population, products, commerce, &c., &c., &c. : and many interesting events of history connected with them / compiled from the latest and best authority.
Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James. 1853
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A new ministry the very important debate of the House of Commons, on Mr. Coke's motion for an address to His Majesty ... March 24, 1783.
London : Printed for, and sold by S. Bladon. 1783
Political Science, Government and Law
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Arny, William F. M.

Executive message of his excellency, William F. M. Army, acting governor of New Mexico, to the legislative assembly of the territory delivered the 2d day of December 1862.
[Santa Fe, N.M.] : Printed at the Office of the Santa Fe Gazette. 1862
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New York (State). Constitutional Convention (1846).

Debates and proceedings in the New-York State Convention, for the revision of the Constitution by S. Crosswell and R. Sutton.
[Albany] : Printed at the office of the Albany Argus. 1846
Political Science, Government and Law
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Address, to the Republican citizens, of the state of New-York.
Albany [N.Y.] : Printed by H.C. Southwick. 1813
Political Science, Government and Law
15 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2835; Sabin No.: 53510.
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New York (State). Commissioners for Improvement of Internal Navigation.

Report of the Commissioners, appointed by an act of the legislature of the state of New-York ... for the consideration of all matters relating to the said inland navigation.
Albany : Printed by S. Southwick. 1812
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40 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2837; Sabin No.: 53905.
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New York (State). Commissioners for Improvement of Internal Navigation.

Report of the commissioners appointed by joint resolutions of the honorable Senate and Assembly of the state of New-York of the 13th & 15th March, 1810, to explore the route of an inland navigation from Hudson's River to Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.
Albany : Printed by S. Southwick. 1811
Economics and Commerce
35 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2838; Sabin No.: 53900.
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Address of the Republican members of the Legislature to the electors of the state of New-York, March, 1809.
Albany : Printed at the Register office. 1809
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p.; Category: CTRG97-B2839; Sabin No.: 53490.
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Reports of the proceedings and debates of the Convention of 1821, assembled for the purpose of amending the constitution of the state of New-York containing all the official documents, relating to the subject, and other valuable matter.
Albany : E. & E. Horsford. 1821
Political Science, Government and Law
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Journal of the convention of the State of New-York begun and held at the Capitol in the City of Albany, on the twenty-eighth day of August, 1821.
Albany : Printed by Cantine & Leake, Printers to the state. 1821
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Address of Republican members of the Senate and Assembly adopted at a meeting at the Senate chamber, in the Capitol, of the City of Albany, April 4, 1820.
Albany : Printed by E. and E. Hosford. 1820
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New York (State). Board of Agriculture. General Committee.
Address of the General Committee of the Board of Agriculture of the state of New-York, to the county agricultural societies, for 1820 with accompanying documents.
Albany : Printed for S. Southwick ... by J.O. Cole. 1820
Economics and Commerce
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New York (State). General Assembly.
Journal of the votes and proceedings of the General Assembly of the colony of New York, from 1766 to 1776, inclusive reprinted in pursuance of a joint resolution of the Legislature of the State of New York, passed 30th April, 1820.
Albany : Printed by J. Buel, Printer to the state. 1820
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The bulls and the bears, or, Wall St. squib no. 1.
New York : [s.n.]. 1854
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An account of the procession, together with copious extracts of the oration, delivered at the Walla-bout (L.I.), April 6th, 1808 on laying the cornerstone of the vault, which is to contain the relics of that portion of American seaman [sic], soldiers, and citizens, who perished in the cause of liberty and their country, on board the prison ships of the British, at the Walla-bout during the Revolutionary War: also, the letter addressed to Thomas Jefferson, president of the United States, by the Tammany Society, and his answer.
[New York]: John Low, Printer. [1808]
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Rules and orders, to be observed by the Heart-in-Hand Fire-Company instituted at New-York, January, 1781.
[New York] : Printed by Geo. Forman ... for the company. 1805
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New York Life Insurance and Trust Company.
Rates and proposals of the New-York Life Insurance and Trust Company, No. 38 Wall-Street for insurance on lives, granting annuities, receiving money in trust, and the management of trust estates: Act of incorporation passed March 9, 1830.
New York : Clayton & Van Norden, Printers. 1830
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Wright, Benjamin, 1770-1842.
New-York : Printed at the office of the Railroad Journal, No. 35 Wall Street. 1835
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New York City Anti-Slavery Society.
Address of the New York City Anti-slavery Society to the people of the city of New York.
New York : Printed by West & Trow. 1833
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[Albany? : s.n.]. [1838]
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New York Committee of Vigilance.
The first annual report of the New York Committee of Vigilance for the year 1837 together with importance facts relative to their proceedings.
New York : Piercy & Reed, Printers. 1837
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   In Convention of the Representatives of the state of New-York, October 2, 1776 the committee to whom were referred a letter from the committee of the county of Cumberland.
   [Fishkill, N.Y.]: Printed by S. Loudon. 1776
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Wilkins, Isaac, 1742-1830.
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   Albany, N.Y.: J. Munsell. 1866
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New York (State). Legislature.
   Legislative honors to the memory of President Lincoln message of Gov. Fenton to the Legislature, communicating the death of President Lincoln: obsequies of President Lincoln in the Legislature / printed under direction of J.B. Cushman.
   Albany: Weed, Parsons and Co., Printers. 1865
   History
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Documents in the matter of an application to the honorable the Legislature of the state of New-York, for a charter for Manhattan College.
   New-York: Printed by J. Seymour. 1829
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   33 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2902; Sabin No.: 54247.
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Authentic account of the proceedings of the congress held at New-York, in MDCCLXV, on the subject of the American Stamp Act.
   [London?]: Printed for J. Almon?. 1767
   Political Science, Government and Law
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A circular letter to the practitioners of physic and surgery in the state of New-York from the practitioners of physic and surgery in the county and city of New-York: with a memorial intended to be submitted to the legislature of the state of New-York at the next session.
   New-York: Printed by J. Smith. 1829
   Science and Technology
   22 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2904; Sabin No.: 54185.
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Memorial of the New-York Convention.
   [Boston: s.n.]. [1832]
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Report of the Joint Library Committee of the Legislature of New-York, on the subject of international exchanges.
Albany : C. van Benthuysen, Public printer. 1847
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Kapp, Friedrich, 1824-1884.
Immigration, and the Commissioners of Emigration of the state of New York by Friedrich Kapp.
New York : Nation Press. 1870
Social Sciences
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Massie, J. (Joseph), d. 1784.
Observations upon Mr. Fauquier's Essay on ways and means for raising money to support the present war without increasing the public debts to which is added, an account of several national advantages derived from the nobility and gentry of the present age living in London a greater part of the year than their ancestors used to do.
London : Printed for Thomas Payne, Bookseller ... and to be had at all the pamphlet shops. 1756
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The New-England primer improved for the more easy attaining the true reading of English : to which is added, the Assembly of Divines, and Mr. Cotton's catechism.
Providence : Printed and sold by John Waterman. 1775
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The New-England primer, much improved containing, a variety of easy lessons, for attaining the true reading of English.
Philadelphia : Printed by T. Dobson. 1797
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Arrangements for diffusing agricultural knowledge through the instrumentality of common schools and public libraries ... together with the premium list and regulations of the annual fair and cattle show.
Albany : From the Steam Press of C. Van Beuthuysen. 1844
Science and Technology
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Address to the Republican citizens of the State of New-York.
Albany : Beach, Denio & Richards, (Albany : Webster and Wood). 1828
Political Science, Government and Law
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Report of the commissioners appointed by the Legislature of New-York, to provide for the internal improvement of the state.
[Albany : s.n.], [1814]
Economics and Commerce
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Proceedings and address, of the Democratic State Convention, held at Syracuse, January tenth and eleventh, 1856.
Albany : [The Convention]. 1856
Political Science, Government and Law
31 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG97-B2934; Sabin No.: 53862.
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Proceedings of the Democratic and Free Democratic conventions held at Rome on the 15th, 16th and 17th days of August, 1849 including addresses of each convention.
Political Science, Government and Law
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New York State Lyceum.
Proceedings of the first annual meeting of the New-York State Lyceum, held at Utica, August 10th and 11th, 1831.
Utica : Northway & Porter, Printers. 1831
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Athenaeum Association (N.Y.).
Commemorative proceedings of the Athenaeum Club, on the death of Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, April, 1865.
[New York : C.S. Westcott, Printers]. [1865]
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### Cabinet of Natural History.
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### Free-School Society of New-York.
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### American Bible Society.
- **Constitution of the American Bible Society formed by a convention of delegates, held in the city of New-York, May 1816: together with their address to the people of the United States, a notice of their proceedings, and a list of their officers.**
  - New-York: Printed for the American Bible Society, by G.F. Hopkins. 1816
  - Religion and Philosophy
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### Metropolitan Fair (1864 : New York, N.Y.).
- **Catalogue of articles contained in the museum and curiosity shop of the Metropolitan Fair, April 4th, 1864.**
  - New York: Baker & Godwin, Printers. 1864
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### Murray, John, 1741-1815.
- **Universalism vindicated being the substance of some observations on the revelation of the unbounded love of God, made to the patriarch, in the field of Padanaram, Genesis, xxviii, 14, and confirmed by the joint suffrages of the prophets and apostles.**
  - Charlestown: Printed by J. Lamson, for the author, and sold by J.W. Folsom, Boston, J. White, and at various other places in town and country. [1798]
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An answer to the council of proprietor's [sic] two publications sett forth at Perth-Amboy the 25th of March 1746, and the 25th of March 1747; as also some observations on Mr. Neivil's speech to the House of Assembly, in relation to a petition presented to the House of Assembly, met at Trentown in the province of New-Jersey, in May, 1746.

New-York : Printed and sold by ... C. Zenger. 1747
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Newell, R. H. (Robert Henry), 1836-1901.
The cloven foot being an adaptation of the English novel, "The mystery of Edwin Drood" (by Charles Dickens), to American scenes, characters, customs, and nomenclature.
New York : Carleton. 1865
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Newell, R. H. (Robert Henry), 1836-1901.
The palace beautiful and other poems.
New York : Carleton. 1865
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New-York Historical Society.
Fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the New York Historical Society Monday, November 20, 1854.
New York : Printed for the Society. 1854
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New York and Erie Railroad Company.
Address of the directors of the New York and Erie Railroad Company to the stockholders, February 1, 1850 [by order of the Board of Directors ; Nathaniel Marsh, secretary].
New York : Snowden. 1850
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Newell, R. H. (Robert Henry), 1836-1901.
Smoked glass by Orpheus C. Kerr ; with illustrative anachronisms by Thomas Worth.
New York : G. W. Carleton. 1868
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Newell, R. H. (Robert Henry), 1836-1901.
Avery Glibun, or, Between two fires a romance.
New York : G.W. Carleton. 1867
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Acts of assembly, passed in the province of New-York, from 1691, to 1718.
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New-York Historical Society.
The constitution and bye-laws of the New-York Historical Society instituted in the city of New-York the 10th day of December, 1804.
New-York : Printed by T. & F. Swords. 1805
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New-York Historical Society.
Memorial of the New-York Historical Society to the honourable the legislature of the state of New-York.
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London : Printed by J. Downing. 1722
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The traveller's steamboat and railroad guide to the Hudson River describing the cities, towns, and places of interest along the route : with maps and engravings.
New York : Phelps & Watson. [c 1857]
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Philadelphia : C. Sherman & Co., Printers. 1838
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Bouton, Jacques, 1592-1658.
Relation de l'establissement des Francais depvis l'an 1635 en l'isle de la Martinique, Ivne des Antilles de l'Amerique : des moeurs des sauvages, de la situation, & des autres singularitez de l'isle.
A Paris : Chez S. Cramoisy. 1640
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An address to Friends within the compass of the yearly meeting held in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia : Printed on the Vertical Press by D. & S. Neall. 1827
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Art-Union of Philadelphia.
Transactions of the Art-Union of Philadelphia for the year 1849.
Philadelphia : Printed by King & Baird. 1849
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Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia (Hicksite).
An address from the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, to its members.
[Philadelphia] : S.W. Conrad, Printer. 1827
Religion and Philosophy
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Bouton, Nathaniel, 1799-1878.
The responsibilities of rulers a sermon, delivered at Concord, June 5, 1828, before the constituted authorities of the state of New-Hampshire.
Concord : Printed by H.E. Moore. 1828
31 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 6966.
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Phelps, John S. (John Smith), 1814-1886.
Speech of Hon. J.S. Phelps, of Missouri, on the bill to protect the rights of American settlers in Oregon delivered in the House of Representatives, Thursday, April 16, 1846.
Washington: Printed at the office of Blair and Rives. 1846
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Evening schools and district libraries an appeal to Philadelphians, in behalf of improved means of education and self-culture, for apprentices and young workmen.
Philadelphia: King & Baird, Printers. 1850
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Boucher de la Bruère, fils.
Le Canada sous la domination anglaise (analyse historique).
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Independence Hall (Philadelphia, Pa.).
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Philadelphia: [s.n.]. 1856
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New York: Phelps, Fanning & Co.; Cincinnati: A. Ranney. 1853
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Boucher, Jonathan, 1738-1804.
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Great Central Fair for the United States Sanitary Commission (1864: Philadelphia, Pa.).
List of the committees of the Great Central Fair for the U.S. Sanitary Commission, held in Philadelphia, June, 1864.
Philadelphia: H.B. Ashmead, Book and Job Printer. [1864?]
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First Presbyterian Church (Philadelphia, Pa.).
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Philadelphia: Wm. F. Geddes, Printer. 1836
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Female Association of Philadelphia for the Relief of Women and Children in Reduced Circumstances.
The constitution and by-laws of the Female Association of Philadelphia for the Relief of Women and Children in Reduced Circumstances.
Philadelphia: Printed by T.K. and P.G. Collins. 1849
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Philadelphia: Key & Biddle. 1836
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Philadelphia : Samuel Loag. [1869?]
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Philadelphia (Pa.).
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Philadelphia : Printed by Zachariah Poulson, Junior. 1798
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Bouchere, Pierre, sieur de Boucherville, 1620?-1717.
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Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union.
The second report of the Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union read at their annual meeting, held in St. Paul's Church, May 25, 1819.
Philadelphia : Printed for the Sunday and Adult School Union by Clark & Raser. 1819
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Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture.
An address from the Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture with a summary of its laws, and premiums offered.
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Society for Political Enquiries.
Rules and regulations of the Society for Political Enquiries established at Philadelphia, 9th February, 1787.
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Boudinot, Elias, d. 1839.
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Soldiers' Reading Room (Philadelphia, Pa.).
First annual report of the Soldiers' Reading Room re-opened October 13th, 1863.
Philadelphia : Eckel, Printer. 1863
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**Boudinot, Elias, 1740-1821.**
An oration, delivered at Elizabeth-town, New-Jersey, agreeably to a resolution of the state Society of Cincinnati, on the Fourth of July, M.DCC.XCIII being the seventeenth anniversary of the independence of America.
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**Society of Englishmen, and Sons of Englishmen.**
Rules and constitutions of the Society of Englishmen, and Sons of Englishmen established at Philadelphia, for the advice and assistance of Englishmen in distress.
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**Columbia-Philadelphia Railroad.**
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**Boudinot, Elias, 1740-1821.**
A star in the West, or, A humble attempt to discover the long lost ten tribes of Israel, preparatory to their return to their beloved city, Jerusalem by Elias Boudinot.
Trenton, N.J. : Published by D. Fenton, S. Hutchinson and J. Dunham. George Sherman, Printer. 1816 iv, xxi, [23]-312 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 6856.
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**Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Co.**
Report of the engineers of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company with accompanying documents, and the report of a committee of the Board to whom the same were referred.
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**Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox : 1827-1955). Meeting for Sufferings.**
An epistle of affectionate caution and counsel, addressed to its members by the Yearly Meeting of Friends, held in Philadelphia by adjournments, from the 18th to the 22nd of the fourth month, 1853 ; and published by its direction.
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Philadelphia City Mission formed March 12, 1831.
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**Philadelphia (Pa.). Sanitary Board. Commission Appointed to Visit Canada for the Investigation of the Epidemic Cholera, Prevailing in Montreal and Quebec.**
Report of the Commission appointed by the Sanitary Board of the City Councils, to visit Canada, for the investigation of the epidemic cholera, prevailing in Montreal and Quebec.
Philadelphia : Printed by Mifflin & Parry. 1832 37 p.; Category: CTRG98-B1864; Sabin No.: 62131.
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**Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the Miseries of Public Prisons. Acting Committee.**
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Philadelphia Anti-Slavery Society. Board of Managers.
First annual report of the Board of Managers of the Philadelphia Anti-slavery Society read and accepted at the annual meeting of the Society, July 4th 1835.
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Philadelphia Medical Society. Committee on Epidemic Cholera.
Report of the Committee of the Medical Society of Philadelphia on epidemic cholera read and approved at a special meeting held on the 30th of May, 1832.
Philadelphia : Printed by Lydia R. Bailey. 1832
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Bible Society (Philadelphia, Pa.).
Address of the managers of the Philadelphia Bible Society, to the inhabitants of the state of Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia : Printed by Clark & Raser. 1827
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Phillips, Catharine, 1727-1794.
Reasons why the people called Quakers cannot so fully unite with the Methodists, in their missions to the Negroes in the West India Islands and Africa, as freely to contribute thereto with a few queries consonant therewith.
London : Printed by James Phillips. 1792
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Philippi, Karl Ferdinand, 1795-1852.
Dresden : P.G. Hilgersche Buchh. 1826
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Report of the Joint Committee of the Select and Common Councils, on the subject of bringing water to the city.
Philadelphia : Printed by Zachariah Poulson, Junior. 1798
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A tribute to the memory of the late General Washington, president of the United States of America.
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Philadelphia (Pa.). Councils. Watering Committee.
Report of the Watering Committee of the Select and Common Councils, relative to the termination of the Columbia and Philadelphia Rail Road.
Philadelphia : Crissy & Markley, Printers. 1859
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Address of the Washington Monument Association, of the First School District of Pennsylvania with the constitution and by-laws, list of officers, board of managers and standing committees.
Philadelphia : Crissy & Markley, Printers. 1859
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Texas and its late military occupation and evacuation by an officer of the army.
New York : D. Van Nostrand. 1862
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Philipsburg and Juniata Rail-Road Company.
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New-York: G.F. Hopkins & Son. 1833
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United States Sanitary Commission.
An appeal to the people of Pennsylvania for the sick and wounded soldiers.
Science and Technology
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United States Sanitary Commission.
Philadelphia: King & Baird, Printers. 1864
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Temporary Home Association.
[Philadelphia? : s.n.]. [1849?]
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Phillips, Ebenezer, 1786-1834.
A sermon, delivered at Bridge-Hampton, L.I., April 25, 1821 occasioned by the death of the Rev. Aaron Woolworth, D.D., pastor of the church in that place, who departed this life, April 2d, 1821.
Jamaica [N.Y.]: Printed by Henry C. Sleight. 1821
Religion and Philosophy
16 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1885; Sabin No.: 62480.
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Protestant and native Philadelphian.
The Truth unveiled, or, A calm and impartial exposition of the origin and immediate cause of the terrible riots in Philadelphia, on May 6th, 7th and 8th, A.D. 1844 by a Protestant and native Philadelphian.
Philadelphia: Printed by M. Fithian. 1844
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Philbrick, Samuel.
Facts and observations illustrative of some recent transactions in the Society of Friends at Lynn and Salem, Mass. in letters addressed to a friend : with explanatory notes.
Boston: Printed by Henry Bowen. 1823
Religion and Philosophy
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Union League of Philadelphia (Pa.).
Address and resolutions of the Union League of Philadelphia September 16, 1863.
Philadelphia: King & Baird, Printers. 1863
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Sunnycrest Farm for Negro Boys (Cheyney, Pa.).
First annual report of the Home for Destitute Colored Children.
Philadelphia: Crissy & Markley, Printers. 1856
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Philadelphia (Pa.). Committee to Attend to and Alleviate the Sufferings of the Afflicted with the Malignant Fever.
Minutes of the proceedings of the committee, appointed on the 14th September, 1793, by the citizens of Philadelphia, the Northern Liberties and the District of Southwark, to attend to and alleviate the sufferings of the afflicted with the malignant fever, prevalent, in the city and its vicinity with an appendix.
Philadelphia: Printed by R. Aitken & Son. 1794
Science and Technology
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Phillips, Samuel, 1690-1771.
Soldiers counselled and encouraged a sermon preached at the request, and in the audience of the Ancient and Honourable Artillery-Company in Boston, June 1st, 1741 : being the day of election of their officers : and is now made publick at the desire of many who heard it, to whom it is humbly dedicated.
Boston: Printed by Tho. Fleet, for John Phillips. 1741
Religion and Philosophy
53 p. : 20 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1891; Sabin No.: 62515.
Fiche: 26,180
Phillips, Samuel, 1690-1771.
The living water to be had for asking a plain discourse deliver'd (chiefly) at Boston, viz. : in the audience of the church and congregation under the pastoral care of the Reverend Mr. Samuel Cooper : on Lord's-Day June 3d, A.M. 1750 : and now publish'd at the desire of many of the hearers, to whom it is humbly dedicated.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland for D. Henchman. 1750
Religion and Philosophy
[4], 28 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1892; Sabin No.: 62517.
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Phillips, John, 1770-1823.
An oration, pronounced July 4th, 1794, at the request of the inhabitants of the town of Boston in commemoration of the anniversary of American independence.
Boston : Printed and sold by Benjamin Edes. 1794
History
19 p. : 22 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1893; Sabin No.: 62496.
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Phillips, Catharine, 1727-1794.
Memoirs of the life of Catherine Phillips to which are added some of her epistles.
London : Printed and sold by James Phillips and Sons. 1797
History
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Phillips, Wendell, 1811-1884.
The war for the Union a lecture, delivered in New York and Boston, December, 1861.
New York : E.D. Barker. 1862
Slavery
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An appeal to the good sense of the Democrats and the public spirit of the Federalists by a citizen of Massachusetts.
Boston : Printed by J. Eliot. 1814
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23 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1902; Sabin No.: 62529.
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Phillips, Isaac.
An impartial examination of the case of Captain Isaac Phillips, late of the Navy, and commander of the United States sloop of war Baltimore, in 1798 compiled from original documents and records: with the proceedings upon his application to be restored to his rank in the United State Navy.
Baltimore: Printed by Benjamin Edes. 1825
History
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Phillips Exeter Academy.
Catalogue of the officers and students of Phillips Exeter Academy.
Exeter [N.H.]: Printed by J. & B. Williams. 1838
Social Sciences
59 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1904; Sabin No.: 62536.
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Phillips, Wendell, 1811-1884.
Disunion: two discourses at Music Hall, on January 20th, and February 17th, 1861.
Boston: R.F. Wallcut. 1861
Political Science, Government and Law
46 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1905; Sabin No.: 62528.
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Phillips, Wendell, 1811-1884.
The philosophy of the abolition movement by Wendell Phillips.
New York: American Anti-Slavery Society. 1860
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47 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1908; Sabin No.: 62528.
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Phillips, Wendell, 1811-1884.
Speech of Wendell Phillips at the Melodeon, Thursday evening, Jan. 27, 1853 phonographically reported by J.M.W. Yerrinton.
[Boston: s.n.]. [1853?]
Slavery
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Philo-Americanus.
The American struggle an appeal to the people of the north.
London: Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange. 1862
Political Science, Government and Law
32 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1907; Sabin No.: 62543.
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Phillips, Henry M., 1811-1884.
Admission of Kansas speech of Hon. Henry M. Phillips, of Pennsylvania, in the House of Representatives, March 9, 1858: on the admission of Kansas as a state under the Lecompton Constitution.
[Washington, D.C.]: Printed at the Congressional Globe Office. [1858]
Political Science, Government and Law
8 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1917; Sabin No.: 62492.
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Phillips, Henry, 1838-1895.
A catalogue of the New Jersey bills of credit comprising their amounts, denominations, and the names of the persons appointed to sign them, from 1723 to 1786.
Philadelphia: A.C. Cline. 1863
Economics and Commerce
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An address, introductory to the second course of the Franklin Lectures delivered at the Masonic Temple, in Boston, October 29, 1832.
Boston: Printed by Ford and Damrell, Temperance Press. 1833
Slavery
16 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1919; Sabin No.: 62519.
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An address on the annexation of Texas and the aspect of slavery in the United States, in connection therewith: delivered in Boston, November 14 and 18, 1845.
Boston: W. Crosby and H.P. Nichols. 1845
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Phillips, Wendell, 1811-1884.
Argument of Wendell Phillips, Esq. before the Committee on Federal Relations of the Massachusetts Legislature: in support of the petitions for the removal of Edward Greely Loring from the Office of Judge of Probate, February 20, 1855.
Boston: J.B. Yerrinton & Son, Printers. 1855
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An oration, delivered at the request of the young men of Salem July 4, 1831.
Salem [Mass.]: Printed by Warwick Palfray, Jun. 1831
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An address to the ministers, elders, and members, of the Presbyterian Church, in the United States.
Religion and Philosophy
41 p.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1923; Sabin No.: 62534.
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Pichon, Thomas, 1700-1781.
Genuine letters and memoirs, relating to the natural, civil, and commercial history of the Islands of Cape Breton, and Saint John from the first settlement there, to the taking of Louisburg by the English, in 1758 : in which, among many interesting particulars, the causes and previous events of the present war are explained.
London: : Printed for J. Nourse in the Strand. 1760
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Fiche: 26,208-26,212

Picken, Andrew, 1788-1833.
The Canadas, as they at present commend themselves to the enterprise of emigrants, colonists, and capitalists comprehending a variety of topographical reports concerning the quality of the land, etc. in different districts : and the fullest general information.
London: : Published by Effingham Wilson. 1832
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
vi, 349; lxxvii p.; [1] leaf of plates ; fold. map ; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG98-B1925; Sabin No.: 62619.
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Philip's Washington described a complete view of the American capital, and the District of Columbia : with many notices, historical, topographical and scientific, of the seat of government.
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Pickering, Timothy, 1745-1829.
A letter from the Hon. Timothy Pickering, a senator of the United States from the state of Massachusetts exhibiting to his constituents a view of the imminent danger of an unnecessary and ruinous war : addressed to His Excellency James Sullivan, governor of the said state.
Boston: : Printed by Greenough and Stebbins. 1808
Political Science, Government and Law
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Pickering, John, 1777-1846.
An oration delivered on the Fourth of July, 1804 at St. Peter's Church in Salem, Massachusetts : in commemoration of the independence of the United States.
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24 p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B245; Sabin No.: 75545.

Fiche: 28,349

Chandler, Adoniram, 1792-1854.

Address delivered at the close of the nineteenth annual fair of the American Institute, of the city of New-York at Castle Garden, October 23, 1846 by Adoniram Chandler.

New-York: Van Norden & Amerman, printers. 1846

18 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 11851.

Fiche: 28,349-28,350

Proceedings at the laying of the corner-stone of the Ludlow and Willink Hall of St. Stephen's College, Annandale, N.Y., on Wednesday, June 13, A.D. 1866.

Cambridge [Mass.]: Printed at the Riverside Press. 1866

Social Sciences
46 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B246; Sabin No.: 75493.

Fiche: 28,350

Address and report upon the practicability of manufacturing railroad iron at or near Saint Louis, Missouri.

St. Louis: R.P. Studley and Co., Printers. 1860

Economics and Commerce
34 p.; Category: CTRG99-B247; Sabin No.: 75328.

Fiche: 28,351

Chapin, E. H. (Edwin Hubbell), 1814-1880.

The picture of the baptism of Pocahontas painted by order of Congress, for the rotundo of the Capitol.

Washington: P. Force. 1840

22 p. pl.; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 11992.

Fiche: 28,351-28,352


The St. Joseph's College Minerva: a repository of national and foreign literature.

Bardstown [Ky.]: Printed at the Office of the Bardstown Herald. 1835

Literature and Fine Arts
p. [361]-392.; Category: CTRG99-B248; Sabin No.: 75303.

Fiche: 28,352

Chappelsmith, John.

Account of a tornado near New Harmony, Ind., April 30, 1852, with a map of the track, &c. by John Chappelsmith.

[Washington: Smithsonian Institution]. 1855


Fiche: 28,353-28,354

Buchanan, Robert Williams, 1841-1901.

Saint Abe and his seven wives: a tale of Salt Lake City.

London: Strahan & Co. 1872

Literature and Fine Arts

Fiche: 28,353-28,355

Carey, Mathew, 1760-1839.

Miscellaneous trifles in prose by Mathew Carey.

Philadelphia: Printed for the author, by Lang and Ustick. 1796

176 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 10872.

Fiche: 28,355-28,357

Saint Andrew's Society of the State of New York.

Historical sketch of the Saint Andrew's Society, of the State of New-York: with the constitution & a list of officers & members since 1756. Centennial oration, before the Society, on the 1st December, 1856.

New-York: J. W. Amerman, Printer. 1856

History
87, 33 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B250; Sabin No.: 74994.

Fiche: 28,356-28,357

Chapin, E. H. (Edwin Hubbell), 1814-1880.

The American idea, and what grows out of it an oration, delivered in the New-York Crystal Palace, July 4, 1854.

Boston: A. Tompkins. 1854

18 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 11944.

Fiche: 28,358-28,359

The Salem belle: a tale of 1692.

Boston: Tappan & Dennet. 1842

Literature and Fine Arts
238 p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B251; Sabin No.: 75716.

Fiche: 28,358-28,360
The Salem belle : a tale of love and witchcraft in the year 1692.
Boston : J.M. Whittemore. 1847
Literature and Fine Arts
238 p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B252; Sabin No.: 75717.
Fiche: 28,361-28,363

St. John, Percy B. (Percy Bolingbroke), 1821-1889.
The sea of ice, or, The arctic adventurers.
Boston : Mayhew and Baker. 1859
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 28,364-28,367

Saint-Pierre, Bernardin de, 1737-1814.
Botanical harmony delineated, or, Applications of some general laws of nature to plants.
Worcester : Printed for J. Nancrede. 1797
Science and Technology
Fiche: 28,368-28,370

Robinson, Charles Seymour, 1829-1899.
A memorial discourse occasioned by the death of Lieut.-Col. James M. Green, Forty-eighth N.Y.S.V.
Troy, N.Y. : Daily Times Print. 1864
Religion and Philosophy
17 p.; Category: CTRG99-B256; Sabin No.: 72060.
Fiche: 28,371

Robinson, Isaac, 1780-1854.
Keene, N.H. : Printed at the Observer Office. 1826
Religion and Philosophy
48 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B263; Sabin No.: 72086.
Fiche: 28,375

Robinson, Charles Seymour, 1829-1899.
Philadelphia : American Sunday-School Union. [1863?]
Religion and Philosophy
30 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B266; Sabin No.: 72060.
Fiche: 28,376

Robertus Remensis, monk, 12th cent.
Bellum Christianorum principum, praecipue Gallorum, contra Saracenos, anno salutis M.LXXXVIII, pro Terra Sancta gestum / autore Roberto Momacho [sic].
Basileae : Excudebat Henricus Petrus. 1533
History
[8], 149 p.; 31 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B269; Sabin No.: 72023.
Fiche: 28,377-28,378

Robinson, Robert, 1735-1790.
The history of Baptism.
Boston : Lincoln & Edmands. 1817
Religion and Philosophy
566 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B270; Sabin No.: 72171.
Fiche: 28,379-28,385

Salazar Ylarregui, José.
Datos de los trabajos astronómicos y topográficos, dispuestos en forma de diario : practicados durante el año de 1849 y principios de 1850 por la Comisión de Límites mexicana en la linea que divide este republica de la de los Estados-Unidos / por José Salazar Ylarregui.
México : Imprenta de Juan R. Navarro. 1850
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 28,386-28,389

Campe, Joachim Heinrich, 1746-1818.
Robinson Crusoëus / Latine scriptis F.J. Goffaux.
Philadelphia : Ex typographiâ J. Maxwell. 1820
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 28,390-28,392
Rocafuerte, Vincente, 1783-1847.
    Memoria politico-instructiva, enviada desde Filadelfia en Agosto de 1821, a los gejes independientes del Anáhuac, llamado por los españoles Nueva-España. Impresa en Filadelfia : Por J.F. Hurtel. 1821
    Political Science, Government and Law
    Fiche: 28,393-28,394

Robinson, Robert, 1735-1790.
    Religion and Philosophy
    3rd ed.; 30 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B257; Sabin No.: 72169.
    Fiche: 28,395

Robinson, Thomas Hastings, 1828-1906.
    Anniversary sermon before the Brainerd Evangelical Society of Lafayette College, July 28th, 1867. Easton Pa. : The Society. 1867
    Religion and Philosophy
    31 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B262; Sabin No.: 72192.
    Fiche: 28,396

Russell, Charles Wells, 1818-1867.
    Roebuck : a novel / [by Charles Wells Russell]. New York : M. Doolady. 1866
    Slavery
    329 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B264; Sabin No.: 72579.
    Fiche: 28,397-28,400

Rodríguez de San Miguel, Juan Nepomuceno, 1808-1877.
    Exposición que en enero del presente año hizo el Lic. Juan Rodríguez de S. Miguel a los señores regentes acerca de la destitución de los magistrados del Tribunal Supremo de Justicia del Imperio. México : Imp. de J.M. Lara. 1864
    Political Science, Government and Law
    32 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B265; Sabin No.: 72544.
    Fiche: 28,401

Rodríguez de San Miguel, Juan Nepomuceno, 1808-1877.
    Nueva contestacion del Lic. Juan Rodriguez de S. Miguel, al periódico titulado l'Estafette. [Mexico?] : s.n. [1867]
    Political Science, Government and Law
    24 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B267; Sabin No.: 72547.
    Fiche: 28,402

Rogers, E. P. (Ebenezer Platt), 1817-1881.
    Our obligations to God : a sermon preached on Thanksgiving Day, November 22, 1855, in the Seventh Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia. Philadelphia : W.S. & A. Martien. 1855
    Religion and Philosophy
    24 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B268; Sabin No.: 72639.
    Fiche: 28,403

Rogers, Henry B. (Henry Bromfield), 1802-1887.
    Remarks before the Association for Aged Indigent Females, at the opening of their home, no. 36 Charles Street, May 1, 1850. Boston : C.C.P. Moody, Printer. 1850
    Social Sciences
    14 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B271; Sabin No.: 72652.
    Fiche: 28,404

Rogers, Edward H. (Edward Henry), b. 1824.
    Like unto me, or, The resemblance between Moses and Christ : a working-man's views of the relation of the church to the people. [Chelsea, Mass.? : s.n.]. [1876]
    Religion and Philosophy
    15 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B270; Sabin No.: 72643.
    Fiche: 28,405

Rodgers, Ravaud K. (Ravaud Kearney), 1796-1879.
    Thanksgiving : a sermon preached in the Presbyterian Church, Bound Brook, N.J., November 28th, 1861, the day of Thanksgiving appointed by the Governor of the state. New-Brunswick, N.J. : Terhune & Van Anglen's Press. 1861
    Religion and Philosophy
    18 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B272; Sabin No.: 72479.
    Fiche: 28,406

Fragment of a journal of a sentimental philosopher, during his residence in the city of New-York : to which is added, a discourse upon the nature and properties of eloquence as a science, delivered to his disciples previous to his departure : found among some papers left at his lodgings. New-York : E. Sargent. 1809
    Religion and Philosophy
    38 p.; Category: CTRG99-B273; Sabin No.: 72485.
    Fiche: 28,407

Roebuck, John, 1718-1794.
    An enquiry, whether the guilt of the present civil war in America, ought to be imputed to Great Britain or America. London : Printed for J. Donaldson. 1776
    History
    69 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B274; Sabin No.: 72581.
    Fiche: 28,408
Roe, Francis Asbury, 1823-1901.
Naval duties and discipline : with the policy and principles of naval organization.
New-York : D. Van Nostrand. 1865
History
Fiche: 28,409-28,411

Roemer, Ferdinand, 1818-1891.
Bonn : A. Marcus. 1849
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 28,412-28,417

Robinson, Benjamin.
Dolores : a tale of disappointment and distress, compiled, arranged and edited from the journal, letters and other mss. of Roland Vernon, Esq. : and from contributions by and conversations with the Vernon family, of Rushbrook, in Carolina.
New York : E.J. Hale & Sons. 1868
Literature and Fine Arts
180 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B279; Sabin No.: 72053.
Fiche: 28,418-28,420

Constitutional Club of Mobile.
Roll of the Black dupes and White renegades who voted in Mobile City and County for the menagerie constitution, for the state of Alabama.
[Mobile, Ala.] : Printed at the Book and Job Office of the Mobile Daily Register. 1868
History
24 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B280; Sabin No.: 72846.
Fiche: 28,421

Rollins, James S. (James Sidney), 1812-1888.
[U.S. : s.n.]. [1863?]
Slavery
10 p.; Category: CTRG99-B283; Sabin No.: 72861.
Fiche: 28,422

Rogers, William M. (William Matticks), 1806-1851.
An address delivered at the dedication of the new hall of Bradford Academy, April 15, 1841.
Boston : T.R. Marvin. 1841
Social Sciences
20, 4 p., [1] leaf of plates ; ill. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B281; Sabin No.: 72750.
Fiche: 28,423

Rollins, Edward Henry, 1824-1889.
Slavery in the capital of the republic : speech of Hon. E.H. Rollins, of New Hampshire, in the House of Representatives, April 11, 1862, on the bill for the release of certain persons held to service or labor in the District of Columbia.
Slavery
8 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B282; Sabin No.: 72856.
Fiche: 28,424

Rollins, James S. (James Sidney), 1812-1888.
Freedom of Speech : speech of Hon. James S. Rollins, of Missouri, in the House of Representatives, April 12, 1864, on the resolutions offered by Mr. Colfax, proposing to expel Mr. Long.
[1864?]
Political Science, Government and Law
15 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B284; Sabin No.: 72858.
Fiche: 28,425

Rollin, Frank A.
Life and public services of Martin R. Delany : sub-assistant commissioner, Bureau Relief of Refugees, Freedmen, and of Abandoned Lands, and late major 104th U.S. colored troops.
Boston : Lee and Shepard. 1868
History
Fiche: 28,426-28,430

Rogers, William H.
History of the One Hundred and Eighty-ninth Regiment of New-York Volunteers.
New-York: J.A. Gray & Green, Printers. 1865
History
113 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B288; Sabin No.: 72749.
Fiche: 28,431-28,432

Rogers, Woodes, d. 1732.
A cruising voyage round the world : first to the South-sea, thence to the East-Indies, and homewards by the Cape of Good Hope : begun in 1708, and finish'd in 1711 : containing a journal of all the remarkable transactions : particularly of the taking of Puna and Guiaquil, of the Acapulco ship, and other prizes : an account of Alexander Selkirk's living alone four years and four months in an island : and a brief description of several countries in our course noted for trade, especially in the South-sea : with maps of all the coast, from the best Spanish manuscript draughts : and an introduction relating to the South-sea trade.
London : Printed for A. Bell .... and B. Lintot. 1718
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 28,433-28,439

Rogers, Woodes, d. 1732.
A cruising voyage round the world : first to the South-sea, thence to the East-Indies, and homewards by the Cape of Good Hope : begun in 1708, and finish'd in 1711 : containing a journal of all the remarkable transactions : particularly of the taking of Puna and Guiaquil, of the Acapulco ship, and other prizes : an account of Alexander Selkirk's living alone four years and four months in an island : and a brief description of several countries in our course noted for trade, especially in the South-sea : with maps of all the coast, from the best Spanish manuscript draughts : and an introduction relating to the South-sea trade.
London : Printed for A. Bell .... and B. Lintot. 1718
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 28,433-28,439
Rogers, William, 1751-1824.
An oration, delivered July 4, 1789, at the Presbyterian church, in Arch Street, Philadelphia. Philadelphia: Printed for T. Dobson. 1789
Religion and Philosophy
32 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B298; Sabin No.: 72741.
Fiche: 28,440

Rogers, John, 1666-1745.
The perfect and upright man characteriz'd and recommended: a funeral discourse occasioned by the death of the Honourable John Appleton, Esq., who deceased September 11, 1739: preach'd on the Lord's-Day after the interment, September 16.
Boston: Printed by J. Draper, for D. Henchman. 1739
Religion and Philosophy
[4], 18 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B315; Sabin No.: 72692.
Fiche: 28,441

Rogers, William, 1751-1824.
The prayer, delivered on Saturday the 22d of February, 1800, in the German Reformed Church, Philadelphia: before the Pennsylvania Society of the Cincinnati.
Philadelphia: Printed by J. Ormrod. 1800
Religion and Philosophy
12 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B299; Sabin No.: 72742.
Fiche: 28,442

Rogers, William, 1751-1824.
Philadelphia: Printed by Lang & Ustick. 1796
Religion and Philosophy
Fiche: 28,443

Rogers, John, 1755-1814.
An address delivered at the meeting house in Plymouth, New Hampshire, to the Washington Benevolent Society of that and the adjacent towns, on the 4th day of July, 1812.
Concord [N.H.]: Printed by G. Hough. 1812
History
14 p.; Category: CTRG99-B301; Sabin No.: 72697.
Fiche: 28,444

Rogers, William Barton, 1804-1882.
Address before the Lyceum of Natural History of Williams College, August 14, 1855.
Boston: T.R. Marvin & Son. 1855
Social Sciences
34 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B302; Sabin No.: 72745.
Fiche: 28,445

Rogers, William M. (William Matticks), 1806-1851.
Sermon preached before the Mass. Home Missionary Society, at their fifty-first anniversary, in Boston, May 28, 1850.
Boston: Published by J. French, for the Society. [1850?]
Religion and Philosophy
16 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B303; Sabin No.: 72751.
Fiche: 28,446

Robinson, Moncure, 1802-1891.
Report of Moncure Robinson, of Pennsylvania, Jonathan Knight, of Maryland, and Benjamin Wright, of New York, civil engineers, upon the plan of the New-York and Erie Railroad.
New York: G. P. Scott & Co. 1835
Economics and Commerce
11 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B304; Sabin No.: 72157.
Fiche: 28,447

St. Remy, Dirck.
Stories of the Hudson River counties.
New York: G.P. Putnam and Sons, for the author. [1871]
Literature and Fine Arts
174 p.; Category: CTRG99-B305; Sabin No.: 75480.
Fiche: 28,448-28,450

Documents relative to the colonial history of the state of New-York, procured in Holland, England and France.
Albany: Weed, Parsons and Co., Printers. 1853-1887
History
15 v. : ill., maps, facsims.; Category: CTRG99-B403; Sabin No.: 53653.
Fiche: 28,451-28,616

Rocky-Bar Mining Company.
Rocky-Bar Mining Company.
[New York?: Rocky-Bar Mining Co.]. [1850?]
Economics and Commerce
12 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B407; Sabin No.: 72456.
Fiche: 28,617

Rollins, James S. (James Sidney), 1812-1888.
Centennial address: delivered by Hon. James S. Rollins, of Columbia, Mo., on the evening of March 14th, 1876, at the Court House in Mexico, Missouri, before the Centennial Congress assembled to re-enact the Declaration of American Independence.
Columbia, Mo.: Statesman Book and Job Printing Establishment. [1876?]
History
11 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B408; Sabin No.: 72857.
Fiche: 28,618
Rockwell, Charles, 1806-1882.
Modern crusades, or, Holy wars against ministers by their people : their nature, results, and remedies : a sermon preached in the Congregational Church in Sharon, Connecticut, June 29, 1851.
Hartford : Press of Case, Tiffany, & Co. 1851
Religion and Philosophy
22 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B409; Sabin No.: 72419.
Fiche: 28,619

Rochester Theological Seminary.
Rochester : Printed by A. Strong & Co. 1851
Religion and Philosophy
16 p.; Category: CTRG99-B410; Sabin No.: 72363.
Fiche: 28,620

Rockwell, J. E. (Joel Edson), 1816-1882.
Centennial discourse : history of the First Presbyterian Church, Edgewater, Staten Island, July 2, 1876.
Staten Island : J. Bale, Printer. 1876
Religion and Philosophy
18 p.; Category: CTRG99-B411; Sabin No.: 72423.
Fiche: 28,621

Rodd, Thomas, 1796-1849.
Catalogue of books, consisting of a collection of voyages and travels in various parts of the world : including an extensive series relating to the several countries of America : on sale, at the prices affixed, for ready money only.
London : Printed by Compton and Ritchie. 1843
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 28,622-28,623

The Rocky Mountain directory and Colorado gazetteer for 1871 : comprising a brief history of Colorado .... together with a complete and accurate directory of Denver, Golden City, Black Hawk, Central City, Nevada, Idaho, Georgetown, Boulder, Greeley, Colorado City, Pueblo, Trinidad, etc.
Denver : S.S. Wallihan. [1870]
General Reference and Bibliographies
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B414; Sabin No.: 72459.
Fiche: 28,624-28,632

Sahagún, Bernardino de, d. 1590.
Historia general de las cosas de Nueva España : que en doce libros y dos volumenes / escribió, el R. P. Fr. Bernardino de Sahagún : dalda luz con notas y suplementos Carlos María de Bustamante.
México : Impr. del ciudadano A. Valdés. 1829-30
History
3 v. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B415; Sabin No.: 74950.
Fiche: 28,633-28,648

Preble, George Henry, 1816-1885.
Vessels of war built at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 1690-1868.
[U.S.: s.n.], [1867]
History
10 p. ; 26 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B416; Sabin No.: 65014.
Fiche: 28,649

Booth, Robert Russell.
Personal forgiveness and public justice a sermon preached in the Mercer street Presbyterian church, New York, April 23, 1865.
New York : A.D.F. Randolph. 1865
23 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 6393.
Fiche: 28,649-28,650

France.
Preliminary articles of peace, between His Brittannick Majesty, the Most Christian King, and the Catholick King : signed at Fontainbleau, the 3d day of November, 1762.
London : Printed by E. Owen and T. Harrison. 1762
Political Science, Government and Law
23 p. ; 26 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B417; Sabin No.: 65044.
Fiche: 28,650

Cherokee Nation.
Comments on the objections of certain Cherokee delegates to the proposition of the government to separate the hostile parties of the Cherokee Nation.
[Washington [D.C.]]: Intelligencer Printing House?[1866?]
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B437; Sabin No.: 71280.
Fiche: 28,651

Borden, Nathaniel B., 1801-1865.
Address of Hon. Nathaniel B. Borden, mayor of the city of Fall River, at the last regular meeting of the Board of aldermen, for municipal year, ending with April, 1858.
Fall River : W.S. Robertson, printer. 1858
18 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 6406.
Fiche: 28,651-28,652

Great Britain.
Preliminary articles of peace, between His Brittannick Majesty, and the King of Spain : signed at Paris, the 2d of September, 1783.
London : Printed by T. Harrison and S. Brooke. 1783
Political Science, Government and Law
10 p.; Category: CTRG99-B418; Sabin No.: 65045.
Fiche: 28,652
Roche, Edward, 1754-1821.
Religion and Philosophy
Fiche: 28,653

The Border ruffian code in Kansas.
[New York : Tribune office]. 1856
Fiche: 28,653-28,654

Rochester in 1827 : with a map of the village.
Rochester [N.Y. :] Printed by E. Peck & Co. 1828
History
Fiche: 28,654-28,655

Borrett, George Tuthill.
Out West a series of letters from Canada and the United States.
London : Groombridge and sons. 1866
2 p.l., 294 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 6433.
Fiche: 28,655-28,659

Robinson, J. H. (John Hovey), b. 1825.
Nightshade, or, The masked robber of Hounslow Heath : a romance of the road.
New York : F.A. Brady. [1861]
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 28,656-28,657

New York (City). Fire Dept.
Annual report of the chief engineer of the Fire Department of the city of New York.
New York : E. Jones & Co., Printers to the Corporation. 1861
History
151 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B428; Sabin No.: 54278.
Fiche: 28,658-28,659

United States. Navy Dept.
Orders, regulations, and instructions for the administration of law and justice in the United States Navy.
History
61 p. : forms ; 28 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B429; Sabin No.: 57503.
Fiche: 28,660

Boutwell, George S. (George Sewall), 1818-1905.
The tax-payer's manual containing the entire internal revenue laws, with the decisions and rulings of the commissioner, tables of taxation, exemption, stamp-duities, &c., and a complete alphabetical index.
Boston : Little, Brown and company. 1865
2 p.l., 197 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 6977.
Fiche: 28,660-28,663

Selections from the public documents of the province of Nova Scotia : published under a resolution of the House of Assembly passed March 15, 1865. Halifax, N.S. : C. Anmand. 1869
Political Science, Government and Law
Category: CTRG99-B430; Sabin No.: 56190.
Fiche: 28,661-28,670

Bouvet de Cressé, Auguste Jean Baptiste, 1772-1839.
Histoire de la catastrophe de Saint-Domingue, avec la correspondance des généraux Leclerc, (beau-frère de Bonaparte), Henry-Christophe (depuis roi d'Haiti), Hardy, Vilton, etc., certifiée conforme aux originaux déposés aux archives, par le lieutenant général Rouanez jeune, secrétaire d'Etat publiées par A.J.B. Bouvet de Cressé.
Paris : Librairie de Peytieux. 1824
2 p.l., 156 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 6978.
Fiche: 28,664-28,666

Bowdler, Thomas, 1754-1825.
A short view of the life and character of Lieutenant-General Villettas, late lieutenant-governor and commander of the forces in Jamaica to which are added, letters written during a journey from Calais to Geneva, and St. Bernard in the year 1814.
Bath : Printed by R. Cruttwell. 1815
2 p.l., 159 p. : front. (port.) ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 7014.
Fiche: 28,667-28,670

T. T.
A letter to a friend.
[Philadelphia? : Printed by Andrew Bradford?]. [1725?]
Political Science, Government and Law
4 p. ; 31 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B431; Sabin No.: 60207.
Fiche: 28,671

Bowditch, Nathaniel, 1773-1838.
Directions for sailing into the harbours of Salem, Marblehead, Beverly, and Manchester by Nathaniel Bowditch.
Newburyport : Printed by Edmund M. Blunt. 1806
v, [6]-30 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 6996.
Fiche: 28,671-28,672
Oettinger, Eduard Maria, 1808-1872.
Bibliographie biographique, ou, Dictionnaire de 26,000 ouvrages : tant anciens que modernes, relatifs à l'histoire de la vie publique et privée des hommes célèbres de tous les temps et de toutes les nations, depuis le commencement du monde jusqu'à nos jours : ... formant l'indispensable supplément à la "Biographie universelle" de G.L. Michaud et à tous les dictionnaires historiques / par Édouard-Marie Oettinger.
Leipzig [Leipzig] : Chez Guillaume Engelmann. 1850
General Reference and Bibliographies [8], 788 p. ; 30 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B432; Sabin No.: 56739.
Fiche: 28,672-28,681

Ridge, John Rollin, 1827-1867.
The life and adventures of Joaquin Murieta, the celebrated California bandit.
San Francisco : F. MacCrellish. [1874]
History 3rd ed. / rev. and enl. by the author, the late John R. Ridge.; 98 p.; Category: CTRG99-B433; Sabin No.: 71281.
Fiche: 28,682-28,683

Sabbath Convention (1842 : Rochester, N.Y.).
Proceedings of the Sabbath Convention, held at the city of Rochester, July 20th and 21st, 1842.
Rochester : W. Alling, Printer. 1842
Religion and Philosophy 94 p. ; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B434; Sabin No.: 72350.
Fiche: 28,684-28,685

Robertson, George, 1790-1874.
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Fiche: 29,265-29,276

Richards, George, 1755?-1814.
Masonic & social address : as pronounced before the most worshipful Thomas Thompson, Esq., G.M.M. and the M.W. the Grand Lodge, of Newhampshire ... [at] the laying [of] the corner stone of St. John's Episcopal Church, in ample form, on the 24th of June, A.L. 5807.
Portsmouth, N.H. : from the press of W. Treadwell. [1807?]
Religion and Philosophy
32 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRGL99-B767; Sabin No.: 70922.
Fiche: 29,277

Rice, N. L. (Nathan Lewis), 1807-1877.
A discourse on dancing : delivered in the Central Presbyterian Church, Cincinnati.
Cincinnati : Holland & Hitchler. 1847
Religion and Philosophy
24 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRGL99-B768; Sabin No.: 70857.
Fiche: 29,278

Richards, James, 1767-1843.
A discourse, delivered June 24, 1812, at the funeral of Mrs. Sarah Cumming : consort of the Rev. Hooper Cumming, pastor of the Second Presbyterian Church in Newark, New-Jersey.
Religion and Philosophy
21, 4 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRGL99-B781; Sabin No.: 70945.
Fiche: 29,291
Richards, George, 1755?-1814.
The accepted of the multitude of his brethren : an historical discourse, in two parts, gratefully commemorating, the unparalleled services, and preeminent virtues of General George Washington.
[Portsmouth, N.H.]: Printed and published by Charles Peirce, at the United States' Oracle-Office. 1800
History
Fiche: 29,292

Richards, T. Addison (Thomas Addison), 1820-1900.
Summer stories of the South.
Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo, & Co. 1853
Literature and Fine Arts
255 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B783; Sabin No.: 70968.
Fiche: 29,293-29,295

Richards, T. Addison (Thomas Addison), 1820-1900.
The romance of American landscape.
New York: Leavitt and Allen. 1854
Literature and Fine Arts
Fiche: 29,296-29,300

Richardson, D. M. (David M.).
Policy of finance : a plan for returning to specie payments, without financial revulsion.
Detroit: Tribune Book and Job Establishment. 1869
Economics and Commerce
11 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B785; Sabin No.: 70993.
Fiche: 29,301

Richardson, Chauncey.
A sermon preached on the occasion of the death of Mrs. Sarah Milton Whipple : late wife of Rev. Josiah W. Whipple, P. E., on Austin District, Texas annual conference, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, at Bastrop, March 18th, 1849.
Houston, Texas: Published at the office of the "Telegraph". 1849
Religion and Philosophy
21 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B786; Sabin No.: 70991.
Fiche: 29,302

Richardsiana, or Hits at the style of popular American authors.
New-York: H. Greene. 1841
Literature and Fine Arts
40 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B787; Sabin No.: 70978.
Fiche: 29,303

Ward, Matthew Flournoy, 1826-1862, defendant.
A full and authentic report of the testimony on the trial of Matt. F. Ward : certified to be correct by Thomas D. Brown, clerk of Hardin Circuit Court, Wm. Alexander, former commonwealth attorney for the Hardin District, and Judge Alex. Walker ... : with the speeches of Gov. Crittenden, Gov. Helm, T.F. Marshall, Esq., and Nathaniel Wolfe, Esq., and the reply of Alfred Allen, Esq., attorney for the commonwealth.
New York: Appleton. 1854
Political Science, Government and Law
176 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B788; Sabin No.: 78981.
Fiche: 29,304-29,306

Richards, William C. (William Carey), 1818-1892.
Beyond the Mississippi : from the great river to the great ocean : life and adventure on the prairies, mountains, and Pacific Coast : with more than two hundred illustrations, from photographs and general sketches, of the praries, deserts, mountains, rivers, mines, cities, Indians, trappers, pioneers, and great natural curiosities of the new states and territories, 1857-1867.
Hartford, Conn.: American Publishing Company. c. 1867
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
Fiche: 29,310-29,317

Richardson, John, 1667-1753.
An account of the life of that ancient servant of Jesus Christ, John Richardson : giving a relation of many of his trials and exercises in his youth, and his services in the work of the ministry, in England, Ireland, America, &c.
Philadelphia: : Printed and sold by Joseph Crukhank. 1783
History
Fiche: 29,318-29,320

The Southern almanac for 1864.
Lynchburg, Va.: Published by Johnson & Schaffter. [1863]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
23 p.; 15 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B792; Sabin No.: 70999.
Fiche: 29,321
Richardson, James, 1771-1858.
An address delivered before the members of the Massachusetts Charitable Fire Society: at their anniversary meeting, June 1, 1810. Boston: Russell and Cutler, printers. 1810 Science and Technology
12 p.; Category: CTRG99-B793; Sabin No.: 71009.
Fiche: 29,322

Richardson, James, 1771-1858.
An oration describing the influence of commerce on the prosperity, character & genius of nations: written at the request of the Society of [Phi Beta Kappa] and delivered on their anniversary, at Cambridge, Sept. 1, 1808. Boston: Printed by Russell & Cutler. 1808 Economics and Commerce
20 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B808; Sabin No.: 71012.
Fiche: 29,331

Richardson, J. (John), 1647-1696.
The necessity of a well experienced soldiery, or, A Christian commonwealth ought to be well instructed and experienced in the military art: delivered in a sermon, upon an artillery election, June the 10th, 1675. Boston: Reprinted by Company vote, by J. Howe. 1839 Science and Technology
16 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B809; Sabin No.: 71022.
Fiche: 29,332

Richardson, James, 1771-1858.
An address delivered before the members of the Norfolk Bar: at their request, February 25, 1837. Boston: Torrey & Blair. 1837 Political Science, Government and Law
24 p.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B810; Sabin No.: 71010.
Fiche: 29,333

Richardson's Virginia & North Carolina almanac: for the year of our Lord, 1865: being the first after bissextile or leap year, the eighty-ninth of American independence, and the fourth of the Confederate States. Richmond [Va.]: C.H. Wynne. [1864?]

Richardson, John, 1787-1865.
Fauna boreali-americana, or, The zoology of the northern parts of British America. Part 1. The quadrupeds: containing descriptions of the objects of natural history collected on the late northern land expeditions, under command of Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N.
London: J. Murray [etc.], 1829 Science and Technology
Fiche: 29,335-29,340
Richardson, Joseph, 1778-1871.

Letter of Rev. Joseph Richardson, Pastor of the First Parish in Hingham, to his parish on the subject of exchanges of pulpit services with the ministers of the other religious societies in said town: the reports of a committee and the record of the votes of the First Parish theron and a correspondence with four of the other religious societies in said town.

Hingham [Mass.]: Jedidiah Farmer, Printer. 1847
Religion and Philosophy
24 p.; Category: CTRG99-B801; Sabin No.: 71057.
Fiche: 29,346

Richardson, Joseph, 1778-1871.

An oration, delivered in the South Parish, in Weymouth, July 4, 1828: being the fifty-second anniversary of American independence.

Hingham [Mass.]: Press of Farmer and Brown. 1828
Religion and Philosophy
23 p.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B802; Sabin No.: 71060.
Fiche: 29,347

Richardson, John, Sir, 1787-1865.

Arctic searching expedition: a journal of a boat voyage through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea, in search of the discovery ships undercommand of Sir John Franklin; with an appendix on the physical geography of North America.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 1851
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v.; ill. (some col.), fold. map.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B803; Sabin No.: 71025.
Fiche: 29,348-29,359

Richmond, James Cook, 1808-1866.

The country schoolmaster in love; or, Life in New England / James C. Richmond.

New York: Burgess, Stringer & Co. 1845
Literature and Fine Arts
16 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B804; Sabin No.: 71133.
Fiche: 29,360

Richardson, Luther, 1774-1811.

An oration, pronounced July 4, 1800: at the request of the inhabitants of the town of Roxbury, in commemoration of American independence.

Boston: Printed by John Russell. 1800
History
Fiche: 29,371
The Sabin Collection
Fiche Listing

Richardson, Maynard Davis, 1812-1832.
The remains of Maynard Davis Richardson: with a memoir of his life.
History
xli, 250 p.; Category: CTRG99-B816; Sabin No.: 71075.
Fiche: 29,372-29,375

Richmond, James Cook, 1808-1866.
The conspiracy against the late bishop of New-York: unravelled by one of the conspirators, viz., James C. Richmond, presbyter of Rhode Island.
New York: J.C. Richmond. 1845
Religion and Philosophy
16 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B820; Sabin No.: 71132.
Fiche: 29,376

Richmond (Va.).
The charter and ordinances of the city of Richmond.
Richmond: V.L. Fore, Printer. 1869
Political Science, Government and Law
290 p.; Category: CTRG99-B821; Sabin No.: 71170.
Fiche: 29,377-29,380

Richmond, James Cook, 1808-1866.
Mr. Richmond's reply to the statement of the late Bishop of New York.
New-York: Burgess, Stringer and Co. 1845
Religion and Philosophy
16 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B817; Sabin No.: 71138.
Fiche: 29,381

A full account of the great calamity, which occurred in the capitol at Richmond, Virginia, April 27, 1870: together with a list of killed and wounded.
Richmond: Ellyson & Taylor. 1870
History
48 p.; plan; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B818; Sabin No.: 71181.
Fiche: 29,382

Full account of the burning of the Richmond theatre, on the night of December 26, 1811.
Richmond: J.E. Goode. 1858
History
71 p.; ill.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B819; Sabin No.: 71180.
Fiche: 29,383

Richmond (Mass.). School Committee.
Annual report of the School Committee of the town of Richmond, Mass., for the year ending March 31, 1885.
Pittsfield, Mass.: Berkshire County Eagle Print. 1885
Social Sciences
8 p.; Category: CTRG99-B822; Sabin No.: 71161.
Fiche: 29,384

Richmond (Va.). Citizens' Committee on Gambling.
Report of the minority of the Committee of Twenty-four, on the subject of gambling in the city of Richmond.
Richmond: Printed by T.W. White. 1833
Social Sciences
19 p.; Category: CTRG99-B823; Sabin No.: 71192.
Fiche: 29,385

Richmond (Va.). Citizens' Committee on Gambling.
Report of the Committee of Twenty-four: appointed at a meeting of the citizens of Richmond, held the 28th day of October, 1833, for the purpose of devising means to suppress the vice of gambling in this city.
Richmond: Printed by T.W. White. 1833
Social Sciences
44 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B824; Sabin No.: 71192.
Fiche: 29,386

Richmond, John W. (John Wilkes), 1775-1857.
Facts relative to the political and moral claims of Wilkins Updike, for the support of the Whig electors of the western district.
Providence: [s.n.]. 1847
Political Science, Government and Law
16 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B825; Sabin No.: 71144.
Fiche: 29,387

Richmond (Va.).
Ordinances of the corporation of the city of Richmond, and the acts of Assembly relating thereto.
Richmond: Printed by J. Warrock. 1831
Political Science, Government and Law
140 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B826; Sabin No.: 71202.
Fiche: 29,388-29,389

Boyd's Directory of Richmond City: and a business directory of about fifty counties of Virginia, together with a compendium of the government, courts, sheriffs, institutions and trades: 1869.
Richmond, Va.: West & Johnston. [1869]
General Reference and Bibliographies
302 p.; ill.; Category: CTRG99-B827; Sabin No.: 71174.
Fiche: 29,390-29,393

The Richmond directory, and business advertiser, for 1856: containing the names, residences, occupations and places of business of the inhabitants of Richmond: also, a variety of other useful information.
Richmond: H.K. Ellyson. 1856
General Reference and Bibliographies
iv, 278 p.; ill., folded map; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B828; Sabin No.: 71174.
Fiche: 29,394-29,397
Sampson, Ezra, 1749-1823.
  The sham-patriot unmasked, or, An exposition of
  the fatally successful arts of demagogues, to exalt
  themselves by flattering and swindling the people : in
  a variety of pertinent facts drawn from sacred and
  profane history.
  Haverhill [Mass.] : Printed by Galen H. Fay. 1805
  Political Science, Government and Law
  5th ed.; 47 p.; Category: CTRG99-B829; Sabin No.: 75930.
  Fiche: 29,398

Sampson, Zabdiel, 1781-1828.
  Republican celebration of American independence
  : an oration pronounced in the new meeting house at
  Plymouth, July 4, 1808.
  Boston : Printed by Adams and Rhoades. 1808
  History
  14 p.; Category: CTRG99-B830; Sabin No.: 75961.
  Fiche: 29,399

Sampson, J. P. C.
  An oration delivered before the members of the
  law institution at Litchfield, on the Fourth of July,
  1818.
  New-York : Printed by E. Conrad. 1818
  History
  16 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B831; Sabin No.: 75963.
  Fiche: 29,400

Sample, Robert F. (Robert Fleming), 1829-1905.
  The curtained throne : a sermon, suggested by the
  death of President Lincoln, preached in the
  Presbyterian Church of Bedford, Pa., April 23, 1865,
  and repeated April 30, 1865.
  Philadelphia : J.S. Claxton. 1865
  History
  32 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B832; Sabin No.: 75921.
  Fiche: 29,401

Boyd's Directory of Richmond City and a business
  directory of Norfolk, Lynchburg, Peters burg, and
  Richmond, 1870 : together with a compendium of the
  government, courts, institutions, and trades.
  Richmond, Va. : Bates & Waddy Bros. 1870
  General Reference and Bibliographies
  281 p.; ill.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B833; Sabin No.: 71174.
  Fiche: 29,402-29,405

Ellyson's Richmond directory and business reference
  book : carefully arranged for 1845-46 : to be
  corrected and continued annually.
  Richmond [Va.] : H.K. Ellyson. [1845?]
  General Reference and Bibliographies
  144 p.; ill.; Category: CTRG99-B834; Sabin No.: 71174.
  Fiche: 29,406-29,407

Montague's Richmond directory and business
  advertiser, for 1850-1851 : containing the names of
  the business men of the city of Richmond, their
  occupations and places of business.
  Richmond : Sold by J.W. Randolph ... [et al.]. [1850?]
  General Reference and Bibliographies
  221 p.; Category: CTRG99-B835; Sabin No.: 71174.
  Fiche: 29,408-29,410

McCarty, Carlton, d. 1847.
  Walks about Richmond : a story for boys, and a
  guide to persons visiting the city, desiring to see the
  principal points of interest, with an index showing the
  exact location of each point mentioned / [Carlton
  McCarthy].
  Richmond, Va. : McCarthy & Ellyson. 1870
  Geography, Travel, and Exploration
  175 p.; [4] leaves of plates; ill.; 16 cm.; Category:
  CTRG99-B836; Sabin No.: 71212.
  Fiche: 29,411-29,413

The city of Richmond business directory and city
  guide.
  [Richmond, Va. : Mills & Starke], (Richmond : Gary
  & Clemmitt). 1866
  General Reference and Bibliographies
  220 p.; Category: CTRG99-B837; Sabin No.: 71174.
  Fiche: 29,414-29,416

The Richmond city directory, 1866 : containing a
  business directory, of all the persons engaged in
  business, classified according to the business, and a
  city register, containing much useful information.
  Richmond [Va.] : E.P. Townsend, Bookseller &
  Stationer. 1866
  General Reference and Bibliographies
  220 p.; Category: CTRG99-B838; Sabin No.: 71174.
  Fiche: 29,417-29,419

Class book of prose and poetry : consisting of
  selections from the best English and American
  authors : designed as exercises in parsing : for the use
  of common schools and academies.
  Boston : R.S. Davis. 1847
  Literature and Fine Arts
  120 p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B839; Sabin No.: 71232.
  Fiche: 29,420-29,421

Ricketson, Shadrach, 1766-1839.
  Means of preserving health, and preventing
  diseases : founded principally on an attention to air
  and climate, drink, food, sleep, exercise, clothing,
  passions of the mind, and retentions and excretions.
  New York : Printed by Collins, Perkins and Co. 1806
  Science and Technology
  x, 298 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B840; Sabin No.: 71237.
  Fiche: 29,422-29,425
Salisbury, S.
Sermon, preached at West Alexandria, Ohio, April 30th, 1865, by Rev. S. Salisbury, on the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, late President of the U.S. Eaton, O[hio] : Eaton Weekly Register Hand Power-press Print. 1865 History
11 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B841; Sabin No.: 75794.
Fiche: 29,426

Young Men's Christian Association (Richmond, Va.).
First annual report of the Young Men's Christian Association of Richmond, Virginia : with the report of the treasurer, and corresponding secretary, presented December 11, 1856, and the constitution, by-laws, names of officers and members of the Association : together with the by-laws of the standing committee.
Richmond, Va. : W.H. Clemmitt, Printer. 1856 Social Sciences
32 p.; Category: CTRG99-B842; Sabin No.: 71213.
Fiche: 29,427

Salem (Mass.). School Committee.
Annual report of the School Committee of Salem, February 1849.
Salem [Mass.] : Printed at the Observer Office. 1849 Social Sciences
23 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B843; Sabin No.: 75739.
Fiche: 29,428

Salisbury, Stephen, 1835-1905.
An essay on the Star spangled banner and national songs : read before the American Antiquarian Society at their annual meeting, October 21, 1872 : with additional notes and songs.
Worcester, Mass. : Printed by C. Hamilton. 1873 History
24 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B844; Sabin No.: 75798.
Fiche: 29,429

Salm-Salm, Felix Constantin Alexander Johann Nepomak, Prinz zu, 1828-1870.
Contestación del príncipe Félix de Salm-Salm a don Miguel Lopez : antiguo coronel imperial mexicano y autor de un folleto titulado "La Toma de Querétaro--Miguel López á sus conciudadanos y al mundo.".
Mexico : Impr. de "El Constitucional". 1867 History
8 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B845; Sabin No.: 75806.
Fiche: 29,430

Salmon-fishing in Canada.
Fiche: 29,431-29,435

Salm-Salm, Agnes Elisabeth Winona Leclerq Joy, Prinzessin zu, 1840-1912.
Querétaro : apuntes del diario de la princesa Ines de Salm Salm : traducción del aleman por E.B. de B. Mexico : Estab. Tip. de T.F. Neve. 1869 History
51 p. ; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B847; Sabin No.: 75809.
Fiche: 29,436

Sampson, George R.
Address delivered at the dedication of the new rooms of the Mercantile Library Association, in Summer Street, January 1, 1856.
Boston : Franklin Printing House. 1856 Social Sciences
64 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B848; Sabin No.: 79532.
Fiche: 29,437

Maurice, James, plaintiff.
Is a whale a fish? : an accurate report of the case of James Maurice against Samuel Judd, tried in the Mayor's Court of the city of New-York, on the 30th and 31st of December 1818 : wherein the above problem is discussed theologically, scholastically, and historically.
New-York : C.S. Van Winkle. 1819 Science and Technology
79 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B849; Sabin No.: 75951.
Fiche: 29,438

Saltonstall, Leverett, 1783-1845.
Speech of Mr. Saltonstall, of Massachusetts, in reply to Mr. Parmenter, on the bill providing for the civil and diplomatic expenses of the government for the year 1840 : delivered in the House of Representatives, April 21, 1840.
Washington [D.C.] : Printed by Gales and Seaton. 1840 Political Science, Government and Law
16 p. ; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B850; Sabin No.: 75858.
Fiche: 29,439

Saltonstall, Leverett, 1783-1845.
Speech of Mr. Saltonstall, of Massachusetts, upon the tariff bills : reported by the Committee of Ways and Means and the Committee on Manufactures : delivered in the House of Representatives, June 17, 1842.
Washington [D.C.] : Printed by Gales and Seaton. 1842 Political Science, Government and Law
16 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B851; Sabin No.: 75859.
Fiche: 29,440
Samson, G. W. (George Whitefield), 1819-1896.
Washington, D.C.: Printed by Judd & Detweiler. 1870
Social Sciences
26 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B852; Sabin No.: 75962.
Fiche: 29,441

Chauncy, Charles, 1705-1787.
Salvation for all men, illustrated and vindicated as a scripture doctrine: in numerous extracts from a variety of pious and learned men, who have purposely writ upon the subject: together with their answer to the objections urged against it.
Boston: Printed and sold by T. and J. Fleet. 1782
Religion and Philosophy
iii, 26 p.; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B853; Sabin No.: 75875.
Fiche: 29,442

Sampson, Ezra, 1749-1823.
A discourse delivered February 19, 1795: being the day of national thanksgiving.
[Boston]: Printed and sold by S. Hall. [1795]
History
21 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B854; Sabin No.: 75927.
Fiche: 29,443

Sampson, William, 1764-1836.
The Catholic question in America: whether a Roman Catholic clergyman be in any case compellable to disclose the secrets of auricular confession: decided at the Court of General Sessions, in the city of New York...: with the arguments of counsel, and the unanimous opinion of the court, delivered by the mayor, with his reasons in support of that opinion.
New-York: Printed by Edward Gillespy. 1813
Religion and Philosophy
138, cxxviii p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B855; Sabin No.: 75949.
Fiche: 29,444-29,447

Salm-Salm, Felix Constantin Alexander Johann Nepomak, Prinz zu, 1828-1870.
My diary in Mexico in 1867: including the last days of the Emperor Maximilian: with leaves from the diary of Princess Salm-Salm, etc.
London: R. Bentley. 1868
History
2 v.; port., map, facsim.: 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B856; Sabin No.: 75808.
Fiche: 29,448-29,457

San Francisco (Calif.). Board of Engineers.
The city engineer's communication to the Common Council of San Francisco, in relation to street grades, May 22, 1854.
San Francisco: Commercial Advertiser Power Presses. 1854
Science and Technology
8 p.; Category: CTRG99-B857; Sabin No.: 76042.
Fiche: 29,458

Salgado, Marcos Jose, 1671-1740.
Cursus medicus mexicanus. Pars prima, Physiologica: juxta sanguinis circulationem & alia recentiorum inventa ad usum studentium in hac regali, pontificiæ, Mexicanæ Academiæ / concinnatus a Marco Iosepho Salgada.
Mexici: Apud Haeredes viduae Michaelis de Rivera. 1727
Science and Technology
344 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B858; Sabin No.: 75776.
Fiche: 29,459-29,463

Mass Meeting of the People of San Francisco (1861: San Francisco, Calif.).
Proceedings of the great mass meeting, in favor of the Union: held in the city of San Francisco, on Washington's birthday, February 22d, 1861.
San Francisco: Printed at the Alta California Job Office. 1861
History
32 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B859; Sabin No.: 76068.
Fiche: 29,464

Union Party (Calif.).
Proceedings of the San Francisco Union Ratification Meeting held at Union Hall, San Francisco, Tuesday evening, June 25, 1867.
[San Francisco]: Published by authority of Union State Central Committee. [1867]
Political Science, Government and Law
24 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B860; Sabin No.: 76069.
Fiche: 29,465

San Francisco (Calif.). Superintendent of Public Schools.
Special report of the Sup't of Public Schools to the Board of Supervisors, presented April 29, 1867.
San Francisco: E. Bosqui & Co., Printers. 1867
Social Sciences
14 p.; Category: CTRG99-B862; Sabin No.: 76075.
Fiche: 29,466
Mass Meeting of the Citizens of San Francisco (1863: San Francisco, Calif.).
Proceedings of the grand Mass Meeting of the Citizens of San Francisco, held at "Union Hall," Howard Street, June 24th, 1863, in ratification of the nominations of the Union State Convention.
San Francisco: R.C. Moore, Printer. 1863
History
15 p.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B864; Sabin No.: 76067.
Fiche: 29,467

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.
Memorial of the Chamber of Commerce of San Francisco to the U. S. Congress, on the subject of subsidizing an Australian steamship line.
San Francisco: Alta California Printing House. 1876
Economics and Commerce
10 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B865; Sabin No.: 76039.
Fiche: 29,468

Mercantile Library Association (San Francisco, Calif.).
Report of the committee appointed to consider and report a plan for the erection of an edifice for the uses of this Association: submitted for the consideration of the members / Mercantile Library Association.
San Francisco: Towne & Bacon, Printers. 1859
Social Sciences
8 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B867; Sabin No.: 76060.
Fiche: 29,469

Sampson, Ezra, 1749-1823.
The brief remarker on the ways of man, or, Compendious dissertations, respecting social and domestic relations and concerns, and the various economy of life: designed for, and adapted to, the use of American academies and common schools.
Hudson [N.Y.]: Printed and published by A. Stoddard, for himself and the author. 1820
Social Sciences
264 p.; 18 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B868; Sabin No.: 75926.
Fiche: 29,470-29,473

Richthofen, Ferdinand, Freiherr von, 1833-1905.
The Comstock lode: its character, and the probable mode of its continuance in depth.
San Francisco: Sutro Tunnel Co. 1866
Science and Technology
83 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B869; Sabin No.: 71227.
Fiche: 29,474

San Francisco: Printed by G.W. Stevens. 1865
Social Sciences
30 p.; Category: CTRG99-B893; Sabin No.: 76087.
Fiche: 29,475

Soldiers' Relief Fund Committee of San Francisco.
Reports of the treasurer and secretary of the Soldiers' Relief Fund Committee, of San Francisco, to the California branch, United States Sanitary Commission: with a supplement containing the receipts by Rev. H.W. Bellows, D.D. during his residence in San Francisco.
San Francisco: S.H. Wade & Co., Steam Book and Job Printers. 1865
History
92 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B894; Sabin No.: 76082.
Fiche: 29,476-29,477

United States. War Dept.
Report of the Secretary of War, in answer to a resolution of the Senate for information in relation to the defence of the harbor of San Francisco.
[Washington, D.C.?: s.n.]. [1853?]
History
5 p.; Category: CTRG99-B895; Sabin No.: 76081.
Fiche: 29,478

San Francisco almanac for the year 1859: containing a business directory of San Francisco, Sacramento, Marysville and Stockton, also public buildings and engine houses in San Francisco, statistics, etc.
San Francisco: W.F. Herrick and Octavian Hoogs, ?. 1858
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
176 p.; 15 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B897; Sabin No.: 76088.
Fiche: 29,479-29,481

Mercantile Library Association (San Francisco, Calif.).
Constitution of the San Francisco Mercantile Library Association, with a brief history of the Association, and a list of members.
San Francisco: Printed at the Daily Evening News Office. 1854
Social Sciences
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Sancho, Ignatius, 1729-1780.
Letters of the late Ignatius Sancho, an African: to which are prefixed memoirs of his life.
London: Printed by J. Nichols. 1782
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Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.

An address to the students in the University of Vermont, May sixth, 1807: on occasion of the death of William Homer Coit, member of the sophomore class, who died, December 23, 1806, aged 18, being the first instance of mortality among the members, since the organization of the institution.
Burlington [Vt.]: Printed by S. Mills. 1807
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16 p.; Category: CTRG99-B907; Sabin No.: 76353.
Fiche: 29,496

Sanborn, Peter, 1767-1857.
The extent and perpetuity of the Abrahamic covenant a motive to missionary exertion: a sermon preached before the Massachusetts Missionary Society, at their annual meeting, May 30, 1815.
Boston: Printed by S. T. Armstrong. 1815
Religion and Philosophy
17 p.; Category: CTRG99-B899; Sabin No.: 76254.
Fiche: 29,497

Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.
An address, delivered in Sherburne, 28th February 1815, occasioned by the celebration of the Peace of Ghent, 24th December 1814.
Dedham [Mass.]: Printed at the Gazette Office. 1815
History
14 p.; Category: CTRG99-B901; Sabin No.: 76351.
Fiche: 29,498

Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.
A discourse, preached in Burlington before the convention of Norfolk County at Dedham, for encouraging the due observance of the Lord's Day.
Dedham [Mass.]: Printed at the Gazette Office. 1816
History
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Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.
A charge to the graduates in the University of Vermont, in Burlington, at the public commencement, September 9th, 1807.
Burlington, Vt.: Printed by S. Mills. 1807
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16 p.; Category: CTRG99-B903; Sabin No.: 76354.
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Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.
A sermon, preached in Medfield, 5th January 1817, near the 166th anniversary of the incorporation of the town.
Dedham [Mass.]: A. D. Alleyne, Printer. 1817
Religion and Philosophy
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Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.
An address, delivered in Medfield, 4th July, 1816.
Dedham [Mass.]: A. D. Alleyne, Printer. 1816
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Saunders, Prince, d. 1839.
A memoir presented to the American Convention for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery, and Improving the Condition of the African Race, December 11th, 1818: containing some remarks upon the civil dissentions of the hitherto afflicted people of Hayti, as the inhabitants of that island may be connected with plans for the emigration of such free persons of colour as may be disposed to remove to it, in case its reunion, pacification and independence should be established: together with some account of the origin and progress of the efforts for effecting the abolition of slavery in Pennsylvania and its neighbourhood, and throughout the world.
Philadelphia: Printed by D. Hearit. 1818
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Sanders, Daniel Clarke, 1768-1850.
A sermon, preached 9th January 1816 before the convention of Norfolk County at Dedham, for encouraging the due observance of the Lord's Day.
Dedham [Mass.]: Printed at the Gazette office. 1816
Religion and Philosophy
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Sanderson, John, 1783-1844.
The American in Paris.
Philadelphia: Carey & Hart. 1839
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Sanborn, R. S. (Rufus Slocum).
A discourse on the terrible, irresistible yet sublime logic of events as suggested by the assassination of President Lincoln, and the attempted assassination of Secretary Seward: delivered in the Universalist Church, Ripon, Wis., Sunday evening, April 23d, 1865.
[N.Y.? : Loyal Publication Society?]. [1865?]
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Sanford, David, fl. 1849-62.
God our refuge in trouble: a sermon preached August 24, 1862, at West Medway, in the church of Rev. Dr. Ide, occasioned by the deaths of his youngest son, Mr. Geo. H. Ide, aged 26, and Mr. Herman S. Sparrow, son of Mr. Solon Sparrow, aged 21, who fell when fighting in defence of their country, at Cedar Mountain, Va., Aug. 9, 1862.
Holliston: E.G. Plimpton, Printer. 1862
Religion and Philosophy
15 p.; Category: CTRG99-B950; Sabin No.: 76474.
Fiche: 29,541

An Astronomical diary, or, Almanack, for the year of our Lord 1805: and from the creation of the world 5754, and till July fourth, the twenty ninth or [sic] the American Independence, being the first after bissextile, or leap-year [sic]: calculated for the meridian of New Haven ... but will serve without material alteration, for any part of this state.
New Haven [Conn.]: Printed and sold by Thomas Green and Son. [1805?]
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Sanford, Joseph, 1797-1831.
The valedictory of Paul to the Corinthians: a discourse delivered in the Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, January 11, 1829: with a formula of a confession of faith and covenant, used in said church in the admission of members: and a catalogue of the communicants.
Brooklyn: Printed by A. Spooner. 1829
Religion and Philosophy
27 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B952; Sabin No.: 76492.
Fiche: 29,543

Sanford, Baalis, 1801-1880.
A century sermon, delivered at East Bridgewater, March 28, 1835; the day on which Deacon John Whitman closed his hundredth year.
Boston: Webster & Southard, Printers. 1835
Religion and Philosophy
20 p.; 26 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B953; Sabin No.: 76472.
Fiche: 29,544

Sanford, John, 1789-1866.
A sermon, delivered Dec. 23, 1835, at the dedication of the Congregational Meeting House, in South Dennis.
Barnstable [Mass.]: H. Underwood, (Benj. Lindsey). 1836
Religion and Philosophy
16 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B954; Sabin No.: 76491.
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Sanford, David, fl. 1849-62.
God our refuge in trouble: a sermon preached August 24, 1862, at West Medway, in the church of Rev. Dr. Ide, occasioned by the deaths of his youngest son, Mr. Geo. H. Ide, aged 26, and Mr. Herman S. Sparrow, son of Mr. Solon Sparrow, aged 21, who fell when fighting in defence of their country, at Cedar Mountain, Va., Aug. 9, 1862.
Holliston: E.G. Plimpton, Printer. 1862
Religion and Philosophy
15 p.; Category: CTRG99-B950; Sabin No.: 76474.
Fiche: 29,541

Ovid, 43 B.C.-17 or 18 A.D.
Ovid's Metamorphosis.
London: Imprinted by R.B. for A. Hebb. 1638
Literature and Fine Arts
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Sangster, Charles, 1822-1893.
The St. Lawrence and the Saguenay, and other poems.
Kingston, C.W. [i.e., Ont.]: J. Creighton and J. Duff; New York: Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1856
Literature and Fine Arts
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Schevichaven, Samuel Reinier Johan van, b. 1837.
De noord-amerikaansche staat Minnesota / beschreven door S.R.J. van Schevichaven.
Amsterdam: C.F. Stemler. 1872
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Scheibert, J. (Justus), 1831-1903.
Berlin: E.S. Mittler u. Sohn. 1874
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Scheibert, J. (Justus), 1831-1903.
Stettin [Szczecin, Poland]: Th. von der Nahmer. 1868
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Schermerhorn, J. F. (John Freeman), 1786-1851.
A correct view of that part of the United States which lies west of the Allegany Mountains, with regard to religion and morals.
Hartford: P.B. Gleason, Printers. 1814
Religion and Philosophy
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Schenck, William Edward, 1819-1903.
A discourse on church extension in cities: preached by appointment before the Presbytery of Philadelphia in the Second Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, on Wednesday evening, April 6, 1853. Philadelphia: Published for the Committee. 1853
Religion and Philosophy
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Schenck, Robert Cumming, 1809-1890.
Political Science, Government and Law
8 p.; Category: CTRG99-B965; Sabin No.: 77580.
Fiche: 29,563

Schenck, Robert Cumming, 1809-1890.
Speech of Mr. Schenck, of Ohio, on the bill to refund general Jackson's fine: in the House of Representatives, January 8, 1844. [Washington, D.C.?]: s.n. [1844?]
Political Science, Government and Law
15 p.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B967; Sabin No.: 77581.
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Ovid, 43 B.C.-17 or 18 A.D.
Ovid's Metamorphosis. London: Printed by J.L. for Andrew Hebb. 1640
Literature and Fine Arts
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Schenck, Noah Hunt, 1825-1885.
History
32 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B970; Sabin No.: 77570.
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Schenck, Noah Hunt, 1825-1885.
Religion and Philosophy
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Young Men's Association (Schenectady, N.Y.).
Annual report of the President of the Young Men's Association for Mutual Improvement in the city of Schenectady: presented May 13, 1840. Schenectady: E.H. Kincaid, printer. 1840
Social Sciences
18 p.; Category: CTRG99-B975; Sabin No.: 77602.
Fiche: 29,572

Schneck, B. S. (Benjamin Shroder), 1806-1874.
The burning of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston. 1864
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2nd ed., rev. and improved, with a plan of the burnt portion of the town. iv, 76 p.; map; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B977; Sabin No.: 77731.
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Schleiden, R. (Rudolf), 1815-1895.
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Schmidt, Ferdinand, 1816-1890.
History
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Schmucker, S. S. (Samuel Simon), 1799-1873.
History
24 p.; Category: CTRG99-B979; Sabin No.: 77715.
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Schmucker, S. S. (Samuel Simon), 1799-1873.
The Papal hierarchy: viewed in the light of prophecy and history: being a discourse delivered in the English Lutheran Church, Gettysburg, Feb. 2, 1845. Gettysburg: Printed by H.C. Neinstedt. 1845
Religion and Philosophy
2nd ed.; 32 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B985; Sabin No.: 77726.
Fiche: 29,579
Schmucker, S. S. (Samuel Simon), 1799-1873.
The Christian pulpit, the rightful guardian of morals, in political no less than in private life: a discourse delivered at Gettysburg, Oct. [i.e., Nov.] 26, the day appointed by the Governor, for public humiliation, thanksgiving and prayer. Gettysburg: Printed by H.C. Neinstedt. 1846
Religion and Philosophy
32 p.; Category: CTRG99-B986; Sabin No.: 77719.
Fiche: 29,580

Letters of Rev. Dr. Schmucker and Gerrit Smith, Esq. [U.S. : s.n.]. [1838?]
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Fiche: 29,581

Schofield, William J.
The prospector's manual, for the discovery of quartz and placer indications of gold and silver mines: also, a description of mineral-bearing rocks, indications of the mineral districts in all the New-England states and the neighboring provinces, the characteristics of California, Nevada, and other mines, simple methods of assaying gold and silver ores, and a glossary of scientific and technical terms. Boston: W.J. Schofield & Co. 1875
Science and Technology
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Economics and Commerce
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Schmölder, B.
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Schmidt, Ernst Reinhold.
History
2 v. in 1: ill.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B991; Sabin No.: 77667.
Fiche: 29,589-29,599

Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
Oneótá, or, Characteristics of the red race of America: from original notes and manuscripts. New York; London: Wiley & Putnam. 1845
Social Sciences
512 p.; ill.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B993; Sabin No.: 77867.
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San Francisco Baptist Association.
Minutes ... of the San Francisco Baptist Association. [Calif. : s.n.]. [1850?]
Religion and Philosophy
v.; Category: CTRG99-S4; Sabin No.: 76089.
Fiche: 29,607-29,610

Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
A bibliographical catalogue of books, translations of the Scriptures, and other publications in the Indian tongues of the United States, with brief critical notices. Washington [D.C.]: C. Alexander, Printer. 1849
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
A discourse, delivered on the anniversary of the Historical Society of Michigan, June 4, 1830. Detroit: Printed by G.L. Whitney. 1830
History
44 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B997; Sabin No.: 77845.
Fiche: 29,612

Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
Journal of a tour into the interior of Missouri, and Aranksaw [sic]: from Potosi, or Mine à Burton, in Missouri Territory, in a south-west direction, toward the Rocky Mountains, performed in the years 1818 and 1819. London: Printed for Sir R. Phillips. 1821
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

Historical considerations on the siege and defence of Fort Stanwix, in 1776 : read before the New York Historical Society, June 19th, 1845.
History
29 p.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1001; Sabin No.: 77850.
Fiche: 29,615

Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

Scenes and adventures in the semi-alpine region of the Ozark mountains of Missouri and Arkansas, which were first traversed by De Soto, in 1541.
Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & Co. 1853
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

The Indian in his wigwam, or, Characteristics of the red race of America : from original notes and manuscripts.
New York: W.H. Graham. 1848
Social Sciences
416 p.; ill.; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1004; Sabin No.: 77852.
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

_transl_ Allegania, or, The groans of Missouri : a poem.
New York: Printed for the Author by J. Seymour. 1820
Literature and Fine Arts
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Schmucker, S. S. (Samuel Simon), 1799-1873.

An inaugural address, delivered before the directors of the Theological Seminary of the General Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Carlisle, Pa.: Printed by J. Tizzard and J. Crever. 1826
Social Sciences
40 p.; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1006; Sabin No.: 77723.
Fiche: 29,626

Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

Travels in the central portions of the Mississippi Valley : comprising observations on its mineral geography, internal resources, and aboriginal population : (performed under the sanction of government, in the year 1821).
New York: Collins and Hannay. 1825
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

Narrative of an expedition through the upper Mississippi to Itasca Lake, the actual source of this river : embracing an exploratory trip through the St. Croix and Burntwood (or Broule) rivers, in 1832 / under the direction of Henry R. Schoolcraft.
New York: Harper & Bros. 1834
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
307 p., [5] leaves of plates (1 fold.) ; maps ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1008; Sabin No.: 77863.
Fiche: 29,633-29,636

Schouten, Willem Cornelisoon, d. 1625.

Diarium vel descriptio laboriosissimi, & molestissimi itineris [micro form] : facti à Guilielmo Cornelli Schoutenio Hornano, annis 1615, 1616 & 1617 : cum à parte australi freti Magellanici, novum ductum, aut fretum, in Magnum Mare Australe detectit, totumqu[e] orbem terrarum circumnavigavit : quas insulas, & regiones, & populos viderit, & quae pericula subierit.
Amsterdami : Apud Petrum Kaerium, Ao. 1619
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
71 p.; [9] leaves of plates (some fold.) ; ill., maps ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1009; Sabin No.: 77958.
Fiche: 29,637-29,638

Schouten, Willem Cornelisoon, d. 1625.

Journal ou description du merveilleux voyage de Guillaume Schouten, H ollandois natif de Hoorn : fait es années 1615, 1616 & 1617 : comme (en circumnavegant le globe terrestre) il a descouvert vers le zud du destroit de Magellan un nouveau passage, jusques à la grand mer de Zud : ensemble, des avantures admirables qui luy sont advenues en descouvrant de plusieurs isles, & peuples estranges.
A Amstredam : Chez Guillaume Ianson, l'an. 1618
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
88 p.; [8] leaves of plates (some fold.) ; ill., maps ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1010; Sabin No.: 77947.
Fiche: 29,639-29,640

The Beauregard songster : being a collection of patriotic, sentimental, and comic songs.
Macon Ga.: J.C. Schreiner & Son. 1864
Literature and Fine Arts
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.

The rise of the West, or, A prospect of the Mississippi Valley : a poem.
New York: W. Applegate, Printer. 1841
Literature and Fine Arts
[Private ed.]; 20 p.; port.; Category: CTRG99-B1014; Sabin No.: 77876.
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Schöner, Johann, 1477-1547.
Luculentissima quae[m] terra totius descriptio, cu[m] multis utilissimis cosmographiae iniciais : noua[q]ue & [quam] ante fuit verior Europae nostrae formatio : praeterea, fluuioru[m], montiu[m], prouintiaru[m], urbiu[m], & gentium [quam] plurimoru[m] vetustissima nomina recentioribus admixta vocabulis : multa etia[m] quae diligens lector noua vui[u]qe futura inueniet. Impressum Noribergae : I[n] excusoria officina Ioannis Stuchssen. 1515
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
Iosco, or, The vale of Norma : a poem. Detroit : G.L. Whitney. 1838
Literature and Fine Arts
[Private ed.]: 14 p.; 21 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1019; Sabin No.: 77857.
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Schouler, William, 1814-1872.
An address delivered before the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association on its fourteenth triennial festival, October 5, 1848.
Boston : Printed by Dutton and Wentworth. 1848
Political Science, Government and Law
28 p.; 24 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1021; Sabin No.: 77917.
Fiche: 29,647

Schurz, Carl, 1829-1906.
Admission of Georgia : two speeches delivered by Hon. Carl Schurz, of Missouri, in the United States Senate, March 18 and April 19, 1870.
[Washington, D.C.]: Printed at the Congressional Globe Office. [1870]
Political Science, Government and Law
15 p.; 25 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1030; Sabin No.: 78021.
Fiche: 29,648

Alspach, S.
Schuylkill Canal navigator.
Philadelphia : Printed by J. Rakestraw, for the Author. 1827
Science and Technology
8 p.; 16 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1024; Sabin No.: 78071.
Fiche: 29,649

Report of the selectmen on the financial affairs of the town of Scituate, for the year ending March 5, 1865 : including military record, also, the report of the Town Clerk and School Committee.
Boston : J.E. Farwell, Printer. 1865
Social Sciences
39 p.; Category: CTRG99-B1025; Sabin No.: 78131.
Fiche: 29,650

Sharpe family.
The scimitar : containing well-tempered reflections.
Boston : Printed by I.R. Butts. 1840
Literature and Fine Arts
32 p.; Category: CTRG99-B1026; Sabin No.: 78121.
Fiche: 29,651

Scoresby, William, 1789-1857.
An account of the Arctic regions : with a history and description of the northern whale-fishery. Edinburgh : Printed for A. Constable. 1820
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
2 v.; ill. (some folded), maps (3 folded); 22 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1032; Sabin No.: 78167.
Fiche: 29,652-29,667

Scot, Tho. (Thomas), fl. 1605.
Philomythie, or, Philomythologie : wherin outlandish birds, beasts, and fishes are taught to speake true English plainely.
London : For F. Constable. 1616
Literature and Fine Arts
[36] p.; 17 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1035; Sabin No.: 78191.
Fiche: 29,671

Scot, Tho. (Thomas), fl. 1605.
The second part of philomythie, or philomythologie : containing certaine tales of the true libertie, false friendship, power united, faction and ambition.
London : Printed for F. Constable. 1616
Literature and Fine Arts
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Scot, Tho. (Thomas), fl. 1605.
Philomythie, or, philomythologie : wherein outlandish birds, beasts, and fishes are taught to speake true English plainely.
London : Printed for F. Constable [by J. Legat]. 1622
Literature and Fine Arts
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Harris, Walter, 17th/18th cent.
A short vindication of Phil. Scot's Defence of the Scots abdicating Darien : being in answer to the challenge of the author of the defence of that settlement, to prove the Spanish title to Darien, by inheritance, marriage, donation, purchase, reversion, surrender, or conquest : with a preface reply to the false and scurrilous aspersions, of the new author of, The just and modest vindication, &c., and some animadversions on the material part of it, relating to the title of Darien.
London : [s.n.]. 1700
History
48 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1040; Sabin No.: 78234.
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Schuyler, Philip John, 1733-1804.
Remarks on the revenue, of the state of New-York.
Albany : Printed by C.R. and G. Webster. 1796
Economics and Commerce
24 p.; 19 cm.; Category: CTRG99-B1042; Sabin No.: 78060.
Fiche: 29,676

Scott, David, 1794-1871.
Calm examination of Dr. McMaster's letters on civil government.
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Spencer, Orson, 1802-1855.
Patriarchal order, or, Plurality of wives! =|cby Orson Spencer.
[Liverpool : S.W. Richards]. [1853]
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Spencer, Orson, 1802-1855.
The Prussian mission of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints : report of Elder Orson Spencer to President Brigham Young.
Liverpool : S.W. Richards ; London : T.C. Armstrong. 1853
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Spencer, Orson, 1802-1855.
Letters exhibiting the most prominent doctrines of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Salt Lake City : Deseret News Steam Print. Estab. 1874
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Knox, Vicesimus, 1752-1821.
The spirit of despotism.
Morris-town [i.e., Morristown, N.J.] : Printed by J. Mann. 1799
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Sperry, H. T.
Country love vs. city flirtation, or, Ten chapters from the story of a life : reduced to rhyme for convenience sake.
New York : Carleton. 1865
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Curtis, Ariana Wormeley, 1833-1922.
The spirit of seventy six, or, The coming woman : a prophetic drama : followed by, A change of base, and, Doctor Mondschein.
Boston : Little, Brown and Co. 1868
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Funck, Heinrich, d. 1760.
Schippach, Pa. : Gedruckt, bei Johann M. Schünemann. 1853
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The spirit of the South towards Northern freemen and soldiers defending the American flag against traitors of the deepest dye.
Boston : R.F. Wallcut. 1861
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Spicer, Tobias, 1788-1862.
Religion the only source of national prosperity : a sermon, delivered before the honorable legislature of the state of Vermont, met at Montpelier, October 10, 1833.
Montpelier : Printed by G.W. Hill. 1833
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America : a series of historical tableaux, with recitations and songs given on the birthday of Washington at the Spingler Institute.
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Sperry, L.
The botanic family physician, or, The secret of curing diseases with vegetable proportions : also containing divers formulas or recipes.
Cornwall, Vt. : L. Sperry. 1843
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Vermont.
Vermont state papers : being a collection of records and documents, connected with the assumption and establishment of government by the people of Vermont : together with the journal of the Council of Safety, the first constitution, the early journals of the General Assembly, and the laws from the year 1779 to 1786, inclusive : to which are added the Proceedings of the First and Second Councils of Censors.
Middlebury : J. W. Copeland, printer. 1823
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Slaughter, Philip, 1808-1890.
A brief sketch of the life of William Green, L.L.D., jurist and scholar : with some personal reminiscences of him.
Richmond : W.E. Jones, printer. 1883
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Pelletan, Eugène, 1813-1884.
An address to King Cotton.
New York : Wm. C. Bryant, printers. 1863
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Ruggles, Samuel B. (Samuel Bulkley), 1800-1881.
Resources of the United States : report to the International Statistical Congress at Berlin : with the accompanying communication to the State Department, September 14th, 1863.
New York : Loyal Publication Society. 1864
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A tribute to the memory, character and position of Washington, the father of American independence: with a biographical sketch of his beloved wife Martha: together with Chateaubriand's interview with Washington, a poem entitled The dawn of liberty, and a beautiful couplet on seeing his grave at Mount Vernon.

Allentown, Pa.: [Thomas N. Soper], (Allentown, Pa.: Haines & Diefenderfer). 1858
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Sorge, Reverend Mr.

Extracts of two letters: wrote originally in German, from the Reverend Mr. Sorge, at Shilberg, in the Newmark, dated the 3d and 14th of October, 1758, to two of his friends: giving a particular and very affectionate account of the horrid cruelties and barbarities committed by the Russians on the King of Prussia's dominions, since the commencement of the present war.

[Boston]; London: Printed; Boston: Re-printed and sold at Fowle and Draper's printing-office. 1759
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Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832.

Werter and Charlotte: the sorrows of Werter, a German story: to which is annexed, The letters of Charlotte to a female friend, during her connection with Werter.

Boston: For Thomas and Andrews. 1798
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Soran, Charles, 1807-1857.

The Patapsco and other poems.

Baltimore: Fielding Lucas, Jr. 1842
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Soret, H.

Histoire du conflit américain: de ses causes, de ses résultats / par H. Soret.

Tarbes: T. Telmon. 1863
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Sonora Exploring and Mining Company.

Sonora and the value of its silver mines: report of the Sonora Exploring and Mining Co., made to the stockholders, December, 1856.

Cincinnati: Railroad record print. 1856
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Sophia, or, The reign of woman.

New York: Holman. 1864
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Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890.

The "Sons of Liberty": in 1776 and in 1856 [by John C. Frémont].

New York: H.S. Taylor, printer. 1856
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Sonora Exploring and Mining Company.

Heintzelman Mine: Arizona.

[New York? : s.n.]. [1863?]
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One who was sold.

The Sons of Malta exposed: being a complete expose of the secret doings of the I.O.S.M. or, the mysterious order: meaning of the initials G.R.J.A., the mystic veil, &c., &c., &c.

New York: Published for the author. 1860
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Sons of Revolutionary Sires: its origin, names of officers, constitution, by-laws, articles [i.e., articles] of incorporation, names of members, and rules and regulations of auxiliaries: organized in San Francisco, state of California, July 4, 1876.

San Francisco: Alta Print. 1876
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Spilbergen, Joris van, 1568?-1620.
Specvlvm orientalis occidentalisqve Indiae navigationvm: quarum una Georgij à Spilbergen classis cum potestate praefecti, altera Iacobi le Maire auspicijs imperioque directa, annis 1614, 15, 16, 17, 18: exhibens noui in mare Australe transitus, incognitoarumque hactenus terrarum ac gentium inuentione: praelia aliquot terra marique commissa, expugnationes[ue] vbrium: vna cum duabus nouis utriusque Indiae historijs, catalogo munitionum hollandicarum, ducum & reliqui bellici apparatus, fretesque quatuor: suis quaeque figuirs ac imaginibus illustrata.
Lugduni Batauorum: Apud Nicolaum à Geelkercken. 1619
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Soule, Joshua, 1781-1867.
Sermon on the death of the Rev. William M'Kendree, senior bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church: delivered at the request of the General Conference, in the city of Cincinnati, May the 11th, 1836.
New York: T. Mason and G. Lane, for the Methodist Episcopal Church. 1836
Religion and Philosophy
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Soulé, Pierre, 1801-1870.
Speech of Mr. Soule, of Louisiana, on non-intervention: delivered in the Senate of the United States, March 22, 1852.
Washington [D.C.]: Printed by J. T. Towers. 1852
Political Science, Government and Law
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Souder, Casper.
Carpenters' Hall: the meeting place of the first Continental Congress: full sketch of its history from 1724, with views and sketches of Carpenters' Hall, Clarke's Hall, Benezet's House, and Chestnut Street Bridge, Duché's House, &c., &c.
Philadelphia: King & Baird, prnters. 1865
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Spirit of the fair : for the building fund of the Boston Young Men's Christian Association : held at the Music Hall, from December 21 to 30, 1858. Boston : Printed by W.S. Damrell and F.C. Moore. 1858
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The spirit of the age.
New-York : Fowlers and Wells. 1849-1850
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South Carolina. Convention (1860-1862).
Declaration of the immediate causes which induce and justify the secession of South Carolina from the federal union : and the ordinance of secession.
Charleston : Evans & Cogswell, printers to the Convention. 1860
Political Science, Government and Law 13 p. ; 23 cm.; Category: CTRG00-B726; Sabin No.: 87434.
Fiche: 32,826

South Carolina.
The Constitution of the state of South Carolina : with the ordinances thereunto appended : adopted by the Constitutional Convention, which was held at Charleston, and adjourned on the 17th March, 1868.
Charleston, S.C. : Denny and Perry, book and job printers. 1868
History 46 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG00-B727; Sabin No.: 87418.
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The South-Boston Unitarian ordination.
Boston [Mass.] : Saxton & Peirce. 1841
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Kingsley, Rose Georgina, 1845.
South by west, or, Winter in the Rocky Mountains and spring in Mexico.
London : W. Isbister. 1874
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South Carolina. Convention (1832-1833).
Journal of the convention of the people of South Carolina : assembled at Columbia on the 19th November, 1832, and again, on the 11th of March, 1833.
Columbia [S.C.] : Printed, from the originals, by A.S. Johnston, printer to the convention. 1833
Political Science, Government and Law 131 p. ; 22 cm.; Category: CTRG00-B730; Sabin No.: 87424.
Fiche: 32,835-32,836

South Carolina. Convention (1832-1833).
Journals of the conventions of the people of South Carolina : held in 1832, 1833, and 1852.
Political Science, Government and Law 173 p.; Category: CTRG00-B731; Sabin No.: 87425.
Fiche: 32,837-32,839

Considerable stock-holder.
An enquiry into the misconduct and frauds committed by several of the factors, super-cargoes, and others, employed by the late and present directors of the South-Sea Company : shewing the abuses and breaches of trust of the company's agents : whereby the proprietors of South-Sea stock were very much injured, and became great sufferers : with copies of original letters sent to Sir J--- E----, when sub-governor of the South-Sea Company : also a memorial from His Catholick Majesty, complaining of the breach of several articles of the assiento contract, etc. etc. etc. etc. : necessary to be read at this time, and published purposely to shew the proprietors who are fittest to be intrusted with their properties as sub and deputy governors, and directors.
London : Printed and sold by R. Walker. 1736
Economics and Commerce 56 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG00-B732; Sabin No.: 88181.
Fiche: 32,840

The nation preserved, or, The plot discovered : containing an impartial account of the secret policy of some of the South-Sea directors : with copies of their letters to each other, and the substance of their debates in several of their private conferences : taken before a notary-publick : also a letter from one of their agents in France : addressed to Sir J---- B.
London : Printed for the author. 1720
Economics and Commerce 34 p. ; 20 cm.; Category: CTRG00-B733; Sabin No.: 88188.
Fiche: 32,841
Armour, James, fl.1702-1722.

Proposals for restoring credit: for making the Bank of England more useful and profitable, for relieving the sufferers of the South-Sea Company, for the benefit of that of the East-India, and for raising the value of the land-interest of Great Britain.
London: [s.n.], Printed in the year. 1721
Economics and Commerce
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Fiche: 32,842

Hutcheson, Archibald, ca. 1659-1740.

A proposal for the relief of the new proprietors in the South-Sea Company: and a state of the value of the reduced South-Sea capital, according to the said proposal: with remarks relating thereto: collected from several papers given by Mr. Hutcheson to the members of the House of Commons: and also a table shewing the value of South-Sea stock in the several views it hath appeared in since the reduction of the subscriptions from 1000 l. and 800 l. to 400 l. per cent.
London: [s.n.]. 1721
Economics and Commerce
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Southall, James C. (James Cocke), 1827-1897.

Cheap transportation: delivered before the American Cheap Transportation Association, in Richmond, Virginia, December 2nd, 1874.
Richmond: [s.n.], (Richmond: Clemmit & Jones). 1875
Economics and Commerce
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Southall, James C. (James Cocke), 1827-1897.

An address on the subject of democracy: delivered before the Society of Alumni of the University of Virginia at its annual meeting, held in the Public Hall, July 3d, 1860.
Baltimore: Sherwood & Co. 1860
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1787-1842.

Address delivered before the Newark Mechanics' Association, July 5, 1830.
Newark [N.J.]: Printed by W. Tuttle & Co. 1830
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A supplement to The reports of the Committee of Secrecy: which compleats the abridgment of the said reports, by a further addition to the list of all the names mention'd therein: with the sums wherewith they are charged, in relation to South-Sea stock, as well on account of loans, as otherwise: by way of appendix to The skreen removed.
London: Printed for J. Lapworth. 1721
Economics and Commerce
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1787-1842.

An address delivered before the American Whig and Cliosophic Societies of the College of New Jersey, September 26, 1837.
Princeton: Printed by R. E. Hornor. 1837
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1787-1842.
Centennial address : delivered at Trenton, N.J., Feb. 22, 1832.
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1787-1842.
Speech of Mr. Southard, on the removal of the deposits : delivered in the Senate of the United States, January 8, 1834.
Washington [D.C.] : Printed by Gales & Seaton. 1834
Economics and Commerce
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1787-1842.
A discourse on the professional character and virtues of the late William Wirt.
Washington [D.C.] : Printed by Gales and Seaton. 1834
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1787-1842.
An eulogium upon the Hon. Charles Ewing : late Chief Justice of New Jersey.
Trenton : D. Fenton, (Trenton : Union office). 1832
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Southard, Samuel L. (Samuel Lewis), 1819-1859.
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Southall, James C. (James Cocke), 1827-1897.
Speech of Mr. J.C. Southall, of Albemarle, in the so-called "Convention," on the Monday, February 24th, in favor of the adoption of the minority report of the Committee on the Elective Franchise.
[Albemarle? : s.n.]. [1868?]
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Southesk, James Carnegie, Earl of, 1827-1905.
Saskatchewan and the Rocky Mountains : a diary and narrative of travel, sport, and adventure, during a journey through the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, in 1859 and 1860.
Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas. 1875
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Smith, Joshua Toumlin, 1816-1869.
The discovery of America by the Northmen in the tenth century : comprising translations of all the most important original narratives of this event : together with a critical examination of their authenticity : to which is added an examination of the comparative merits of the Northmen and Columbus.
London : W. S. Orr & Co. 1842
Geography, Travel, and Exploration
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Smith, John Russell, 1810-1894.
Bibliotheca Americana : a catalogue of a valuable collection of books and pamphlets illustrating the history and geography of North and South America, and the West Indies.
London : John Russell Smith. 1865
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Sparks, Jared, 1789-1866.
Washington : fondation de la république des États-Unis d'Amérique : vie de Washington : histoire de la guerre de l'indépendance et de la fondation de la république des États-unis d'Amérique / traduite de l'anglais de M. Jared-Sparks, par M Ch. ; et précédée d'une introduction sur le caractère de Washington et son influence dans la révolution des États-Unis d'Amérique, par M. Guizot.
Paris : Didier. 1851
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Royal letters, charters, and tracts relating to the colonization of New Scotland and the institution of the Order of Knight Baronets of Nova Scotia, 1621-1638.
Edinburgh : [Printed by G. Robb]. 1867
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Sprague, Peleg, 1793-1880.  
Letters to the chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives of the United States : from Judge Sprague of Massachusetts, and Mr. Comptroller Whittlesey : respecting an official statement by the latter, annexed to a report of the Judiciary Committee.  
Boston : Eastburn's Press. 1852  
History  
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Southern and Western Liberty Convention (1845 : Cincinnati, Ohio).  
Principles and measures of true democracy : the address of the Southern and Western Liberty Convention, held at Cincinnati, June 11, 1845, to the people of the United States : also, the letter of Elihu Burritt to the convention.  
Cincinnati [Ohio] : Printed at the Gazette office. 1845  
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Southern Pacific Railroad Company.  
The lands of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company of California : their situation, soil, climate, vegetation, present and prospective values, price, and the terms under which they are offered for sale : with general information on the resources of Southern California.  
San Francisco : [s.n.]. [1877]  
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Southern Historical Convention (1873 : Montgomery White Sulphur Springs, Va.).  
The proceedings of the Southern Historical Convention : which assembled at the Montgomery White Sulphur Springs, Va., on the 14th of August, 1873 : and of the Southern Historical Society as reorganized : with the address by Gen. Jubal A. Early.  
Baltimore [Md. ] : Turnbull Bros. [1873]  
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Texas Western Railroad Company.  
Charter of the Texas Western Railroad Company, and extracts from reports of Col. A.B. Gray and Secretary of War : on the survey of route, from eastern borders of Texas to California : nature of country and climate, mineral and agricultural resources, &c., &c.  
[Cincinnati, Ohio?] : [s.n.], [1855]  
[Atlanta, Ga.] : [s.n.], 1855  
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Southern hatred of the American government, the people of the North, and free institutions.  
Boston : R.F. Wallcut. 1862  
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Victor, Orville J. (Orville James), 1827-1910.  
The Southern rebellion and the war for the union : a history of the rise and progress of the rebellion and consecutive narrative of events and incidents, from the first stages of the treason against the Republic, down to the close of the conflict : together with important documents, extracts from remarkable speeches, &c., &c.  
New York : J.D. Torrey. 1861  
History  
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Southern Minnesota Railroad Company.
New York: Brown & Hewitt, printers. 1869
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Proceedings of the great Southern Co-operation and Anti-secession Meeting, held in Charleston, September 23, 1851.
Charleston, S.C.: Walker & James. 1851
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North Carolinian.
Southern slavery considered on general principles, or, A grapple with abstractionists.
New York: D. Murphy's son, printer. 1861
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A statement of facts in connection with the petition of the Springfield Aqueduct Company, for an addition to their act of incorporation: also Hon. W.G. Bates' argument before the Committee of the Legislature, on the subject, March 23, 1849.
Springfield: G.W. Wilson, printer. 1849
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Southern Loyalists Convention (1866 : Pa.).
The Southern Loyalists' Convention: call for a convention of Southern unionists, to meet at Independence Hall, Philadelphia, on Monday, the third day of September, 1866.
Philadelphia? : s.n. [1866?]
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Spring, Samuel, 1746-1819.
A sermon: preached at the ordination of the Rev. Daniel Merril [i.e., Merrill], in Sedgwick, Sept. 17, 1793.
Newburyport [Mass.]: Printed by Edmund M. Blunt. 1794
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Spring, Samuel, 1746-1819.
The substance of a discourse, delivered at Westford [i.e., Westford], October 4th, 1779.
Newburyport [i.e., Newburyport, Mass.] : Printed and sold by John Mycall. 1780
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Spring, Samuel, 1746-1819.
A sermon delivered at the North Congregational Church in Newbury-Port: on a day of public thanksgiving: November 20th, MDCCCLXXVII.
Newbury-Port [i.e., Newburyport, Mass.] : Printed by John Mycall. 1778
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Spring, Samuel, 1746-1819.
The nation weeping for its dead: observances at Springfield, Massachusetts, on President Lincoln's funeral day, Wednesday, April 19, 1865: including Dr. Holland's eulogy.
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Montpelier, Vt. : Printed by E.P. Walton. 1822
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Verplanck, Gulian C. (Gulian Crommelin), 1786-1870.
Discourses and address on subjects of American history, arts, and literature.
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Verplanck, Gulian C. (Gulian Crommelin), 1786-1870.
An oration delivered July 4th, 1809, in the North Dutch Church : before the Washington Benevolent Society of the City of New York.
New-York : Printed for E. Sargeant by D.& G. Bruce. 1809
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Verplanck, Gulian C. (Gulian Crommelin), 1786-1870.
The right moral influence and use of liberal studies : a discourse, delivered after the annual commencement of Geneva College, August 7th, 1833, at the request of the Alpha Phi Delta and Euglossian Societies of that College.
New-York : Henry Ludwig. 1833
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Vespucci, Amerigo, 1451-1512.
Von der new gefunnde[n] Region : die wol ein Welt genenn t mag werden, durch den christlichen König von Portugall, wunderbarlich erfunden.
Nüremberg : Gedruckt durch Wolffgang Hueber. [1506]
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Verplanck, Gulian C. (Gulian Crommelin), 1786-1870.
A letter to Col. William Drayton, of South-Carolina, in assertion of the constitutional power of Congress to impose protecting duties.
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Truth.
A very new pamphlet indeed! : being the truth, addressed to the people at large : containing some structures on the English Jacobins, and the evidence of Lord McCartney, and others, before the House of Lords, respecting the slave trade / [by Truth].
London : [s.n.]. 1792
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The universal American almanack, or, Yearly astronomical magazine : fitted to the lat. of 40 degrees and a meridian of near five hours west from London : but may without sensible error, serve all the northern colonies : for the year of our Lord, 1760.
Philadelphia : Printed by William Bradford and Andrew Steuart. [1759]
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Vermont.
Acts and laws, passed by the legislature of the state of Vermont [microform] : at their session at Westminster, the second Thursday of October, 1789.
[Vindsor, Vt. : Printed by A. Spooner]. [1790]
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Vermont.
Acts and laws, passed by the legislature of the state of Vermont [microform] : at their session at Manchester, the second Thursday of October, 1788.
[Vindsor, Vt. : Printed by Hough & Spooner]. [1788]
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Vermont. General Assembly.
A journal of the proceedings of the General Assembly of the state of Vermont : at their session at Rutland, in October one thousand seven hundred and ninety four.
Western District, Bennington, Vt : printed by order of the legislature, at the press of Anthony Haswell.
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Consociation of the Western Districts of Vermont, and Parts Adjacent.
Articles of consociation, adopted by the Congregational churches in the western districts of Vermont, and parts adjacent, A.D. 1798 : to which is annexed, A shorter confession of faith, with scripture proofs, and a covenant for the use of the churches in receiving members to their communion.
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Vermilye, Thomas E. (Thomas Edward), 1803-1893.
A funeral discourse, occasioned by the death of the Hon. Stephen Van Rensselaer : delivered in the North Dutch Church, Albany, on Sabbath evening, Feb. 3, 1839.
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Vermilye, Thomas Edward, 1803-1893.
Zion the city of solemnities : a sermon preached at the dedication of the Third Reformed Protestant Dutch Church in the city of Albany, December 17, 1837.
Albany, N.Y. : Printed by J. Munsell. 1838
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Chipman, Nathaniel, 1752-1843.
Reports and dissertations, in two parts : Part I. Reports of cases determined in the Supreme court of the state of Vermont, in the years 1789, 1790, and 1791 : Part II. Dissertations on the statute adopting the common law of England, the statute of conveyances, the statute of offsets, and on the negotiability of notes ; with an appendix, containing forms of special pleadings in several cases, forms of recognizances, of justice records, and of warrants of commitment.
Rutland : Printed by Anthony Haswell, for the author. 1793
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Vermont.
Acts and laws, passed by the legislature of the state of Vermont [microform] : at their session at Newbury, the second Thursday of October, 1787. [Windsor, Vt. : Printed by Hough & Spooner]. [1787]
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Van Ness, John Peter, 1770-1846.
An oration : delivered at a quarterly examination, held at Columbia College, in New-York, the first of October, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven.
Albany [N.Y.] : Printed by Charles R. Webster. [1787]
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Vertoogh over den toestant der West-Indische Compagnie in haer begin,midden, ende eynde. I. deel : met een remedie tot redres van deselve.
Rotterdam : Gedruct by I. van Roon. 1651
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Vespucci, Amerigo, 1451-1512.
Mundus nouus / Albericus Vespuitius Laurentio Petri de Me dicis salutem plurimam dicit. [Rome : Eucharius Silber]. [1504]
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Agricola, Rodolphus, d. 1521.
Habes lector hoc libello : Rvdolphi Agricolae Ivnioris R heti ad Ioachimum Vadianum Heleuti[m] poeta[m] laureatu[m] epistolam iie., epistola[ ] qua de locor[um] non nullorum obscuritate quaesitio fit & percontatio : Ioachimi Vadiani Heluetii poet[ae] lau[reati] ad eund[e]m epistola[m] i.e., epistola[ ] qua eo[rum] quae priori epistola quaesita sunt ratio explicat[ur].
[Viennae : Joannes Singrenius]. [1515]
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Vespucci, Amerigo, 1451-1512.
Von den newen jsulen vnd lan : den so yttz kurtzlichen erfundenn seynd durch den kunigk von Portugal.
[Leipzig : Martin Landsberg]. [1506]
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Upsher, Thomas, 1672-1704.
To Friends in Ireland and elsewhere : a mournful word to the merry-hearted in Zion : with a word of comfort to her bowed-down mourners. Philadelphia : Reprinted [by Reintier Jansen]. 1700
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Thacher, Thomas, 1620-1678.
A fast of Gods chusing : plainly opened for the help of those poor in spirit, whose hearts are set to seek the Lord their God in New-England, in the solemn ordinance of a fast : wherein is shewed, 1, the nature of such a fast, 2, the testimony God will give thereunto of his gracious acceptance, 3, the special seasons wherein God will bear witness to such a fast, 4, some helps to faith that is shall be so, 5, why such a fast is so acceptable and succesfull, 6, how much this concerns Gods people in New-England : preached on a fast called by publick authority, on 26, 1[6]74.
Boston : Printed by John Foster. 1678
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Vespucci, Amerigo, 1451-1512.
Albericus Vespucci Laure[n]tio Petri Francisci de Medicis salute m plurima[m] dicit.
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Vespucci, Amerigo, 1451-1512.
Mundus nouus: Albericus Vespucius Laurentio Petri de Me dicis salutem plurimam dicit.
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Verdadeira noticia, e relacam dos notaveis successos, e grandes conflictos, que tem acontecido na America: aonde de prezente disputao seu dominio as duas naçoens ingleza, e franceza: referem-se various assaltos, que reciprocamente tem acontecido, e juntamente as ultimas accçoens assim politicas, como de guerra: de tudo se dá ao prezente verdadeira noticia.
Lisboa: D. Rodrigues. 1755
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Northwest Territory (U.S.).
Laws passed in the territory of the United States north-west of the River Ohio: from the commencement of the government to the 31st of December, 1791.
Philadelphia: Printed by Francis Childs and John Swaine. 1792
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Vaughan, William, 1577-1641.
The Newlanders cure: aswell of those violent sicknesses which distemper most minds in these latter dayes: as also by a cheape and newfound dyet, to preserue the body sound and free from all diseases, vntill the last date of life, through extreamity of age: wherein are inserted generall and speciall remedies against the scurvy, coughes, feauers, goute, collicke, sea-sicknesses, and other grievous infirmities.
Imprinted at London: By Nicholas O[kes] for F. Constable. 1630
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Winder, Daniel.
The victims of gaming / being extracts from the diary of an American physician.
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Vickery, Sukey, 1779-1821.
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Allen, Ira, 1751-1814.
Some miscellaneous remarks, and short arguments, on a small pamphlet, dated in the Convention of the Representatives of the State of New-York, October 2, 1776, and sent from said Convention to the county of Cumberland: and some reasons given, why the district of the New-Hampshire grants had best be a state.
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Vermont. General Assembly.
Acts and laws passed by the General Assembly of the state of Vermont: at their session at Charlestown, October 1781.
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Cotton, John, 1640-1699.
Upon the death of that aged, pious, sincere-hearted Christian, John Alden, Esq.: late magistrate of New-Plimouth Colony, who died Sept. 12th, 1687, being about eighty nine years of age / J.C.
[Boston : s.n.]. [1687?]
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Vermont. General Assembly.
Acts and laws passed by the General Assembly of the representatives of the freemen of the state of Vermont : at their sessions at Manchester, October, 1779.
Hartford [Conn.] : Printed by Hudson and Goodwin. 1780
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Vermont. General Assembly.
Acts and laws passed by the General Assembly of the representatives of the freemen of the state of Vermont : at their session at Bennington, October 1780.
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Vermont. General Assembly.
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Acts and laws passed by the General Assembly of the state of Vermont : at their sessions at Westminster, October, 1783.
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Vermont. General Assembly.
Acts and laws passed by the General Assembly of the state of Vermont: at their sessions at Bennington, in February & March, 1784.
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Vermont. General Assembly.
Acts and laws passed by the General Assembly of the state of Vermont: at their sessions at Rutland, in October, 1786.
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Vermont. General Assembly.
State of Vermont, Windsor, Feb. 12th, 1781: agreeable to the order of the day, the Governor, Council, and House of Representatives met, and formed into a committee of the whole, for the purpose of taking into consideration the matter of laying a jurisdictional claim east and west: His Excellency Thomas Chittenden, Esq., in the chair.
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Allen, Ira, 1751-1814.
To the inhabitants of the state of Vermont: friends and fellow citizens: pursuant to appointment by the legislature, and instructions from the governor and council of this state, I waited on the General Court of New-Hampshire, at their sessions in June last, and delivered the public writings intrusted me by the Governor of this state, to the President, which were read in Council, and sent to the House for their inspection.
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A song composed on the evacuation of Boston by the British troops, commanded by General Howe: who were panic struck, and thrown into the utmost confusion, at the appearance of General Washington, with a detachment of the American army, who in one night, (unexpectedly to the Britons,) erected strong breast-works, with heavy cannon pointed at the Men of War, then lying in the harbour.
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Vethake, John W.
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Niles, John M. (John Milton), 1787-1856.
A view of South-America and Mexico: comprising their history, the political condition, geography, agriculture, commerce, &c., of the republics of Mexico, Guatamala, Colombia, Peru, the United Provinces of South-America and Chile, with a complete history of the revolution, in each of these independent states.
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Vidaurre, Manuel Lorenzo de, 1773-1841.
Votos de los americanos á la nacion españoala y á nuestro amado monarca el señor don Fernando VII: verdadero concordato entre españoles, europeos, y americanos, refutando las maximas del obispo presentado don Manuel de Abad y Queipo en su carta de veinte de junio de mil ochocientos quince /
[Manuel de Vidaurre].
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Vieira, António, 1608-1697.
Historia do futuro: livro anteprimeyro prologomeno a toda a historia do futuro, em que se declara o fim, & se provao os fundamentos dela: materia, verdade, & utilidades da historia do futuro / escrito pelo Padre Antonio Vieyra.
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Phillips, R. (Richard), Sir, 1767-1840.
A view of the character, manners, and customs of the North-Americans: comprehending an account of the northern Indians, of the inhabitants of Oonalashka and Nootka Sound, of the five Indian nations of Canada, of the inhabitants of the United States, &c.
Philadelphia : Johnson and Warner. 1810
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A view of the grand canal, from Lake Erie to the Hudson River: containing a particular description of its construction, and historical summary of the different towns, villages, &c. on the route of the canal: also, a description of the Champlain Canal. New-York: Printed for John Low. 1825
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American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.

View of the missions under the direction of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
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A view of the political transactions of Great-Britain since the convention was approv'd of by Parliament: in a letter to an absenting member.
London: Printed for T. Cooper. 1739
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A view of the depredations and ravages committed by the Spaniards on the British trade and navigation: most humbly offer'd to the consideration of the Parliament of Great Britain.
London: Printed for W. Hinchliffe. 1731
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Ogden, John Cosens, 1751-1800.

A view of the New-England illuminati: who are indefatigably engaged in destroying the religion and government of the United States under a feigned regard for their safety, and under an impious abuse of true religion / [by John C. Ogden].
Philadelphia: Printed by James Carey. 1799
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A view of the evidence relative to the conduct of the American war under Sir William Howe, Lord Viscount Howe, and General Burgoyne: as given before a committee of the House of Commons, last session of Parliament: to which is added a collection of the fugitive pieces that are said to have given rise to that important enquiry.
London: Sold by Richardson and Urquhart. 1779
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R. B., 1632?-1725?

A view of the English acquisitions in Guinea and the East Indies: with an account of the religion, government, wars, strange customs, beasts, serpents, monsters, and other observables in those countries: together with a description of the Isle of St. Helena and the Bay of Sculdonia, where the English usually refresh in their voyages to the Indies: intermixt with pleasant relations and emlivened with picture.
London: Printed for Nath. Crouch. 1686
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Vieira, António, 1608-1697.

Vozes saudosas, da eloquencia, do espirito, do zelo, e eminente sabedoria do Padre Antonio Vieira, da Companhia de Jesus.
Lisboa Occidental: Na officina de Miguel Rodrigues. 1736
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Vieira, António, 1608-1697.
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La verdad aunque amargue: es muchas veces el objeto precioso de la libertad de imprenta.
[Méjico: D. Alejandro Valdes]. [1820]
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Baird, Robert, 1798-1863.

View of the valley of the Mississippi, or, The emigrant's and traveller's guide to the West: containing a general description of that entire country: and also notices of the soil, productions, rivers, and other channels of intercourse and trade, and likewise of the cities and towns, progress of education, &c. of each state and territory.
Philadelphia: H.S. Tanner. 1834
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Nicholson, John, 1757-1800.

A view of the proposed constitution of the United States : as agreed to by the Convention of Delegates from several states at Philadelphia, the 17th day of September 1787 : compared with the present confederation : with sundry notes and observations.
Philadelphia : Printed by R. Aitken & Son. 1787
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Vinal, William, 1718-1781.

A sermon on the accursed thing that hinders success and victory in war : occasioned by the defeat of the Hon. Edward Braddock, Esq., general of all the English forces in North-America, who was mortally wounded in an engagement with the French and Indians, near Fort Duquesne, and died of his wounds the third day after the battle, which was fought July 9, 1755.
Newport [R.I.] : Printed by James Franklin. 1755
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Villavicencio, Juan José de, 1709-1767.

Vida y virtudes de el Venerable y Apostolico Padre Juan de Ugarte de la Compania de Jesus, missionero de las Islas Californias, y uno de sus primeros conquistadores / escrita por el P. Juan Joseph de Villavicencio.
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Vigne, Godfrey Thomas, 1801-1863.

Six months in America.
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Fiche: A-18,387-18,391

Gurley, Ralph Randolph, 1797-1872.
A discourse, delivered on the fourth of July, 1825, in the city of Washington by Ralph Randolph Gurley.
Washington: Printed by Gales & Seaton. 1825
21 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 29301.
Fiche: A-18,392-18,393

Gurley, Ralph Randolph, 1797-1872.
New York: Wiley & Putnam. 1844
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Guest, Richard.
A compendious history of the cotton-manufacture with a disproval of the claim of Sir Richard Arkwright to the invention of its ingenious machinery.
Manchester: Printed by J. Pratt. 1823
2 p.l., [3]-70, 3 p. 12 pl.; 28 x 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 29140.
Fiche: A-18,418-18,421
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Catalogue of the Groton public library, with the by-laws and regulations.
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Grout, Henry Martyn.
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Grund, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1804-1863.
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1 p.l., [9]-423 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 29002.
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Grund, Francis J. (Francis Joseph), 1804-1863.
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Fiche: A-18,440-18,446

Guadalajara (Mexico.). Catedral. Cabildo.
Coleccion de documentos [!] relativos a la conducta del cabildo eclesiastico de la diocesi de Guadalajara y del clero secular y regular de la misma, en cuanto a reusar el juramento de la segunda parte del articulo sétimo de la Constitucion del estado libre de Jalisco.
[Guadalajara?] : Impr. del ciudadano Mariano Rodriguez. 1825
1 p.l., 136 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 29021.
Fiche: A-18,447-18,451

Güell y Renté, José, 1819-1884.
Leyendas americanas por Don José Güell y Renté.
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Grotius, pseud.
Pills for the delegates, or, The chairmain chastised, in a series of letters, addressed to Peyton Randolph, esq; on his conduct, as president of the general Congress held at the city of Philadelphia, September 5, 1774.
New-York : Printed by James Rivington. 1775
32 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 28958.
Fiche: A-18,460-18,461

Grove, Joseph, d. 1764.
A letter to a right honourable patriot upon the glorious success at Quebec : in which is drawn a parallel between a good and bad general, a scene exhibited, wherein are introduced, (besides others) three of the greatest names in Britain : and a particular account of the manner of General Wolfe's death, with a postscript, which enumerates the other conquests mentioned in the London address.
London : Printed for J. Burd. 1759
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Grundy, Felix, 1777-1840.
Speech of Mr. Grundy, of Tennessee, on Mr. Foot's resolution, proposing an inquiry into the expediency of abolishing the office of surveyor general of public lands, and for discontinuing further surveys, &c delivered in the Senate of the United States, February 29, 1830.
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Fiche: A-18,465-18,466

Gutiérrez, Juan María, 1809-1878.
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Buenos Aires : Impr. de Mayo. 1860
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Hackelton, Maria W., Mrs.
Jamestown of Pemaquid a poem.
New York : Hurd and Houghton. 1869
40 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 29474.
Fiche: A-18,475-18,476

Hackett, Horatio B. (Horatio Balch), 1808-1875.
Christian memorials of the war, or, Scenes and incidents illustrative of religious faith and principle, patriotism and bravery of our Army with historical notes.
Boston : Gould and Lincoln ; New York : Sheldon and co.; [etc., etc.]. 1864
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Hackett, James.
Narrative of the expedition which sailed from England in 1817, to join the South American patriots comprising every particular connected with its formation, history, and fate : with observations and authentic information elucidating the real character of the contest, mode of warfare, state of the armies, &c.
London : J. Murray. 1818
1 p.l., xv. 144 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 29476.
Fiche: A-18,484-18,488

Hadfield, William, 1806-1887.
Brazil, the river Plate, and the Falkland islands with the cape Horn route to Australia : including notices of Lisbon, Madeira, the Canaries and cape Verds.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 1854
1 p.l., vi. 384 p. ; front., illus., port., maps ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 29486.
Fiche: A-18,489-18,499

Hadfield, William, 1806-1887.
Brazil and the river Plate in 1868 by William Hadfield, showing the progress of those countries since his former visit in 1853.
London : Bates, Hendy and co. 1869
271 p. : front., pl. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 29487.
Fiche: A-18,500-18,507

Hadley (Mass.).
Celebration of the two hundredth anniversary of the settlement of Hadley, Massachusetts, at Hadley. June 8, 1859 including the address by Rev. Prof. F.D. Huntington ... ; poem by Edward C. Porter ... and the other exercises of the occasion.
Northampton : Bridgman & Childs. 1859
98 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 29492.
Fiche: A-18,508-18,511
Guzmán, Antonio Leocadio, 1801-1884.
Ojeada al proyecto de constitucion que el Libertador ha presentado a la republica Bolivar por A.L.G.
Lima: Imprenta republicana administrada por J.M. Concha. 1826
2 p.l., [3]-52 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 29369.
Fiche: A-18,512-18,515

Grose, Francis, 1731?-1791.
Advice to the officers of the British army with the addition of some hints to the drummer and private soldier.
London: Printed by W. Richardson for G. Kearsley. 1783
5th ed.; iv, 134 p. : fold. front. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 28934.
Fiche: A-18,516-18,520

Gross, Charles Heebner, 1838-1902.
A reply to Horace Binney's pamphlet on the habeas corpus.
Philadelphia. 1862
40 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 28936.
Fiche: A-18,521-18,522

Gross, Samuel D. (Samuel David), 1805-1884.
Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1861
xi p., 2 l., [17]-836 p. : front. (port.) ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 28938.
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Gross, Samuel D. (Samuel David), 1805-1884.
Memoir of Valentine Mott, M.D., LL.D., professor of surgery in the University of the city of New York member of the Institute of France. New York : D. Appleton and co. ; Philadelphia : Lindsay and Blakiston. 1868
viii p., 1 l., 96 p. : front. (port.) ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 28939.
Fiche: A-18,543-18,546

Gross, William, 1796-1823.
The last words and dying confession of Wm. Gross, who was executed on the 7th of February, 1823, for the murder of Kesiah Stow, in the city of Philadelphia being that which was given by Wm. Gross to Mr. Roberts, while under sentence of death, containing his full confession and experience while in prison.
Philadelphia : Printed and Published for the Purchasers. To be had at 91 S. Front St. and at the Printing office, in the court back of 110, Walnut St. [1823]
20 p. : 1 illus. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 28941.
Fiche: A-18,547-18,548

Grosvenor, David A. (David Adams), 1802-1866.
The last hours of the Christian a discourse, occasioned by the death of Mrs. Mary Harris Ely, wife of Mr. Heman Ely, jr., delivered on Sabbath A.M., March 4th, 1849.
Cleveland : M.C. Younglove & co. 1849
13 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 28946.
Fiche: A-18,549-18,550

Grosvenor, Ebenezer, 1739-1788.
A sermon preached at the ordination of the Rev. Mr. Daniel Grosvenor, to the pastoral care of the church in Grafton October 19, 1774.
Boston, New-England : Printed by Thomas and John Fleet. 1774
31 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 28947.
Fiche: A-18,551-18,552

Grosvenor, L. (Lemuel).
History of the First Congregational church and society of Woodstock, Conn. a Thanksgiving discourse.
Worcester : Spy steam printing house. 1860
28 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 28949.
Fiche: A-18,553-18,554

Guinnard, Auguste, b. 1832?.
Three years' slavery among the Patagonians an account of his captivity.
London : R. Bentley and son. 1871
x, 875 p. : front. (map) ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 29223.
Fiche: A-18,555-18,562

Guinnard, Auguste, b. 1832?.
Three years' slavery among the Patagonians an account of his captivity.
London : R. Bentley and son. 1871
x, 875 p. : front. (map) ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 29242.
Fiche: A-18,563-18,572

Edgerton, Walter, b. 1806.
A history of the separation in Indiana Yearly meeting of Friends which took place in the winter of 1842 and 1843, on the anti-slavery question : containing a brief account of the rise, spread, and final adoption by the Society, of its testimony against slavery : together with a record of some of the principal facts and circumstances relating to that separation : embracing the documents issued by both parties relative thereto : and some account of the action of other Yearly meetings of Friends, touching the controversy, especially that of London, etc.
Cincinnati : A. Pugh, printer. 1856
viii, [9]-352 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 21851.
Fiche: A-20,027-20,035

Sharp, Granville, 1735-1813.
"The system of colonial law" compared with the eternal laws of God and with the indispensable principles of the English constitution.
London : Printed by Richard Edwards. 1807
20 p. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 79833.
Fiche: A-20,177-20,178
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Daniel, Thomas, and Company.
A letter to His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, on West India affairs called forth by the misrepresentations of the Anti-slavery society. London: Printed by C. Skipper & East. 1854 36 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 40441.
Fiche: A-20,216-20,217

Revolution the only remedy for slavery.
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Smith, William Henry, 1833-1896.
The first fugitive slave case of record in Ohio, p. 93-100.
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Turnbull, David.
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Van Buren, Martin, 1782-1862.
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Ellicott, Andrew, 1754-1820.
The journal of Andrew Ellicott, late commissioner on behalf of the United States during part of the year 1796, the years 1797, 1798, 1799, and part of the year 1800 for determining the boundary between the United States and the possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America, containing occasional remarks on the situation, soil, rivers, natural productions, and diseases of the different countries on the Ohio, Mississippi, and gulf of Mexico, with six maps comprehending the Ohio, the Mississippi from the mouth of the Ohio to the gulf of Mexico, the whole of West Florida, and a part of East Florida: to which is added an appendix, containing all the astronomical observations made use of for determining the boundary... likewise a great number of thermometrical observations.
Philadelphia: Printed by William Fry. 1814 vii, 299, 151 p.: illus. (diagr.) 8 fold. pl., 6 fold. maps; 28 x 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 22217.
Fiche: A-20,652-20,668

Greene, George Washington, 1811-1883.
Fiche: A-20,671-20,682

Greene, Samuel Stillman, 1810-1883.
A genealogical sketch of the descendants of Thomas Green[e] of Malden, Mass. by Samuel S. Greene, Providence, R.I.
Fiche: A-20,683-20,685

Greenleaf, Jonathan, 1785-1865.
A history of the churches, of all denominations, in the city of New York, from the first settlement to the year 1846 by Jonathan Greenleaf.
Fiche: A-20,686-20,695

Greenleaf, Lawrence N. (Lawrence Nichols).
King Sham, and other atrocities in verse including a humorous history of the Pike's Peak excitement.
Fiche: A-20,696-20,700

Greenleaf, Simon, 1783-1853.
A discourse commemorative of the life and character of the Hon. Joseph Story, L.L.D., an associate justice of the Supreme court of the United States, and Dane professor of law in Harvard university pronounced on the eighteenth day of September, A.D. 1845, at the request of the corporation of the University, and the members of the Law school.
Fiche: A-20,701-20,703

Gray, William Farley.
Letter to His Excellency Wm. H. Seward, governor of the state of New-York, touching the surrender of certain fugitives from justice.
New-York: Printed by W. Osborn. 1841 100 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 28415.
Fiche: A-20,646-20,649

The Great surrender to the rebels in arms the armistice: "immediate efforts to be made for a cessation of hostilities": peace and disunion platform of the Chicago copperhead convention.
Fiche: A-20,650-20,651
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Green, Samuel, d. 1822.
   Life of Samuel Green, executed at Boston, April 25, 1822, for the murder of Billy Williams, a fellow convict with Green, in the state prison written by himself. Boston : D. Felt. 1822
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Elliott Society of Natural History (Charleston, S.C.).
   Proceedings of the Elliott society of natural history of Charleston, South-Carolina. Charleston : Russell & Jones; [etc., etc.]. 1859-91
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   Fiche: A-20,885-20,893

Elliot, Stephen, bp., 1806-1866.
   Sermons by the Right Reverend Stephen Elliot ... with a memoir by Thomas M. Hanckel, esq. New York : Pott and Amery. 1867
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Ellis, Ferdinand, 1780-1858.
   Civil government an ordinance of God a sermon, delivered at Concord, before His Excellency the Governor, the honorable Council, and both branches of the legislature of the state of New-Hampshire, June 8, 1826. Concord : Printed by Jacob B. Moore, for the state. 1826
   26 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 22298.
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Ellis, G. A.
   New Britain a narrative of a journey, by Mr. Ellis, to a country so called by its inhabitants, discovered in the vast plain of the Missouri, in North America, and inhabited by a people of British origin. London : W. Simpkin and R. Marshall. 1820
   vii, [1], 336 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 22299.
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Ellis, George Edward, 1814-1894.
   Memoir of Luther V. Bell, M.D., LL. D. prepared by vote of the Massachusetts historical society. Boston : Printed by J. Wilson and son. 1863
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   Fiche: A-20,909-20,910

Ellis, George Edward, 1814-1894.
   An oration delivered at Charlestown, Massachusetts, on the 17th of June, 1841, in commemoration of the battle of Bunker-Hill by George E. Ellis. Boston : W. Crosby & co. 1841
   72 p. : map ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 22307.
   Fiche: A-20,913-20,914

Ellis, George Edward, 1814-1894.
   "The preservation of the States united" a discourse delivered in Harvard church, Charlestown, on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 29, 1860. Charlestown [Mass.] : A.E. Cutter. 1860
   29 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 22308.
   Fiche: A-20,915-20,916

Estee, Charles Frederick.
   The excise tax law approved July 1, 1862 : and all the amendments, together with the instructions and blank forms, decisions, and regulations of the commissioner ... and a minute analytical index : also, the January statement of the commissioner of internal revenue to the secretary of the Treasury. New York : Fitch, Estee & co. 1863
   vi, [7]-355 p. : incl. tables, forms ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 23044.
   Fiche: A-20,917-20,921

An Examination into the conduct of the present administration, from the year 1774 to the year 1778 and a plan of accomodation with America. London : J. Almon. 1778
   1 p.l., 69 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 23346.
   Fiche: A-20,922-20,923

Jay, John, 1817-1894.
   America free, or, America slave an address on the state of the country. [New York : Office of the New York tribune]. 1856
   20 p. : illus. (map) ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 35836.
   Fiche: A-20,924-20,925

Ellis, George W.
   A poem on the awful catastrophe on board the U.S. steam frigate Princeton by George W. Ellis, M.D. ; together with a full description of the terrible calamity, the proceedings at Washington, and the funeral obsequies. Boston : Printed by A.J. Wright. 1844
   72 p. ; 1 illus. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 22310.
   Fiche: A-20,926-20,927

Ellis, John B.
   The sights and secrets of the national capital a work descriptive of Washington city in all its various phases. New York : United States publishing company. 1869
   xix, [21]-512 p. : front., plates (part double) ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 22320.
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English, Thomas Dunn, 1819-1902.
   1844, or, The power of the "S.F." a tale : developing the secret action of parties during the presidential campaign of 1844. New York : Burgess, Stringer & co. [etc.]. 1847
   300 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 22606.
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Janson, Charles William.

The stranger in America containing observations made during a long residence in that country, on the genius, manners and customs of the people of the United States : with biographical particulars of public characters ; hints and facts relative to the arts, sciences, commerce, agriculture, manufactures, emigration, and the slave trade.
London : Printed for J. Cundee. 1807
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Guild, William, 1586-1657.

New York and the White Mountains with a complete map, and numerous wood-cut views of the principal objects of interest upon the line [of the Harlem and other railroads].
Boston : Bradbury & Guild. 1852
80 p. : front. (fold. map) illus. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 29227.
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Guizot, M. (François), 1787-1874.
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Washington, D.C. : W. Ballantyne. 1865
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Guyer, Isaac D.

History of Chicago its commercial and manufacturing interests and industry : together with sketches of manufacturers ... : with glances at some of the best hotels : also the principal railroads which enter Chicago.
Chicago : Church, Goodman & Cushing, printers. 1862
200 p. : incl. front., illus. plates ; 27 cm.; Sabin No.: 29365.
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Hadley, W. Hobart (William Hobart).

The American citizen's manual of reference being a comprehensive historical, statistical, topographical, and political view of the United States of North America, and of the several states and territories.
New York : Printed by S.W. Benedict. 1840
1 p.l., 102 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 29490.
Fiche: A-20,964-20,966

Hagen, Hermann August, 1817-1893.

Synopsis of the Neuroptera of North America with a list of the South American species.
Washington : Smithsonian institution. 1861
xx, 347 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 29510.
Fiche: A-20,967-20,971

Hagner, Thomas Holme.

An address delivered in the Senate chamber of Maryland, before "The association of the Theta Delta Phi" of St. John's college, 4th July, 1837 by Thomas Holme Hagner.
Annapolis : Printed by J. Hughes. 1837
32 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 29521.
Fiche: A-20,972-20,973

Evans, W. J. (William Julian).

The sugar-planter's manual being a treatise on the art of obtaining sugar from the sugar cane.
Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard. 1848
2 p.l., [5]-264 p. : illus., 2 fold. pl., diagrs. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 23195.
Fiche: A-20,974-20,977

Everett, Alexander Hill, 1790-1847.

America, or, A general survey of the political situation of the several powers of the western continent, with conjectures on their future prospects ... by a citizen of the United States.
Philadelphia : H.C. Carey & I. Lea. 1827
2 p.l., [9]-364 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 23224.
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Everett, Alexander Hill, 1790-1847.

Europe, or, A general survey of the present situation of the principal powers with conjectures on their future prospects.
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3 p.l., [5]-451 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 23231.
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Everett, Edward, 1794-1865.

The discovery and colonization of America, and immigration to the United States a lecture delivered before the New York historical society, in Metropolitan hall, on the 1st of June, 1853.
Boston : Little, Brown, and company. 1853
32 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 23249.
Fiche: A-20,989-20,990
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A gazetteer of the state of New-Hampshire by John Farmer and Jacob B. Moore; embellished with an accurate map of the state, and several other engravings; by Abel Bowen.
Concord: J.B. Moore. 1823
iv, [5]-276 p.: front. (fold. map) illus., plates; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 23839.
Fiche: A-20,991-20,995

Evans, Israel, 1747-1807.
A discourse, delivered at Easton, on the 17th of October, 1779, to the officers and soldiers of the western army, after their return [!] from an expedition against the Five nations of hostile Indians by the Rev. Israel Evans, A.M., and chaplain to General Poor's brigade; now published at the particular request of the generals and field officers of the army; and to be distributed among the soldiers; gratis.
Philadelphia: Printed by Thomas Bradford, at the Coffee-house. 1779
40 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 23160.
Fiche: A-20,996-20,997

Ewer, John, d. 1774.
A sermon preached before the incorporated Society for the propagation of the gospel in foreign parts at their anniversary meeting in the parish church of St. Mary-le-Bow, on Friday, February 20, 1767. London, printed; New-York: Re-printed and sold by James Parker, in Beaver-street. 1768
18 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 23318.
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An Examination of a pamphlet, entitled, His Catholic Majesty's manifesto, &c., with reasons for not paying the 95000 l.
London: T. Gardner. 1739
1 p.l., ii, 59 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 23350.
Fiche: A-21,000-21,001

An Expose of facts, concerning recent transactions, relating to the corps of cadets of the United States' Military academy, at West-Point, New-York. Newburgh, N.Y.: Printed by Uriah C. Lewis. 1819
vii, 68, 24, [3]-9 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 23430.
Fiche: A-21,002-21,003

Hamilton, James, 1786-1857.
An oration, delivered on the Fourth of July, 1821, before the Cincinnati and Revolution societies by James Hamilton, jun. ...; and pub. at their joint request.
Charleston: Printed by A.E. Miller. 1821
32 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 30015.
Fiche: A-21,004-21,005

Hamlin, Augustus C. (Augustus Choate), 1829-1905.
Martyria, or, Andersonville prison by Augustus C. Hamlin.
Boston: Lee and Shepard. 1866
256 p.: front., illus., plates, plans (part fold.) map; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 30073.
Fiche: A-21,009-21,012

Hammond, Jonathan Pinkney, d. 1884.
The army chaplain's manual, designed as a help to chaplains in the discharge of their various duties ... by Rev. J. Pinkney Hammond.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & co. 1863
xii, 13-286 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 30103.
Fiche: A-21,013-21,017

Hammond, Samuel H., 1809-1878.
Hills, lakes, and forest streams, or, A tramp in the Chateaugay woods by S.H. Hammond.
New York: J.C. Derby; Boston: Phillips, Sampson & co.; [etc., etc.], 1854
xii, [13]-340 p.: front., 2 pl.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 30107.
Fiche: A-21,018-21,022

Hanckel, Thomas M.
Oration delivered on the fifth anniversary of the South Carolina historical society, at Hibernian hall, in Charleston, on Wednesday evening, May 23, 1860 by Thomas M. Hanckel; pub. at the request of the society.
Charleston: Walker, Evans & co. 1860
34 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 30164.
Fiche: A-21,023-21,024

Hill, Alonzo, 1800-1871.
Boston: Printed by J. Wilson and son. 1862
32 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 31806.
Fiche: A-21,025-21,026

Hammond, Wells Stoddard.
Oration, delivered at Cherry Valley, on the fourth day of July, 1839 by Wells S. Hammond; published by and at the request of the Committee of arrangements, for celebrating at Cherry Valley the 63d anniversary of American independence.
Albany: Printed by J. Munsell. 1839
16 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 30111.
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1 broadside ; 22 x 36 cm.; Sabin No.: "Not listed in Sabin."
**Fiche:** A-64,400-64,401

A Funeral elegy, occasioned by the tragedie, at Salem, near Boston, on Thursday afternoon the seventeen of June, 1773. [n.p.]. [1773?]
1 broadside ; 27 x 45 cm.; Sabin No.: "Not listed in Sabin."
**Fiche:** A-64,402-64,403

Wiswell, Ichabod, ca. 1637-1700.
Upon the death of the reverend and aged man of God, Mr. Samuel Arnold, pastor of the church at Marshfield, who deceased this life in the 71st year of his age, of his ministry the 36th, September 1693. [n.p.]. [1693?]
1 broadside ; 30 x 44 cm.; Sabin No.: 98056.
**Fiche:** A-64,404-64,405

Devotion, Ebenezer, 1714-1771.
The civil ruler, a dignify'd servant of the Lord, but a dying man a sermon preached before the General assembly of the colony of Connecticut, at Hartford, on the day of the anniversary election, May 10th, 1753. N. London : [Printed and sold by Timothy Green, printer to the gov. & company]. 1753
2 p.l., 59 p. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 19829.
**Fiche:** A-64,900-64,901

Smith, Daniel, 1748-1818.
A short description of the Tennessee government or the Territory of the United States south of the river Ohio, to accompany and explain a map of that country. Philadelphia : Printed by Mathew Carey, bookseller, no. 118, High-street. 1793
20 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 82420.
**Fiche:** A-64,902-64,905

Simpson, George, Sir, 1786 or 7-1860.
An overland journey round the world, during the years 1841 and 1842 by Sir George Simpson. Philadelphia : Lea and Blanchard, 1847
**Fiche:** A-64,904-64,910

Hull, William, 1753-1825.
28 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 33646.
**Fiche:** A-64,915-64,916

Ortega, José de, 1700-1768.
Apostolicos afanes de la Compañia de Jesus escritos por un padre de la misma sagrada religion de su provincia de Mexico. Barcelona : P. Nadal. 1754
6 p.l., 452, [7] p., 1 l. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 57680.
**Fiche:** A-64,917-64,923

Pratt, Parley P. (Parley Parker), 1807-1857.
A voice of warning, and instruction to all people, or, An introduction to the faith and doctrine of the Church of Jesus Christ, of latter day saints by Parley P. Pratt. Nauvoo, [Ill.]: Printed by J. Taylor. 1844
**Fiche:** A-64,924-64,927

Tucker, Josiah, 1712-1799.
A letter of Edmund Burke, esq. member of Parliament for the city of Bristol, and agent for the colony of New York, &c. in answer to his printed Speech, said to be spoken in the House of commons on the twenty-second of March, 1775. Glocester : Printed by R. Raikes, and sold by T. Cadell, London. 1775
58 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 97353.
**Fiche:** A-64,928-64,929

Regulations for the order and discipline of the troops of the United States.
Fiche: A-64,930-64,932

Smith, James F., 19th cent.
The Cherokee land lottery, containing a numerical list of the names of the fortunate drawers is said lottery, with an engraved map of each district by James F. Smith.
Fiche: A-64,933-64,939

Smith, John, 1580-1631.
New England's trials declaring the successe of 80 ships employed thither within these eight yeares : and the benefit of that countrey by sea and land : with the present estate of that happie plantation, begun but by 60 weake men in the yeare 1620 : and how to build a fleete of good shippes to make a little nauie royall.
Fiche: A-64,940-64,941

Smith, Melancton, 1744-1798.
An address to the people of the state of New-York showing the necessity of making amendments to the Constitution, proposed for the United States, previous to its adoption.
New York : Printed by Robert Hodge, in the state of New York ; [Brooklyn, N.Y.]. [1788?] 26 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 83604.
Fiche: A-64,942-64,943

Smith, Samuel, 1720-1776.
The history of the colony of Nova-Caesaria, or New Jersey containing, an account of its first settlement, progressive improvements, the original and present constitution, and other events, to the year 1721 : with some particulars since : and a short view of its present state.
Burlington, in New-Jersey : Printed and sold by James Parker ; sold also by David Hall, in Philadelphia. 1765 x, 573, [1] p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 22427.
Fiche: A-64,944-64,951

Smith, William, 1727-1803.
A brief view of the conduct of Pennsylvania, for the year 1755 so far as it affected the general service of the British colonies, particularly the expedition under the late General Braddock : with an account of the shocking inhumanities, committed by incursions of the Indians upon the province in October and November : which occasioned a body of the inhabitants to come down, while the Assembly were sitting, and to insist upon an immediate suspension of all disputes, and the passing of a law for the defence of the country : interspers'd with several interesting anecdotes and original papers, relating to the politics and principles of the people called Quakers : being a sequel to a late well-known pamphlet, intitled. A brief state of Pennsylvania : in a second letter to a friend in London.
London : Printed for R. Griffiths in Pater-noster row; and Sold by Mr. Bradford in Philadelphia. 1756 88 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 84594.
Fiche: A-64,952-64,954

Smith, William, 1728-1793.
History of New-York, from the first discovery to the year M.DCC.XXXII to which is annexed, a description of the country, with a short account of the inhabitants, their religious and political state and the constitution of the courts of justice.
Fiche: A-64,955-64,961

Beauchamp, Alph. de, 1767-1832.
Historia do Brazil desde seu descobrimento em 1500 até 1810, vertida de francez e accrescentada de muitas notas por Pedro José de Figueiredo ; oferecida a Sua Alteza Real o serenissimo senhor dom Pedro de Alcantara, príncipe do Brazil ... com estampas finas.
Lisboa : Na typ. de D. Marques Leao. 1817-34 12 v. ; plates (part fold.) ; 15 cm.; Sabin No.: 4156.
Fiche: A-64,962-64,999

Emott, James, 1771-1850.
[Washington?]., 1811 37 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 22540.
Fiche: A-65,000-65,001

Farmer, John, 1789-1838.
Memorials of the graduates of Harvard university, in Cambridge, Massachusetts, commencing with the first class, MDCXLII by John Farmer.
Fiche: A-65,002-65,004a
The Quadrat indispensable in every printing office: devoted to the interests of the craft.
Pittsburgh: A.C. Bakewell & Co. 1873-1880
8 v.: illus.: 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 66897.
Fiche: A-65,005-65,021

Gallaudet, T. H. (Thomas Hopkins), 1787-1851.
An address on female education, delivered, Nov 21st, 1827, at the opening of the edifice erected for the accommodation of the Hartford female seminary by T.H. Gallaudet ... published at the request of the trustees.
Hartford: H. & F.J. Huntington. 1828
34 p.: 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 26406.
Fiche: A-65,022-65,023

Ganilh, Anthony.
Odes, and fugitive poetry by the Rev. Anthony Ganilh.
Boston: Printed by W. Smith. 1830
36 p.: 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 26524.
Fiche: A-65,024-65,025

Rickman, John.
An authentic narrative of a voyage to the Pacific ocean performed by Captain Cook, and Captain Clerke, in His Britannic Majesty's ships, the Resolution, and Discovery, in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 ... also a large introduction, exhibiting, an account of the several voyages round the globe: with an abstract of the principal expeditions to Hudson's bay, for the discovery of a north-west-passage.
Philadelphia: Printed and sold by Robert Bell in Third-street. 1783
2 v. in 1; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 16244.
Fiche: A-65,026-65,030

Riggs, Stephen Return, 1812-1883.
Cincinnati: Kendall and Henry, printers. 1839
Fiche: A-65,031-65,032

Jenkins, John S. (John Stillwell), 1818-1852.
Lives of the governors of the state of New York by John S. Jenkins.
Auburn, [N.Y.]: Derby and Miller. 1851
xxiv, [25]-826 p.: front., ports.: 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 36011.
Fiche: A-65,033-65,043

Webster, Daniel, 1782-1852.
Speech of Daniel Webster, in reply to Mr. Hayne, of South Carolina the resolution of Mr. Foot, of Connecticut, relative to the public lands, being under consideration: delivered in the Senate, January 26, 1830.
Washington: Printed by Gales and Seaton. 1830
96 p.: 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 102272.
Fiche: A-65,044-65,046

Webster, Noah, 1758-1843.
A compendious dictionary of the English language in which five thousand words are added to the number found in the best English compends: the orthography is, in some instances, corrected: the pronunciation marked by an accent or other suitable direction: and the definitions of many words amended and improved: to which are added for the benefit of the merchant, the student and the traveller: I. Tables of the moneys of most of the commercial nations in the world ... II. Tables of weights and measures, ancient and modern ... III. The divisions of time among the Jews, Greeks and Romans ... IV. An official list of the post-offices in the United States ... V. The number of inhabitants in the United States, with the amoung of exports: IV. [!] New and interesting chronological tables of remarkable events and discoveries.
From Sidney's press. For Hudson & Goodwin, booksellers, Hartford, and Increase Cooke & co. booksellers, New-Haven. 1806
xxiii, [1], 408 p.: 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 102347.
Fiche: A-65,047-65,053

Whitfield, Henry, 1597-1660?.
The light appearing more and more towards the perfect day, or, A farther discovery of the present state of the Indians in New-England, concerning the progresse of the gospel amongst them manifested by letters from such as preacht to them there.
4 p.l., 46 p.: 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 103688.
Fiche: A-65,054-65,056

Willard, Joseph, 1738-1804.
[Charlestown, Mass.]: E. typis Samuel Etheridge. 1800
31 p.: 26 x 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 104054.
Fiche: A-65,057-65,058

Williams, Abraham, 1727-1784.
A sermon preach'd at Boston, before the great and General court or assembly of the province of the Massachusetts-Bay in New-England, May 26, 1762 being the day appointed by royal charter, for the election of His Majesty's Council for said province.
Boston: Printed by S. Kneeland, by order of the honourable House of representatives. 1762
2 p.l., 28 p.: 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 104162.
Fiche: A-65,059-65,060
Williams, Edward, fl. 1650.
Virginia's discovery of silke-vvormes, with their benefit and the implanting of mulberry trees: also the dressing and keeping of vines, for the rich trade of making wines there: together with the making of the saw-mill, very usefull in Virginia, for cutting of timber and clapbord, to build withall, and its conversion to other as profitable uses; [vignette].
London: Printed by T.H. for John Stephenson. 1650
Fiche: A-65,061-65,063

White, Samuel, of Adams County, Pa.
History of the American troops, during the late war, under the command of Cols. Fenton and Campbell giving an account of the crossing of the lake from Erie to Long Point: also, the crossing of Niagara... the taking of Fort Erie, the battle of Chippewa, the imprisonment of Col. Bull, Major Galloway and the author... together with an historical account of the Canadas.
Baltimore: Published by the author, B. Edes, printer. 1829
107 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 103452.
Fiche: A-65,064-65,066

Holmes, Abiel, 1763-1837.
The life of Ezra Stiles... a fellow of the American philosophical society of the American academy of arts and sciences: of the Connecticut society of arts and sciences: a corresponding member of the Massachusetts historical society: professor of ecclesiastical history: and president of Yale college.
Boston: Printed by Thomas & Andrews. 1798
vi, [7]-403, [1] p.: front. (port.); 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 32582.
Fiche: A-65,067-65,072

Hewitt, Abram S. (Abram Stevens), 1822-1903.
On the statistics and geography of the production of iron a paper read before the American geographical and statistical society, on the 21st February, A.D. 1856.
New York: W.C. Bryant & co., printers. 1856
39 p.: fold. diagr.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 31638.
Fiche: A-65,073-65,074

Young, Alexander, 1800-1854.
Chronicles of the Pilgrim fathers of the colony of Plymouth, from 1602 to 1625 now first collected from original records and contemporaneous printed documents, and illustrated with notes.
Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1841
xvi, 504 p.: front. (port.) illus., maps; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 106053.
Fiche: A-65,075-65,081

Smith, Samuel, 1752-1839.
Remarks of Mr. Smith, of Maryland, in the Senate of the United States, on the subject of discriminating duties April 18, 1826.
[Washington]. 1826
15 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 83990.
Fiche: A-65,082-65,083

Warren, Owen Grenliffe.
Dream of the highlands a poem.
New York: Printed for private distribution [J. Mackellar, printer]. 1840
xx, 76 pp.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 101488.
Fiche: A-65,084-65,086

Warren, Owen G.
Xyclo of Argos an epi-dramatic poem, in five parts.
New York. 1864
v.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 83983.
Fiche: A-65,087-65,100

Smith, Samuel, 1720-1776.
History of the province of Pennsylavnia by Samuel Smith; ed. by William M. Mervine; pub. by the Colonial society of Pennsylvania.
Philadephia, Pa.: Printed by J.B. Lippincott company. 1913
Fiche: A-65,105-65,108

Smith, Samuel, 1759-1854.
Memoirs of Samuel Smith, a soldier of the revolution, 1776-1786 written by himself; with a preface and notes, by Charles I. Bushnell.
New-York: Priv. print. 1860
41 p.; front. (port.) pl.; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 83998.
Fiche: A-65,109-65,110

Smith, Samuel, 1752-1839.
Speech of the Hon. Samuel Smith, in the Senate of the United States, on the renewal of the charter of the Bank of the United States.
Washington: Press of Gales and Seaton. 1832
6 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 83996.
Fiche: A-65,111-65,112

Smith, Samuel, vicar of Lois Weedon.
A word in season, or, How to grow wheat with profit by the author of "Lois Weedon husbandry".
London: J. Ridgway. 1861
18th ed. / with a practical farmer's view of the plan.; 63 p.; incl. pl.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 48572.
Fiche: A-65,113-65,114

Smith, Sydney, 1771-1845.
Letters on American debts by the Rev. Sydney Smith; first printed in the "Morning chronicle".
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans. 1843
21 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 84314.
Fiche: A-65,115-65,116
Williams, John Lee.
A view of West Florida, embracing its geography, topography, &c. with an appendix, treating of its antiquities, land titles, and canals, and containing a map, exhibiting a chart of the coast, a plan of Pensacola, and the entrance of the harbour.
Philadelphia: Printed for H.S. Tanner and the author. 1827
iv, [5]-178 p. : fold. map ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 104285.
Fiche: A-65,117-65,119

Williams, Roger, 1604?-1683.
The blovdy tenant, a persecution, for cause of conscience, discussed, in a conference betweene trvth and peace VVho, in all tender affection, present to the High court of Parliament. (as the result of their discourse) these, (amongst other passages) of highest consideration.
[London?], Printed in the year. 1644
12 p.l., 247 p. ; 19 x 15 cm.; Sabin No.: 104332.
Fiche: A-65,120-65,125

Wilson, James, 1742-1798.
Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States of America, with that Constitution prefixed, in which are unfolded, the principles of free government, and the superior advantages of republicanism demonstrated by James Wilson ... and by Thomas M'Kean ... the whole extracted from debates, pub. in Philadelphia by T. Lloyd.
London: Printed for J. Debrett [etc.]. 1792
Fiche: A-65,126-65,128

Williams, Stephen W. (Stephen West), 1790-1855.
A biographical memoir of the Rev. John Williams, first minister of Deerfield, Massachusetts with a slight sketch of ancient Deerfield, and an account of the Indian wars in that place and vicinity : with an appendix, containing the journal of the Rev. Doctor Stephen Williams, of Longmeadow, during his captivity, and other papers relating to the early Indian wars in Deerfield.
Greenfield, Mass. : Published and printed by C.J.J. Ingersoll. 1837
vi, [7]-127 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 45557.
Fiche: A-65,126-65,131

Williamson, Hugh, 1735-1819.
The history of North Carolina by Hugh Williamson.
Philadelphia: Published by Thomas Dobson, at the Stone House, no. 41, South Second street. Fry and Kammerer, printers. 1812
2 v. : front. (fold. map) ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 104449.
Fiche: A-65,132-65,140

Williamson, Hugh, 1735-1819.
Observations on the climate in different parts of America, compared with the climate in corresponding parts of the other continent to which are added, remarks in the different complexions of the human race : with some account of the aborigines of America : being an introductory discourse to the History of North-Carolina.
New-York: Printed and sold by T. & J. Swords, no. 160 Pearl-street. 1811
viii, 199 p. : incl. 2 plans ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 104451.
Fiche: A-65,141-65,144

The history of the state of Maine from its first discovery, A.D. 1602, to the separation, A.D. 1820, inclusive.
Hallowell: Glazer, Masters & co. 1832
2 v. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 104493.
Fiche: A-65,145-65,161

Welby, Adlard.
A visit to North America and the English settlements in Illinois, with a winter residence at Philadelphia solely to ascertain the actual prospects of the emigrating agriculturist, mechanic, and commercial speculator.
London: Printed for J. Drury, Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy; and G. and W.B. Whitaker; Drury, Stamford, and Drury and son, Lincoln. 1821
xii, 224 p. : front., 14 plates ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 46095.
Fiche: A-65,162-65,165

Welles, Noah, 1718-1776.
A vindication of the validity and divine right of Presbyterian ordination, as set forth in Dr. Chauncy's sermon at the Dudleian lecture, and Mr. Well's [!] discourse upon the same subject, in answer to the exceptions of Mr. Jeremiah Leaming, contained in his late defence of the episcopal government of the church by Noah Welles.
New-Haven: Printed by Samuel Green, for Roger Sherman. 1767
viii, 9-159 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 102574.
Fiche: A-65,166-65,168

Whitefield, George, 1714-1770.
An account of money received and disbursed for the orphan-house in Georgia by George Whitefield ... to which is prefixed a plan for the building.
London: Printed by W. Strahan for T. Cooper at the Globe in Pater-noster-row, and sold by R. Hett at the Bible and Crown in the Poultry. 1741
1 p.l., 45 p. : front. (port.) fold. map, tables ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 46095.
Fiche: A-65,169-65,170
Wigglesworth, Edward, 1732-1794.
Calculations on American population, with a table for estimating the annual increase of inhabitants in the British colonies the manner of its construction explained : and its use illustrated.
Boston : Printed and sold by John Boyle in Marlboro-street. 1775
24 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 46095.
Fiche: A-65,171-65,172

Winchester, Elhanan, 1751-1797.
A plain political catechism, intended for the use of schools, in the United States of America wherein the great principles of liberty, and of the federal government, are laid down and explained, in the way of question and answer : made level to the lowest capacities.
Norfolk : Printed for the proprietor, by A.C. Jordan, &co. no.3, Market-square. 1806
59 p. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 104730.
Fiche: A-65,173-65,174

Winthrop, John, 1588-1649.
A journal of the transactions and occurrences in the settlement of Massachusetts and the other New England colonies, from the year 1630 to 1644 written by John Winthrop, esq., first governor of Massachusetts ; and now first published from a correct copy of the original manuscript.
Hartford : Printed by Elisha Babcock. 1790
3 p.l., 364, 4 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 104847.
Fiche: A-65,175-65,179

Winslow, Edward, 1595-1655.
Hypocrisie unmasked a true relation of the proceedings of the governor and company of the Massachusetts against Samuel Gorton of Rhode Island.
Providence : The Club of colonial reprints. 1916
xvi, 12, 103 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 104796.
Fiche: A-65,180-65,183

Wolcott, Oliver, 1760-1833.
An address, to the people of the United States, on the subject of the report of a committee of the House of representatives, appointed to "examine and report, whether monies drawn from the Treasury, have been faithfully applied to the objects for which they were appropriated, and whether the same have been regularly accounted for," which report was presented on the 29th of April, 1802 by Oliver Wolcott.
Boston : Printed by Russell and Cutler. 1802
112 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 46095.
Fiche: A-65,184-65,187

Overland Traction Engine Company.
Transportation by steam from Missouri river to the Rocky mountains reports of A.P. Robinson, esq. ... and Edw. Warner, esq.
Boston : Wright & Potter, printers. 1865
61 p. ; front., pl. ; 29 cm.; Sabin No.: 57977.
Fiche: A-65,188-65,189

Lowe, Percival Green, 1828.
Five years a dragoon ('49 to '54) and other adventures on the great plains by Percival G. Lowe.
Kansas City, Mo. : The F. Hudson publishing co. 1906
Fiche: A-65,190-65,195

Ryan, William Redmond.
Personal adventures in Upper and Lower California, in 1848-9 with the author's experience at the mines : illustrated by twenty-three drawings.
London : W. Shoberl. 1850
2 v. : fronts., plates ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 74532.
Fiche: A-65,196-65,200

Seymour, Silas, 1817-1890.
Incidents of a trip through the great Platte valley, to the Rocky mountains and Laramie plains, in the fall of 1866, with a synoptical statement of the various Pacific railroads, and an account of the great Union Pacific railroad excursion to the one hundredth meridian of longitude.
New York : D. Van Nostrand. 1867
129 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 79669.
Fiche: A-65,206-65,208

Revere, Joseph Warren, 1777-1868.
Keel and saddle a retrospect of forty years of military and naval service.
Boston : J.R. Osgood and company. 1872
xiii, 360 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 70179.
Fiche: A-65,209-65,213

Lyford, William Gilman, 1784-1852.
The western address directory containing the cards of merchants, manufacturers, and other business men, in Pittsburgh, (Pa.) Wheeling, (Va.) Zanesville, (O.) Portsmouth, (O.) Dayton, (O.) Cincinnati, (O.) Madison, (Ind.) Louisville, (K.) St. Louis, (Mo.) together with historical, typographical & statistical sketches, (for the year 1837,) of those cities, and towns in the Mississippi valley : intended as a guide to travellers : to which is added, alphabetically arranged, a list of the steam-boats on the western waters.
Baltimore : Printed by J. Robinson. 1837
468 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 42767.
Fiche: A-65,214-65,220

Scott, James Leander.
A journal of a missionary tour through Pennsylavnia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Wiskonsin and Michigan comprising a concise description of different sections of country : health of climate : inducements for emigration with the embarrassments : the religious condition of the people : meetings connected with the mission : and of the great western prairies.
Providence : The author. 1843
viii, [9]-203 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 78280.
Fiche: A-65,221-65,224
Riggs, Stephen Return, 1812-1883.
Tah-koo wah-kaan, or, The gospel among the Dakotas by Stephen R. Riggs ... ; with an introduction, by S.B. Treat.
Boston : Cong. Sabbath-school and publishing society. [c 1869]
xxvi, 491 p. : 1 illus. (music) 4 port. (incl. front.) ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 71327.
Fiche: A-65,225-65,031

Newhall, John B.
Sketches of Iowa, or, The emigrant's guide containing a correct description of the agricultural and mineral resources, geological features and statistics of the territory of Iowa, a minute description of each county ... a view of the rapid increase and future prospects of the people, moral and physical, traits of Indian character, with sketches of Black Hawk, and others.
New York : J.H. Colton. 1841
252 p. : 1 illus., fold. map ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 54998.
Fiche: A-65,238-65,241

Plumbe, John.
Sketches of Iowa and Wisconsin, taken during a residence of three years in those territories by John Plumbe, jr.
St. Louis : Chambers, Harris & Knapp. 1839
3 p.l., [5]-103 p. : fold. map ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 63444.
Fiche: A-65,242-65,244

Parker, A. A. (Amos Andrew), 1791-1893.
Trip to the West and Texas comprising a journey of eight thousand miles, through New-York, Michigan, Illinois, Missouri, Louisiana and Texas, in the autumn and winter of 1834-5 : interspersed with anecdotes, incidents and observations.
Concord, N.H. : White & Fisher. 1835
276 p. : 2 pl. (incl. front.) ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 58643.
Fiche: A-65,245-65,248

Peck, John Mason, 1789-1858.
A new guide for emigrants to the West, containing sketches of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, with the territories of Wisconsin and Arkansas, and the adjacent parts by J.M. Peck.
Boston : Gould, Kendall & Lincoln. 1837
2d ed.; xii, [1], [15], 381 p. ; 14 cm.; Sabin No.: 49185.
Fiche: A-65,249-65,253

Plumbe, John.
Memorial against Mr. Asa Whitney's railroad scheme.
[Washington] : Buell & Blanchard, printers. 1851
48 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 63443.
Fiche: A-65,260-65,261

Philippo, James Mursell.
Jamaica its past and present state.
Philadelphia : J.M. Campbell & co. ; New York : Saxton & Miles. 1843
viii, [9]-176 p. : front., illus. ; cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 62468.
Fiche: A-65,265-65,267

Audubon, John James, 1785-1851.
The quadrupeds of North America by John James Audubon ... and the Rev. John Bachman.
New York : V.G. Audubon. 1851-54
3 v. CLV col. pl. ; 28 cm.; Sabin No.: 2368.
Fiche: A-65,268-65,275

Haven, Jason, 1733-1803.
A sermon preached before His Excellency Sir Francis Bernard, baronet, governor His Honor Thomas Hutchinson, esq. : lieutenant-governor, the honorable His Majesty's Council, and the honorable House of representatives, of the province of the Massachusetts-Bay in New-England, May 31st, 1769 : being the anniversary of the election of His Majesty's Council for said province.
Boston, New England : Printed by Richard Draper, printer to His Excellency the governor, and the honorable His Majesty's Council. 1769
55 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 30885.

Baraga, Frederic, 1797-1868.
Jesus obimadisiwin ajonda aking, gwaiakossing anamiewin ejitwadjig, mi sa Catholique-enamiadjig gewabandangig.
Paris (France, Europe) : E.J. Bailly ogimisinakisan manda misinaigan. 1837
4 p.l., 211 p. ; double map ; 14 cm.; Sabin No.: 32472.

Lyons, W. F.
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London : T. Payne. 1759
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Wansey, Henry, 1751-1827.
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Zenger, John Peter, 1697-1746.
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London: Printed for J. Wilford. 1738
1 p.l., 32 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 106307.
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Martin, John, 1741-1820.
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Weems, M. L. (Mason Locke), 1759-1825.
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Weems, M. L. (Mason Locke), 1759-1825.
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White, John, 1575-1648.
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London: Printed by William Jones. 1630
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New Haven: Printed for and sold by R. Sherman and B. Mecom. 1765
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Woman's right to preach the Gospel a sermon preached at the ordination of Rev. Antoinette L. Brown, at South Butler, N.Y., Sept. 15, 1853.
Syracuse: The author. 1853
22 p.; cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 39776.
Fiche: A-83,315-83,316

Lee, Mary Elizabeth, 1813-1849.
The poetical remains of the late Mary Elizabeth Lee with a biographical memoir.
Charleston, S.C.: Walker & Richards. 1851
xii, 224 p.; front. (port.), fold. facsim.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 39777.
Fiche: A-83,317-83,320

Lee, Henry, 1782-1867.
An exposition of evidence in support of the memorial to Congress "setting forth the evils of the existing tariff of duties ..." prepared in pursuance of instructions from the permanent committee appointed by the Free trade convention assembled at Philadelphia to prepare the memorial to Congress.
Boston: Printed at the Boston press. 1832
Fiche: A-83,321-83,325

Lee, Henry, 1775-1818.
Champe's adventure by General Henry Lee.
New-York: Office of the Rebellion record. 1864
48 p.; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 39739.
Fiche: A-83,326-83,327

Lee, Henry, 1756-1816.
A cursory sketch of the motives and proceedings of the party which sways the affairs of the Union together with some remarks upon the nature of the present crisis.
Philadelphia. 1809
38 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39740.
Fiche: A-83,328-83,329

Lee, Henry, 1787-1837.
A vindication of the character and public services of Andrew Jackson in reply to the Richmond address, signed by Chapman Johnson, and to other electioneering calumnies.
Boston: True and Green, printers. 1828
51 p.; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 39752.
Fiche: A-83,330-83,331

Lee, Henry, 1782-1867.
An exposition of facts and arguments in support of a memorial to the legislature of Massachusetts by citizens of Boston and vicinity, in favor of a bank of ten millions.
Boston: Dutton and Wentworth, printers. 1836
2d ed.; 67 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39754.
Fiche: A-83,332-83,333

Lee, Henry, 1852-1878.
Report of a committee of the citizens of Boston and vicinity, opposed to a further increase of duties on importations.
Boston: Press of N. Hale. 1827
iv, [5]-196 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39756.
Fiche: A-83,334-83,337

Lee, Henry, 1817-1898.
The Militia of the United States what is has been: what it should be.
Boston: Press of T.R. Marvin. 1864
130 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39757.
Fiche: A-83,338-83,340

Lee, Jesse, 1758-1816.
Baltimore: Printed by John West Butler. 1805
Fiche: A-83,341-83,343

Lee, Jesse, 1758-1818.
A short history of the Methodists, in the United States of America beginning in 1766, and continued till 1809: to which is prefixed, a brief account of their rise in England, in the year 1729, &c.
Baltimore-street. 1810
Fiche: A-83,344-83,348

Lee, John, fl. 1839-1840.
A letter to the President of the U. States of America proposing a method whereby the merits of the conflicting claims of the United States and Great Britain, on the disputed frontier, may be correctly examined and determined, by scientific principles, combined with indisputable data, grounded in equity: together with an examination of the treaty of 1783: from which is derived a demonstration of the falsehood of the British claim.
Cambridge [Mass.]: Metcalf, Torry, and Ballou. 1839
22 p.; pl.; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 39767.
Fiche: A-83,349-83,350
Lee, John, fl. 1839-1840.
A letter to the Honorable Judge Story, LL. D. discovering and correcting the errors of Blackstone and his editors, on the theory of human genealogy and kindred, and destroying the concomitant fallacious inductions of eternal pre-existing population, and the physical necessity of crime, by the doctrine of infinite series : with remarks on the nuptial connections of the first human generation. Cambridge [Mass.] : Metcalf, Torry & Ballou. 1840 32 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39767.
Fiche: A-83,351-83,352

Lee, Leroy M. (Leroy Madison), 1808-1882.
Fiche: A-83,353-83,359

Lee, Richard Henry, 1794-1865.
Life of Arthur Lee, LL. D., joint commissioner of the United States to the court of France, and sole commissioner to the courts of Spain and Prussia, during the revolutionary war with his political and literary correspondence and his papers on diplomatic and political subjects, and the affairs of the United States during the same period. Boston : Wells and Lilly. 1829 2 v. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39785.
Fiche: A-83,360-83,365

Lee, Richard Henry, 1794-1865.
Fiche: A-83,371-83,372

Rede, Leman Thomas, 1799-1832.
Bibliotheca americana, or, A chronological catalogue of the most curious and interesting books, pamphlets, state papers, &c. upon the subject of North and South America, from the earliest period to the present, in print and manuscript for which research has been made in the British Museum, and the most celebrated public and private libraries, reviews, catalogues, &c. : with an introductory discourse on the present state of literature in those countries. London. 1789 271 p. ; 27 cm.; Sabin No.: 5198.
Fiche: A-83,371-83,378

The rebuker, rebuked, in a brief answer to Caleb Pusey his scurrilous pamphlet, entituled A rebuke to Daniel Leeds, &c. wherein William Penn his sandy foundation is fairly quoted, shewing that he calls Christ, the finite impotent creature. New York : William Bradford. 1703 11 p. ; cm. (4vo); Sabin No.: 39819.
Fiche: A-83,373-83,374

Leech, Samuel, 1798-1848.
Thirty years from home, or, A voice from the main deck being the experience of Samuel Leech, who was for six years in the British and American navies : was captured in the British frigate Macedonian : afterwards entered the American navy, and was taken in the United States brig Syren, by the British ship Medway. Boston : Tappan & Dennet. 1843 xvi, [17]-305 p. : incl. front., illus. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 39812.
Fiche: A-83,382-83,386

Lefroy, J. H. (John Henry), Sir, 1817-1890.
Fiche: A-83,387-83,392

United States, Navy Dept.
Fiche: A-83,377-83,381

Beverley, Robert, ca. 1673-ca. 1722.
The history and present state of Virginia, in four parts I. The history of the first settlement of Virginia, and the government thereof, to the present time : II. The natural productions and conveniences of the country, suited to trade and improvement : III. The native Indians, their religion, laws, and customs, in war and peace : IV. The present state of the country, as to the policy of the government, and the improvements of the land. London : Printed for R. Parker. 1705 6 p.l., 16, [4], 104, 40, 64, 83 p. : front., 14 pl., fold. tab. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 5112.
Fiche: A-83,379-83,389
La Roque, M. de (André Jean).
   Mémoire analytique où l'on déduit, par une grande
   réunion de faits les principes, à l'aide desquels on
   pourra faire prospérer de nouvelles colonies ... Suivi
   de l'examen de questions relatives aux effets que les
   progrès de la population & des cultures du Nouveau
   monde produiront sur l'Europe : avec un tableau de la
   population & des produits de l'archipel de l'Amérique :
   Dédie à Sa Majesté catholique le roi d'Espagne.
   Londres : Impr. de W. & C. Spilsbury. 1796
   xiv, 175 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39060.
   **Fiche:** A-83,393-83,396

Betagh, William.
   A voyage round the world being an account of a
   remarkable enterprize, begun in the year 1719,
   chiefly to cruise on the Spaniards in the great South
   ocean : relating the true historical facts of that whole
   affair : testified by many imploidy therein : and
   confirmed by authorities from the owners.
   London : Printed for T. Combes [etc.]. 1728
   **Fiche:** A-83,396-83,404

New York (State). Laws, statutes, etc.
   Laws of the Legislature of the state of New York,
   in force against the loyalists, and affecting the trade
   of Great Britain, and British merchants, and others
   having property in that state.
   London : Printed by H. Reynell. 1786
   1 p.l., v-xv, [9]-186 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39417.
   **Fiche:** A-83,397-83,400

Lawson, John, d. 1712.
   The history of Carolina containing the exact
   description and natural history of that country :
   together with the present state therof, and a journal of
   a thousand miles, travel'd thro' several nations of
   Indians, giving a particular account of their customs,
   manners, &c.
   London : Printed by J. Downing, for R. Knaplock.
   1727
   **Fiche:** A-83,418-83,420

Leng, William Christopher, Sir.
   The American war the aims, antecedents, and
   principles of the belligerents : a lecture, delivered on
   the 10th December, 1862, in Castle street church.
   Dundee : Printed at the Advertiser office. 1863
   38 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 40026.
   **Fiche:** A-83,421-83,422

Lenlet Dufresnoy, Nicolas, 1674-1755.
   New method of studying history recommending
   more easy and complete instructions for
   improvement in that science than any hitherto extant :
   with the whole apparatus necessary to form a perfect
   historian.
   London : Printed for W. Burton. 1728
   2 v. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 40029.
   **Fiche:** A-83,423-83,428

Lee, Arthur, 1740-1792.
   Observations on certain commercial transactions
   in France, laid before Congress by Arthur Lee,
   esquire.
   Philadelphia : Printed by F. Bailey. 1780
   51 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39702.
   **Fiche:** A-83,410-83,411

Lednum, John.
   A history of the rise of Methodism in America
   containing sketches of Methodist itinerant preachers,
   from 1736 to 1785 ... also, a short account of many
   hundreds of the first race of lay members, male and
   female, from New York to South Carolina : together
   with an account of many of the first societies and
   chapels.
   Philadelphia : The author. 1859
   xi, 13-435 p. ; front. (port.), plates ; 20 cm.; Sabin
   No.: 39684.
   **Fiche:** A-83,412-83,417

Lee, Alfred, bp., 1807-1887.
   The Christian citizen's duty in the present crisis a
   discourse delivered in St. Andrew's church,
   Wilmington, Delaware, on Sunday, April 21, 1861.
   Wilmington. 1861
   16 p. ; 15 cm.; Sabin No.: 39693.
   **Fiche:** A-83,406-83,407

Lee, Andrew, 1745-1832.
   The origin and ends of civil government with
   reflections on the distinguished happiness of the
   United States : a sermon preached before ... Samuel
   Huntington, governor ... and the General assembly of
   the state of Connecticut, at Hartford, on the day of
   the anniversery election, May 14, 1795.
   Hartford [Conn.] : Printed by Hudson & Goodwin.
   1795
   38 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39696.
   **Fiche:** A-83,408-83,409

Lee, Arthur, 1740-1792.
   Observations on certain commercial transactions
   in France, laid before Congress by Arthur Lee,
   esquire.
   Philadelphia : Printed by F. Bailey. 1780
   51 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39702.
   **Fiche:** A-83,410-83,411
Lenox, James, 1800-1880.
Letter of Columbus to Luis de Santangel, 1493.
New York, ?, 1866
12 p. : front. (facsim.) ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 40041.
Fiche: A-83,446-83,447

Selden, R. E. (Richard Ely), 1797-1868.
Criticism on the Declaration of independence, as a
literary document by Mon droit [pseud.].
New York: For sale at the news offices. 1846
44 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49929.
Fiche: A-83,448-83,449

Monarchs of ocean Columbus and Cook: two
narratives of maritime discovery.
Edinburgh: W.P. Nimmo, Hay, & Mitchell. [1897?]
1 p.l., [7]-227 p. : front., plates ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.:
49935.
Fiche: A-83,450-83,453

Mondelet, Charles Joseph Elzéar, 1801-1877.
Letters on elementary and practical education to
which is added a French translation.
Montreal: J.J. Williams. 1841
Fiche: A-83,454-83,456

A Letter from a meeting of the brethren called
Quakers, to the authors of the pamphlet called
Considerations on the German war, and of the several
pamphlets in answer to it.
London: printed ; Boston, N.E. : Reprinted and sold by
B. Mecom, at the New printing-office, near the
Townhouse. 1761
8 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 40299.
Fiche: A-83,457-83,458

A Letter from a veteran, to the officers of the army
encamped at Boston.
[Boston?] America. 1774
19, [1] p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 40316.
Fiche: A-83,466-83,467

Lendrum, John.
A concise and impartial history of the American
revolution to which is prefixed, a general history of
North and South America : together with an account
of the discovery and settlement of North America.
Printed at Boston: By I. Thomas and E.T. Andrews,
(proprietors of the work) Faust's Statue, No. 45,
Newbury Street. 1795
2 v. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 40023.
Fiche: A-83,472-83,476

Lemmonier-Delafosse, Jean Baptiste.
Seconde campagne de Saint-Domingue du 1er
décembre 1803 au 15 juillet 1809 précédée de
Souvenirs historiques & succincts de la première
campagne : expédition du general en chef Leclerc du
14 décembre 1801 au 1er décembre 1803.
Havre : Impr. de H. Brindeau & compie. 1846
3 p.l., [v]-viii, 304 p. : 3 fold. plans ; 22 cm.; Sabin
No.: 40011.
Fiche: A-83,482-83,486

Le Challeux, Nicolas, 16th cent.
A true and perfect description, of the last voyage
or Navigation, attempted by Capitaine John Rybaut,
deputie and generall for the French men, into Terra
Florida, this yeare past 1565.
[Boston]. [1920]
56 L. : facsim. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 39634.
Fiche: A-83,487-83,489

Lechford, Thomas, ca. 1590-1644?.
Plain dealing, or Nevves from New-England ... a
short view of New-Englands present government,
both ecclesiasticall and civil, compared with the
anciently-received and established government of
England, in some materiall points: fit for the gravest
consideration in these times.
4 p.l., 80 p. ; 19 x 15 cm.; Sabin No.: 39640.
Fiche: A-83,490-83,491
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<td>Facts illustrative of the character of the anthracite, or Lehigh coal, found in the great mines at Mauch Chunk, in possession of the Lehigh coal and navigation company, with certificates from various manufacturers, and others, proving its decided superiority over every other kind of fuel.</td>
<td>Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company.</td>
<td>Philadelphia : Printed by S.W. Conrad. 1827</td>
<td>20 p.</td>
<td>19 cm.</td>
<td>A-83,498-83,499</td>
</tr>
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<td>Speech of Mr. Leigh, of Virginia, on the motion that the President's protest against the proceedings of the Senate should not be received and entered on the Journal delivered in the Senate of the United States, April 18, 1834.</td>
<td>Leigh, Benjamin Watkins, 1781-1849.</td>
<td>Washington : Printed by Gales and Seaton. 1834</td>
<td>18 p.</td>
<td>24 cm.</td>
<td>A-83,500-83,501</td>
</tr>
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<td>A journal of Captain Cook's last voyage to the Pacific ocean, and in quest of a north-west passage, between Asia &amp; America performed in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, and 1779.</td>
<td>Ledyard, John, 1751-1789.</td>
<td>Hartford : Printed and sold by Nathaniel Patten, a few rods north of the courthouse. 1783</td>
<td>208 p.</td>
<td>19 cm.</td>
<td>A-83,550-83,553</td>
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Leigh, Benjamin Watkins, 1781-1849.
The letters of Algernon Sydney, in defence of civil liberty and against the encroachments of military despotism written by an eminent citizen of Virginia, and first published in the Richmond enquirer in 1818-19; to which are added, in an appendix, the remarks of Mr. Ritchie as referred to by the author of "Algernon Sydney" in page 30 of this pamphlet; with an introduction by the present publisher.
Richmond : T.W. White. 1830
viii, 65 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39912.
Fiche: A-83,582-83,583

United States senatorial question speeches delivered in the Assembly of the state of New-York, by the Honorable Messrs. C.C. Leigh, C.P. Johnson, J.W. Stebbins, D.C. Littlejohn, A.W. Hull, S.B. Cole ... and others, in exposition of the oaths, obligations, and rituals of the Know-nothings, during the debate on the United States senatorial question: February 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, 1855.
Albany : Weed, Parsons & company, printers. 1855
62 (i.e. 60) p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 39918.
Fiche: A-83,584-83,585

Mombert, J. I. (Jacob Isidor), 1829-1913.
An authentic history of Lancaster county, in the state of Pennsylvania by J.I. Mombert.
Lancaster, Pa. : J.E. Barr & co. 1869
vii, [1], 617 p., 1 l., 175 p. : plates, 3 maps (incl. fold. front.), plan ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 49926.
Fiche: A-83,600-83,609

A Short account of the expedition against Quebec commanded by Major-General Wolfe, in the year 1759.
p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 49955.
Fiche: A-83,610-83,611

Leckie, Gould Francis.
An historical survey of the foreign affairs of Great Britain, for the years 1808, 1809, 1810 with a view to explain the causes of the disasters of the late and present wars.
London : E. Lloyd. 1810
xviii p., 1 l., 607 p. : fold. tab. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39645.
Fiche: A-83,612-83,619

Lawrence, Abbott, 1792-1855.
Boston : Eastburn's press. 1846
35 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 39344.
Fiche: A-83,620-83,621

Corruptions and frauds of Lincoln's administration.
[New York]. 1864
8 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41185.
Fiche: A-83,622-83,623

Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865.
A legacy of fun by Abraham Lincoln; with a short sketch of his life.
London : F. Farrar. 1865
iv, 48 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 41196.
Fiche: A-83,624-83,625

The Lincoln catechism wherein the eccentricities & beauties of despotism are fully set forth a guide to the presidential election of 1864.
New York : J.F. Feeks. [c 1864]
46 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 41204.
Fiche: A-83,626-83,627

Lincoln, Solomon, 1804-1881.
Sketch of Nantasket (now called Hull,) in the county of Plymouth.
Hingham [Mass.] : Gazette press. 1830
16 p. ; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 41266.
Fiche: A-83,628-83,629

Lincoln, Barnabas, 1781-1850.
Narrative of the capture, sufferings and escape of Capt. Barnabas Lincoln and his crew, who were taken by a piratical schooner, December, 1821, off Key Largo together with facts illustrating the character of those piratical cruisers.
Boston : Printed by E. Lincoln. 1822
40 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41242.
Fiche: A-83,630-83,631

Old Abe's jokes, fresh from Abraham's bosom, containing all its ['!] issues, excepting the "greenbacks," to call in some of which, this work is issued.
New York : T.R. Dawley. [1864]
1 p.l., [21]-140 p. : front. (port.) ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 41218.
Fiche: A-83,632-83,634

Lincoln, Solomon, 1804-1881.
History of the town of Hingham, Plymouth County, Massachusetts by Solomon Lincoln, jr.
Hingham : C. Gill, jr., and Farmer and Brown. 1827
iv, [5]-183 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 41264.
Fiche: A-83,635-83,637

Lincoln, William, 1801-1843.
History of Worcester, Massachusetts, from its earliest settlement to September, 1836 with various notices relating to the history of Worcester county.
Worcester : M.D. Phillips and company. 1837
Fiche: A-83,638-83,743
Lind, James, 1716-1794.
An essay on diseases incidental to Europeans, in hot climates, with the method of preventing their fatal consequences by James Lind ... ; to which is added, an appendix, concerning intermittent fevers, and a simple and easy way to render sea water fresh, and to prevent a scarcity of provisions in long voyages at sea.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Duane. 1811
1st American, from the 6th London ed. ...; viii, 268 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41277.
Fiche: A-83,644-83,648

Lindley, Thomas.
Authentic narrative of a voyage from the cape of Good Hope to Brasil, a Portuguese settlement in South America, in 1802, 1803 ... with general sketches of the country, its natural productions, colonial inhabitants, &c.
London : W. Baynes. 1808
xxxi, 298 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41295.
Fiche: A-83,648-83,652

Trial of Abraham Lincoln by the great statesmen of the republic a council of the past on the tyranny of the present : the spirit of the constitution on the bench - Abraham Lincoln, prisoner at the bar, his own counsel.
New York : Office of the Metropolitan record. 1863
29 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41234.
Fiche: A-83,653-83,654

A Workingman's reasons for the re-election of Abraham Lincoln.
[Philadelphia?]. [1864]
8 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41240.
Fiche: A-83,655-83,656

Lee, Charles, 1731-1782.
The importance of Canada considered in two letters to a noble lord.
London : Printed for R. and J. Dodsley. 1761
2 p.l., 38 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39707.
Fiche: A-83,685-83,686

Lee, Charles, 1731-1782.
Letters of Major General Lee, to the Right Honourable Earl Percy, and Major General John Burgoyne with the answers.
New-York : Printed by J. Rivington, facing Hanover-square. 1775
[1], 8, 4 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39710.
Fiche: A-83,687-83,688

Lee, Charles Alfred, 1801-1872.
The elements of geology, for popular use containing a description of the geological formations and mineral resources of the United States.
New-York : Harper & brothers. 1844
Fiche: A-83,689-83,694

Lee, Charles Henry, 1818-1900.
The judge advocate's vade mecum embracing a general view of military law, and the practice before courts-martial of the army and navy, with an epitome of the law of evidence, as applicable to military and naval trials.
Richmond : West and Johnston. 1864
2d ed., rev. and enl.; 308 p.; diagr.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39718.
Fiche: A-83,695-83,699

Lee, Chauncey, 1763-1842.
The government of God the true source and standard of human government a sermon, preached on the day of the general election, at Hartford, in the state of Connecticut, May 13th, 1813.
Hartford : Printed by Hudson and Goodwin. 1813
56 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39720.
Fiche: A-83,700-83,701
Lee, F. D. (Frederick David).  
Historical record of the city of Savannah by F.D. Lee and J.L. Agnew.  
Savannah : J.H. Estill. 1869  
xii, 200 p. : fold. front., illus., fold. maps, plans ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 39733.  
Fiche: A-83,702-83,705

Lee, Charles, 1731-1782.  
Anecdotes of the late Charles Lee, esq. ... second in command in the service of the United States of America, during the revolution : to which are added, his political and military essays : also, letters to and from many distinguished characters, in Europe and America.  
London : Printed for J.S. Jordan. 1797  
2d ed. / with an appendix of additional papers and letters.; xii, 446 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 39706.  
Fiche: A-83,705-83,711

Lee, Charles, 1731-1782.  
Proceedings of a general court-martial, held at Brunswick, in the state of New-Jersey, by order of His Excellency Gen. Washington ... for the trial of Major-General Lee : July 4th, 1778 : Major-General Lord Stirling, president.  
New York : Priv. reprinted. 1864  
239 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39713.  
Fiche: A-83,712-83,715

Lee, Charles Carter, 1798-1871.  
Virginia Georgics written for the Hole and corner club of Powhatan.  
Richmond : J. Woodhouse and company. 1858  
121 (i.e. 123), [2] p., 1 l. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39717.  
Fiche: A-83,716-83,718

Palmer, Aaron Haight, b. ca. 1782.  
Peruvian guano trade statements and documents in relation to the bill reported by the select committee of the House of representatives, on the 31st of July, 1854, imposing a sliding scale of duty on the importation of Peruvian guano into the United States : together with a treatise on Peruvian guano.  
Washington : Printed by W.H. Moore. 1854  
3 p.l., [3]-32 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39721.  
Fiche: A-83,719-83,720

Lee, Eliza Buckingham, 1794-1864.  
Naomi, or, Boston two hundred years ago by Eliza Buckingham Lee.  
Boston : W. Crosby and H.P. Nichols. 1848  
2d ed.; iv, 324 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39730.  
Fiche: A-83,721-83,725

Lee, Hannah Farnham Sawyer, 1780-1865.  
The Huguenots in France and America by the author of "Three experiments of living".  
Boston ; and Cambridge : J. Munroe and company. 1852  
New ed.; 2 v. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 39735.  
Fiche: A-83,726-83,730

The Literary museum, or, Monthly magazine.  
West-Chester [Pa.] : Printed by Derrick & Sharples.  
And sold by the principal booksellers in Philadelphia.  
[1797]  
336 p. : pl. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 41494.  
Fiche: A-83,735-83,739

The Literary miscellany, including dissertations and essays on subjects of literature, science, and morals biographical and historical sketches : critical remarks on language : with occasional review.  
Cambridge [Mass.] : W. Hilliard. 1805-06  
2 v. ; port. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 41492.  
Fiche: A-83,740-83,745

The Literary panorama, and national register a review of books, register of events, magazine of varieties : comprising interesting intelligence from the various districts of the United Kingdom : the British connexions in America, Africa, the East Indies, the West Indies, Western Asia, &c., and from all parts of the world.  
London : Printed by Cox, son, and Baylis for C. Taylor [etc.]. 1807-19  
24 v. : plates, ports., maps, plans, facsim., tab. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 41495.  
Fiche: A-83,751-83,760

Breckinridge, Robert J. (Robert Jefferson), 1800-1871.  
The nation's success and gratitude [the substance of a discourse delivered in Danville, Ky., on the 26th of November, 1863, the day of national thanksgiving and prayer].  
Philadelphia : H.B. Ashmead, printer. 1864  
22 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 7681.  
Fiche: A-83,877-83,878

Child, David Lee, 1794-1874.  
Rights and duties of the United States relative to slavery under the laws of war no military power to return any slave : "contraband of war" inapplicable between the United States and their insurgent enemies.  
Boston : R.F. Wallcut. 1861  
48 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 12700.  
Fiche: A-83,910-83,912

Gettysburg College. Linnaean Association.  
The literary record and journal of the Linnaean association of Pennsylvania college conducted by a committee of the association.  
Gettysburg. 1844-48  
4 v. ; 2 pl. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41497.  
Fiche: A-83,925-83,929
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Benavides, Alonso de, fl. 1630.
Memorial qve fray Ivan de Santander de la orden de San Francisco, comissario general de Indias, presenta á la Magestad catolica del rey Don Felipe Qvarto nuestro senor hecho por el padre fray Alonso de Benauides comissario del Santo Oficio, y custodio que ha sido de las provincias, y conversiones del Nueuo-Mexico ; tratase en el de los tesoros espirituales, y temporales, que la Divina Magestad ha manifestado en aquellas conversiones, y nueuos descubrimientos, por medio de los padres desta serafica religion : con licencia.
En Madrid : en la Imprenta real, año. 1630
1 p.l., 109 [i.e. 103] p. : 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 4636.
Fiche: A-83,941-83,944

Littell, John.
Family records, or, Genealogies of the first settlers of Passaic valley (and vicinity), above Chatham, with their ancestors and descendants, as far as can now be ascertained by John Littell.
Feltville, NJ : D. Felt and co. 1851
3 p.l., 504 p. : 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 41502.
Fiche: A-83,942-83,948

Black Hawk, Sauk chief, 1767-1838.
Life of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak or Black Hawk, embracing the tradition of his nation--Indian wars in which he has been engaged--cause of joining the British in their late war with America, and its history--description of the Rock river village--manners and customs--encroachments by the whites, contrary to treaty--removal from his village in 1831 with an account of the cause and general history of the late war, his surrender and confinement at Jefferson barracks, and travels through the United States : dictated by himself.
Boston : Russell, Odiore & Metcalf ; New York : M. Bancroft ; [etc., etc.]. 1834
155 p. : front. (port.) ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 5675.
Fiche: A-83,948-83,952

Little, George, b. 1791.
Life on the ocean, or, Twenty years at sea being the personal adventures of the author.
Baltimore : Armstrong & Berry. 1843
viii, [9]-395 p. : front. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 41513.
Fiche: A-83,949-83,954

Little, George P.
The fireman's own book containing accounts of fires throughout the United States, as well as other countries : remarkable escapes ... heroic conduct.
New York : Philadelphia [etc.]. 1860
2 p.l., [13]-286 p. : incl. front., illus., plates ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 41516.
Fiche: A-83,955-83,958

Blake, Henry Nichols, 1838.
Three years in the Army of the Potomac by Henry N. Blake, late captain in the Eleventh regiment Massachusetts volunteers.
Boston : Lee and Shephard. 1865
vi, 7-319 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 5776.
Fiche: A-83,958-83,966

Little, William, 1833-1893.
History of the town of Warren, N.H., from its early settlement to the year 1854 including a sketch of the Pemigewasset Indians.
Concord, N.H. : Steam printing works of McFarland & Jenks. 1854
1 p.l., [vii]-viii, [9]-170 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 41529.
Fiche: A-83,959-83,961

Linn, Lewis Fields, 1795-1843.
Speech ... in reply to Mr. McDuffie, on the Oregon bill : delivered in the Senate of the United States, January 26, 1843.
Washington : Printed at the Globe Office. 1843
15 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41347.
Fiche: A-83,962-83,963

Linn, William, 1752-1808.
Serious considerations on the election of a president addressed to the citizens of the United States.
New-York : Printed and sold by John Furman, at his blank, stamp, and stationary shop, opposite the City hall. 1800
36 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 41348.
Fiche: A-83,964-83,965

Linnaean Society of New England.
Report of a committee of the Linnaean society of New England, relative to a large marine animal, supposed to be a serpent, seen near Cape Ann, Massachusetts, in August 1817.
Boston : Cummings and Hilliard. 1817
52 p. : 2 pl. (1 fold.) ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41351.
Fiche: A-83,966-83,967

Bishop, Robert Hamilton, 1777-1855.
An outline of the history of the church in the state of Kentucky, during a period of forty years containing the memoirs of Rev. David Rice, and sketches of the origin and present state of particular churches, and of the lives and labours of a number of men who were eminent and useful in their day : collected and arranged by Robert H. Bishop.
Lexington : T.T. Skillman. 1824
xii, [13]-420 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 5618.
Fiche: A-83,967-83,976

Linn, Elizabeth A. (Relfe), Mrs.
The life and public services of Dr. Lewis F. Linn, for ten years a senator of the United States from the state of Missouri by E.A. Linn and N. Sargent.
New York : D. Appleton and company. 1857
441 p. : front. (port.), pl. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41335.
Fiche: A-83,968-83,973
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Linn, William, 1752-1808.
A collection of the essays on the subject of episcopacy which originally appeared in the Albany centinel, and which are ascribed principally to the Rev. Dr. Linn, the Rev. Mr. Beasley, and Thomas Y. How, esq.; with additional notes and remarks.
New-York: Printed by T. & J. Swords, no. 160 Pearl-street. 1806
viii, 210 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 41349.
Fiche: A-83,974-83,977

The Life-wake of the fine Arkansas gentleman who died before his time.
Washington: F. Philp. 1859
54 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 41036.
Fiche: A-83,978-83,979

Lightfoot, William.
The complaint of England wherein it is clearly prooved that the practises of traitrous Papists against the state of this realme, and the person of Her Maistie, are in diuinite unlawful, odious in nature, and ridiculous in policie.
London: Printed by I. Wolfe. 1587
[68] p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 41050.
Fiche: A-83,980-83,981

Delano, Alonzo, 1806-1874.
Life on the plains and among the diggings being scenes and adventures of an overland journey to California: with particular incidents of the route, mistakes and sufferings of the emigrants, the Indian tribes, the present and future of the great West.
New York: Miller, Orton & co. 1857
[4th thousand]; xi, [13]-384 p.; front., plates; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 41030.
Fiche: A-83,985-83,990

Benzoni, Girolamo, b. 1519.
Novae Novi orbis historiae, id est, rerum ab Hispanis in India Occidentali hactenus gestarum, & acerbo illorum in eas gentes dominatu, libri tres, Vrbani Calvetonis opera industriáque ex italicis Hieronymi Benzonis Mediolanensis, que eas terras XIII. annorum peregrinatione obijt, commentarij descripti, latiní facti, ac perpetuis notis, argumentis & locupleti memorabilium rerum accessione, illustrati: His ab eodem adiuncta est, De Gallorum in Floridam expeditione, & insigni Hispanorun in eos saeuitiae exemplo, breuis historia.
[Genevæ]: apvd Evstathivm Vignon. 1578
Fiche: A-84,555-84,557

The Abolition conspiracy to destroy the union, or, A ten years’ record of the “Republican” party the opinions of William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Abraham Lincoln, William H. Seward...
New York: Van Evrie, Horton & company. 1866
31 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 4792.
Fiche: A-84,623-84,624

Fielder, Herbert, b. 1827.
The disunionist a brief treatise upon the evils of the union between the North and the South, and the propriety of separation and the formation of a southern United States.
[n. p.]: Printed for the author. 1858
iv, p., 1 l., 7-72 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 24299.
Fiche: A-84,745-84,746

Livingston, John.
American portrait gallery, containing portraits of men now living with biographical and historical memoirs of their lives and actions.
New York: [J. Livingston]; London: S. Low, Ion & co.; [etc., etc.]. 1857-
3 pts.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41622.
Fiche: A-84,800-84,802
Le Long, John.
Révélations à la France les négociations au Rio-de-la-Plata.
Paris : Impr. de Madame de Lacombe. 1851
Fiche: A-84,803-84,805

Lemaire, H. (Henry) 1756-1808.
Beautés de l'histoire des voyages les plus fameux autour du monde et dans les deux hémisphères, ou, Tableau des découvertes, entreprises, aventures, naufrages, captivités, malheurs et succès des plus célèbres voyageurs.
Paris : Eymery, Fruger et compe. 1827
Fiche: A-84,806-84,811

Le Moine, J. M. (James MacPherson), Sir, 1825-1912.
Ornithologie du Canada quelques groupes d'après la nomenclature du Smithsonian institution, de Washington.
Québec : Impr. par E.R. Fréchette. 1860-61
2 v. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 40007.
Fiche: A-84,816-84,818

Le Moine, J. M. (James MacPherson), Sir, 1825-1912.
Les pêcheries du Canada par J.M. Le Moine.
Québec : Atelier typographique du Canadien. 1863
146 p., 1 l. ; 19 x 11 cm.; Sabin No.: 40008.
Fiche: A-84,823-84,825

Lossing, Benson John, 1813-1891.
Lives of the signers of the Declaration of American independence the declaration historically considered : and a sketch of the leading events connected with the adoption of the Articles of confederation, and of the federal Constitution.
Philadelphia : Evans, Stoddart & co. 1870
iv p., 1 l., [7]-383 p. : incl. ports. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 42123.
Fiche: A-84,826-84,831

A Letter to the freeholders, and qualified voters, relating to the ensuing election.
Boston: N.E. : Printed by Rogers and Fowle in Queen-street. 1749
12 p.; 20 x 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 40475.
Fiche: A-84,832-84,833

A Letter to the great man occasioned by the Letter to two great men : in which many of that writer's absurdities, inconsistencies and contradictions are detected : and the fatal tendency of his propositions exposed.
London : Printed for W. Bristow. 1760
1 p.l., 61 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 40479.
Fiche: A-84,834-84,835

Numa Pompilius, King of Rome, fl. 715-673 B.C.
A letter to the Honorable John Randolph by Numa.
[Philadelphia? : W. Duane?]. 1810
38 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 40483.
Fiche: A-84,836-84,837

A Letter to the inhabitants of the city and state of New York on the subject of the commerce of the western waters.
New York : pr. by S. Gould. 1807
40 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 40488.
Fiche: A-84,838-84,839

A letter to the inhabitants of the province of Quebec extract from the minutes of the Congress.
Philadelphia : Printed by William and Thomas Bradford. 1774
1 p.l., 37-50 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 40489.
Fiche: A-84,840-84,842

A Letter to the merchant in London, to whom is directed a printed letter relating to the manufactory undertaking, dated New-England, Boston February 21st 1740, 1.
London : Printed for G. Corrall, and sold by J. Bew [etc.]. 1777
iv, 59 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 40499.
Fiche: A-84,843-84,844

A Letter to the noblemen, gentlemen, &c., who have addressed His Majesty on the subject of the American Rebellion.
London : Printed for T. Cadell. 1776
37 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 40505.
Fiche: A-84,845-84,846

A Letter to the Honourable A------r M------re, comm----ner of trade and plantation.
London : Printed for J. Roberts. 1714
39 p. ; fold. table ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 40480.
Fiche: A-84,847-84,848

Letter to the Hon. James F. Simmons by a Rhode-Island conservative.
[Providence]. [1845]
8 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 40481.
Fiche: A-84,849-84,850
Letter to the Honorable Mr. Hawes in reply to his strictures on the graduates of the Military academy. New-York : Wiley and Long. 1836
30 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 40484.
Fiche: A-84,851-84,852

Decisions of the Interior department in public land cases, and land laws passed by the Congress of the United States together with the regulations of the General land office.
2 p.l., [xiii]-xiv p. ; 1 l., [17]-739, [1], 740-772 p. : 3 fold. diagr. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 40230.
Fiche: A-84,853-84,862

United States. Quartermaster's Dept.
Lists of distances compiled for the information and guidance of officers doing duty in the Quartermaster's department, in making payments for mileage : approved by the secretary of war July 8, 1868.
Washington : Gov't print. off. 1868
133 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 41465.
Fiche: A-84,863-84,865

Le Jeune, Paul, 1592-1664.
A Paris : Chez Sebastien Cramoisy, rue S. Iacques, aux Cicognes. Avec privilege du Roy. 1632; 1924
68 numb. l., 1 l. ; facsim. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 39946.
Fiche: A-84,866-84,868

Leland, Aaron W. (Aaron Whitney), 1787-1871.
A letter, to the citizens of Charleston, embracing strictures, &c. &c. by Expositor [pseud].
Charleston, (S.C.), April. 1818
10 p. ; 22 cm., in folder 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39959.
Fiche: A-84,869-84,870

Leland, Charles Godfrey, 1824-1903.
Ye book of copperheads.
Philadelphia : F. Leyboldt. 1863
Fiche: A-84,871-84,872

Leland, Charles Godfrey, 1824-1903.
Centralization, or, "States rights" by Charles Godfrey Leland.
New York : C.T. Evans. [1863]
1 p.l., 14 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39963.
Fiche: A-84,873-84,874

Leland, John, 1754-1841.
The rights of conscience inalienable, and therefore religious opinions not cognizable by law, or, The high-flying churchman, stript of his legal robe, appears a Yaho by John Leland.
New-London : Printed by T. Green & son. 1791
29 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 39970.
Fiche: A-84,875-84,876

Leigh, Benjamin Watkins, 1781-1849.
Substitute intended to be offered to the next meeting of the citizens of Richmond, on the subject of a convention, in lieu of the report of the committee by Watkins Leigh.
Richmond : Printed by Shepherd & Pollard. 1824
25 p. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 39930.
Fiche: A-84,877-84,878

Leland, H. P. (Henry Perry), 1828-1868.
Americans in Rome by Henry P. Leland.
New York : C.T. Evans. 1863
311 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 39965.
Fiche: A-84,879-84,883

Liverpool Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery.
Declaration of the objects of the Liverpool society for promoting the abolition of slavery, 25th March, 1823.
London : Hatchard & son; [etc., etc.]. 1823
14 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 41582.
Fiche: A-84,884-84,885

The Lives and portraits of remarkable characters, drawn from the most authentic sources.
London : Printed and published by W. Lewis. 1819
A new ed.; 2 v. in 1 : ports. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 41587.
Fiche: A-84,886-84,889

Livermore, George, 1809-1865.
Remarks on public libraries from "The North American review" for July, 1850 ; for private distribution only.
Cambridge : Printed by Bolles and Houghton. 1850
40 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 41569.
Fiche: A-84,893-84,894

Lives and confessions of John Williams, Francis Frederick, John P. Rog, and Peter Peterson, who were tried at the United States circuit court in Boston, for murder & piracy sentenced to be executed Jan. 21, 1819 ; and afterwards reprieved till Feb. 18, 1819.
Boston : Printed by J.T. Buckingham. [1819]
[2d ed.]; iv, [5]-40 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41584.
Fiche: A-84,895-84,896
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Loring, Israel, 1682-1772.
The duty of an apostatizing people to remember from whence they are fallen, and repent, and do their first works a sermon preached before His Excellency Jonathan Belcher, esq; the honourable His Majesty's Council, and the honourable House of representatives of the province of the Massachusetts-Bay in New England, May 25th, 1737 : being the anniversary for the election of His Majesty's Council for the province.
Boston : Printed by S. Kneeland, printer to the honourable House of representatives. 1737
2 p.l., 68 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42084.
Fiche: A-84,897-84,898

Loring, Charles Greely, 1794-1867.
Boston : W.V. Spencer. 1864
vii, 46 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 42075.
Fiche: A-84,899-84,900

Loring, Joseph, jr.
Facts and documents, respecting Capt. Joseph Loring, jun., including the substance of the last trial, the proceedings of the legislature in his favour and the governor's objections published by himself.
Boston : Printed by Oliver and Munroe. 1807
55 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42094.
Fiche: A-84,901-84,902

Dunning, M. O. B.
Among the trees a journal of walks in the woods, and flower-hunting through field and by brook.
New York : Hurd and Houghton. 1869
2 p.l., 153 p.; illus.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 42075.
Fiche: A-84,903-84,905

James River and Kanawha Company (Richmond, Va.).
The Central water-line from the Ohio River to the Virginia capes, connecting the Kanawha and James rivers, affording the shortest outlet of navigation from the Mississippi basin to the Atlantic.
Richmond, Va. : Printed by Gary & Clemmitt. 1868
95 p.; fold. map; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42103.
Fiche: A-84,906-84,908

Loring, Nathaniel Hall, 1799-1838.
Memorial [to Congress] of Nathaniel Hall Loring, and others, late cadets at the Military academy, West Point December 27, 1819: read, and referred to the Committee on military affairs.
Washington : Printed by Gales & Seaton. 1819
72 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42098.
Fiche: A-84,909-84,910

Letterman, Jonathan, 1824-1872.
Medical recollections of the Army of the Potomac by Jonathan Letterman, M.D., late surgeon United States army, and medical director of the Army of the Potomac.
New York : D. Appleton and company. 1866
194 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 40656.
Fiche: A-84,911-84,914

Landor, Walter Savage, 1775-1864.
Letters addressed to Lord Liverpool and the Parliament, on the preliminaries of peace by Calvus [pseud.].
London : Printed for Henry Colburn and sold by George Goldie, Edinburgh, and John Cumming, Dublin. 1814
2 p.l., [3]-100 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 40567.
Fiche: A-84,915-84,917
Letters and memorials which have lately passed between the ministers of the courts of Great Britain, France, and Spain.
London : Printed by S. Buckley. 1727
48 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 40576.
Fiche: A-84,918-84,919

Democratic Party (Philadelphia, Pa.).
Letters addressed to John Sergeant, Manuel Eyre, Lawrence Lewis, Clement C. Biddle, and Joseph P. Norris, esqs. authors of An address to the people of Pennsylvania, adopted at a meeting of the friends to the election of John Quincy Adams, held in Philadelphia, July 7, 1828 containing strictures on their address.
Philadelphia : Printed by W. Stavely. 1828
88 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 40566.
Fiche: A-84,920-84,921

Letters addressed to the people of the Canadas and British North America on elective institutions.
Cobourg : Printed at the Reformer office. 1835
2 p.l., [3]-46 p.; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 40571.
Fiche: A-84,922-84,923

Giles, William Branch, 1762-1830.
Letters addressed to the people of the United States by a native of Virginia, on the subject of illegal and improper disbursements of the public money, &c.; originally pub. in the Federal republican. Part 1st.
Baltimore : F.G. Schaeffer. 1822
59 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 40572.
Fiche: A-84,924-84,925

The seaside and the fireside by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
Boston : Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1850
iv p., 1 l., 141 ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 41926.
Fiche: A-84,926-84,928
Reflections on the cause of the Louisianans respectfully submitted by their agents.
[n.p.]. [1803?]
17 p.; cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 42288.
Fiche: A-84,929-84,930
United States, President (1801-1809 : Jefferson).
A topographical and statistical account of the province of Louisiana containing a description of its soil, climate, trade, and produce ... &c. ... : together with new and interesting particulars, relative to the Indian tribes : to which is annexed, a copious preface : and, the recent conventions, between the United States, and the French republic.
Baltimore : Printed for J. Rice, S. Butler [etc.] by Martin & Pratt. 1803
2 p.l., ii-iii, [13]-80 p. : fold. tab. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 42302.

Fiche: A-84,931-84,933

Vaughan, Benjamin, 1751-1835.
Remarks on a dangerous mistake made as to the eastern boundary of Louisiana.
Boston : J.T. Buckingham. 1814
28 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42289.

Fiche: A-84,934-84,935

The Situation in Louisiana the legislature's reply to Kellogg's pronunciamento : to the friends of constitutional liberty throughout the Union.
[New Orleans?]. [1873]
8 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42303.

Fiche: A-84,936-94,937

Whitaker, J. S. (John Smith), 1817-1895.
Sketches of life and character in Louisiana the portraits selected principally from the bench and bar. New Orleans : Ferguson & Crosby. 1847
85 p., 1 l. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42304.

Fiche: A-84,938-94,939

Lieber, Francis, 1800-1872.
Letter to His Excellency Patrick Noble, governor of South Carolina, on the penitentiary system by Francis Lieber.
[n.p.]. [1839]
1 p.l., [35]-62 p. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 40985.

Fiche: A-84,940-84,941

Lieber, Francis, 1800-1872.
On history and political economy, as necessary branches of superior education in free states an inaugural address, delivered in South Carolina college, before ... the governor and the legislature of the state, on Commencement day the 7th of December, 1835. Columbia, S.C. : Printed by A.S. Johnston. 1836
26 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 40985.

Fiche: A-84,942-84,943

Lieber, Francis, 1800-1872.
A song on our country and her flag by Francis Lieber ; written in 1861, after the raising of the flag on Columbia college, New York ; printed by the students. [New York : Baker & Godwin, printers]. [1861?]

Fiche: A-84,953-84,954

Lieber, Oscar M. (Oscar Montgomery), 1830-1862.
The assayer's guide, or, Practical directions to assayers, miners, and smelters, for the test and assays, by heat and by wet processes, of the ores of all the principal metals, and of gold and silver coins and alloys by Oscar M. Lieber. Philadelphia : H.C. Baird. 1852
117 p. : pl. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 40986.

Fiche: A-84,955-84,957

Lieber, Francis, 1800-1872.
What is our Constitution league, pact, or government? : two lectures on the Constitution of the United States ... delivered in the Law school of Columbia college, during the winter of 1860 and 1861, to which is appended an address on secession written in the year 1851. New York : Printed by direction of the Board of trustees. 1861
48 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 40985.

Fiche: A-84,958-84,959
The history of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ comprehending all that the four evangelists have recorded concerning him: all their relations being brought together in one narration ... in the very words of Scripture.

New-York: Printed by D. Fanshaw. 1821 viii, 222 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 40989.
Fiche: A-84,960-84,963

Letter to Her R----l H---s P---s D-w-g-r of W--- on the approaching peace with a few words concerning the Right Honourable the Earl of B---, and the general talk of the world.

Fiche: A-84,964-84,965

Wilkes, John, 1727-1797.
A letter to his grace the Duke of Grafton, on the present situation of public affairs.

Fiche: A-84,966-84,967

A Letter to his grace the D---- of N******, on the duty he owes himself, his king, his country and his God, at this important moment.

Fiche: A-84,968-84,969

A Letter to His Grace the Duke of N********, on the present crisis in the affairs of Great Britain containing, reflections on a late resignation.

London: Printed for R. Griffiths. [1761] 2 p.l., 48 p. ; cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 40441.
Fiche: A-84,970-84,971

Ogden, Uzal, 1744-1822.
A letter to Major General Alexander Hamilton containing observations on his letter, concerning the public conduct and character of John Adams, esq., president of the United States.

Fiche: A-84,972-84,973


[n.p.]: Printed for the author. 1765 8 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 40457.
Fiche: A-84,974-84,975

A Letter to the Earl of Chatham, concerning his speech and motion in the House of the Lords ... with some observations on the speeches of Lord Gower, The Duke of Grafton, Lord Lyttleton, Lord Camden, Lord Weymouth, The Arch-Bishop of York, Lord Shelburne, and Lord Mansfield : to which are subjoined reflections on his Majesty's ... speech from the throne, and an index to peace with America.

London: Printed for T. Evans. 1777 54 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 40467.
Fiche: A-84,976-84,977

Locke, John G. (John Goodwin), 1803-1869.
Book of the Lockes a genealogical and historical record of the descendants of William Locke, of Woburn: with an appendix containing a history of the Lockes in England, also of the family of John Locke, of Hampton, N.H., and kindred families and individuals.

Boston: J. Munroe & co. 1853 406 p. : front., illus., ports., facsim., coat of arms ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 41729.
Fiche: A-84,978-84,983

Locke, John G. (John Goodwin), 1803-1869.
The Munroe genealogy by John G. Locke.
Boston; Cambridge: J. Munroe and company. 1853 15 p. ; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 41703.
Fiche: A-84,984-84,985

Lockhart, Ephraim.
Statement with reference to the knights baronets of Nova Scotia, their creations, privileges, and territorial rights of property in that colony, &c. ... with an appendix.

Edinburgh: W. Tait; [etc., etc.]. 1831 36 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 41739.
Fiche: A-84,986-84,987

Lockwood, Anthony.
A brief description of Nova Scotia, with plates of the principal harbors including a particular account of the island of Grand Manan.
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240 p. ; 14 cm.; Sabin No.: 49005.
Fiche: A-89,243-89,246
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Miller, Andrew Galbraith, 1801-1874.
A paper on the judicial and legal condition of the territory of Wisconsin, at and after its organization by Andrew G. Miller, D.A.J. Upham and W.A. Prentiss, a committee of the Old settler's club of Milwaukee County; read before the Club by Judge Miller, July 4, 1870; pub. by order of the Club. Milwaukee: Starr & son, book and job printers. 1870
17 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49011.
Fiche: A-89,247-89,248

Godefroy, Maximilian, 1765-1840?.
Military reflections, on four modes of defence, for the United States, with a plan of defence, adapted to their circumstances, and the existing state of things... by Maxan. * * *, ex-officer of the etat major in the service of S.M.T.C.; translated by Eliza Anderson. Baltimore: Printed by Joseph Robinson. 1807
42 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 46998.
Fiche: A-89,249-89,250

Hitz, John, 1828-1908.
The military system of the republic of Switzerland, or, How to raise an efficient army without offering bounty or resorting to draft. Washington: E. Taylor. 1864
15 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 48977.
Fiche: A-89,251-89,252

United States. Laws, statutes, etc. (3rd Congress, 2nd session : 1794-1795).
A bill to provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the militia of the United States published by order of the House of representatives; the eighteenth of February 1795. Philadelphia: Printed by Francis Childs. 1795
16 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: "Not listed in Sabin."
Fiche: A-89,253-89,254

Minnesota. School for the Deaf (Faribault).
Annual report. Saint Paul. 1864
v.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49278.
Fiche: A-89,255-89,256

Minnesota its progress and capabilities: being the second annual report of the commissioner of statistics, for the years 1860 and 1861: and containing an abstract of the United States census. Saint Paul: W.R. Marshall, state printer. 1862
iv, [5]-171, [1] p.; map; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49280.
Fiche: A-89,257-89,259

Minnesota its resources and progress: its beauty, healthfulness and fertility, and its attractions and advantages as a home for immigrants. St. Paul: Press printing company. 1870
72 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49281.
Fiche: A-89,260-89,261

Freemasons (Minnesota). Grand Lodge.
Fiche: A-89,262-89,271

King, William, d. 1826.
Letter from the secretary of war, transmitting a copy of the proceedings of a court martial, for the trial of Colonel William King, of the Fourth infantry, and sundry orders and documents connected therewith. Washington: Printed by Gales & Seaton. 1820
128 p.; fold. tab.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 37854.
Fiche: A-89,272-89,274

Miller, Samuel, 1769-1850.
A sermon, delivered January 19, 1812, at the request of a number of young gentlemen of the city of New-York, who had assembled to express their condolence with the inhabitants of Richmond, on the late mournful dispensation of Providence in that city by Samuel Miller. New-York: Published by Whiting and Watson. 1812
42 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 49064.
Fiche: A-89,275-89,276

Orleans (Terr.). Laws, statutes, etc.
A digest of the civil laws now in force in the territory of Orleans with alterations and amendments adapted to its present system of government by authority. New Orleans: Printed by Bradford & Anderson, Printers to the Territory. 1808
v, xxi, 491 p.; 27 cm.; Sabin No.: 42218.
Fiche: A-89,277-89,283

Lowell, John, 1769-1840.
Interesting political discussion the diplomatic policy of Mr. Madison unveiled: in a series of essays containing strictures upon the late correspondence between Mr. Smith and Mr. Jackson. [n.p.]. [1810]
55 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42318.
Fiche: A-89,284-89,285

Van Winkle, Cornelius S., 1785-1843.
The printers’ guide, or, An introduction to the art of printing including an essay on punctuation, and remarks on orthography. New-York: Printed and published by C.S. Van Winkle. 1818
229, [55] p.; illus., tables (one fold.); 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 103373.
Fiche: A-89,286-89,290
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Halley, Edmond, 1656-1742.</td>
<td>Halley, Edmond</td>
<td>Miscellanea curiosa containing a collection of some of the principal phaenomena in nature, accounted for by the greatest philosophers of this age; being the most valuable discourses, read and delivered to the Royal society, for the advancement of physical and mathematical knowledge; as also a collection of curious travels, voyages, antiquities, and natural histories of countries; presented to the same society to which is added, A discourse of the influence of the sun and moon on human bodies, etc. London: Printed by W. B. for James and John Knapton. 1723-27. 3d ed. ...; 3 v. : front., plates (part fold.), fold. maps, fold. plan, fold. diagrs. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 49438.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison, James M.</td>
<td>Morrison, James M.</td>
<td>Clarsach Albin, and other poems by James M. Morrison; including his correspondence with Clark, McCammon and Douglass. Philadelphia: G.B. Zieber &amp; co. 1847. 108 p. : front. : 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 50892.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison, Marion.</td>
<td>Morrison, Marion.</td>
<td>A history of the Ninth regiment, Illinois volunteer infantry by the chaplain, Marion Morrison. Monmouth, Ill.: J.S. Clark, printer. 1864. 95 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 50894.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milner, Vincent L.</td>
<td>Milner, Vincent L.</td>
<td>Religious denominations of the world comprising a general view of the origin, history, and condition, of the various sects of Christians, the Jews and Mahometans, as well as the pagan forms of religion existing in the different countries of the earth; with sketches of the founders of various religious sects: from the best authorities. Philadelphia: J.W. Bradley. 1860. xxxiii, 35-512 p. : front., ports. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49129.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milnor, James, 1773-1845.</td>
<td>Milnor, James, 1773-1845.</td>
<td>A charitable judgment of the opinions and conduct of others, recommended being the last sermon preached in St. George's church, New York, April 6, 1845. New York: Stanford and Swords. 1845. 24 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49130.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milititz, Alex. de (Alexandre).</td>
<td>Milititz, Alex. de (Alexandre)</td>
<td>Manuel des consuls par Alex. de Milititz. Londres ; Berlin : A. Asher. 1837-41. 2 v. in 5 ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49139.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Milnor, James, 1773-1845.
Oration on masonry, delivered at St. John's
church, in the city of Philadelphia, at the request of
the right worshipful Grand lodge of Pennsylvania, on
St. John's day, June 24, 1811 by James Milnor ... ; to
which is prefixed an account of the procession, and
of the ceremonies attending the consecration and
dedication of the new Masonic hall.
Philadelphia : J. Maxwell, printer. 1811
41 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49132.
Fiche: A-89,383-89,384

Kingsbury, Harmon, d. 1868.
The immigrant's good Samaritan by Harmon
Kingsbury.
New-York : [D. Fanshaw]. [1848]
117 p. ; 15 cm.; Sabin No.: 37881.
Fiche: A-89,385-89,387

Milton (Mass.).
A collection of papers relative to the transactions
of the town of Milton, in the state of Massachusetts,
to promote a general inoculation of the cow pox, or
kine pox, as a never failing preventive against small
pox infection.
Boston : Printed for the town of Milton, by J.
Belcher. 1809
48 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 49146.
Fiche: A-89,388-89,389

Meyer, Albertus.
The introduction of paper money involves the
abolishment of taxation.
[Oakland, Cal.]. [1865]
10 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 48669.
Fiche: A-89,390-89,391

Strang, James Jesse, 1813-1856.
Ancient and modern Michilimackinac, including
an account of the controversy between Mackinac and
the Mormons.
[n.p.]. 1854
48 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 48805.
Fiche: A-89,392-89,393

Mickle, Isaac.
Reminiscences of old Gloucester, or, Incidents in
the history of the counties of Gloucester, Atlantic and
Camden, New Jersey.
Philadelphia : T. Ward. 1845
2 p.l., 98 p., 1 l. : front. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 48818.
Fiche: A-89,394-89,395

Morillo, Pablo, conde de Cartagena, 1778-1837.
Mémoires du general Morillo, comte de
Carthageone, marquis de la Puerta, relatifs aux
principaux événemens de ses campagnes en
Amérique de 1815 à 1821 suivis de deus précis de
Don José Domingo Diaz ... et du général Don Miguel
de la Torre.
Paris : P. Dufart. 1826
1 p.l., xvi, 452 p. ; 27 cm.; Sabin No.: 50703.
Fiche: A-89,397-89,402

Moring, Henry E.
Suggestions to Congress on the finances of the
United States, submitted to the Chamber of
commerce of New-York by H.E. Moring.
[New York] : F.W. Christern [etc.]. 1869
71 p. ; incl. tables ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 50707.
Fiche: A-89,403-89,404

An address delivered at the centennial celebration,
in Peterborough, N.H., Oct. 24, 1839 by John
Hopkins Morison.
Boston : Printed by I.R. Butts. 1839
99 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 50710.
Fiche: A-89,405-89,407

Life of the Hon. Jeremiah Smith, LL. D., member
of Congress during Washington's administration,
judge of the United States Circuit court, chief justice
of New Hampshire, etc.
Boston : C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1845
2 p.l., [iii]-viii, 516 p. : front. (port.) ; 20 cm.; Sabin
No.: 50711.
Fiche: A-89,408-89,414

Swain, Robert, 1823-1844.
Memoir of Robert Swain.
Boston : J. Munroe and company, 1847
4 p.l., 259 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 50712.
Fiche: A-89,415-89,418

Morley, John, 1838-1923.
Edmund Burke a historical study.
London : Macmillan and co. 1867
xii, 312 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 50725.
Fiche: A-89,419-89,423

Lyon, John, 1803-1889.
The harp of Zion a collection of poems, &c.
Liverpool : S.W. Richards; [etc., etc.]. 1853
Fiche: A-89,424-89,427

Quinby, M. (Moses), 1810-1875.
Mysteries of bee-keeping explained being a
complete analysis of the whole subject : consisting of the
natural history of bees, directions for obtaining
the greatest amount of pure surplus honey with the
least possible expense, remedies for losses given, and
the science of "luck" fully illustrated.
New York : A.O. Moore. 1859
8th ed. / containing directions for using the movable
combs of L.L. Langstroth ; by M. Quinby ... ; 11, 384
p. : illus. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 67180.
Fiche: A-89,428-89,433
Quincy, Edmund, 1808-1877.
Where will it end? a view of slavery in the United States in its aggressions and results : a communication supposed to be made by a leading Democrat living in "Egypt" or southern Illinois.
Providence : Knowles, Anthony & co., printers. 1863
23 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 67189.
Fiche: A-89,434-89,435

Quincy, Josiah, 1772-1864.
An address to the citizens of Boston, on the XVIIth of September, MDCCCXXX, the close of the second century from the first settlement of the city by Josiah Quincy.
Boston : J.H. Eastburn, printer to the city. 1830
68 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 67204.
Fiche: A-89,436-89,437

Quincy, Josiah, 1772-1864.
An answer to the questions, Why are you a Federalist? and Why shall you vote for Gov. Strong?.
Boston? . 1805
22 p. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 67206.
Fiche: A-89,438-89,439

Lubbock, John, Sir, 1834-1913.
The origin of civilisation and the primitive condition of man mental and social condition of savages.
London : Longmans, Green, and co. 1870
xvi, 380 p. : front., illus., plates ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42601.
Fiche: A-89,440-89,445

Lucas, Samuel, 1818-1868.
Charters of the old English colonies in America with an introduction and notes, by Samuel Lucas ... ; pub. for the Society for the reform of colonial government.
London : J.W. Parker. 1850
Fiche: A-89,446-89,448

Lucas, Samuel, 1818-1868.
The causes and consequences of national revolutions among the ancients and the moderns compared a prize essay, read in the Sheldonian theatre, Oxford June 4th, 1845.
London : J. Murray; [etc., etc.]. 1845
52 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42618.
Fiche: A-89,449-89,450

Ludewig, Hermann E. (Hermann Ernst), 1809 or 10-1856.
The literature of American aboriginal languages by Hermann E. Ludewig.
London : Trübner and co. 1858
xxiv p., 1 l., 258 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42643.
Fiche: A-89,451-89,454

Ludlow, John Malcolm Forbes, 1821-1911.
A sketch of the history of the United States from independence to secession by J.M. Ludlow ... ; to which is added, The struggle for Kansas.
Cambridge [Eng., etc.] : Macmillan and co. 1862
xxii p., 1 l., 404 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 42656.
Fiche: A-89,455-89,460

Lyde, Augustus Foster, 1813-1834.
Buds of spring poetical remains of Augustus Foster Lyde : with addenda.
Boston : Perkins and Marvin ; New York : Wiley and Putnam; [etc., etc.]. 1838
xlii, 150 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 42756.
Fiche: A-89,461-89,464

Lyell, Charles, Sir, 1797-1875.
The geological evidences of the antiquity of man with remarks on theories of the origin of species by variation.
London : J. Murray. 1863
2d ed., rev.; xvi, 528 p. : incl. front., illus. (incl. maps), pl. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42759.
Fiche: A-89,465-89,471

Lyle, William W., b. 1825.
Lights and shadows of army life, or, Pen pictures from the battlefield, the camp, and the hospital by Rev. W.W. Lyle.
cincinnati : R.W. Carroll & co. 1865
2d ed.; xii, 9-403 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 42772.
Fiche: A-89,472-89,477

La Luzerne, César Henri, comte de, 1737-1799.
Mémoire envoyé le 18 juin 1790, au Comité des rapports de l'Assemblée nationale par M. de La Luzerne.
Paris : De l'Imprimerie royale. 1790
3 pts in 1 v. : tables (1 fold.) ; 28 cm. (4to); Sabin No.: 42751.
Fiche: A-89,478-89,480

Young, Thomas, 1732-1777.
Some reflections on the disputes between New-York, New-Hampshire, and Col. John Henry Lydius of Albany ... to these reflections are added, some Rules of law, fit to be observed in purchasing land, &c.
New-Haven : Printed and sold by Benjamin Mecom. 1764
21 p., 1 l. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 42758.
Fiche: A-89,481-89,482

Lyford, Stephen C.
An address delivered before the Strafford agricultural society, Oct. 20, 1824, at Wolfborough. Concord. 1825
pp. 16 ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42766.
Fiche: A-89,483-89,484
Miller, George Funston, 1809-1888.
[Washington : Printed at the Congressional globe office]. [1867]
7 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 49081.
Fiche: A-89,485-89,486

Miller, Jacob Welsh, 1800-1862.
Speech of the Hon. J.W. Miller, of New Jersey, in favor of sustaining the Collins line of American mail steamers delivered in the Senate of the United States, April 22, 1852.
Washington : J.T. Towers. 1852
24 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49022.
Fiche: A-89,487-89,488

Miller, James P.
Biographical sketches and sermons, of some of the first ministers of the Associate church in America to which is prefixed a historical introduction, containing an account of the rise and progress of the Associate church for the first half century of her existence in this country.
Albany : Printed by Hoffman & White. 1839
512 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49024.
Fiche: A-89,489-89,495

Miller, Josiah, 1832-1880.
Singers and songs of the church being biographical sketches of the hymn-writers in all the principal collections : with notes on their psalms and hymns.
London : Longmans, Green, and co. 1869
2d ed. ...; xviii, 617 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 49033.
Fiche: A-89,496-89,495

Miller, Linus Merrill, 1819-1901.
"Perfect through suffering" a Thanksgiving sermon.
Ogdensburg : Advance steam printing house. 1861
8 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49036.
Fiche: A-89,504-89,505

Miller, Linus Wilson.
Notes of an exile to Van Dieman's Land comprising incidents of the Canadian rebellion in 1838, trial of the author in Canada ... and transportation to Van Dieman's Land ... : together with sketches of the island, its history, productions, inhabitants, &c.
Fredonia, N.Y. : Printed by W. McKinstry & co. 1846
xi, 378 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 49037.
Fiche: A-89,506-89,511

Miller, Edward, 1760-1812.
Report on the malignant disease, which prevailed in the city of New-York, in the autumn of 1805 addressed to the governor of the state of New-York.
[New York]. [1806]
48 p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 49015.
Fiche: A-89,512-89,513

Miller, Henry, 1800-1874.
An address delivered before the American medical association, at its thirteenth annual meeting, held in the city of New Haven, Conn., on the 5th of June, 1860 by Henry Miller, president of the association.
Philadelphia : Collins, printer. 1860
28 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 49021.
Fiche: A-89,514-89,515

Miller, James William, d. 1829.
Poems and sketches by the late James William Miller.
Boston : Carter & Hendee. 1830
1 p.l., 165 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 49025.
Fiche: A-89,516-89,518

Miller, Rutger Blucker, 1805-1877.
The Lower St. Lawrence, or, Quebec to Halifax, via Gaspé and Pictou to which is appended Mr. Wood's description of the river Saguenay also, legends of the St. Lawrence, and All about fishing, &c., &c.
Quebec : Printed at the "Mercury" office. 1862
viii, [9]-122 p.; incl. front. pl., fold. map; 14 cm.; Sabin No.: 42527.
Fiche: A-89,522-89,524

Lowndes, John.
The coffee-planter, or, An essay on the cultivation and manufacturing of that article of West-India produce by John Lowndes.
London : C. Lowndes. 1807
76 p.; VI fold. pl. (incl. front.) ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42530.
Fiche: A-89,525-89,526

Lowrey, Grosvenor Porter, 1831-1893.
The commander-in-chief a defence upon legal grounds of the proclamation of emancipation : and an answer to ex-Judge Curtis : pamphlet, entitled "Executive power".
New York : G.P. Putnam. 1862
vi, [7]-31 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 42534.
Fiche: A-89,527-89,528

Lowrie, John C. (John Cameron), 1808-1900.
A manual of missions, or, Sketches of the foreign missions of the Presbyterian church with maps, showing the stations, and statistics of Protestant missions among unevangelized nations.
New York : A.D.F. Randolph. 1854
74 p.; double front., 1 illus., maps; 20 x 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 42535.
Fiche: A-89,529-89,530
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Lowrie, John Marshall, D.D.
The prophet Ellisha to which is prefixed a memoir of the author.
Philadelphia. [1869]
287 p. : front. : 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 42538.
Fiche: A-89,531-89,535

Lowrie, Walter M. (Walter Macon), 1819-1847.
New York : R. Carter & brothers ; Philadelphia : W.S. Martien. 1849
Fiche: A-89,536-89,542

To loyal democrats! who are the sympathizers with the rebellion? : what the rebels say.
[n.p.]. [1862]
7 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42546.
Fiche: A-89,543-89,544

Loyal meeting of the people of New-York, to support the government, prosecute the war, and maintain the union, held at the Cooper institute, Friday evening, March 6, 1863 [reported by A.F. Warburton ...].
New York : G.F. Neshitt & co. 1863
80 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 42551.
Fiche: A-89,545-89,546

Loyal National League.
Address of the Loyal national league of the state of New York.
[New York]. [1861]
8 p. ; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 42552.
Fiche: A-89,547-89,548

Loyal National League.
Opinions of prominent men concerning the great questions of the times expressed in their letters to the Loyal national league, on occasion of the great mass meeting of the League and other loyalists at Union square, New York, on the anniversary of Sumter.
New York : C.S. Westcott & co., printers. 1863
72 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 42553.
Fiche: A-89,549-89,550

Loyal National League.
New York : C.S. Westcott & co., printers. 1863
47, [1] p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42554.
Fiche: A-89,551-89,552

Loyal National League.
The Sumter anniversary, 1863 opinions of loyalists concerning the great questions of the times : expressed in the speeches and letters from prominent citizens of all sections and parties, on occasion of the inauguration of the Loyal national league, in mass meeting on Union square, New York, on the 11th of April, 1863, the anniversary of the attack on fort Sumter.
New York : C.S. Westcott & co., printers. 1863
144 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 42555.
Fiche: A-89,553-89,555

Loyal National League.
Dialogue between an old-fashioned Jackson Democrat and a Copperhead.
[New York?]. [1860?] 4 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42555.
Fiche: A-89,556-89,557

Loyal Publication Society of New York.
Proceedings at the first anniversary meeting of the Loyal publication society, February 13, 1864, with the annual reports prepared by order of the Society, by the secretary.
New York : Loyal publication society. 1864
24 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42558.
Fiche: A-89,559-89,559

The Loyalist's ammunition.
Philadelphia : Printed [by H.B. Ashmead] for gratuitous distribution. 1863
16 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42564.
Fiche: A-89,560-89,561

Loyalty what is it? : to whom or what due?.
[n.p.]. [1863]
12 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42568.
Fiche: A-89,562-89,563

Lowndes, William Jones, 1782-1822.
Speech of Mr. Lowndes, delivered in the House of representatives, Feb. 1819, on the Bank of the United States.
[Washington]. [1819]
28 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 42531.
Fiche: A-89,564-89,565

Abstract of the laws of the American states, now in force, relative to debts due to loyalists, subjects of Great Britain.
London, Printed in the year. 1789
xv, 45 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 42561.
Fiche: A-89,566-89,567

The Declaration and address of His Majesty's suffering loyalists, to the people of America.
London : T. Becket. 1782
2 p.l., iv, 32 p. ; 29 x 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 42563.
Fiche: A-89,568-89,569
Bremer, Fredrika, 1801-1865.
The homes of the new world impressions of America.
New York : Harper & brothers. 1853
2 v. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 7713.
Fiche: A-89,849-89,879

Awful exposure of the atrocious plot formed by certain individuals against the clergy and nuns of Lower Canada, through the intervention of Maria Monk with an authentic narrative of her life, from her birth to the present moment and an account of her impositions, etc.
New-York : Printed for Jones & co. of Montreal. 1836
11, 131 p. ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 49994.
Fiche: A-90,050-90,052

Bourne, George, 1780-1845.
The life of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., with memoirs of the Wesley family to which are subjoined, Dr. Whitehead's funeral sermon : and a comprehensive history of American Methodism.
Baltimore : Printed by George Dobbin and Murphy, for themselves, John Hagerty and Abner Neal. 1807
Fiche: A-90,053-90,057

Buddingh, Derk.
De Kerk, school en wetenschap in de Vereenigde Staten van Noord-Amerika.
Utrecht : Kemink & zoon. 1852-53
3 v. in 1 ; cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 8959.
Fiche: A-90,058-90,060

Christian Convention (1867 : Aurora, Ill.).
Minutes of the Christian convention, held at Aurora, Illinois, Oct. 31st and Nov. 1st, 1867 containing the proceedings & resolutions of the Convention [respecting freemasonry].
Chicago : E.A. Cook. 1868
Fiche: A-90,069-90,071

Dalcho, Frederick, 1770?-1836.
An historical account of the Protestant Episcopal church, in South-Carolina, from the first settlement of the province, to the war of the revolution with notices of the present state of the church in each parish : and some account of the early civil history of Carolina, never before published : to which are added; the laws relating to religious worship : the journals and rules of the convention of South-Carolina : the constitution and canons of the Protestant Episcopal church, and the course of ecclesiastical studies.
Charleston : Published by E. Thayer, at his theological book-store, Broad Street. Arch'd. E. Miller, Printer, 120 Broad-street. 1820
vii, [1], 613, [3] p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 18299.
Fiche: A-90,074-90,082

Green, Ashbel, 1762-1848.
A report to the trustees of the College of New Jersey relative to a revival of religion among the students of said college, in the winter and spring of the year 1815 : with an appendix.
Philadelphia : Printed for B.B. Hopkins, W. Fry, printer. 1815
28 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 28505.
Fiche: A-90,089-90,090

The Mormons the dream and the reality, or, Leaves from the sketch book of experience of one who left England to join the Mormons in the city of Zion and awoke to a consciousness of its heinous wickedness and abominations.
London : J. Masters. 1857
viii, 92 p. ; 18 cm.; Sabin No.: 50762.
Fiche: A-90,091-90,093

Keith, George, 1639?-1716.
The pretended Yearly meeting of the Quakers, their nameless bull of excommunication given forth against George Keith, from a party or faction of men that call themselves the Yearly meeting, which they would have to be received, as the general judgment, and sentence of the Quakers with a brief answer to the same, shewing that for his zealous and conscientious opposing their gross errors, and reproving the evil and wicked practises of them in Pensilvania, whom they own to be their brethren, particularly their persecution of G. Keith, and some of his friends, that party has excommunicated him.
[London?] : R. Levis. 1695
12 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 37210.
Fiche: A-90,099-90,101
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   Fiche: A-97,866-97,867

National Board of Fire Underwriters.
   Proceedings of the annual meeting.
   [New York].
   v. in : illus. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 51940.
   Fiche: A-97,868-97,870
National Board of Trade.  
Proceedings of the first meeting of the National board of trade, held in Philadelphia, June, 1868 published by order of the Board.  
Boston : J.H. Eastburn's press. 1868  
ix p., 1 l., 188, 7 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 51941.  
Fiche: A-97,871-97,874

National Board of Trade.  
Report of the committee of the National board of trade on a continuous water line of transportation through Virginia.  
Richmond : Gary, Clemmitt & Jones. 1869  
42 p.; incl. tables; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 51942.  
Fiche: A-97,875-97,876

National Board of Trade.  
Debate on direct importations to the interior.  
Boston : Barker, Cotter & co., printers. 1870  
10 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 51943.  
Fiche: A-97,877-97,878

The National Clay melodist, a collection of popular and patriotic songs.  
Boston : B. Adams. 1844  
2d ed., enl. and improved ...; iv, [5]-108 p.; front. (port.), illus.; 13 cm.; Sabin No.: 51946.  
Fiche: A-97,883-97,885

National Democratic quarterly review.  
Washington city : Little, Morris & co. 1860  
v.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 51972.  
Fiche: A-97,886-97,895

National Guard, The Captain Harmanus Neff, editor.  
Camp Pennsylvania, Baltimore, Md. 1861  
v.; Vignette; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 51986.  
Fiche: A-97,896-97,897

The National hand-book of facts and figures, historical, statistical, documentary, political, from the formation of the government to the present time with a full chronology of the rebellion.  
New York : E.B. Treat & co.; Chicago, Ill.: R.C. Treat & C.W. Lilley; [etc., etc.]. 1868  
viii, [9]-407 p.; incl. front.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 51987.  
Fiche: A-97,898-97,904

Constitution of the National institute of letters, arts and sciences founded 1868.  
New York : W.C. Bryant & co., printers. 1868  
15 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 51989.  
Fiche: A-97,904-97,905

National Institute for the Promotion of Science.  
Bulletin of the proceedings of the National institution for the promotion of science.  
Washington. [1841-46]  
1 v.; pl., tab.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 51990.  
Fiche: A-97,906-97,913

National Institute for the Promotion of Science.  
Constitution and by-laws of the National institution for the promotion of science, established at Washington, May, 1840.  
Washington : Printed by Gales and Seaton. 1840  
14 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 51991.  
Fiche: A-97,914-97,915

National Institution for Promoting Industry in the United States.  
Circular and address of the National institution for promoting industry in the United States, to their fellow-citizens.  
New-York : Printed by J. Seymour. 1820  
28 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 51992.  
Fiche: A-97,916-97,917

Moré, Jean Louis.  
Le Brésil en 1852 et sa colonisation future notice écrite sur des documents communiqués par le consulat suisse à Rio-de-Janeiro / par J.-L. Moré.  
Genève ; et Paris : Chez les principaux libraires. 1852  
Fiche: A-97,918-97,922

Moore, Martin, 1790-1866.  
The old way of the pilgrim fathers a sermon, delivered at the dedication of the vestry of the Second Congregational parish in Cohasset, Dec. 4, 1833, and at the organization of the First Trinitarian Congregational church, in North Marshfield, July 4, 1835.  
Hingham [Mass.]: J. Farmer, printer. [1835]  
24 p.; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 50424.  
Fiche: A-97,923-97,924

Minnesota. Adjutant-general's Office.  
Report.  
Saint Paul [etc.].  
v.; fold. tables; 32-34 cm.; Sabin No.: 49238.  
Fiche: A-97,925-97,929
National Association of Cotton Manufacturers and Planters.
Proceedings of a convention, held in the city of New York ... April 29, 1868, for the purpose of organizing the National association of cotton manufactureres and planters and of the first meeting of the government of the association, with correspondence and statistics appended.
Boston : Prentiss & Deland, printers. 1868
92 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 51931.
Fiche: A-97,930-97,932

The National magazine and republican review.
Washington, D.C. : Fulton & Smith. 1839
v. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 52000.
Fiche: A-97,933-97,938

The National magazine devoted to literature, art, and religion.
New York : Carlton & Phillips [etc.]. [1852-58]
13 v. : illus., ports. ; 26 cm.; Sabin No.: 52001.
Fiche: A-97,939-97,946

Leftwich, W. M. (William M.).
Martyrdom in Missouri a history of religious proscription, the seizure of churches, and the persecution of ministers of the gospel, in the state of Missouri during the late civil war, and under the "test oath" of the new constitution.
Saint Louis : S.W. book & pub. co. 1870
2 v. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 39844.
Fiche: A-98,031-98,036

Motives for a subscription towards the relief of the sufferers at Montreal in Canada, by a dreadful fire on the 18th of May 1765, in which 108 houses, (containing 215 families, chiefly Canadians,) were destroyed and the greatest part of the inhabitants exposed to all the miseries attending such misfortunes.
[London]. [1766]
35 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 50245.
Fiche: A-98,042-98,043

The Montreal pocket almanack and general register.
Montreal : J. Starke & co. 1842
v. : plates ; 11-12 cm.; Sabin No.: 50269.
Fiche: A-98,044-98,045

Moodey, Samuel, 1676-1747.
A summary account of the life and death of Joseph Quasson, Indian who on the 28. day of August 1725. at Arundel in the county of York, & province of Main, in New-England, shot his fellow-soldier and kinsman, John Peter : so that he died of the wound in a few days : for which murder being apprehended, tried, and after conviction, condemned at York in the province aforesaid, on the 12th of May following : he was there executed on the 29th of June, 1726.
Boston : Printed for S. Gerrish, 1726
Fiche: A-98,046-98,047

Letters written in London by an American spy from the year 1764 to the year 1785.
London : Printed for the editor, and sold by S. Crowder and J. Bew. 1786
xvi, 167 p. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 40659.
Fiche: A-98,048-98,051

Mitchell, Samuel L. (Samuel Latham), 1764-1831.
The picture of New-York, or, The traveller's guide, through the commercial metropolis of the United States by a gentleman residing in this city.
New-York : Published by I. Riley and co.; sold by Brisban and Brannan, City-hotel, Broadway. 1807
vii, 216 p. : front. (fold. plan) ; 16 cm.; Sabin No.: 49746.
Fiche: A-98,052-98,055

Livingston's monthly law magazine ... by John Livingston.
New York. 1853-56
4 v. : ports. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 50180.
Fiche: A-98,056-98,065

Missouri. Insurance Dept.
Annual report of the superintendent.
Jefferson City [etc.]. 1870-19
v. in ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49580.
Fiche: A-98,087-98,095

Missouri. Board of Immigration.
Biennial report.
Jefferson City. 1867
v. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49582.
Fiche: A-98,096-98,097

The Question of population, particularly as it relates to the increase of numbers in the inhabitants of the United States, carefully examined and fully considered being a detection of the gross blunders and absurdities of the article on Mr. Godwin's Enquiry concerning population, which appeared in the seventieth number of the Edinburgh review.
London : Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1821
iv, [5]-52 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 67144.
Fiche: A-98,098-98,099

The Quid mirror the first part.
Philadelphia : Printed and republished (with an explanatory note) by George Helmbold, junior, no. 73, N. Eighth Street. 1806
24 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 67148.
Fiche: A-98,100-98,101

Orne, Henry.
Reply of Colonel Orne to the attacks of Mr. Nathaniel Greene, and David Henshaw, and others, in the Boston statesman.
Boston : Putnam & Hunt. 1829
48 p. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 57632.
Fiche: A-98,102-98,103
O'Reilly, Henry, 1806-1886.
Settlement in the West sketches of Rochester: with incidental notices of western New-York.
Rochester: W. Alling. 1838
2 p.l., [xvii]-xxii, [23]-416 (i.e. 468) p.: front., illus., plates, ports., fold. plan; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 57594.
Fiche: A-98,104-98,111

Lang, William Bailey.
Views, with ground plans of the Highland cottages at Roxbury (near Boston) designed and erected by Wm. Bailey Lang.
Boston: Printed by L.H. Bridgham and H.E. Felch. 1845
2 p.l., 8 l.: 9 pl. (incl. 3 plans); 29 x 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 38869.
Fiche: A-98,112-98,113

La Roquette, M. de (Jean Bernard Marie Alexandre Dezos), 1784-1868.
Notice biographique sur l'amiral Sir John Franklin, correspondant de la Société de géographie, etc. redigée sur la demande de la société par m. de La Roquette.
[Paris: Impr. de L. Martinet]. [1857?]
67 p.: front. (port.), 2 fold. maps, facsims. (11 p.); 28 x 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39061.
Fiche: A-98,119-98,118

Wingate, George Wood, 1840-1928.
The last campaign of the Twenty-second regiment, N.G., S.N.Y. June and July, 1863.
New York: C.S. Westcott & co., printers. 1864
47 p.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39143.
Fiche: A-98,121-98,122

Lathrop, Joseph, 1731-1820.
A discourse delivered at Springfield, October 30, 1805 on occasion of the completion and opening of the great bridge over Connecticut River, between the towns of Springfield and West-Springfield.
Springfield, Mas.: [H. Brewer, printer]. [1805]
2d ed.; 16 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39185.
Fiche: A-98,123-98,124

Parkman, Francis, 1823-1893.
History of the conspiracy of Pontiac, and the war of the North American tribes against the English colonies after the conquest of Canada by Francis Parkman, jr.
Boston: C.C. Little and J. Brown; [etc., etc.]. 1851
xxiv, 630 p.: maps (part fold.); 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 58803.
Fiche: A-98,125-98,132

Osgood, Daniel, 1776-1852.
A letter on the yellow fever of the West Indies by Daniel Osgood.
New-York: Published by Elam Bliss, 208 Broadway, J. Seymour, printer. 1820
vii, [9]-72 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 57770.
Fiche: A-98,133-98,135

Pleasant, Julia, 1827?-1886.
Aphelia and other poems.
New York: C. Scribner. 1854
viii, 13-272 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 63410.
Fiche: A-98,136-98,139

Pleasant, Julia, 1827?-1886.
Callamura by Julia Pleasant.
Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1868
454 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 63411.
Fiche: A-98,140-98,145

Sanctissimi domini nostri Pii ... papae IX. litterae apostolicae qvibvs conventio inter Sanctam Sedem et praesidem reipvblicae Sancti Salvatoris in America Centrali confirmavtr.
Romae. 1864
xvi p.; 33 cm.; Sabin No.: 63172.
Fiche: A-98,146-98,147

Brown, Thomas, b. 1740.
A plain narrative of the uncommon sufferings and remarkable deliverance of Thomas Brown, of Charlestown, in New England who returned to his father's house the beginning of Jan. 1760, after having been absent three years and about eight months: containing an account of the engagement between a party of English, commanded by Maj. Rogers and a party of French and Indians, in Jan. 1757 ... how he was taken captive by the Indians and carried to Canada, and from thence to the Mississippi: where he lived about a year, and was again sent to Canada.
Boston: Printed and sold by Fowle and Draper. 1760
2d ed.; 3 p.l.; [5]-17 p.; 27 cm.; Sabin No.: 63223;
Fiche: A-98,148-98,150

Pitrat, John Claudius.
An Authentic account of the part taken by the late Earl of Chatham in a transaction, which passed in the beginning of the year 1778 [in which Sir J. Wright tried to effect a coalition between the Earl of Chatham and the Earl of Bute].
London: Printed for J. Almon. 1778
11 p.; 26 x 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 63084.
Fiche: A-98,155-98,156
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The Conduct of a Rt. Hon. gentleman [William Pitt] in resigning the seals of his office justified by facts, and upon the principles of the British constitution by a member of Parliament.
London : Printed for J. Newberry. 1761
2d ed.; 2 p.l., 82 (i.e. 84) p.; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 63088.
Fiche: A-98,157-98,158

Morris, George Pope, 1802-1864.
American melodies containing a single selection from the productions of two hundred writers.
Philadelphia : H.F. Anners. [c 1840
Fiche: A-98,159-98,163

Morris, Gouverneur, 1752-1816.
An inaugural discourse delivered before the New-York historical society.
New-York : T. & W. Mercein. 1816
24 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 50828.
Fiche: A-98,164-98,165

Morris, Jacob, 1755-1844.
Address of Gen. Jacob Morris, president of the Otsego county agricultural society, delivered before said association established for the promotion of agriculture and manufactures, at Cooperstown, Oct. 14, 1817 ... together with the address of Elkanah Watson, esq., previous to declaring the premiums reported.
Cooperstown [N.Y.] : Printed by H. and E. Phinney. 1817
16 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 50837.
Fiche: A-98,166-98,167

Morris, James, 1752-1820.
Litchfield [Conn.] : Printed by T. Collier. [1800]
29 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 50838.
Fiche: A-98,168-98,169

Mulhall, Michael George, 1836-1900.
The cotton fields of Paraguay and Corrientes being an account of a tour through these countries, preceded by annals of cotton-planting in the river Plate territories from 1862 to 1864.
Buenos Ayres : M.G. and E.T. Mulhall. 1864
120 p. ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 51267.
Fiche: A-98,170-98,172

Munford, William, 1775-1825.
Poems, and compositions in prose on several occasions by William Munford.
Richmond : Printed by Samuel Pleasants, jun. 1798
Fiche: A-98,176-98,179

National money, or a simple system of finance which will fully answer the demands of trade, equalize the value of money, and keep the government out of the hands of stock-jobbers : in three letters, addressed by a citizen of Washington to the Congress of the United States.
Georgetown, Ca. : Printed by W.A. Rind and co. 1816
18 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 52010.
Fiche: A-98,182-98,183

An address delivered at the opening of the Rock Island Medical School, November 7, 1848 by M.L. Knapp, M.D., president, and professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
Chicago : Campbell & Fuller. printers. 1849
20 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 38068.
Fiche: A-98,184-98,185

Convention of Delegates Met to Consult on Missions (1831 : Cincinnati, Ohio).
Minutes.
Lexington, Ky. 1831
22 p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 49365.
Fiche: A-98,200-98,201

Board of Trade of Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh, Pa.).
Report on the improvement of the Ohio river made to the Board of trade of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh : Printed by W.S. Haven. 1864
25 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 63111.
Fiche: A-98,202-98,203

Filson, John, ca. 1747-1788.
Life and adventures of Colonel Daniel Boon. [1916]
p. ; cm.; Sabin No.: 40997.
Fiche: A-98,204-98,206

Quinet, Edgar, 1803-1875.
L’expédition au Méxique par Edgar Quinet.
Londres : W. Jeffs; [etc., etc.]. 1862
39 p. ; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 67302.
Fiche: A-98,461-98,462

Muraour, E. (Emile).
Paris : Bureau des Annales contemporaines. 1863
415 p. ; incl. pl. ; 15 cm.; Sabin No.: 51408.
Fiche: A-98,463-98,468

1762
Poole, Francis.
Queen Charlotte Islands a narrative of discovery and adventures in the north Pacific.
London : Hurst and Blackett. 1872
xiv, 347 p. : maps, plates ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 64029.
Fiche: A-98,469-98,473

Missouri Iron Company (Missouri City, Mo.).
Prospectus of the Missouri iron company and Missouri and Iron Mountain cities, together with a map of the state of Missouri and plans of the cities.
Hartford : Printed by P. Canfield. 1837
40 p. : incl. map ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 49618.
Fiche: A-98,511-98,512

Minor, Lucian, 1802-1858.
Discourse on the life and character of the late John A.G. Davis, professor of law in the University of Virginia, delivered before the Society of alumni, June 29th, 1847 by Lucian Minor.
Richmond : Printed by Shepherd and Colins. 1847
32 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 49315.
Fiche: A-98,600-98,601

Navarrete, Martín Fernández de, 1765-1844.
Relations des quatre voyages entrepris par Christophe Colomb pour la découverte du Nouveau-monde de 1492 à 1504 suivies de diverses lettres et pièces inédites extraites des Archives de la monarchie espagnole, et publiées pour la première fois par ordre et sous les auspices de S.M. catholique / par don M.F. de Navarrete ... ; ouvrage traduit de l'espagnol, par mm. F.J.A. Chalumeau de Verneuil ... et De la Roquette ... revu sur leur traduction par m. de Navarrete, et accompagné de notes des traducteurs et de mm. Abel Remusat, Adrien Balbi ... etc. ; dédié à la Société de geographie ; avec deux portraits de Christophe Colomb, ses armoiries, le fac simile d'une de ses lettres autographes, et deux cartes.
Paris [etc.] : Treuttel et Wurzt. 1828
3 v. : fronts., 2 fold. maps ; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 52105.
Fiche: A-98,602-98,610

Outhier, Réginald.
Journal d'un voyage au nord, en 1736. & 1737 par M. Outhier.
Paris : Piget [etc.]. 1744
Fiche: A-98,622-98,626

New Hampshire (Colony). Laws, statutes, etc.
Portsmouth : Printed by D. Fowle. 1761
xiii, 238 p. ; 25 cm.; Sabin No.: 52782.
Fiche: A-98,629-98,633

New Hampshire (Colony). Laws, statutes, etc.
Acts and laws, passed by the General court or assembly of His Majesties province of New-Hampshire in New-England [Royal arms].
Boston in New-England : Printed by B. Green: sold by Eleazar Russel at his shop in Portsmouth. 1716
1 p.l., iii, 60 p. ; 29 cm.; Sabin No.: 52781.
Fiche: A-98,634-98,635

A Plea for authors, and the rights of literary property by an American.
New York : Adlard & Saunders. 1838
32 p. ; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 63381.
Fiche: A-98,636-98,637

A Plea for hospitals.
New-York : Baker, Godwin & co., printers. 1851
21 p. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 63382.
Fiche: A-98,638-98,639

Massachusetts. Commissioners of Sanitary Survey.
Sanitary survey of the town of Lawrence by the chairman of the commissioners appointed under a resolve of the legislature of Massachusetts, relating to a sanitary survey of the state ; reprinted from the report of the commission.
Boston : Printed by Dutton & Wentworth. 1850
23 p. : front. (fold. map), 5 plans ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 39399.
Fiche: A-98,640-98,641

An Inquiry into the causes of the public distress.
Fiche: A-98,642-98,643

Osborn, A.
Field notes of geology A. Osborn.
New-York : Sherman & co. ; Albany : P.L. Gilvert. 1858
82 p. : illus. ; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 57743.
Fiche: A-98,644-98,645

Osborn, Laughton, 1809-1878.
Arthur Carryl a novel.
New York : D. Appleton and company. 1841
1 p.l., Ivii, 357 p. ; 21 cm.; Sabin No.: 57752.
Fiche: A-98,646-98,651

Osborn, Laughton, 1809-1878.
The vision of Rubeta an epic story of the island of Manhattan / with illustrations, done on stone.
Boston : Weeks, Jordan, and company. 1838
xviii, [2], 424 p. : front., 3 pl. ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 57755.
Fiche: A-98,652-98,657
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Logan, Olive, 1839-1909.
Before the footlights and behind the scenes a book about "the show business" in all its branches: from puppet shows to grand opera: from mountebanks to menageries: from learned pigs to lecturers: from burlesque blondes to actors and actresses: with some observations and reflections (original and reflected) on morality and immorality in amusements: thus exhibiting the "show world" as seen from within, through the eyes of the former actress, as well as from without, through the eyes of the present lecturer and author.

Lea, Thomas G. (Thomas Gibson), 1785-1844.
Catalogue of plants, native and naturalized, collected in the vicinity of Cincinnati, Ohio, during the years 1834-1844 by Thomas G. Lea.
Philadelphia: Printed by T.K. & P.G. Collins. 1849
2 p.l., iv. [5]-77 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39503.
Fiche: A-98,685-98,686

Leboucher, Odet-Julien, 1744-1826.
Histoire de la guerre de l'indépendance des Etats-Unis par Odet-Julien Leboucher.
Paris: Anselin. 1830
Nouv. éd. / ornée du portrait de l'auteur, et précédée d'une notice sur sa vie: revue et augmentée de plusieurs lettres et facsimile de personnages célèbres, et accompagnée d'un atlas; publiée par Emile Leboucher ...; 2 v.: front. (port.), facsim.; 21 cm. + atlas (30 1/2 cm.); Sabin No.: 39614.
Fiche: A-98,687-98,692

Loring, Amasa, 1813-1890.
A history of Shapleigh by Rev. Amasa Loring.
Portland [Me.]: Printed by B. Thurston. 1854
40 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 42073.
Fiche: A-98,668-98,669

Mississippi Historical Society (Founded 1858).
Constitution and other documents in relation to the state historical society of Mississippi.
Jackson, Miss.: Mississippian steam press print. 1859
15 p.; cm. (8vo); Sabin No.: 49544.
Fiche: A-98,670-98,671

Parker, William Harwar, 1826-1896.
Instruction for naval light artillery, afloat and ashore prepared and arranged for the U.S. Naval academy.
New York: D. Van Nostrand. 1862
2d ed., rev. / by Lieut. S.B. Luce ...; 120 p.; 22 pl. (incl. diagrs.) ; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 58776.
Fiche: A-98,697-98,699

Parkes, Joseph, 1796-1865.
Memoirs of Sir Philip Francis, K.C.B., with correspondence and journals commenced by the late Joseph Parkes, esq.; completed and ed. by Herman Merivale.
London: Longmans, Green, and co. 1867
2 v.: fronts. (ports.), 7 facsim.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 58778.
Fiche: A-98,700-98,706

Lidstone, James Torrington Spencer.
The Bostoniad giving a full description of the principal establishments, together with the most honorable and substantial business men, in the Athens of America.
Boston: Pub. under universal patronage [Hollis & Gunn, prs.]. 1853
1 p.l., [5]-62 p.; 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 40973.
Fiche: A-98,714-98,715

Lawrence, William Beach, 1800-1881.
Complainant's affidavits William Beach Lawrence vs. Richard H. Dana Jr., et als.: bill in equity.
Boston: A. Mudge, printer. 1866
98, 5 p.; cm.; Sabin No.: 39375.
Fiche: A-98,672-98,674

Lawrence, William Beach, 1800-1881.
The colonization and subsequent history of New-Jersey a discourse, pronounced before the Young men's adoration of New-Brunswick, on the 1st of December, 1842.
Somerville, N.J.: S.L.B. Baldwin, printer. 1843
31 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 39378.
Fiche: A-98,675-98,677

Littlejohn, Dewitt Clinton.
The Littlejohn libel suit the case of DeWitt C. Littlejohn against Horace Greeley, tried at the Oswego term of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, at Pulaski, Sept. 10-13, 1861, before his Honor, William J. Bacon.
New York: Tribune Association. 1861
56 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 41548.
Fiche: A-98,716-98,717

Lazarus, Emma, 1849-1887.
Poems and translations by Emma Lazarus; written between the ages of fourteen and seventeen.
New York: Hurd and Houghton. 1867
viii. 297 p.; 20 cm.; Sabin No.: 39477.
Fiche: A-98,680-98,684
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Lester, C. Edwards (Charles Edwards), 1815-1890.
The artists of America a series of biographical sketches of American artists: with portraits and designs on steel.
New-York: Baker & Scribner. 1846
3 p.l., [v]-vi, 257 p.; front., 8 port.; 23 cm.; Sabin No.: 40218.
Fiche: A-98,718-98,721

Lester, C. Edwards (Charles Edwards), 1815-1890.
Glances at the metropolis a hundred illustrated gems.
New York: I.D. Guyer. [c 1854]
Fiche: A-98,722-98,729

Pond, Enoch, 1791-1882.
The lives of Increase Mather and Sir William Phips by Enoch Pond.
Boston: Massachusetts Sabbath school society. 1847
vii, [9]-286 p.; front. (port.); 19 cm.; Sabin No.: 63984.
Fiche: A-98,730-98,734

Ponton, Mungo, 1802-1880.
Earthquakes & volcanoes their history, phenomena, and probable causes.
London; New York [etc.]: T. Nelson and sons. 1868
1 p.l., [vii]-xii, [13]-354 p.: incl. illus., plates, front.; 17 cm.; Sabin No.: 64018.
Fiche: A-98,735-98,739

Anthony, Susanna, 1726-1791.
Memoirs of Miss Susanna Anthony ... consisting chiefly of extracts from her writings, with some brief observations on them.
London: Clipstone, Printed by J.W. Morris; sold by Button, Williams, and Gardiner. 1803
New ed. / with a recommendatory pref. by Dr. Ryland, Mr. Fuller and Mr. Sutcliff.; 241 p.; 22 cm.; Sabin No.: 63988.
Fiche: A-98,740-98,743

Parker, Joel, 1795-1875.
The right of secession a review of the message of Jefferson Davis to the Congress of the Confederate states.
Cambridge: Welch, Bigelow, and company. 1861
39 p.; 24 cm.; Sabin No.: 58700.
Fiche: A-98,744-98,745

Parker, Joel, 1795-1875.
The three powers of government the origin of the United States: and the status of the Southern states, on the suppression of the rebellion: the three dangers of the republic: lectures delivered in the Law school of Harvard college; and in Dartmouth college, 1867-68, and '69.
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